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ABSTRACT
This PhD thesis sets out to investigate the potentials of Building Information Modeling (BIM) to mitigate
risks of corruption in the Ethiopian public construction sector. The wide-ranging capabilities and promises
of BIM have led to the strong perception among researchers and practitioners that it is an indispensable
technology. Consequently, it has become the frequent subject of science and research. Meanwhile, many
countries, especially the developed ones, have committed themselves to applying the technology
extensively. Increasing productivity is the most common and frequently cited reason for that.
However, both technology developers and adopters are oblivious to the potentials of BIM in addressing
critical challenges in the construction sector, such as corruption. This particularly would be significant in
developing countries like Ethiopia, where its problems and effects are acute. Studies reveal that bribery and
corruption have long pervaded the construction industry worldwide. The complex and fragmented nature
of the sector provides an environment for corruption. The Ethiopian construction sector is not immune from
this epidemic reality. In fact, it is regarded as one of the most vulnerable sectors owing to varying socioeconomic and political factors. Since 2015, Ethiopia has started adopting BIM, yet without clear goals and
strategies. As a result, the potential of BIM for combating concrete problems of the sector remains untapped.
To this end, this dissertation does pioneering work by showing how collaboration and coordination features
of the technology contribute to minimizing the opportunities for corruption. Tracing loopholes, otherwise,
would remain complex and ineffective in the traditional documentation processes.
Proceeding from this anticipation, this thesis brings up two primary questions: what are areas and risks of
corruption in case of the Ethiopian public construction projects; and how could BIM be leveraged to
mitigate these risks? To tackle these and other secondary questions, the research employs a mixed-method
approach. The selected main research strategies are Survey, Grounded Theory (GT) and Archival Study.
First, the author disseminates an online questionnaire among Ethiopian construction engineering
professionals to pinpoint areas of vulnerability to corruption. 155 responses are compiled and scrutinized
quantitatively. Then, a semi-structured in-depth interview is conducted with 20 senior professionals,
primarily to comprehend opportunities for and risks of corruption in those identified highly vulnerable
project stages and decision points. At the same time, open interviews (consultations) are held with 14
informants to be aware of state of the construction documentation, BIM and loopholes for corruption in the
country. Consequently, these qualitative data are analyzed utilizing the principles of GT, heat/risk mapping
and Social Network Analysis (SNA). The risk mapping assists the researcher in the course of prioritizing
corruption risks; whilst through SNA, methodically, it is feasible to identify key actors/stakeholders in the
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corruption venture. Based on the generated research data, the author constructs a [substantive] grounded
theory around the elements of corruption in the Ethiopian public construction sector. This theory, later,
guides the subsequent strategic proposition of BIM. Finally, 85 public construction related cases are also
analyzed systematically to substantiate and confirm previous findings.
By ways of these multiple research endeavors that is based, first and foremost, on the triangulation of
qualitative and quantitative data analysis, the author conveys a number of key findings. First, estimations,
tender document preparation and evaluation, construction material as well as quality control and additional
work orders are found to be the most vulnerable stages in the design, tendering and construction phases
respectively. Second, middle management personnel of contractors and clients, aided by brokers, play most
critical roles in corrupt transactions within the prevalent corruption network. Third, grand corruption
persists in the sector, attributed to the fact that top management and higher officials entertain their
overriding power, supported by the lack of project audits and accountability. Contrarily, individuals at
operation level utilize intentional and unintentional 'errors’ as an opportunity for corruption.
In light of these findings, two conceptual BIM-based risk mitigation strategies are prescribed: active and
passive automation of project audits; and the monitoring of project information throughout projects’ value
chain. These propositions are made in reliance on BIM’s present dimensional capabilities and the promises
of Integrated Project Delivery (IPD). Moreover, BIM’s synchronous potentials with other technologies such
as Information and Communication Technology (ICT), and Radio Frequency technologies are topics which
received a treatment. All these arguments form the basis for the main thesis of this dissertation, that BIM
is able to mitigate corruption risks in the Ethiopian public construction sector. The discourse on the
skepticisms about BIM that would stem from the complex nature of corruption and strategic as well as
technological limitations of BIM is also illuminated and complemented by this work. Thus, the thesis
uncovers possible research gaps and lays the foundation for further studies.
Keywords: Corruption, BIM, Risk management, Construction, Ethiopia
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ZUSAMMENFASSUNG
Diese Dissertation zielt darauf ab, die Potenziale von Gebäudeinformationsmodellierung (BIM) zur
Minderung von Korruptionsrisiken im äthiopischen öffentlichen Bausektor zu untersuchen. Die vielfältigen
Möglichkeiten und Versprechungen von BIM haben zu der starken Überzeugung unter Forschern und
Praktikern geführt, dass es sich hierbei um eine unverzichtbare Technologie handelt. Folglich ist es zum
häufigen Gegenstand von Wissenschaft und Forschung geworden. Inzwischen haben sich viele Länder,
insbesondere die entwickelten Länder, verpflichtet, die Technologie umfassend anzuwenden. Die
Steigerung der Produktivität ist der am weitesten verbreitete und am häufigsten genannte Grund dafür.
Die Anwender der Technologie scheinen jedoch die Potenziale von BIM bei der Bewältigung kritischer
Herausforderungen im Bausektor wie Korruption zu übersehen. Dies wäre insbesondere in
Entwicklungsländern wie Äthiopien von Bedeutung, wo die Probleme und Auswirkungen, die durch
Korruption entstehen, akut sind. Studien zeigen, dass Bestechung und Korruption die Bauwirtschaft
weltweit längst durchdringen. Der komplexe und fragmentierte Charakter des Sektors bietet ein Umfeld für
Korruption. Der äthiopische Bausektor ist nicht immun gegen diese weitverbreitete Realität. Tatsächlich
gilt die äthiopische Bauindustrie aufgrund unterschiedlicher sozioökonomischer und politischer Faktoren
als einer der am stärksten gefährdeten Sektoren weltweit. Seit 2015 hat Äthiopien mit der Einführung von
BIM begonnen, allerdings ohne klare Ziele und Strategien. Damit bleibt das Potenzial von BIM zur
Bekämpfung konkreter Probleme in der Branche ungenutzt. Zu diesem Zweck leistet diese Dissertation
Pionierarbeit, indem sie zeigt, wie Kollaborations- und Koordinationsmerkmale der Technologie dazu
beitragen, die Möglichkeiten der Korruption aufzudecken. Sie vereinfacht die komplexen und ineffizienten
Dokumentationsprozesse und dient dadurch dem Aufspüren von Schlupflöchern.
Ausgehend von diesem Hintergrund wirft diese Arbeit zwei Hauptfragen auf: Was sind
Korruptionsbereiche und -risiken im Falle der äthiopischen öffentlichen Bauprojekte; und wie könnte BIM
genutzt werden, um diese Risiken zu minimieren? Um diese und andere sekundäre Fragen zu beantworten,
verwendet die Forschung einen Mixed-Method-Ansatz. Dabei sind Umfrage, Grounded Theory (GT) sowie
Archivrecherche die wichtigsten Forschungsstrategien.
Zuerst befragt der Autor äthiopische Bauingenieure und Architekten mithilfe einer Online-Befragung, um
die Anfälligkeit der einzelnen Bauphasen für Korruption zu identifizieren. 155 Fragebögen werden
gesammelt und quantitativ ausgewertet. Anschließend wird ein semi-strukturiertes Tiefeninterview mit 20
Experten durchgeführt, um vor allem die Chancen und Risiken von Korruption in den sehr anfälligen
Projektphasen und Entscheidungspunkten zu verstehen. Darüber hinaus werden 14 Interviews
(Konsultationen) durchgeführt, um die aktuelle Praxis von Baudokumentation und dem Einsatz von BIM
im Zusammenhang mit Korruptionslücken im Land zu ermitteln. Diese qualitativen Daten werden unter
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Verwendung der Prinzipien von GT, Heat/Risk Mapping und Social Network Analysis (SNA) analysiert.
Diese qualitativen Daten werden unter Verwendung der Prinzipien von GT, Heat/Risk Mapping und Social
Network Analysis (SNA) analysiert. Die Risikokartierung unterstützt den Forscher bei der Priorisierung
von

Korruptionsrisiken;

während

es

durch

SNA

methodisch

möglich

ist,

wichtige

Akteure/Interessensvertreter im Rahmen von Korruption zu identifizieren. Aus diesen Daten entwickelt der
Autor eine Grounded Theory, die sich um Elemente der Korruption im äthiopischen öffentlichen Bauwesen
dreht und später den nachfolgenden strategischen Vorschlag von BIM leitet. Abschließend werden 85
Gerichtsfälle des öffentlichen Bauwesens systematisch analysiert, um die entwickelte Theorie zu
untermauern und frühere Ergebnisse zu bestätigen.
Durch diese vielschichtigen Forschungsarbeit, die in erster Linie auf der Triangulation von qualitativer und
quantitativer Datenanalyse basiert, vermittelt der Autor eine Reihe von Schlüsselergebnissen. Die erste
Erkenntnis ist, dass folgende Entwurfs-, Ausschreibungs- bzw. Bauphasen am anfälligsten für Korruption
sind: Angebotserstellung, Ausschreibung und Bewertung, Baustoffbeschaffung sowie Qualitätskontrolle
und Nachträge. Zweitens spielen die mittleren Führungskräfte von Auftragnehmern und Kunden,
unterstützt durch Makler, die größte Rolle bei korrupten Transaktionen innerhalb des vorherrschenden
Korruptionsnetzwerks. Drittens hält die große Korruption in der Branche an, was darauf zurückzuführen
ist, dass das Top-Management sowie höhere Beamte ihre übergeordnete Macht aufrechterhalten, ausgelöst
durch den Mangel an Projektaudits und Rechenschaftspflicht. Im Gegenzug nutzen Einzelpersonen auf der
operativen Ebene absichtliche und unbeabsichtigte "Fehler im System" als Chance für Korruption.
Vor

dem

Hintergrund

dieser

Ergebnisse

werden

zwei

konzeptionelle

BIM-basierte

Risikominderungsstrategien formuliert: zum einen die aktive sowie passive Automatisierung von
Projektaudits und zum anderen die Überwachung von Projektinformationen entlang der gesamten
Wertschöpfungskette von öffentlichen Bauprojekten. Diese Vorschläge werden in Anlehnung an die
derzeitigen Dimensionierungskapazitäten von BIM und die Zusagen von Integrated Project Delivery (IPD)
gemacht. Darüber hinaus sind die synchronen Potenziale von BIM mit anderen Technologien wie
Informations- und Kommunikationstechnologie (IKT) und Hochfrequenztechnologien Themen, die
diskutiert werden. All diese Argumente bilden die Grundlage für die Hauptthese dieser Dissertation, dass
BIM in der Lage ist, Korruptionsrisiken in Äthiopien zu mindern. Der Diskurs über BIM als Mittel der
Transparenz, der sich von der Komplexität von Korruption über die strategischen sowie technologischen
Grenzen von BIM erstreckt, wird somit durch diese Arbeit beleuchtet und ergänzt. Dadurch deckt diese
Dissertation weitere Forschungslücken auf und legt den Grundstein für weitere Studien .
Schlagwörter: Korruption, BIM, Risikomanagement, Bauwesen, Äthiopien
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS

1

Amharic

The official language of Ethiopia that descended from an ancient Semitic
language: Geez.

Ato

The equivalent of ‘Mr.’ and is widely used by Ethiopians of various
linguistic backgrounds

Bid/ Bidder

Bid is the process of offering a quote whereas; bidder is the party
submitting a bid.

Consultant

An architectural or Engineering organization employed by an owner/
client in the process of design and/or supervision and contract
administration of any construction project.

Dergue

The Provisional Administrative Council that eventually ruled Ethiopia
from 1974—1991.

[Ethiopian] Birr

Ethiopian currency. 1USD= 28.5 ETB1

Ethiopian Calendar (E.C.)

The principal calendar used in Ethiopia and it is seven to eight years
behind the Gregorian calendar.

Kebele

The smallest administrative unit similar to ‘neighborhood’

Musina

The equivalent Amharic word for corruption. It is adapted from Geez,
and it is literally translated as ‘Tifat’ meaning ‘harm’.

Public Institution/
Public Body

Any government office established to provide goods and services of any
nature to the public at large.

Public Construction Project

Any construction project financed by/ through a government that is/may
be owned and operated by the government.

Tender

Often used interchangeably with bid, it is the procurement of a
construction project.

Wereda

The third administrative unit next to Zone and region.

An average exchange rate in August, 2019
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Chapter 1: INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
Since the mid-20th century, corruption has been detected as a global concern and became the center of nearly
all socio-economic and political narratives (Pierce, 2016; Giles, 2012). Indeed, it is an ever-present
phenomenon and widespread form of behavior (Lawler, 2012). Notwithstanding the long history, it
persisted not only against all anti-corruption efforts but also moral fabric of a society, justice and
democracy, making itself something of unbeaten (Ganahl, 2013; Wells & Hymes, 2012). Consequently,
corruption became an inextricable thread in the process of every business transaction, and hence, to tear it
out seemed impossible (Rose-Ackerman, 1999). Especially in developing countries, where the impacts of
corruption and bribery are particularly intense, corrupters are recognized to have robust resilience to find
opportunities even within curative measures put in place by their governments (Guest, 2004; Hope &
Chikulo, 2000). As an illustration to the damage it causes, only in Africa, up to 140 billion USD is stolen
each year by ways of diverse corrupt practices (Loughman & Sibery, 2012).
Alongside this reality, corruption has become an omnipresent practice within the public
construction sector; a trillion dollar industry (Goldie-Scot, 2012). The more the sector ‘prospers’, the more
its vulnerability to corruption become apparent, due to which few countries are forced to skew spending
away from it (Collier & Hoeffler, 2005). Wide-ranging cases of unethical practices have skyrocketed over
such developmental phases of the sector in most countries. The problem and its effects, once again, are
acute in developing countries where the sector has to endure leakage of 20%-30% of project values (Campos
& Pradhan 2007; Wells, 2014). This indeed, left them saddled with substandard infrastructure and excessive
debt. The risk is expected to be consistently 30% by 2025 while the industry is also projected to consume
15 trillion USD every year worldwide (NC, 2014). Thus, the industry seems victim of its own ‘success’ as
it is trapped with variety of complex ethical issues and corrupt practices.
What’s even more menacing, the fight against corruption is apparently like chasing a mirage. This
is due to the lack of clear and consistent information management system when one attempts to trace
loopholes throughout construction projects’ value chain (Wells, 2014; Kenny, 2007). In the cases of
manufacturing and service sectors, technology is being utilized as a short circuiting tool to cutoff perpetual
opportunities corrupters entertain. However, little or no such attempts are registered in the AEC industry.
This is attributed to varying factors. Nature of construction projects, fragmented delivery system, type and
number of involved stakeholders are few of these reasons. Apart from this, the industry is highly accused
of lagging behind technology adoption and customization in comparison with its manufacturing and service
counterparts (Gallaher et al., 2004; Eastman et al., 2011; Sacks et al., 2018).
1
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1.2 Research Rationale (Purpose)
BIM is a technology as well as a process under rapid development. Its study, however, has principally
focused on stimulating and accelerating this dynamism in technological development. Investigations and
experiments on the possible applications of the technology for socio-economic and political problems or
ethical issues like corruption has never been the interest of practitioners as well as scholars in the field.
Though increasingly, ‘BIM is mystified as a panacea to the problems of the construction industry’ (Lu et
al., 2019:22), efforts have not been put to showcase those prospectives. Few developed countries have
adopted the technology aggressively, mainly to increase their productivity, while nearly all developing
countries are lagging behind, not even giving it a thought, until quite recently. This includes Ethiopia; the
country in context.
Thereby, the author argues that, had BIM’s adoption been given a varying and contextual rationale;
that addresses the needs and interests of developing countries, these countries would have raised their
interest on and awareness about the technology. Hence, the main purpose of this thesis is to fill this gap by
exploring and promoting the ‘frozen’ capabilities of BIM to mitigate risks of corruption that developers,
adopters and researchers are oblivious to. This, eventually, grants BIM a new rationale for its adoption in
developing countries that are wrestling with unethical practices. The study, however, does not claim to
prescribe BIM as the ultimate solution to corruption. Rather it advocates the exploration and utilization of
the delicate interface between technology: BIM; and the socio-economic and political challenge the
construction sector has long been enduring: corruption.

1.3 Aims and Objectives
The overall aim of the research project is to provoke policy makers, practitioners and technology developers
by constructing anti-corruption theoretical BIM-based rationale for risky areas of the AEC industry. This
can hypothetically be achieved utilizing semantic (both geometric and non-geometric) information inherent
in the technology. The general aim, in a way, inevitably leads to the emergence of divergent objectives,
before trying to portray potentials of BIM: the identification and exploration of endemic corruption risks in
the Ethiopian public construction sector. Subsequent subsections on the research questions and framework
will emphasize these objectives.
The assumption of the research, to achieve these objectives, is that viewing corruption from the
strategic perspective as a project risk grants a unique view platform. This perspective has not been covered
in the current body of knowledge. However, the author doesn’t assert that such efforts of comprehending
corruption and automating project information will ultimately halt corrupt practices but rather mitigate
consequent risks. The researcher is well aware that ‘BIM is only as good as those who use it and the data
that are input to the system’ (Barnes& Davies, 2014: 52). No matter how automated a project information
2
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is, few people will continue to have authority over them and even sometimes must intervene in cases of
unforeseen circumstances. Apparently, corrupters will always manage, or at least struggle, to manipulate
whatever sort of control system is in place (Warburton, 2013; Bussmann, 2007).

1.3.1 Research Questions (RQ)
The purpose of any research is to discover what has not been discovered yet, by answering to
questions through the application of scientific procedures (Kothari, 2004). Apparently, as explained in the
previous discourse, the purpose of this research is to answer one major question: how can BIM be utilized
and leveraged to mitigate risks of corruption? However, before walking readers through explored
capabilities of BIM or attempt to unlock the potentials of the technology, it is vital to comprehend state of
corruption and how it is being practiced in the Ethiopian AEC industry. Any attempt of treatment without
diagnosing and examining the illness would ultimately fail. Hence, to achieve the main aim and then
objectives of the research, the study answers the following six primary research questions (RQ) and other
secondary questions in the process of diagnosing and examining corruption:
RQ 1: What are the different forms and schemes of corruption that inherently exist in all the
stages and activities of construction projects?
RQ 2: What is the level/ state of corruption in the sector?
RQ 3: Where, in all the stages and activities, are the degrees of vulnerability to corruption
relatively higher in the Ethiopian AEC industry?
RQ 4: What are the opportunities for corruption actors utilize?
RQ 5: How is corruption being exercised in those highly vulnerable (risky) stages and decision
points of construction projects?
RQ 6: Which stakeholders are active players and how are corruption networks being
established?
The answers to these questions are believed to grant the researcher and readers familiarity with the
phenomenon and portray accurately the characteristics of corruption in the Ethiopian AEC industry. While
attempting to understand and prioritize risks of corruption, in a way, the study also answers the following
secondary questions:


Why is the sector highly prone to corruption?



What are the risks of corruption across projects’ value chain?



What are the associated [economic] costs of corruption in the Ethiopian construction sector?
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1.3.2 Research Framework
This research amalgamates three knowledge areas. Corruption that is evidently a social problem is
theoretically addressed through technology (BIM) deploying risk management body of knowledge, because
the study perceives corruption as a complex project risk. Even more relevant, nature of the research
questions necessitate an exhaustive and systematic examination of assorted issues: forms and schemes,
magnitude of vulnerability, inherent risks of corruption, and networks of corrupt transactions in public
construction projects. This indeed, requires sequences of methods (to be explained in detail in chapter 5),
after thorough reviewing of the literature and the context. As illustrated in Figure 1, nevertheless, all outputs
should lead to a new understanding of the problem prior attempting to prescribe BIM-based anti-corruption
framework and strategy. Only through such understanding and research framework potentials and
limitations of BIM can be grasped.

Figure 1: Research Framework
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1.4 Research Delimitations
The scope of the research, in terms of construction sub-sectors, project phases, and stakeholders has been
defined, from the outset, according to what is shown on Figure 2, apart from its geographical limitation to
Ethiopia. Though BIM has become a practical information management tool for broad range of
infrastructure works, historically its development and wide adoption was limited to the building sub-sector.
Furthermore, the three primary stakeholders; clients, consultants and contractors (3Cs) are presumably the
most abusive participants of public funds in the design and construction phases of projects. Nonetheless, in
the course of the research, the scope has been slightly stretched towards predesign (planning) phases. This
is given the fact that delineating clear line is not feasible, as causes and/or effects of decisions made in any
of these phases transcend the specific project phase.

Figure 2: Research Delimitations

1.5 Methodology Overview
Central to any research is the selection of methodology. For researches like this that blend various body of
knowledge crossing disciplinary boundaries, due to intricate nature of corruption as well as engineering
aspects of construction and BIM, as a matter of fact, inherently advocate interdisciplinary approaches. Thus,
the study dwells in the philosophical and methodical choices shown on Figure 3. The study of BIM
predominantly is limited on secondary data and hypothetical thinking due to the lack of such perspectives
so far in its application and the very limited practice in Ethiopia. Corruption, on the other hand, receives
more attention in obtaining primary data following nature of the research questions. The research is
exploratory by its nature merely leading to hypothetical and theoretical findings to absorb the new rationale
granted to BIM: mitigating risks of corruption. This justifies the choice of interpretivism as a research
philosophy, and hence, Induction as an approach discounting Deduction. Nonetheless, results of
5
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quantitative data had to be analyzed and reported deductively to support findings of qualitative data
analysis. Survey and Grounded Theory (GT) methods are deployed to answer the research questions
empirically, while archival study is utilized to substantiate findings.

Figure 3: The Research Process within the Context of the Research Onion 2

Source: After Saunders et al. (2007)

1.6 Thesis Structure and Guide to Subsequent Chapters
The thesis is organized into ten chapters that can be aggregated in six parts. Table 1 provides detailed and
consistent synopsis of the thesis. Following this [introductory] first part, part two provides literature and
contextual review both on corruption as well as BIM peculiar only to critical topics relevant to the research.
Then, part three (chapter 5) discusses research philosophies, conceptual and strategic approaches, and
methods applied. Part four that contains three consecutive chapters, reports results of all qualitative and
quantitative data analyzed. Thereafter, the subsequent part five (chapter 9) synthesizes findings, literature
and the context to construct substantive theory and prescribe BIM-based solutions. The last part (chapter
10) sets out the conclusions and lessons drawn from the study. This last chapter also reflects extensively on
limitations/ skepticisms about BIM capabilities to close the thesis with a momentum for future researches.

2

The research onion was first developed by Saunders et al. (2007) to illustrate the stages that must be covered when
one develops a research strategy. Each layer of the onion describes a more detailed stage of the research process. It
is known to provide an effective progression through which a research methodology can be designed. Though
Saunders et al. (2007) developed it for business students, it is adaptable for nearly all types of research methodology
in a variety of contexts (Bryman, 2012)
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Table 1: Structure and Overview of the Thesis

Parts

2. LITRATURE and
CONTEXT REVIEW

1

3

Chapters

6

Purpose/ Relevance
Why this study topic?
Why now?

Problem statement
Purpose/ objective of the Research
Research questions

2. CORRUPTION




Historical background
Features, elements, forms and schemes

3. BIM




Historical background
Features, characteristics and capabilities



The Geographical Context (Corruption in
Ethiopia)
Sectoral Context (corruption in
construction)

What is the state of corruption
in Ethiopia and the
construction industry?





Conceptual and philosophical approaches
Methods and implementation techniques
Types of data used

What is the best way of
studying the specific topic
scientifically (empirically)?



Perceived level/ state of corruption in the
Ethiopian AEC industry and causes
Opportunities for corruption
Assessing indicators of vulnerability

What?
What is the state of corruption?
What are the opportunities?

INTRODUCTION

4. CONTEXTUAL REVIEW

6. PRE-DIAGNOSING
CORRUPTION







7. DIAGNOSING
CORRUPTION




8. EXAMINING
CORRUPTION

9. THEORETICAL SYNTHESIS
and PRESCRIPTION

10. CONCLUSIONS

Areas of vulnerability (stages highly
susceptible to corruption)
Corruption risks across projects’ value
chain
Perceived costs of corruption

What is corruption?
What are the typologies?
What is BIM?
What are its potentials?

Where?
Which stages and decision points
are highly vulnerable?
How?
How is corruption being
exercised?

The socioeconomics of corruption and
stakeholders’ corrupt relationships
Structure of corruption networks

Who?
Who, amongst the stakeholders,
is/are the most active player/s?




Substantive theory on elements of
corruption
BIM-based application framework
Strategic BIM Propositions

How?
How can BIM be applied to the
best to mitigate risks of
corruption?






Broader conclusions and BIM skepticisms
Contribution to the body of knowledge
Research limitations
Further researches

So what?!
What do findings imply?
Research contribution?





5

Primary [Research]
Question/s Answered





1.

5. METHODOLOGY

4. PRESENTATION of FINDINGS

Major Topics Discussed
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Chapter 2: CORRUPTION: A THEORETICAL REVIEW
Corruption, a complex social phenomenon and project risk, encompasses array of subjects
compelling for review. Nonetheless, this chapter is dedicated primarily to give the reader an overview of
three significant topics: understanding; measuring; and combating corruption, revisiting all types of
literature3. Other reviews related to corruption in the context of Ethiopia and the construction industry will
receive a brief treatment in chapter 4. The first part of this chapter concentrates on the understanding of
corruption that comprises theoretical and practical definitions, historical background and forms and
typologies, while the second part discusses the challenges and prospects in attempting to measure corruption
at international, national and sectoral levels. The last part questions if halting corruption is feasible, and
briefly discusses elements of corruption one has to consider, in the venture of combating it. Thus, the
chapter ends with a theoretical insight on the corruption triangle/diamond that will be utilized further as a
methodical tool-kit to scrutinize corruption in the Ethiopian construction sector.

2.1 Understanding Corruption
2.1.1 What is it?
In many countries around the globe, corruption has become a buzzword, very topical and
sensitively visible issue, especially from the political perspective (Giles, 2012), commonly understood as a
sign of lacking mutually advantageous dependence between the state and society (Ganahl, 2013). However,
the detailed understanding of it, has never been easy as it varies from time to time, place to place, and
situation to situation invoking a particular intellectual tradition that is not identical to all traditions for
critiquing government malpractice (Pierce, 2016). If we could answer questions like what is it and how does
it function, we should be able to discover ways of combating what it is now perceived as persistent trouble
(Warburton, 2013).
However, corruption is not one thing and its discussion; thus, vary depending on one’s aims. For
some scholars, corruption is primarily an economic issue. This is due to the very reason both in its content
(the exchange of money for favors) and in its most important effect on economic growth and development
(Hindess, 2012; GECS, 2014). Others view corruption from social perspective focusing on the behavioral
3

Contemporary literature on corruption can basically be divided into two with very small intersection between them.
The first type is the one produced by professional academics which focus on how corruption has been or should be
defined. The second type is mainly produced by a shifting population of academics, policy professionals and
activists and who are not interested in the questions of definition. Their aim is to show the damaging effects of
corruption and what sort of strategies need to be applied to combat it. This type is sponsored largely by nongovernmental organizations (NGO) and international anti-corruption organizations like Transparency International
(TI), while the first type restricts its residence around academic institutions.
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and ethical aspect of a society and organization (Lawler, 2012) and, as such, is perceived as a phenomenon
of infinite complexity (Warburton, 2013). Social phycologists seem to entertain the study of the moral
condemnations and the underlying physiological landscape than just the issue of abuse of authorities
(Cressey, 1954), while academic historians view corruption as a source for interpreting the cultural history
of politics (Farrales, 2005; Pierce, 2016). For political theorists, it is remarkably difficult to define in general
terms, beyond a set of leading examples such as bribery, favoritism and nepotism. And it combines the
moralism of words such as ‘sin’, ‘evil’ or ‘wickedness’ (Mulgan, 2012).
While all kinds, whether scholars, politicians, economists or civil society activists, see corruption
as a global problem, regardless of their perspectives, there is no universally accepted definition of
corruption 4 . Nonetheless, it is very important to try to define it in some way so that actions can be
categorized as corrupt or not. Almost all modern5 definitions6 of corruption express some version of abuse
of public office for private gain representing light variations on this common theme:
•

“Corruption is the abuse of entrusted power for private gain” (TI, 2007);

•

“The abuse of public power for private gain” (WB 1997);

Ethiopian Federal Ethics and Anti-corruption Commission (FEACC) (2012) also define corruption
as ‘abuse of public power for private gain’ borrowing abovementioned category of definitions. According
to Abjorensen (2014), all of these definitions suffer either from being overly narrow or too broad to get to
the bottom of what corruption actually is. They are narrow in a sense that they confine corruption to the
public sector or behavior of government officials. This notion is also put for critics because the existence
of public interest cannot be taken for granted, but rests on certain political economic circumstances
considering the size and complexity of modern societies. In addition, terms like ‘abuse’ and ‘misuse’ can

An examination of definitions of corruption often leads to discussion as to whether the definitions are universal
across all cultural contexts (Larmour & Wolanin, 2013). Leys (1965) cited in Ganahl, (2013), provides four
questions that need to be answered to arrive at a common ground for analyzing corruption in a given society: 1.
What is being called corrupt?;2. Who regards the purpose which is being perverted as the proper or ‘official’
purpose? 3. Who regards the allegedly corrupt actions? and 4. What are the consequences of the behavior in
question? However, due to the difference in social histories, ethical and political values, legal environments and
sets of stakeholders, scholars are pessimistic in the likelihood of a single definition would ever be agreed upon
(Lawler, 2012). Because of which the dividing line between behavior that is corrupt and behavior that is perhaps
cynical or self-seeking but nevertheless legitimate, will almost never be defined and will remain largely to be
contextual.
5
Although international discourses on corruption have a long history, the perception and meaning of it has changed
over time (Pierce, 2016). For this reason it is important to refer the time while forwarding definition of corruption.
6
The literature presents two types of definitions of corruption: ‘Formal’ and ‘social’ definitions. The ‘formal’ type is
such as those provided in legislation, government guidelines and codes of conduct and the ‘social definitions’ are
such as community and workplace views about corruption. It has been argued that public opinion or social
definitions are more worth to note in governing behavior than are formal definitions (Larmour & Wolanin, 2013).

4
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be open to varying interpretations (Ganahl, 2013). They are also sometimes too broad to enlighten readers
with what in fact it signifies and detailed understanding of causes and conditions for its existence.
Larmour & Wolanin (2013) contend that as a result of the difficulties of arriving at universal
definition, much of the literature adopts a minimalist definition, concise and broad enough to be of use in
most instances of corruption. This lack of a widely accepted definition is viewed as critical by policy makers
because how it is defined determines not only how it is viewed but also what is modelled and measured,
and eventually what becomes the subject of policy initiatives to control it, and which policy approaches and
policy instruments are adopted (Abjorensen, 2014). To this end, it is suggested by most scholars that one
should scratch the surface and try to get a deeper sense of the meaning of corruption, where the ultimate
destination might be pieces of difficult questions and uncertainties (Ganahl, 2013; Pierce, 2016).
Owing to such critics and suggestions, different and divergent definitions have emerged. While
showing the limitations of existing definitions, Lawler (2012: 100), forwards an interesting definition giving
it a particular prominence:
‘’ Corruption occurs when a corruptor covertly gives a favor to a corruptee or to a nominee to
influence action(s) that benefit the corruptor or a nominee, and for which the corruptee has
authority.’’
The beauty of this definition lies on two aspects: on one hand it doesn’t limit itself to the public
arena and on the other hand it is based on five conditions (as explained in the sentence), all of which must
be satisfied simultaneously, giving a better understanding of the possible activities by and characteristics
of involved parties.
For the purpose of this study, it is worth noting that in most of these definitions, the focus is on
public sector, although there is recognition that corruption may also be present in the private sector as a
result of individuals engaging in corrupt behavior within private companies and with public entities for
their own interest and private benefits (Larmour & Wolanin, 2013). Indeed, this includes the actions of
private actors in public/private transactions (such as giving bribes to public officials), or actions that take
place entirely within the private sphere (such as embezzlement from a firm) (Abjorensen, 2014; Wells &
Hymes, 2012). Apparently, as the World Bank (WB, 1997a: 102) and Rose-Ackerman (1999) also put it
vividly, it is ‘a two-way street’ where the problem of corruption lies at the intersection/interface of public
and private sectors.

2.1.2 When did it start?
Corruption is certainly not a recent phenomenon and said to be as old as organized human life in
the form of government (Lawler, 2012). As long as there have been recorded accounts of human history,
there have been stories of deceptive self-dealing and betrayal for personal gain. Wells & Hymes (2012)
10
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argue that civilizations that helped establish a blueprint for modern democratic governments, like the
Roman Empire, also created a model for just about every corruption scheme imaginable. Emotional
reflections of Greek philosophers, particularly Socrates and Plato, about the corruption of politics and
corruptibility of politicians (Mulgan, 2012); the favoritism exercised by Indian kings for their servants some
2400 years ago (Farrales, 2005); the Qin dynasty penal code detailed stiff punishments for corruption as
early as the 3rd century B.C. (Lambsdorff et al., 2005); Judah’s betrayal receiving 30 pieces of silver to
expose Jesus Christ for His enemies (Mathew 26:12-50); Assassinations and political dishonesty in the
Roman period among families of emperors and senate members to keep or gain power (Wells & Hymes,
2012), often mentioned as the cause for the Empire to fall (Lawler, 2012), are few of the stories scholars
refer while illustrating its timeless and seemingly ever-present nature of corruption7.
But the study of its historical development has been a challenge as the word itself continually
changes its meaning across cultures owing to the availability of divergent and sometimes incompatible
conceptual universes (Wells & Hymes, 2012), particularly as socialists began to consider the problem in
the years after World War II8 (Pierce, 2016). Due to this reason, theorists attribute countries’ different rates
of corruption to particular historical and cultural traditions (Treisman, 1998). Hence, corruption seen as a
timeless phenomenon which exist under any form of government, in any country or state, at any time
(Farrales, 2005) and as pessimistic as it looks, scholars agree that it will continue to be part of our society
(Biegelman & Bartow, 2012; Bussmann, 2007).

2.1.3 What are the Typologies?
‘In order to identify anything, you have to know what it looks like. If you don’t know what it looks
like, you may walk right past it without recognizing it.’
(Padgett, 2015: XVI)
In the same vein of lacking universally accepted definition, there is no a universally valid typology
of corruption. Although it occurs everywhere, the type of corruption and its prevalence are strongly
Nonetheless, academic interest on corruption has started in 1950s through 1960s following the then newly
democratized and developing economies. The motivation behind for economists, sociologists and political scientist
to study corruption was the growing concern as one of the hindrances for development (Lawler, 2012; Lambsdorff
et al., 2005).
8
Globalization is said not to bring just only economic opportunities for nations and corporations but also organized
‘crimes’ like corruption. As business continue to expand globally into new and emerging markets, bribery and
corruption risks have increased exponentially due to increased awareness and enforcement (Loughman & Sibery,
2012). Hence, economic liberalization taking place coupled with the increasing globalization and integration of the
world economy brought a renewed focus to the issue from a new perspective: crime (Abjorensen, 2014), from
where coordinated efforts have begun at the international level to address the issue, and to discuss causes, effects
and possible international solution to the problem. Until this time (the mid-1970s), analysis of corruption had a
national focus (Larmour & Wolanin, 2013).
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influenced by contextual factors which in many cases correspond to stages of economic, social and political
development, thus reflecting its pattern through these processes and dynamics (Abjorensen, 2014). It could
also be due to the fact that it encompasses different acts (in some cases, not acts) or misuse of power beyond
we commonly associate with corruption and have extensive lists (Morris, 2011), In addition to the many
forms it comes with. Larmour & Wolanin (2013) critically note that writing about the problem and causes
of corruption as if it is a single phenomenon wouldn’t help anyone to understand it, let alone reducing
corruption. Hence, they strongly suggest the understanding of ‘universally-accepted’ taxonomy of different
types of corrupt conduct which pave our way to having a clearer target (or targets) than the broad, nebulous
concept of ‘corruption’, which otherwise, seems too large and amorphous to tackle effectively. In addition,
any strategy that stems without the understanding of corruption in its different forms and types wouldn’t be
effective because it fails to incorporate the cognition, motivation and actions of individuals (Warburton,
2013).
Analysts have identified a number of categories, subcategories and forms of corruption, some of
which are commonly in use than others. Among the criteria most commonly used to draw distinctions are:
The size and frequency of transaction (Grand vs Petty corruption), the institutional location and function
of public official involved (Political vs Bureaucratic corruption), the direction of influence (Bribery vs
Extortion), and motivation of the conspiracy (Individual vs Aggregated) (Morris, 2011; Lawler, 2012, WB,
2007; Sabhlok, 2009). Other distinctions like systemic and individual, primary and secondary, and moral
and legal, spontaneous and institutionalized9, also come in to scholars mind while trying to understand
characteristics and scales of corruption (Abjorensen, 2014). Although there are many ways of distinguishing
corruption in to types, the ‘Grand-Petty’ dichotomy is chosen for review due to its relevance in the context
of this research.

2.1.3.1 The ‘Grand-Petty’ Dichotomy
Since it varies from time to time and place to place, it is difficult to define what makes a certain
type of corruption ‘grand’ or ‘petty’ (Lawler, 2012). Grand corruption is generally viewed as ‘high-level’
corruption by politicians or higher officials while petty corruption is lower- level bureaucratic corruption
(Rose-Ackerman, 1997). However the light between the different types of corruption becomes even less
bright when trying to delineate it.
Grand corruption is defined as ‘Acts committed at a high level of government that distort policies
or the functioning of the state, enabling leaders to benefit at the expense of the public good.’ (TI, 2009: 23).

9

Spontaneous corruption is such a type which usually occurs in societies with well-developed ethics and morals in
public services while institutionalized one is generally found in those societies where corrupt behaviors are
widespread (Abjorensen, 2014).
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In some literature, it is closely related to political corruption 10 and policy corruption (Morris, 2011),
although political corruption is used to refer the negative influence of money in political campaigns and/or
political parties and the policy corruption is in which case private interests succeed in having the law
changed in their favor (Abjorensen, 2014). It is also common to find policy corruption synonymously used
with legislative corruption, discussing it as a completely different type referring to the manner and extent
to which the voting behavior of legislators can be influenced. This happens by interest groups bribing
legislators to enact legislation that can change the economic rents associated with assets (Jain, 2001).
In its truest sense and as it happens at the highest level of government projects and involves major
government projects and programs, grand corruption have a major impact on the government budget and
the country’s growth prospects (Rose-Ackerman, 1999). Usually it is associated with corrupt payments to
win major projects and concessions like massive infrastructure and military supply contracts, often
involving politicians as well as bureaucrats (Lawler, 2012; Morris, 2011).
Petty corruption (also known as administrative or bureaucratic corruption), unlike grand
corruption, takes place away from top levels of the political sphere and senior management levels of
business, where policies and rules are formulated and executive decisions are made (Abjorensen, 2014). TI
defines it as ‘Everyday abuse of entrusted power by low- and mid-level public officials in their interactions
with ordinary citizens, who often are trying to access basic goods or services […]’ (TI, 2009:33). Hence, it
is mostly viewed as small scale, everyday corruption which takes place at the implementation end of
politics, if one wishes to know its position in corrupt relationships (Figure 4).
Nevertheless, scholars like Lawler (2012), strongly argue that the aggregate sums and costs of petty
corruption and facilitation payments, in terms of social and economic effects are far greater than the ‘grand’
ones, while others contend contrary to this argument. In his emotional and ‘activist’ like book ‘Breaking
Free of Nehru’ Sabhlok (2009: 137) coins the issue of corruption with social freedom and explains the
magnitude of the different types of corruption as a gigantic iceberg, petty corruption being the tip of the
iceberg and the only visible part of the whole corruption landscape. The hidden parts only manifest
themselves in a very destructive way: “[…] we only know the existence when trains smash into each other,
roads fall apart, […] police perpetrate major crimes and operate as organized criminal at night and soldiers
and farmers commit suicide.”

10

TI (2009:35) defines political corruption distinctively as ‘Manipulation of policies, institutions and rules of
procedure in the allocation of resources and financing by political decision makers, who abuse their position to
sustain their power, status and wealth’.
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Figure 4: Corrupt Relationships11

Source: adapted from Jain (2001)
Although he wrote the book in the Indian context, to activate social reforms, condemning existing
structures, the detrimental behavior of political and policy corruption remains to be global as it is asserted
that it involves large sum of money, regardless of the less frequency (Morris, 2011). For this very reason
public attention is focused on ‘grand corruption’, and the international efforts to bring it under control
(Giles, 2012), though researchers avoid its study due to the struggle to employ the right methodology
(Torsello, 2011).

2.1.3.2 Forms of Corruption
With the absence of universally-accepted taxonomy of the different types of corruption conduct, it
is not surprising if one finds it difficult to put it in order and summarize it. However, attempts have been
made to do this classification of corrupt acts as it would assist the method this research will apply later to
map corruption at different stages and activities of construction projects (for instance, favoritism in
tendering and evaluations, bribery in payments and quality assurance, and embezzlement in construction
material management). Some international anti-corruption organizations like Independent Commission

11

Given the complexity of arrangements to which these processes could have given rise to, this relationship diagram
can’t be viewed as the only of its kind.
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against Corruption (ICAC)12 follow this kind of method in their effort of preventing corruption by clarifying
the specific forms that occur in the public sector.
1. Bribery: bribery and corruption are often placed in a separate ‘silo’ while dealing with organizational
risks (Giles, 2012), but it remains under the umbrella of the ‘big corruption’ picture in the literature
(Lawler, 2012). Bribery does mean ‘offering or requesting, paying or receiving anything of value with
the intent to influence actions, inactions, opinions, or decisions, usually paid up front.’ (Padgett,
2015:16). The potentially different ‘elements’ of this form of corruption used as equivalent terms are
Kickbacks13, Gratuities14, baksheesh, pay-offs, sweeteners, speed and grease money (Coenen, 2009;
Dawson, 2015). Nearly in all forms, bribery works in a condition of collusion15otherwise starts to fall
in the category of extortion.
2. Extortion: Although not nearly as common as bribery (Coenen, 2009), it is the one which gets more
attention in legal circles as it involves the use of coercion, violence or the threat to use force to extract
money and other resources, and hence, seen as debilitating form of corruption16 (Lindgrent, 1993). In
occupational kind of corruption, this form happens particularly in the procurement and supply chain
environment when a powerful individual in an organization is able to determine the outcome of tenders
for contracts by manipulating, circumventing or overriding his own organization’s tender process for
personal gain (Giles, 2012). The ‘bribery vs extortion’ taxonomic approach interestingly differentiates
corruption based on some characteristics of the transaction with regard to the direction of influence:
“In bribery, societal interests use extra-legal payments or bribes to influence the content of state policy
or its implementation […] Extortion, by contrast, involves the use and abuse of state power by public
officials to demand extra-legal payments” (Morris, 2011:11).
3. Fraud: is an economic crime covering diverse acts like trickery, swindle or deceit having a broad legal
and popular term and considered to be criminal or a violation of civil law in most countries. TI (2009:
21) defines it simply as cheating: “act of intentionally deceiving someone in order to gain an unfair or
illegal advantage (financial, political or otherwise)”. The two key words given emphasis in the
https://www.icac.nsw.gov.au/about-corruption/what-is-corrupt-conduct accessed on 15.01.2017
When a company overpays for goods and services, and a vendor gives part or all of that overpayment to the
perpetrator. For instance, in a process of approving a contract, engineers or quality control supervisors are at risk
of receiving kickbacks (Coenen, 2009: 156).
14
It can be exercised, however, without necessarily the intention to influence (Giles, 2012).
15
Collusion exists when two or more people act together to bypass controls and procedures. It can have internal and
external dimensions where in the internal dimension the people concerned are all working for the organization
while in external collusion one or more insider(s) work with people from outside the company for mutual benefit.
Collusion can also be active or passive. The above scene is usually forwarded as an example for active one but
collusion is said to be passive when an individual takes advantage of negligence of another to by-pass controls
(Giles, 2012).
16
Sometimes, contrary to the view on extortion, bribery is perceived as a positive act which can help “grease” the
incentives [or growth] in badly run organizations (Meon & Sekkat, 2005).
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definition of fraud are intentional and deception in the discussions of fraud by most investigation
experts, giving them fundamental importance17 (Giles, 2012; Dawson, 2015). Some of the acts in the
myriad of fraud schemes include procurement fraud18, counterfeiting, computer sabotage, forgery or
alteration of documents, financial statement fraud, and insider trading19.
4. Favoritism: synonymously used as cronyism, is a power abuse implying a highly biased distribution
of state resources giving preferential treatment to certain people. Some of the commonly discussed
types of favoritism in the literature include nepotism, clientelism, bias or conflict of interest. Nepotism
is s special form of favoritism where a favor is made to relatives or friends while clientelism20 means a
favor or exchange of goods and services for political support, often involving an asymmetric
relationship between groups of political actors (Ganahl, 2013). Conflict of interest is a general term
used to express a bias made by an employee, executive or owner having undisclosed economic or
personal interest (where the motivation could still be nepotism or clientelism) in a situation or
transaction, which then negatively affect the organization (Coenen, 2009). Any sort of conflict of
interest creates an appearance of impropriety that can undermine confidence in the ability of that person
to act properly in his/her position (Barcham et al., 2012).
5. Embezzlement: is another form of abuse of public funds where by public officials steal money or
property from the public institution they are employed or are supposed to administer21 (Amundsen,
2000). In occupational (internal) corruption the word asset misappropriation is used widely and
considered to be the most frequent form of corruption (Giles, 2012); involving different schemes like
‘theft‘, misappropriation, diversion, leakage and capture of funds. Embezzlement is not viewed as
corruption in some disciplines like law, as it avoids the triparty relationship we find in corruption. This
is because in legal terms, corruption is a transaction between two individuals, one public or state agent
and one ‘civilian’ having others affected by the behavior as a third party (Lawler, 2012). Nevertheless,
it is always included in a broader definition (Rohwer, 2009).

The first key word intentional gives fraud a different meaning than error or mistake while the word deception
emphasizes that it’s mostly done by individuals who are likely to have extensive knowledge of the systems, controls
and procedures of the organization and will often be able to use this both to circumvent internal controls and also
to conceal the subsequent fraud (Giles, 2012).
18
It is the stealing of items purchased or the funds intended to pay for those purchases and covering the theft by false
accounting entries (Padgett, 2015).
19
‘Using inside, confidential, or advance information to trade in shares and obtain an advantage’ (Padgett, 2015).
20
It is widely understood as the most salient and prevalent act in modern African states (Ganahl, 2013).
21
Employees in private firms can also embezzle money and other resources from their employers.
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2.2 Measuring Corruption
The review so far has depicted the fact that corruption is a covert phenomenon, often unpredictable, and
with characteristics that vary across time, location, and context. This has given the phenomenon a complex
characteristics lacking even international single and clear definition. The imprecise and sometimes
ambiguous definitions as well as its secretive nature of the transaction seem to affect the ways researchers
and policy makers try to measure, dictating them to treat ‘empirical’ measurements with some degree of
skepticism, believing that reliable data cannot exist in principle (Trapnell, 2015; UNECA, 2016; RoseAckerman, 1999). Thus, measuring corruption is the primary challenge in the empirical literature, without
which, theories cannot be tested and the magnitudes of corruption cannot be quantified. Apparently,
measuring social phenomenon like corruption is ‘much less obvious and requires much closer attention than
measuring physical weight, biological age or financial assets’ (Kothari, 2004:69). Due to this problem, only
few studies are able to credibly describe the extent of the problem. Therefore, if one thinks corruption can
be measured, the crucial question would be how?
Literature presents essentially two methodological alternatives in studying corruption: Asking
respondents about their own experience, or their perception of others’ experiences (USAID, 2005; Trapnell,
2015). Questions can be formulated referring to characteristics of corruption itself, or perception –based
indicators are formulated depending on the expected results of the empirical process. Perception surveys
have the advantage of good coverage as it is easier to ask someone’s perception that to actually measure
corruption directly (Olken & Pande, 2012). Using these methods, regardless of prevailing challenges,
international organizations like Transparency International (TI) and the World Bank (WB) have continued
to produce number of indices the last couple of decades22. Their indicators range from more established
and used ones like Corruption Perception Index (CPI) and the Worldwide Governance Indicators (WGI) to
the newer generation of indices such as the Global Corruption Barometer (GCB) and Global Integrity Index
(GII).
The indicators they use can be distinguished as: Perception-based indicators and experience-based
indicators23; Indicators based on a single data source and composite indicators24; Proxy indicators25 (UNDP,
2008).However, questions like what is it that is measured? And how do we measure something which takes
There are more than 40 national and international organizations who are trying to measure corruption worldwide.
Perception-based indicators are based on opinions and perceptions of corruption in a given country among citizens
and experts and are the most frequently used measuring tool while experience-based indicators measure citizens’
or firms’ actual experience with corruption (UNDP, 2008).
24
This refers to the fact if publishing organizations did it with or without aggregate and synthesize different measures
generated by various third-party data sources (Rohwer, 2009).
25
They access corruption indirectly by aggregating as many voices and signals of corruption, or by measuring its
opposite: anti-corruption: good governance and public accountability mechanisms. This method activates the belief
that corruption is impossible to measure empirically (UNDP, 2008).
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different forms across societies? are the common ones following these measurement attempts by
organizations and individual researchers (Abjorensen, 2014; Olken & Pande, 2012). Because, the diversity
how people see themselves and one another, and the varying perceptions, can lead to behavior that some
may consider irrational, hence distorting truth26 (Padgett, 2015; Trapnell, 2015; Coulson, 2014). Moreover,
due to the existence of so many different forms of corruption, indicators might be short of capturing the
multidimensional aspect of corruption in a reliable and objective manner. In her article ‘Measuring
Corruption’, which compares the CPI and WGI, Rohwer (2009:43), noted that indicators of corruption are
necessarily biased towards a specific dimension of corruption. To this end, she suggests the utilization of
combination of tools rather than a single indicator to capture the full complexity of the phenomenon.

2.2.1 Measuring Corruption in a Sector or an Organization
The interest of an organization or a sector (be it public or private), in the course of measuring
corruption, goes beyond ranking or the knowing of perception and creating awareness like the international
organizations do with countries. The ultimate reason of their assessment is to mitigate risks of corruption
paving the way for anti-corruption interventions in that organization or sector. Hence, the primary concern
becomes risk assessments and the mechanism for monitoring both risk and corrupt practices which includes
the identification of the types of arrangements or practices that may lead to corrupt behavior (Trapnell,
2015; Giles, 2012). Methods include the collection of data through various means, including interviews,
surveys, observation, and then combined in the analysis stage with administrative data. The continuum of
data types from subjective to objective ones are shown on Figure 5.
A manual developed by TI (2010) for analyzing corruption in the forestry sector, funded by the
European Union and developed by groups of researchers, outlines a general and interesting toolkit. Though,
it’s meant for the particular forestry sector, its use in other sectors is undisputed as other researchers also
promote its application (Padgett, 2015; Trapnell, 2015). It shows ways to conduct risk assessments to
identify priorities in fighting corruption practices, assess existing instruments for tackling them and monitor
the priority anti-corruption instruments in regions. In its methodology of outlining of risk assessment, it
breaks down in to two components: The impact of exposure to corruption and the likelihood of a corrupt
practice occurring27. In order to prioritize corrupt practices, they use risk assessment to determine which
In its fourth African Governance Report titled ‘Measuring Corruption in Africa: The international dimension
matters’, the United Nations Economic Commission for Africa (UNECA, 2016) made a report dedicating fully to
this debate urging organization to give the international dimension more attention in their assessments. UNECA
strongly argues that these data do not present a reliable picture of the phenomenon in Africa as most of the indices
are perception based and are highly subjective. It also questions how one can make international ranking system
while not finding international consensus on what corruption is.
27
Likelihood is the probability or chance that the corruption risk scenario identified will actually occur and impact is
the consequence or severity of effect upon goals, objectives, or values. Both can be assessed based on statistical
data or experience of process owners.
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practices are most likely to undermine good governance and society overall. To rapidly identify the relative
risk of each corrupt practice, they forward a step by step assessment which considers both likelihood and
impact resulting in what Padgett (2015) calls it Heat Map or Risk Matrix. If a corrupt practice is unlikely,
it is only a high risk if its actual occurrence is catastrophic (i.e. high impact). A single event may be of little
impact, yet significant if the likelihood is high.28

Figure 5: Data Types in Measuring Corruption

Source: after Trapnell (2015)

2.3 Combating Corruption
2.3.1 Is it Possible to Halt Corruption?
Some scholars and policy advisors have claimed that corruption may, in some cases, be desirable,
facilitating and benefiting the development of a country putting some disagreement about the importance
of combating it (Meon & Sekkat, 2005; Torsello, 2011; OSCE, 2016). While debates continue about this at
the academic level, there appears to be more of a consensus on the need to develop policies and measures
to mitigate the risk of corruption both in the literature and also increasingly in the practice at national and
international levels. But this leaves us with the intriguing question could it be possible to stop corruption
completely? The short and easy answer is No! However it may look possible to eliminate corruption
hypothetically, researchers and policy makers don’t seem to be optimist for different reasons and thus, anticorruption is believed not to come cheap (Rose-Ackerman, 1996). Instead of preventing corruption all
28

This topic will receive a brief and further treatment in the methodology chapter.
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together, they prefer to discuss how one can certainly reduce its effect on organizations, sectors or a country
in general (Padgett, 2015, Dawson, 2015) than to fully control it. Two reasons:
1.

The cost of anti-corruption may surpass the cost of corruption: If corruption can be

eliminated, what would be the cost? In one of the earliest studies on corruption, Klitgaard (1988) took a
cost-benefit approach by looking at the marginal social cost incurred in fighting corruption whereby he
calculated the cost of corruption against the cost of removing it to arrive at the least-cost combination of
corrupt activities and efforts to reduce corruption. This implies that unlimited and frameless actions to fight
corruption could result in a cost which is bigger than the cost of corruption itself. Therefore, the anticorruption discussion in the literature is limited to reducing or minimizing the risks of corruption than
eliminating it, giving more attention to the question what is an ‘optimal’ level of corruption? and who
determines that level? (Abjorensen, 2014). To this end, in the course of seeking realistic reform, what is
important is to find the marginal costs as well as the marginal benefits of anti-corruption strategies (RoseAckerman, 1999).
2.

Excessively exercised anti-corruption can cripple a process: The nature of a process can

be another constraint in the field of anti-corruption. The application of rigid and severely restrictive
administration controls to combat corruption can actually distort, and even corrupt the efficiency of the
overall process causing delays and poor public administration (Abjorensen, 2014, Rose-Ackerman, 1999).
As Lawler (2012: 330) noted “the ‘right’ structure is the sweet spot between too few controls with
empowered staff and overly cumbersome regulation that breeds inefficiencies and resentment, and so –
paradoxically – increases corruption.’’ Therefore, this calls for a holistic strategy that reconciles this
conflicting goals of administrative efficiency and anti-corruption control programs, so that it doesn’t end in
rigid and unresponsive, autocratic administration. After all, Bussmann (2007) is right to argue that every
anti-corruption leads to another form of corruption creating frustrating and endless loop.

2.3.2 Elements of Corruption: The Corruption Triangle/ Diamond
Theoretically, in any circumstance, all corruption risk mitigation strategies work around
understanding and breaking one leg (element) of the corruption triangle/ diamond. In his social psychology
study, the famous criminologist Cressey (1954) wrote on factors that lead criminals to corruption or any
sort of criminal acts and developed a simple theory what is commonly known as The Corruption Triangle.
According to this theory, for a corruption to occur, three fundamental elements are requisites: Motivation,
rationalization and opportunity. These three elements or factors are known to play a major role either by
identifying corruption before they occur or by assisting in the reactive investigation process (Padgett, 2015)
and reducing risk of corruption involves eliminating at least one (and ideally all) of these factors (Lawler,
2012). This is due to the fact that the three elements must harmoniously be combined (exist) to create an
environment in which one may act corruptly.
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Motivation: is a need or greed usually referred as an incentive or pressure, a corruptor has to commit
the ‘crime’ to meet financial obligations (Lawler, 2012). The need could sometimes be perceived (not
genuine), when someone is motivated to commit a corrupt act simply by a strong desire for a higher standard
of living than he/she can currently afford (Byars, 2009). This element of corruption is challenging to
eliminate, as it is very personal and caused by circumstances. The increasing attempt of organizations to
understand what motivational influences result in a corrupt behavior doesn’t look to succeed much. The
initial background check most businesses and political offices follow, which usually includes a credit check,
is not determining a person’s motivation. This is due to the fact that new financial needs arise, as humans
have inherently endless desire (Ibid).
Rationalization: is a result of humans’ complex ability to think deductively, inductively and
process information to dictate themselves not to be a ‘bad person’, in case of ‘crime’. Common example
of rationalizations include financial problems, unfair treatment, inadequate pay, family problems, on-thejob stress, revenge, a minor moral infraction, and a genuine need (Coenen, 2009). This is even more difficult
and complex to prevent than motivation because one needs the capability to control a person’s thought
process, which is nearly impossible (Byars, 2009)
Opportunity: it is a suitable target or a favorable circumstance a corruptor finds in a system by
assessing rationally a number of variables, such as how easy it is to do, the risk of being caught, the severity
of expected punishment and the ‘moral cost’ of being dishonest (Lawler, 2012). Opportunity is understood
to exist because of ineffective monitoring systems, poor management, bad leadership and rotten
organizational culture (Padgett, 2015). According to Rose-Ackerman (1999: 40) “The expected cost of
bribery is the probability of being caught times the probability of being convicted times the punishment
level. A risk-neutral briber or public official compares this expected cost with the expected benefit and is
corrupt only if the balance is positive […Indeed] the answer will depend in part on their relative tolerance
for risk”.
Thus, as to the abovementioned theory, a corruptor will first have an incentive or pressure, usually
finance, and then take advantage of an opportunity, usually weakness in controls, which is accompanied by
rationalization of his/her deeds. Nevertheless, opportunity seems to be the only element of the corruption
triangle which can practically be controlled (Byars, 2009), at least by technology. Moreover, as Coenen
(2009) pointed out, corruptors don’t only look for opportunity to commit corrupt acts (to steal) but also
opportunity to conceal these acts. For this reason, most strategies in preventing corruption stem from this
concept of breaking the triangle from the opportunity side, in the sense of closing loopholes both for
practicing corrupt acts and concealing them. To this end, they tend to promote both internal controls and
external (independent) monitoring systems (Dawson, 2015; Padgett, 2015).
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Half a century later, Wolfe & Hermanson (2004:38) extended the corruption triangle to corruption
diamond appending capability as a fourth element arguing that it could improve both the prevention and
detection of corruption: “Opportunity opens the doorway to [corruption], and incentive and rationalization
can draw the person toward it. But the person must have the capability to recognize the open doorway as
an opportunity and to take advantage of it by walking through, not just once, but time and time again.”
Capability in their discussion includes functions like Position, confidence/ego, coercion skills, effective
lying and immunity to stress. The examination of one’s capability to commit corruption act mainly lies on
social and behavioral studies, specifically honesty of that person, than being a technical issue like
opportunity. Fraud investigators like Padgett (2015), however, strongly suggest that organizations should
include and evaluate the human element in the corruption risk assessment process with the rest of the three
elements.

2.4 Chapter Summary and Conclusion
The lack of universally accepted definition and understanding, apart from the sensitive nature of
the topic to conduct empirical studies, are few of the literature gaps this review has found on corruption.
Although most scholars buy the commonly sold definition- ‘Misuse or abuse of public power for personal
gain’, some put it under question for its universality as well as inclusiveness of the private sector. Yet,
regardless of the varying understanding and perception through time and places, corruption is regarded as
timeless and seemingly ever present practice. Similar to the lack of universally accepted definition,
typologies of corruption are also put for discussion. The debate involving the ‘Grand’ ‘Petty’ dichotomy
predominantly circles around the cost/ magnitude of corruption and the difficulty in delineating clear line
between them. While some scholars dispute the aggregate sum of the cost of ‘petty’ corruption is far greater
than ‘grand’ corruption, others debate contrarily, considering ‘petty’ corruption as the tip of the iceberg.
Moreover, according to the review, the commonly known and discussed forms of corruption, in any of the
typologies include: bribery, extortion, fraud, favoritism, and embezzlement.
All these challenges to comprehend and prevalent forms further pose a question on the way
corruption is measured ‘empirically’, as it is being done primarily based on perceptions. Far more
important, understanding the four fundamental elements of corruption, constructed in the theory of the
corruption triangle by Cressey (1954) and appended by Wolfe & Hermanson (2004), is regarded as the
genealogy of all principal forms of strategies in the fight against corruption. These elements, without which
economic crimes like corruption cannot transpire, are: Motivation, rationalization, opportunity and
capability. Motivation and rationalization are pure personal traits while capability is semi-personal and
hence difficult to control, leaving most strategies to deal with major opportunities for corruption
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Chapter 3: BIM: BASIC LITRATURE REVIEW
This chapter extensively documents basic literature review on BIM. It encompasses significant
topics ranging from driving forces for change and brief historical background to sensitizing its diverse
competencies. Given the fact that BIM is an emerging research field and a technology under development,
the review considered technical reports by major vendors, guidelines produced by government regulatory
bodies, and articles in reputed online newsletter.

3.1 Background: Rationale for Change in Building Information Management
Today, notwithstanding the fact that BIM is increasingly becoming widely center-stage within the
construction sector, the main driving force for its creation and implementation lies on two major challenges
the AEC industry has faced the last few decades: the decrease in productivity and the inefficient paper based
communication in the fragmented facility delivery process (Sacks et al., 2018; Kensek, 2014; Kumar, 2015).
According to Eastman et al. (2011), traditional practices have contributed unnecessary waste and error due
to inadequate information flow and redundancy that generally led the U.S construction industry to poor
field productivity. In the same consonance, in the opinion of Kumar (2016) the lack of interoperability with
in the UK construction industry is the primary cause of low productivity. Most systems used in the industry
do not ‘talk’ to each other lacking efficient methods of generation, storage, sharing and management of
information. To comprehend the vitality of high- quality information for successful delivery of construction
projects, it would only be enough to refer the research conducted by Gallaher et al. (2004) sponsored by the
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST). The study was conducted to identify and estimate
the efficiency losses in the U.S. capital facility industry resulting from inadequate interoperability. In their
conclusion, the cost of lack of interoperability between systems used in the industry was well over 15 billion
USD per year.
Apart from the law rate of productivity witnessed, the inefficiency in the paper based modes of
communication has also been one driver for technologies like BIM to evolve. In accordance with Eastman
et al. (2011: 2) ‘Errors and omissions in paper documents often caused unanticipated field costs, delays,
and eventual lawsuits between the various parties in a project team.’ They also highlighted that, although
there were efforts like alternative organizational structures such as the design-build method, the use of real
time technology such as project Web sites for sharing plans and documents; and the implementation of 3D
CAD tools to address the above mentioned problems related with communication, the effect was
insignificant. This is due to the very fact that projects in AEC industry involve enormously large number
of people and documents, regardless of the contractual approach taken. Apparently, the type and volume of
information created and communicated among involved parties is vast (Kumar, 2015).
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According to Kennerson (2013)29, who tried to capture the track record of the construction industry
on megaprojects, extensive proportions of large projects tend to underperform. The study revealed that only
a small proportion of the failures are due to technical difficulties and that the vast majority of failures are
due to non-technical issues. Around 71% of the causes of project failures are poor organization and project
management practices, poorly defined or missing project objectives and ineffective project planning. All
these three categories can be attributed to lack of high-quality information management, one way or another
(Kumar, 2015).
Eventually, these challenges necessitated new tools and processes (Sacks et al., 2018) where now,
the construction industry seems to be in the midst of a technology renaissance. Majority of scholars strongly
believe that BIM served as the initial catalyst for this period of innovation, changing the way buildings
look, function and built, growing even beyond ‘just BIM’ to include innovations in many other areas of the
industry (Hardin, 2009; Eastman et al., 2011). It is being perceived as the only means to overcome those
age-old difficulties in communication and information management where other industries have succeeded
in leveraging significant benefits from IT solutions. Consequently, BIM has become the most efficient
method of creating, coordinating and sharing facility information through all phases of Design,
Construction and Operation (DCO) and a strategic area of development that may enable organizations to
create new business opportunities (Hooper, 2012). It does this by providing the implied promise of
integrating all types of needed data into one file or model (perhaps with separate but linked files with easy
bilateral information transfer) (Kensek and Noble, 2014; Ub, 2014).

3.2 Putting BIM in a Context
“It is simply unfeasible to argue that tools do not have an impact on processes and that processes
do not have an impact on the end product, the architecture itself.”
(Lawson, 2011:8)
One of the most common myths about BIM is that ‘it is a piece of software’ (Kumar, 2015: Ub,
2014). However, as much as BIM can be seen as a product or a technology it is a process (Hooper, 2010;
Vandezande & Krygiel, 2015). It is obvious that every technology [re]defines the process we are
accustomed to (Kocatürk & Medjdoub, 2011). Be it a product or a process, BIM has changed the way
buildings look, function, and are built (Eastman et al, 2011; Kensek and Noble, 2014; Kymmell, 2008). In
a broader perspective, BIM has brought projects in to priority. Hardin & Dave (2015:2) share their insight
on this: “before the advent of BIM, the construction industry generally worked in silos, where each member
of a project team looked out solely for his or her own best interests and the project took a backseat to other

29

cited in Kumar (2016)
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priorities”. It is only through continuous technological advances that current-day BIM has become possible.
Technology is one of the most relevant, yet also the most transient aspects of BIM. The constant upgrading
of software applications has an immediate impact on processes and information integration, often with farreaching ramifications (Holzer, 2016).
To this end, the understanding and application of BIM can be seen from a narrow, as a tool
sometimes called ‘little BIM’, or broader perspective as a process (Eastman et al., 2011, Hooper, 2010)
BIM in a narrow sense (‘little BIM’ or ‘tool’) comprises solely the digital building model itself in the sense
of a central information management hub or repository (Borrmann et al., 2018). Nonetheless, scholars
strongly advise that looking at BIM and implementing it as a tool only, yields limited success because BIM
implies an increased attention to more informed design and enhanced collaboration.

3.2.1 Definition
There is no single acknowledged definition of BIM. Even the acronym BIM is translated these days
in one of the two ways: Building Information Modelling or Building Information Management (Eynon,
2016; Barnes & Davies, 2014; Wierzbicki et al., 2011). New perceptions and understandings of BIM seem
to evolve in course of time. However, the following extracts are believed to collectively provide a good
insight.
Pursuant to Eastman et al. (2008), ‘BIM is a modeling technology and associated set of processes
to produce, communicate and analyze building models’. On the other hand, the American National
Building Information Model Standard (NBIMS) defines BIM as ‘a digital representation of physical and
functional characteristics of a facility creating a shared knowledge resource for information about a facility
forming a reliable basis for decisions during its life-cycle’ (Building SMART, 2010). As per US
Government General Services Administration (GSA BIM Guide, 2007) BIM is ‘the development and use
of a multi-faceted computer software data model to not only document a building design, but to simulate
the construction and operation of a new capital facility or a recapitalized (modernized) facility.’
All of these mainstream definitions, nevertheless, are short of explaining what actually BIM is and
has eventually become capable of doing at present. Two principal reasons: first and for most, currently,
BIM is not just about buildings but rather any kind of built infrastructure; second if it meant to cover the
building process of any infrastructure in its scope, again it is not limited on the building stage, as it encloses
the whole lifecycle of any constructed built asset. Consequently, Eynon (2016:6-10) contend that we will
not even use the term BIM anymore to ‘move on to whatever’s next’ perceiving it as ‘unfortunate acronym’
that received a universal recognition.
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3.2.2 What’s and what’s not BIM
Perhaps a better way of comprehending BIM is by understanding what is not BIM 30. In consonance
with scholars, BIM is far from being or similar to CAD traditionally refers to a computer-aided design or
computer-aided drafting program that has been optimized for producing two-dimensional (2D) drawings of
objects such as buildings, airplanes, mechanical parts, electrical layouts, etc. It is not dissimilar not only
from CAD but also other types of three-dimensional (3D) modeling programs (Kymmell, 2008; Kensek
and Noble, 2014; Eastman et al., 2011). The following characteristics (features) of BIM and limitations of
other programs can explain how BIM is quiet a distinct technological solution to manage information in the
AEC industry.
•

Difference in how surfaces and solids are modeled: Basically, in other modeling programs like CAD,
surface models are “hollow” inside and are composed of very thin planes while BIM software is based
on solid modeling (Kymmell, 2008), and have no (few) object attributes (Eastman et al., 2011). In the
opinion of Kymmell (2008), this basic difference in modeling technique has created interoperability
difficulties in programs other than BIM when transferring geometries between two types of programs.
This disqualifies CAD from being BIM, although its information content has increased through time
from simple drawing objects to full-featured architectural components and it maintains excellent
graphic quality as it is vector-based software. Moreover, in Eastman et al. (2011:19) words, ‘it is
impossible to ensure that the resulting 3D model will be feasible, consistent, countable, and display
intelligence with respect to the objects contained within it.’

•

Parametric intelligence: 3D models other than BIM are not intelligent enough to associate parameters
that enable us adjust in sophisticated ways through the program’s interface to the 3D components. In
BIM software, both graphic and non-graphic objects (like views and plans) have parameters (Eynon,
2016; Kymmell, 2008), allowing design versioning while maintaining integrity of overall assembly
(Kensek and Noble, 2014). Whereas, non- BIM models simply don’t support behaviors beyond defining
them (Eastman et al., 2011; Sacks et al., 2018). Now, BIM has developed to the stage where it can be
called ‘Programmable’, as Kymmell (2008) calls it. Indeed, Kensek (2014) depicts its unresolved
challenge for design versioning and assembly. She provided an important critique of current BIM
models for lacking broader validation criteria such as performance, costs, and material usage which can
be generalized as a limitation for most generative software applications that utilize algorithmic and
geometric procedures without physics- based form- making mechanisms.

30

As important is to understand what BIM is, it is also essential to appreciate what is not BIM or distinguishing
features. Because, by looking at a visual of a building information model or a 3D CAD model, it is virtually
impossible to differentiate them.
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•

Multi-directionality: In BIM models, Spreadsheet formats (often referred to as a schedule) are easily
produced from the properties of components. As the model is a database, it is editable in many types of
views changing underlying data. Plans, sections, elevations, perspectives, schedules, details,
dimensions etc. are automatically changed or updated and saved while working on one of the platforms
(Ub, 2014; Eastman et al., 2011; Sacks et al., 2018), a quality that is missing in CAD operations. This
consistency in information coordination across different views is possible because data are stored in
one location and then referred as necessary in text or graphics or both (Kymmell, 2008; Vandezande &
Krygiel, 2015)

•

Interoperability: One great strength and distinct feature of BIM tool is its file transfer mechanism that
has been enhanced with the addition of user-defined objects and parameters. This allowed BIM based
models to describe even more complex building components (Kymmell, 2008). The information created
in one tool not only resides in the structured database but can also be exchanged with other software
programs for other kind of studies, analytical simulations and many more other. Previously, the issue
of interoperability used to require many pieces of software and many workarounds (Hardin & Dave,
2015). However, currently, with the push by organizations like OPEN BIM Network, the National
Building Specification (NBS), and building SMART International, software companies have developed
a huge interest in making their products more usable by everyone. This growing shared interest among
companies has led to the free exchange of data between systems. Hence, this distinguishing feature of
BIM (improved interoperability between software applications), became one of the leading benefits of
BIM for its adoption and implementation in the AEC industry (McGraw-Hill Construction 2012). The
cost of lack of interoperability before the advent of BIM has been discussed in the previous discourse.

3.3 Historical Background and Trends
The general concept and technology behind BIM is approaching thirtieth, and it has growingly become a
buzz in the AEC industry the last two decades. Its story, nevertheless, goes beyond generations between
technologists who competed and fought hard to create the perfect tool, disrupting age-old drawing system
in the industry (Garber, 2014). Having a rich and complex history and players across The United States,
Western Europe and Soviet Block, its evolution is very inspiring and makes us appreciate the values it has
added to our lives. Looking back at the past by itself makes the present time very exciting. As much as one
can take the history back to the start of computing, it is well understood among scholars that the discussion
begins when researchers started to envision it in the 1950s within academia and some very large
manufacturing industries that were able to afford mainframe computing (Barnes & Davies, 2014).
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3.3.1 Inspiration, Inception and Developments
It is undisputed that researchers like Douglas C. Engelbart31 and Charles Eastman32 had clear
vision of BIM as far as five decades ago, except the fact that they were waiting for the technology to catch
up. That era, therefore, can be presented as the pre-history of BIM. In his initial report Engelbart (1962:4)
envisioned the forthcoming architect: “Let us consider an ‘augmented’ architect. He sits at working station
that has a visual display screen some three feet on a side; this is his working surface, and is controlled by a
computer (his ‘clerk’) with which he can communicate by means of a small keyboard and various other
devices.” He also precisely forecasted the future where object based design and parametric manipulation
come to existence, whereby examining, adjusting, linking and many more computational functions would
be feasible: “[…] the capability of the ‘clerk’ to show him any view he wants to examine slice of the interior
or how the structure would look from the road way above is important. He enters particular fixture designs
and examines them in a particular room. He checks to make sure that sun glare from the windows will not
blind driver on the roadway, and the ‘clerk’ computes the information that one window will reflect strongly
onto the roadway between 6 and 6:30 on midsummer mornings” (p.5).
Apparently, the primary difficulty in the transition from 2D drawings to 3D models was how one
can represent mathematically intricate objects and surfaces (Barnes & Davies, 2014). A year after
Engelbart’s report, the sketch pad program started computing representation of geometry which has paved
the way to solid modeling programs appeared in the 1970s and 1980s. The main methods of displaying and
recording shape information were construction sold geometry (CSG)33 and boundary representation (brep).
His dreams were believed to influence many design researchers including Ian Mc Harg who was developing
a parallel track with Geographic Information Systems (GIS) (Quirk, 2012).
In one of his early papers titled ‘The use of Computers Instead of Drawings in Building Design’,
Eastman (1975), has conveyed a system of modeling similar to BIM. The notion that a building is a
collection of 3D elements arranged in space, is the rationale of his explanation how it would change the
future of drawings: “[…] the range of drawings available would be infinite […] With the building
description in a machine-readable form, any type of quantitative analysis could be coupled directly to the

In his initial summary report called Augmenting Human Intellect: A conceptual Framework, Engelbart explores
systematic approach to improving the intellectual effectiveness of the individual human being to approach a
complex problem situations within the framework of technological development.
32
Often called father of BIM, Eastman was trained as an architect at Berkeley and went on to work in computer
science at Carnegie Melon University. Eastman continues as expert in BIM technology and Professor at the Georgia
Tech School of Architecture.
33
The CSG system uses a series of primitive shapes that can be either solids or voids, so that the shapes can combine
and intersect, subtract or combine to create the appearance of more complex shapes. This development is especially
important in representing architecture as penetrations and subtractions are common procedures in design (windows
and doors).
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description Reports for cost estimating or material quantities could be easily generated also” (p.46). Based
on this idea he, with other colleagues, developed what he called Building Description System (BDS). He
created, for the first time, a building database describing individual library elements which can be added to
a model. With the hardware they had at that time, BDS was capable of manipulating 15 to 20 elements per
second. In the same paper, Eastman (1975:50) concluded that, with increased capabilities, BDS would
reduce the cost of design, through ‘drafting and analysis efficiencies’ by more than fifty percent.
Subsequently, in the early 1980’s several systems including GDS, EdCAAD, Cedar, RUCAPS,
Sonata and Reflex got acceptance and were brought to the construction industry. The RUCAPS Software
System developed by GMW Computers in 1986 was the first program to use the concept of temporal
phasing of construction processes. After two years ‘four- dimensional’ building models were further
developed when Center for Integrated Facility Engineering (CIFE) was founded. Beginning in 1993, the
first simulation tool was developed at Lawrence Berkeley National Lab which can integrate graphical
analysis and simulations to provide information (Quirk, 2012). These developments, by the beginning of
this century, were brought together to represent a major advancement in the realm of modelling,
contributing to the growth of what we now call BIM (Barnes & Davies, 2014). Indeed, the term BIM was
first introduced in 1992 by the researchers van Nederveen and Tolman (1992) and later the widespread
dissemination was successfully done by Autodesk in 2003 (Borrmann et al., 2018).

3.3.2 Evolutions in the context of Market
Using similar technology as the BDS, Gabor Bojar, a genius physicist from Soviet who resided in
Budapest at that moment, developed the software Radar CH released in 1984 for the Apple Lisa Operating
System with his two companions. This later became ArchiCAD, making it the first BIM software that was
made available on a personal computer and Bojar the founder of Graphisoft in the early 80’s (Quirk, 2012;
Bean, 2014) that still puts BIM in the front in its everyday effort (MacKenzie & Rendek, 2019). Soon after
Graphisoft, Parametric Technology Corporation (PTC) was found in 1985 and released the first version of
Pro/ENGINEER in 1988. It is a mechanical CAD program that utilizes a constraint based parametric
modeling engine. Two of the staffs from PTC split from it and started their own software company called
Charles River Software in Cambridge, MA. With the goal to create architectural software which can handle
more complex projects than ArchiCAD, their company developed a program called ‘Revit’ in 2000. The
program made parametric modeling through object oriented programming. In 2002, Autodesk purchased
the company and promoted the software.
There is a growing consensus among scholars that Revit revolutionized BIM by way of creating
parametric families and allowing for a time attribute to be added to a component to grant a ‘fourthdimension’ of time to be associated with the building model (Ibid). This has given the capability to generate
schedules and simulate construction process using the 3D BIM model. The key modeling industry players,
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presently, follow different strategies. While companies like Bentley and Nemetschek keep on relying on
their traditional CAD platforms, others like Autodesk developed entirely new modeling engines
(Wierzbicki et al., 2011). Both cases have laid the foundation of 3D parametric modeling and can be
considered BIM programs as far as they integrate information in them.

3.3.3 Collaboration Coming to the Forefront
In its early journey, BIM was commended for the parametric attributes. As its capabilities are being
leveraged with enhanced technology, talking about collaboration became a trend gaining more attention in
BIM’s greatest version (Sacks et al., 2018; Eynon, 2016; Holzer, 2016). Nearly all researchers agree that
collaboration is essential to BIM in two main aspects: First, in linking together design models and files of
all AEC disciplines through its CAD interoperability tools; second, BIM is an Information Management
platform that enables the synchronous co-operation between, as well as within, all involved parties
(Wierzbicki et al., 2011). This was very crucial for the very facts that broad variety of programs used by
architects and engineers makes collaboration difficult and also the industry has varying teams and
stakeholders which are needed to bring around the table.
To mitigate the risks of losing information while varying file formats move across programs, the
Industry Foundation Class (IFC) file format was developed in early 1990s (Laakso & Kiviniemi, 2011;
Zhang & Issa, 2012). This has granted the smooth exchange of data from one BIM platform to another. The
development of viewing software such as Naviswork has even increased the sharing of files without errors.
It was designed for this specific purpose: coordinating information across varying file formats. Apart from
this, in the last decade, companies like Autodesk have worked intensively to realize collaboration among
the different fields and released versions of Revit specifically for Structural and Mechanical engineers.
Other developments in the area of simulation (e.g. Light and insulation) are also believed to uplift the level
of collaboration in the sector.
This increased collaborative environments started to affect the industry at large even at the scale of
procurement system pushing it from the traditional delivery system, Design-Bid-Build (DBB) to promoting
Design Build (DB) or even to a more plausible system, the Integrated Project Delivery (IPD) (Eastman et
al., 2011; Hardin & Dave 2015). The first feature of this kind released in Revit 6 in 2004, enables large
teams of architects and engineers to work on integrated model, a form of collaborative software. Nowadays,
using augmented reality; several firms are working in to visualization of BIM models (Holzer, 2016; Sacks
et al., 2018). These qualities of BIM in bringing collaboration have stretched its effect to spans across the
workflows and processes of Design, Construct and Operate (DCO) lifecycle.
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3.4 ‘Dimensional’ Capabilities
Categorization of BIM tools can be done in various ways; based on the stakeholders that utilize them, for
example architects, contractors, or fabricators (Kymmell, 2008); based on the stages of the project it is
being used (application phases), (Planning, design, Construction and Operation) (Eastman et al., 2011); or
we can classify them in ‘dimensions’ depending on the content of database (Czmoch & Pękala, 2014;
Kymmell, 2008). Because the BIM model and the embedded information are combined in a single format,
the technology started to offer more than picture making, which previous tools could not. This increased
the understanding of components that cannot be visualized, but that are important to process and
communicate across the fragmented network (Sørensen et al., 2015; Miettinen & Paavola, 2014).
‘Dimensions’: are a series of numeric labels often associated with, and considered as, subsets of
BIM: 2D, 3D, 4D, 5D and sometime 6D and 7D (Kymmell, 2008; Smith, 2014). As almost infinite number
of dimensions can be added to the BIM model, Eastman et al. (2011) have defined this multidimensional
capacity of BIM as ‘nD’ modeling.

2D (x, y): Refers to two-dimensional drawings, for instance, plans, sections, elevations and some
details, basically made of drafting lines, arcs, polygons etc. Even at this era of 3D BIM model domination,
2D tools are still required to produce and polish construction documents. As the popularity of software like
Revit, which produce both 3D and 2D drawings simultaneously in a quite precise level of detail, grows, the
need for independent programs for 2D drawings will come in to a halt. Programs like this have reduced the
downside risks associated with the division between 2D and 3D data. Such superimposition of 2D drawings
and 3D models of different disciplines for coordination is regarded by Sacks et al. (2018:243) as the ‘lowhanging fruit’ of all BIM benefits.

3D (X, Y, Z (Height)): Often when referring to BIM, one is referring to this 3D digital model
which adds the ‘height’ dimension over the 2D model. As it includes the 3D model and automatic 2D/3D
coordination, the concept of virtual design and construction mostly comes to our mind at this stage. Views,
details and other required shop/ construction drawings are generated effortlessly. The most exciting part of
these models is that, they can be directly used in other applications, for instance, rendering, clash detection,
and code checking. Therefore, this model can be seen as the root for other functionalities of BIM in
subsequent dimensions, as simulation and performance software applications rely on the quality of 3D
models34. Different models with different level of complexity for varying purpose are usually used in a
34

It is apparent that these simulation and performance software also require additional data apart from the well done
3D model. The amount of extra information that needs to be added depends on the simulation program. While
software for shadow studies and outdoor wind analysis only need the building mass and its location, others like
energy modeling require many more details about the buildings construction, material characteristics, heating,
ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) systems, interior zoning, occupancy schedule, etc. (Kymmell, 2008).
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project. Nonetheless, with good modeling software and techniques a single model can be used for the entire
scope. The components used can have two sources: ones that come with the software or acquired online.
However, most firms develop a series of objects with standard parameters that later become project
specific35.

4D (X, Y, Z, t (Time)): Here time is added for the purpose of both animation36 and construction
sequencing for workflow planning of a project. Therefore, the term is widely used to refer to the generation
of schedule by linking the 3D BIM model components with their corresponding activities which involves
the ability to recognize individual objects, their categories, associated materials, and relations between
objects in terms of geometry and structure. It is one of the technologies in BIM which witnessed a rapid
change and adoption in the AEC industry (Dang & Bargstädt, 2016; Trebbe et al., 2015). The Principle
behind this form of visualization seems simple, as explained by Holzer (2016:105): “[…] the sequence of
work undertaken by individual trades gets time-lined in a common Gantt chart (using stand- alone BIM
coordination tools or by associating those with scheduling tools such as MS Project or Primavera) getting
it synchronized with the referring construction activities and equipment location in a 3D BIM environment.
In that way, when the Gantt chart gets animated, the construction sequence unfolds”.
In addition to visualization one of the capabilities of 4D models is detection of time-space conflicts.
Although in reality, two objects cannot occupy the same point in space at the same time in construction, it
was possible and common in virtual building construction in the traditional design (for example, mechanical
or electromechanical installations being in ‘clash’ 37 with structural parts of a building called collusion
(Czmoch & Pękala, 2014). As it can highly be expected, substantial loss of time, effort and change orders
could result if it is not detected before time. These add up to cost overruns which are estimated at up to
10% of a project cost (Kymmell, 2008). Sinclair (2012) suggests that such BIM tools should be leveraged
as part of a Quality Assurance (QA) process in relation to co-ordination and not as part of the design process.
Dang & Bargstädt (2016) in their article ‘4D Relationships: the Missing Link in 4D Scheduling’,
however, conveyed their concern on the limitation of developments and robustness of 4D BIM. They
strongly argue that, although in theory, several researchers proposed an automated generation of 4D
schedules based on 3D BIMs, their use has been limited to visualization. This is due to the popularity of
The Customization and creation of building information model for project specificity is known to be cumbersome
and can be frustrating with users to the extent that they prefer CAD or even hand drawings. This is due to the fact
that BIM requires having a higher degree of information content at the early stages of the project. Thus, the amount
effort one has to put in the beginning of BIM modeling can make the process slower. But as the model progresses
the advantage of BIM becomes vivid.
36
The animation can be of two types: a series of rendered view taken from the 3D at a specific location and time, or
the type of animation called a walkthrough. In the latter case, series of frames /pictures create a continuously
animated movie as a person walking around the site or in the building.
37
In computing place, two objects occupying the same space are said to “clash” (Kymmel, 2008).
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4D BIM especially by contractors and managers allowing them to see, coordinate, and control what trades
need to be where and when, to anticipate workplaces conflicts and to catch hidden flaws, which would not
be possible with traditional schedule (Anumba & Wang, 2012). As to their study, the main reason is that
the interaction between different activities and interchange of their data has thus far not been sufficient,
resulting in requiring much engineering effort to update schedules during execution phase. Therefore, they
developed a set of relationships called 4D relationships (4DRs) to bring the scheduling process ‘back’ to
its ‘true’ functionalities.
Presently, 4D BIM modeling technology has advanced features in customized sequencing
plugins/tools which allows users to add temporary works to the permanent one, construction machineries
(such as crane movements), or actual movements of construction workers to the animation even in other
(non-building) infrastructure projects (Zhou et al., 2015). It has also become feasible to export base models
to specialized rendering tools to get better quality of animations for illustration. Similarly, there is
advancement in BIM coordination tools such as Solibri which have several built-in rule-checker options
for the automated detection of design deficiencies (Sacks, 2018; Holzer, 2016). Moreover, 3D BIM models
can be exported to a game engine in which real-time rendering and immediate user-controlled animations
can be produced (Rickers & Krolitzki, 2015).

5D (X, Y, Z, t, c (cost)): The 5D BIM modeling adds another important variable- the cost, gaining
momentum in leading age project cost management firms. It includes both the cost of labor as well as
delivery for each item in the structure enabling users to produce fast estimation (engineering estimate) and
any other cost estimate. Since every ‘bigger dimension’ adds the advantage of others under it, 5D modeling
can easily give the total cost of the project in a specific period in time (the added value of 4D) and various
alternatives in terms of materials and technology (enhanced by the 3D model). This quality of the
‘dimension’ allows the project team to optimize the total cost of the investment at this virtual construction
stage, making the use of cost estimation software important throughout the entire design and construction
process, especially for project cost management professionals (Smith, 2014; Sacks et al., 2018; Czmoch &
Pękala, 2014).
In other words these 5D cost estimation BIM tools provide designer the opportunity to show the
client the relationship between alternative design selections and costs. This, consequently, assists to
visualize ‘what-if?’ scenarios and rapid multiple solution exploration that improves it in real time using
BIM model. Pursuant to Garber (2014:49) such qualities of BIM, ‘lead to a reduction of change orders and
requests during the construction process, thereby decreasing the amount of time allotted for construction
itself.’ However, more and precise information about the actual geometry, material, and finishes in
additions to quality cost database are needed to acquire more accurate estimations. As Kymmell (2008)
explicates, resulting information is only as good as that contained within the model. This certainly raises
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the value of the cost management service (Smith, 2014; Holzer, 2016). Currently, there are several 5D BIM
software in the market. While some make simply a list of quantity take-offs from a schedule; other go
beyond and do more sophisticated calculations and analysis based on the same 3D BIM model.

Beyond 5D: 6D and 7D (X, Y, Z, t, c, FM/e (Facility Management/Energy)): Beyond 5D there
seems to be inconsistency across literature in assigning purposes. Some scholars ascribe 6D modeling
technologies for asset and facility management and not recognize existence of 7D (Sinclair, 2012; Holzer,
2016). Whereas, others bring both ‘dimensions’ in to their discussion, facility management and
sustainability being the themes consecutively assigned for 6D and 7D modeling (Smith, 2014; Sacks et
al.,2018). Few, like Kensek (2014), even dedicate 7D for code validation. Recently, there is also a growing
interest among BIM experts to talk about 8D, which puts safety as its main agenda in both design and
construction (Smith, 2014).
•

6D BIM is usually a model delivered to the owner when the construction project is finished (at time of
handover) as an ‘As-Built’ model to provide an integrated description for the building through its
imbedded rich data so that it will be used as a facility management database. It contains relevant
building component information such as product data and details (when it was installed, when it will
require maintenance and its expected lifespan), maintenance/operation manuals (even sometimes
supported by videos), cut sheet specifications, photos, warranty data, web links to product online
sources, manufacturer information and contacts, etc. Hence, the main purpose is to aid facilities
managers in the operation and maintenance of the facility, by making it accessible to the users/ owners
through a customized proprietary web-based environment (Hardin & Dave, 2015).
In some countries like UK, the term is less commonly used because it has been replaced with reference
to the Asset Information Requirements (AIR) and an Asset Information Model (AIM) as specified in
PAS1192-3:2014 (British Standard Institution (BSI), 2013). It is aligned with the deliverable format
developed in U.S; COBie, which stands for Construction Operations Building Information Exchange 38.
It briefly covers how the transfer of BIM data to the client’s Computer Aided Facility Management
(CAFM) systems is handled (Holzer, 2016; Wetzel & Thabet, 2015).

•

7D BIM primarily helps perform energy consumption analysis39. When the 3D BIM model is complete,
or even during early stages of design, the model can be linked to energy analysis tools to determine

COBie was first introduced in 2005 by the National Building Information Model Standard (NBIMS). It was released
to improve how information is captured during the design and construction phases, and then turned over to the
owner for Operation and Maintenance (O&M). To bridge the gap between design, construction and O&M, it utilizes
the open data format provided by IFC giving serious of formats and rules on how to manage the digital hand-over
(East, 2007)
39
Occasionally it is called Building Energy Modeling (BEM) (GSA, 2015).
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energy use. Moreover, what-if scenarios can easily be developed for example by re-orienting the
building in different angles or by varying the size of HVAC systems and compare results. It also allows
for measurement and verification during building occupation, and improved processes for gathering
lessons learned in high performance facilities. Thus, it enables designers to meet carbon targets for
specific elements of the project and validate the design decisions accordingly or test and compare
different options (Holzer 2016).
Researches on 8D BIM and beyond are also gaining momentum in recent years. They often
represent the different functions of simulation (e.g. acoustics, light, and heat) 40, while 8D is sometimes
mentioned for safety simulation. All these functionalities of BIM evidence the very fact that it is beyond a
data-rich 3D virtual representation that can be utilized for documentation. It is the further development and
use of that model for simulation and analysis for construction and operations of buildings. More than
anything else, its added value to minimize the inevitable knowledge gap (information loss) in every handoff, especially in procurement types that promote fragmented systems, yields high potential (Figure 6).
Regardless of these developments in the benefits/ potentials of BIM capabilities in the last few
years, they are not being utilized in actual construction sites, to the same extent. Scholars explicate
regretfully the reason behind being the incapability of construction managers to use these models as
architects do (Deutsch, 2015), and insufficient information content of the models and the lack of mobile
devices (Mäki & Kerosuo, 2015). To increase its use on construction sites, moreover, Bargstadt (2015)
suggest that applied algorithms must be made transparent for responsible site engineers, the more BIM
automating support services are brought in to the industry. As they also raise additional concern, BIM tools
are not being readily achieved, because the so-called higher uses of BIM-analyses, including scheduling,
cost estimating, energy, and facility management require not only collaboration on integrated team, but also
the collection and strategic application of building data. Intellectual as well as application limitations like
this seem to diminish the usefulness of existing and possibly upcoming infinite BIM dimensions.

40

Sometimes, these simulation tools are classified as ‘Green BIM’, because they have high utility in calculating LEED
credits (Kensek, 2014)
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Figure 6: Information Loss at Hand-offs

Source: Adapted from Hardin & Dave (2015)

3.5 Fundamentals of BIM Model Development
This section of the chapter will give the idea of model development and associated concepts, which are
very crucial discussions, in order to eliminate confusion and inefficiencies when adopting BIM based work
flow. This is because, although stakeholders in the AEC industry understand the concept of ‘virtual
modeling’, putting it as a requirement has created confusion and frustration, attributed to the existing room
for interpretation (Hardin & Dave 2015). The result becomes detrimental to the design and construction
system as long as BIM is used as a communication or collaboration tool, especially when someone other
than the author extracts information from it (BIM Forum, 2015). Therefore, various organizations have
been developing standards to facilitate communication avoiding misinterpretation (Kensek, 2014). For
better understanding of BIM model development, the following four related concepts shall be discussed:
Level of Development (LOD), Model Element Author (MEA), Model Progression Specification (MPS) and
Model development optimization.
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3.5.1 Level of Development (LOD) 41
The American Institute of Architects (AIA)42, who first published LOD definitions describes the
concept of LOD as an identification of the minimum dimensional, spatial, qualitative, quantitative and other
data content requirements and associated Authorized Uses for each Model Element at [five] progressively
detailed levels of completeness. Simply, it defines the precision as well as the richness of information
embedded within each elements of the BIM model. In the absence of such definitions while implementing
BIM, unnecessary field changes are common (Hardin & Dave, 2015). Hence, it is a conceptual framework
that attempts to address the fact that model elements develop at different rates during the design process
describing the relative development of individual model elements in their journey from conception to
realization (BIM N., 2013). Although different countries use different LOD Matrixes, having slightly
different approach, all of them are based on the same concept 43. LOD definitions with five levels44 of
completeness45 are often used (Kensek, 2014; BIM Forum, 2015):

3.5.2 Model Element Author (MEA)
Sometimes also called Model Component Author (MCA) (VICO, 2010), the MEA is the ‘person’
responsible for creating or gathering a model component or set of components, and is usually designated as
one of the firms participating in the project (architect, engineer, subcontractor, etc.). Although it is often
It is sometimes interpreted as ‘Level of Details’. However, it’s good to note important differences. Level of Detail
basically tells how much detail is included in the model element, while Level of Development (referred as Level of
Definition or Level of Model Definition in UK) is the degree to which the element’s geometry and attached
information has been thought through—the degree to which project team members may rely on the information
when using the model. Hence, Level of Detail is input to the element; Level of Development is degree of reliability
(BIM Forum 2015). Level of detail doesn’t guarantee higher level of development. For example a fixture
represented by a simple box in a model can be said to have more level of development than the one which looks
actual. The case might be because of the information embedded (cost, assembly etc.) in the ‘less developed-looking’
element is richer than the other (Kensek, 2014).
42
It is after Vico software first developed a metric, which they referred to as Level of Detail, for describing how
definitive model elements were for the purposes of cost estimating, that The American Institute of Architects (AIA)
developed the concept further in AIA Document E202 – 2008 Building Information Modeling Protocol Exhibit
(VICO 2010, BIM N. 2013). It includes this definition: In 2008, the AIA, published its first set of Level of
Development definitions in AIA Document E202™-2008 Building Information Modeling Protocol. And in 2013
came up with a revised Digital practice document, AIA E203™¬ 2013, Building information Modeling and Digital
Data Exhibit, AIA G201™–2013, Project Digital Data Protocol Form, AIA G202™–2013, Project Building
Information Modeling Protocol Form, followed by a detailed guide document entitled Guide and Instructions to the
AIA Digital Practice Documents. The AIA’s updated Digital Practice documents include revised LOD definitions
(BIM Forum, 2015, Kensek 2014).
43
Even in U.S., three major LOD matrixes are being used: AIA, BIM Forum, and U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
(USACE) (Hardin & Dave, 2015)
44
AIA defines it in six levels adding LOD350 which could be said an ‘in-between level’ (Kumar, 2015)
45
The document developed by AIA, LOD definitions for its E202—2008 BIM Protocol Exhibit, provides standard
interpretations of each LOD for almost 450 building systems and sub-systems. This document is very crucial as it
can be attached to agreements to eliminate misinterpretations and misunderstandings.
41
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associated with ownership, MEA is not the same as the ultimate Model Element Owner.46 It simply refers
to the person (firm) that is accountable for the management and coordination of the content of that element
(Kensek, 2014). To keep track of the owners or authors who created each model element, a model element
table is created. The table also includes the specified LOD in relation with each element (AIA, 2008).

3.5.3 Model Progression Specification (MPS)47
Similar to Level of Developments, VICO Office started working on standard framework called Model
Progression Specification (MPS) in 2004, before the technology subcommittee of AIA developed the
concept farther (VICO, 2010). MPS defines how the design, cost, and schedule will evolve from a stage of
approximation to a more precise information (construction phase) giving a clear idea about the level of
complexity in a model in each and every stage of design and construction (Kensek, 2014). It has been
developed for two main reasons: To define milestones and deliverables, so that team members understand
the level of detail at which they should be working; and to have clear assigning of tasks.
The MPS used as a stand alone or with the E202 gives the following benefits in the design process:
•

It reduces modeling cost due to the accuracy of requirements or scope, avoiding unnecessary efforts
and assisting teams in harmonizing their modeling efforts;

•

Improves tracking of information in the design process;

•

Gives the owner assurance of the model as to his/her expectation;

•

Eliminates coordination errors and rework which arise due to lack of reliance definition;

•

Builders’ needs in the models can be concisely defined so that designs are not susceptible for
change by the contractor because of constructability issues; and

•

Transparent scoping and pricing of modeling effort.

3.5.3 Optimizing Model Development and Benefits
One of the peculiar advantages of BIM is known to be its offer for making informed decisions at
early stages of the design activity compared to the traditional design process. It does it by dragging the huge
amount of information stakeholders used to get at construction document preparation stage to schematic
design development stage. This gives all involved parties enough time and information for making right
decisions, which in a way reduces both the effort and cost of design changes (Figure 7). This is due to
BIM’s ability to automate standard forms of detailing, significantly reducing the amount of time required
The complexity of ownership arises from the fact that the creation and development of a single element may involve
many professionals. The architect may define the type of the wall while the structural engineers defines it property
farther by adding structural parameters. In some cases part/s or attributes of the element might have been borrowed
from other discipline. Thus, it requires clear definition of tasks among the team (Kensek, 2014)
47
Sometimes referred as Model Development Specification (MDS)
46
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for producing construction documents. Thus, BIM is said to influence the entire range of design activities
from initial stage up to construction detailing (Eastman et al., 2011; Borrmann et al., 2018).
MacLeamy (2004) advocated shifting design effort forward in the project, in order to reduce the
cost of design changes. In consonance with his argument, architects expel their effort at a time when design
changes are relatively costly. Therefore, he came up with a set of curves to show an architectural project
becomes more difficult to change the more developed it becomes, and named the curve after himself.
Following him, Lu, et al. (2015), have undertaken empirical research to create an actual time-effort
distribution curve to demystify the curve. After going through time sheets and payment records of two
projects, the theoretical time-effort distribution curves proposed by MacLeamy (2004) were substantiated
for the first time. The study also proved that BIM implementation does incur extra expenses at the design
stage, but the expenses will be offset at the building stage.

Figure 7: The MacLeamy Curve; Time-Effort Distribution for BIM-based and Traditional
Processes

Source: MacLeamy (2004)
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3.6 BIM and Procurement
“The way resources are procured can massively affect the performance of the project”
(Morris, 2013:77)
Procurement in construction is the process of identifying, selecting, and commissioning of projects, thus,
affects ‘what is done, by whom and when’ (Baldwin & Bordoli, 2014:24). This process is one of the
fundamental aspects of the sector that distinguishes construction projects from manufacturing products:
“Manufactured products are typically designed and produced without a designated purchaser […] in
construction; projects are sold to the client in a different way. The process of purchase begins with a client
who has need for a facility” (Halpin & Senior, 2009:4-5). Hence, the choice of procurement route is known
to fundamentally set up the parameters for delivering value through the project process (Kelly et al., 2004;
Pierce, 2013), define significantly stakeholders relationships (Rwelanila, 2010; Taylor, 2000) and
performance quality (Cook, 2007). This is because every method of procurement determines the basis for
both the agreement between the parties and the process by which the project proceeds.
Construction procurement process is inherently complex and cumbersome, as it involves myriad of
detailed record keeping and paperwork (Pierce, 2013; Yescombe, 2014).Within this context, BIM is highly
suggested to potentially have the capability to revolutionize or influence the way construction projects are
procured and contracted (Barnes& Davies, 2014; Sacks et al., 2018). Nonetheless, though it encouraged an
environment of new and complex delivery methods, no literature indicates that there is new project delivery
method evolving with the advent of the technology. This is due to the fact that all delivery methods are
mere modifications or variations of present categories (Porwal & Hewage, 2013).

3.6.1 Types and Advancement of Delivery Methods
Broadly speaking, project delivery methods fall under four categories having variations within each
form: Design-Bid-Build (DBB), Construction Management (CM), Design-and-Build (DB), and Integrated
Project Delivery (IPD). Each category evolved to fit particular clients’ need and provide various benefits
and shortcomings. Comprehensive and consistent comparison between these methods is provided in
Appendix A. While it is not the intention of this section to offer readers detailed review on procurement
processes, little acquaintance is worthy on the evolution and characteristics of the methods.
In ancient (Pre-Renaissance) times, when diverse professions weren’t established, the Master
Builder was a combination of an architect, engineer and general contractor (Garber, 2014). Later, as the
Renaissance advanced, design and construction became a separate assignment. This separation between the
two functions was furthered and strengthened during the Industrial Revolution demanding specialized
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expertise. Before the end of the nineteenth century, the idea of the Master Builder was outlawed. In this era
of separation, in the notion of procurement that extended until 1980s, DBB48, was the most promoted project
delivery system and [low] price became the determining element for selection (Harris, 2010). Following its
‘siloed’ structures with fairly rigid hierarchies, contractual disputes like variation, and claims, became the
standard of doing things to protect profits as well as to manage risks. Such circumstances lead to adversarial
relationships and attitudes, as problems start to arise whenever contractors bid below estimated project cost
in order to win projects (Thomsen et al., 2009; Harris, 2010). Due to the clear division of functions (design
and construction), the ultimate benefit of BIM, integrating life-cycle information, also could not be
exploited within this delivery method (Sacks, 2018). Although attempt is made by designers to have a
complete BIM model before the tender, no project is known to utilize the full BIM model at tendering and
construction phases due to legal, contractual, and technical issues (Sebastian, 2011).
With the advent and promotion of information technology, the historical perspectives of project
delivery started to change from separation to integration since the 1980s. In the early periods of this era
management oriented contracts emerged. These variations of CM delivery methods primarily involve
project management team to oversee progressive development of designs as well as construction works,
removing the combined deign and supervisory functions of the [traditional] architect. Nevertheless, this
method couldn’t successfully bring all the project interfaces, thus, the industry started to gaze at DB in the
90s that consolidates responsibilities in to one party (Harris, 2010), usually on a lump sum fixed price basis
(Rwelanila, 2010). In DB, transcending legal and contractual issues, BIM serves either as ‘a means to be
used in developing, realizing, and operating the building; or […] a product to be delivered next to the real
building’ (Sebastian, 2011:30). Few organizations have also established refined and clear set of guidelines
for the use of BIM within DB delivery method (Sacks, 2018).
Eventually, DB was understood not to exist without a flaw when poor quality performance
persisted. This was owing to the fact that clients were unable to adequately define their needs at the outset,
and the lack of stable relationships between stakeholders (Harris, 2010). Moreover, this procurement system
in its preliminary version doesn’t have a mechanism to deal with other stakeholders outside the design and
construction team, for instance subcontractors (Rwelanila, 2010). This led to the emergence and promotion
of a relatively new delivery method in the 2000s; Integrated Project Delivery (IPD) that indeed replicates
several aspects of DB, but improved working relationships and lessens accusatory attitudes.

48

also called traditional method
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3.6.2 towards Integrated Project Delivery (IPD)
According to (AIA, 2007b: 1), IPD is ‘a project delivery approach that integrates people, systems,
business structures and practices into a process that collaboratively harnesses the talents and insights of all
participants to reduce waste and optimize efficiency through all phases of design, fabrication and
construction.’ Its concept is well aligned and conjointly discussed with the vision of BIM: an open and
integrated collaborative process of projects (Grilo & Jardim-Goncalves, 2010; Sebastian, 2011). This
coupling of BIM with IPD as ‘twin sisters’ granted most researchers the comprehension that IPD emerged
as a natural companion to BIM, and other delivery methods have very limited role or don’t fit in BIM-based
projects (Holzer, 2011; Azhar et al., 2012; Lu et al., 2015). On the other hand, NASFA 49 et al. (2010)
broadly view the emergence of IPD as the results of the union of three recent technological and
organizational developments within the industry: BIM, Lean, and Sustainability.
Pursuant to Sebastian (2011:31), the main purpose of IPD can be summarized as:


to optimize the integrated collaborative processes supported by BIM;



to involve the contractor as an equal partner since the initiation of the project;



to define and validate the project goals together by the three key parties;



to make major decisions based on consensus by the three key parties;



to avoid time and cost consuming claim processes by no-claim agreement between the key
parties; and



to promote trust in the collaboration through an open-book project accounting system and a
transparent division of profits and risks according to the formula agreed beforehand.

IPD basically agglomerates interdisciplinary team of design and construction professionals to
realize a project whereby they share consequent risks and benefits (Ilozor & Kelly, 2012; Sacks, 2018).
Within this understanding, it is evident that IPD, supported with BIM, promotes transparency, because
‘transparency [inherently] encourages participation’ (Mead & Gruneberg, 2013:130) and BIM ‘models can
augment and clarify agreements’ from the outset (Thomsen et al., 2009:51). Thus, schematically, as shown
on Figure 8, IPD excels other delivery methods in all aspects of collaboration, operational excellence and
transparency. However, the public sector worldwide is not fully ready to adopt BIM to the level of IPD
(Porwal & Hewage, 2013). Moreover, many public organizations are restrained to implement it due to the
lack of legal tendering frameworks and standard formal working procedures as ‘public tenders are evaluated
against strictly-defined price-related criteria that conform to the [clients’] requirement’ (Sebastian, 2011:
30).

49

NASFA=the [American] National Association of State Facilities Administrators
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Figure 8: Hypothetical Comparison of Delivery Methods

Source: Adapted from 4BT50

3.8 Chapter Summary and Conclusion
This chapter commenced by discussing the rationale behind envisioning, and realizing changes the way
project information is captured and modeled in the AEC industry, nearly half a century ago. The inefficient
paper based communication, the lack of interoperability and fragmented project delivery processes led to
the decrease in productivity that necessitated new tools and processes. With the advent of technologies and
delivery methods like BIM and IPD respectively, nevertheless, the industry is perceived to be in the midst
of technology and administrative advancement or renaissance. The literature on BIM is often skewed
towards conveying the understanding about BIM as a process instead of a tool and its distinguishing features
from other forms of modeling technologies: multi-dimensional capabilities; parametric intelligence and
interoperability. These innate potentials of BIM are known to ensure the smooth flow of information
throughout projects’ life cycle avoiding information loss at handoffs.
The shared vision of BIM and IPD; creating open communication and collaborative environments,
often gave the strong impression that IPD is a result of BIM technology and disentangling one from the
other would be impracticable. Leveraged with this specific technology, capabilities and promises of IPD
are advocated to guarantee transparency within the industry. However, regardless of this fact, public
organizations are known to lag behind the adoption of BIM to the level of IPD due to the lack of legal and
administrating frameworks. Hence, to transcend the strict traditional system the public industry is
confiscated, like the least price bidding, and to pave the way for IPD method requires political and economic
commitment apart from BIM technology adoption.

50

https://www.4bt.us/2016/08/26/oncallrenovationrepairconstructionjobordercontracting/ accessed on 16.05.2017
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Chapter 4: CONTEXTUAL REVIEW
In all types of studies, especially the interpretive ones, researchers are expected to provide ‘rich,
detailed description of the research context […] so that readers can independently assess whether and to
what extent are the reported findings transferable to other settings’ (Bhattacherjee, 2012:105). This research
is believed to require both the understanding of state of corruption in the country and characteristics of
corruption or unethical practices in the AEC industry. Therefore, geographical as well as sectoral contexts
of corruption are essential, in addition to giving a detailed picture about state of the construction industry
and BIM in Ethiopia. Because of unavailability of ‘scientific’ literature on some of the topics discussed in
subsequent sections, publications which could be considered partially or fully as gray materials were also
explored51.

4.1 The Geographical Context: Corruption in Ethiopia
4.1.1 Corruption in Africa: the Broader Geography
Perhaps, one of the most compelling arguments to answer the common question why Africa is so
poor, while having one of the fastest growing economies, is the level and prevalence of corruption that is
shackling the continent, stifling nations’ ability to create wealth silently (Guest, 2004; The World Bank,
2010). Various case studies across African countries have adequate power to validate such arguments (Hope
& Chikulo, 2000; Doig & Riley, 1998; Ganahl, 2013). Up to 140 billion USD is stolen from the continent
each year due to corruption (Loughman & Sibery, 2012: 267). Perceived as a [negative] symbol of Africans
everyday life which grew from simple favoritism to grand corruption (Smith, 2007; Blundo, & de Sardan,
2006), it is widely understood as a result or by product of complex and diverse factors: culture, economy,
politics/ governance etc. (GECS, 2014; Jain, 2001; Lambsdorff, 2006; Pierce, 2016). For instance, African
Governance Report IV notes three main factors for the heightening of corruption. First is the level of
institutional weakness in many African countries, which makes it possible for political leaders and public
servants to misuse national resources and abuse their power without being checked. Second, the continued
decline in the living standards of public servants associated with poor incentives. Third, ‘the blind eye often

51

These materials include public and private magazines, governmental office reports, post-graduate studies and semistructured interview from selected public offices. Lack of scientific methodology, immaturity of methods and
manipulation of data for political reasons are some of the concerns of the researcher in doubting or labeling some
of these sources ‘grayish’.
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turned to corruptors by western countries’, blaming foreign companies for taking advantage of the weakness
and ineffectiveness in African institutions by ways of corruption (UNECA, 2016:xi).
Except very few countries like Senegal and Botswana, corruption is known to be pervasive across
the continent representing a systemic failure of governance where ‘the principal institutions responsible for
ensuring public accountability, the observance of ethics and integrity standards, and enforcing the rule of
law are compromised.’ (Hope, 2017:4-5). According to the Pew Research Center (2014)52, for example, a
median of 85% of people across a survey of seven African economies say corruption and corrupt political
leaders are very big problems in their country. Although organization like UNECA (2016) question the
quality and reliability of such data, corruption measurements through perception surveys and other
governance indicators such as those from the World Bank and TI also ratify the unfortunate truth that
corruption is deepening in most of the African countries during past two decades. Of the 46 African
countries ranked in the CPI published by TI in 2015, forty of them showed a serious corruption problem,
yet without improvements53. In 2018 only two countries could show slight progress in their spots54.

4.1.2 Corruption and Anti-Corruption in Ethiopia (An Overview)
4.1.2.1 Historical Background
Corruption in Ethiopia is perceived as something rooted in the country's socio-cultural, political,
and bureaucratic traditions (Kibrewosen, 2009; Shimelis, 2005), and mostly of the petty type, is understood
as an age-old practice in Ethiopian society: “Giving gifts to public officials in order to win favors and to
influence their decision making has long been a traditional practice. In the past, bribe and nepotism did not
constitute serious corruption offences as the former was considered to be a motivational factor in the giver’s
favor while the latter was mostly regarded as a positive approach to ‘help friends and relatives’.” (FEACC,
12: 20-21). Such common gifts to public officials used to be called in Amharic ‘Metaya’, meaning gift as
‘a cause to be seen and communicated by officials’ (Habtamu, 2015:28). Giving gifts to public officials
was also often seen as a sign of loyalty among the public. Thus, peasants were expected to give Metaya to
their respective land lords during holidays to demonstrate their loyalty (FEACC, 2008:10).
Gradually, according to Shimelis (2005:63-65), these traditional ‘gift-giving’ practices changes
into an open and glaring exercise during the Imperial times until the modern public administration in

https://www.pewresearch.org/global/2014/11/06/crime-and-corruption-top-problems-in-emerging-and-developingcountries/ accessed on 15. 04. 2018
53
https://www.transparency.org/cpi2015#results-table accessed on 15. 04. 2018
54
https://www.africanexponent.com/post/9723-corrupt-countries-in-africa-according-to-corruption-perceptionsindex accessed on 15. 04. 2018
52
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Ethiopia is instituted during Emperor Haileselassie's era. Through this evolution some forms of corruption
emerged, though there were few Emperors, like Tewodros and Haileselssie who tried to install anticorruption measures. Then, the Derg regime controlled the central government based on communist
ideology, eroding ethics and morality in the civil service in particular and society in general building very
corrupt bureaucracy and parastatal firms: “Corruption in the form of embezzlement of public funds, misuse
of power and failure of duty for personal gain grew more prevalent during the Derg regime and has
continued in post-Derg era, giving rise to the attitude among public officials and civil servants where
corruption is viewed as a ‘normal’, albeit, unofficial source of income (FEACC, 2012: 21).
Unfortunately, in the post-1991 Ethiopia, when the EPRDF 55 -led government came to power,
corruption remained one of the ills that undermined efforts towards societal transformations, standing as
one of the most serious problems of the country (Shimelis, 2005; Berhanu, 2016). The past two decades,
various governmental and NGO reports have been revealing continuously the fact that top officials of the
regime were highly involved in grand corruption schemes that lead to multiple political instability and
crackdowns. Moreover, getting services without paying bribe became difficult in nearly all public service
delivery organizations (Habtamu, 2015). Some of the factors listed by IER (2001) 56 and Habtamu (2015)
to explain the prevalence and pervasiveness of corruption nationwide are: absence of transparency and
accountability in running public affairs, inefficiency of the legal system as well as violation of the rule of
law, weak civil society participation in the fight against corruption, absence of effective anti-corruption
agency that coordinates anti-corruption activities.

4.1.2.2 Anti-Corruption in Ethiopia
As highlighted in the previous discourse, the history of anti-corruption efforts goes back to the
Imperial periods when the Emperors showed interest in central governance and establishing rule of law to
install fairness and modernize public administration. The Derg regime also promulgated the Special Penal
Code (SPC) from the beginning, in 1974, ‘further with the intention of tackling corruption and other
unethical behaviors’. However, this effort has failed due to various reasons including: politicization and
abuse of power, lack of coherent and clear policy framework and approaches, and unpopularity of the
regime (Shimelis, 2005:68).
After years of undermining corruption and skepticism about warning reports (Habtamu, 2015), the
ruling party (EPRDF) initiated the establishment of an independent Ethics and Anti-corruption Commission

55
56

Ethiopian Peoples’ Revolutionary Democratic Front
Institute of Educational Research in Addis Ababa University (AAU)
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(FEACC, 2008), making the ethics reform an integral part of the then civil service reform. FEACC was
established in May 2001 (proclamations 235/2001) with the objectives (Art. 6):
i.

To strive to create an aware society where corruption will not be condoned or tolerated by
promoting ethics and anti-corruption education;

ii.

To prevent corruption offences and other improprieties; and

iii.

To strive to create and promote integrity in public service by detecting, investigating and
prosecuting alleged or suspected cases of corruption offences and other improprieties

Following this, several legal frameworks have been endorsed and enforced to facilitate the
anticorruption struggle. The commission revised the Anti-Corruption Special procedure and Rules of
Evidence Proclamation in 2004 and 2015. Ethics Liaison Offices and departments were established in
addition to Regional Ethics and Anti-corruption Institutions (FEACC, 2012). Though its impact on the
corruption fight has never been tested, the country also enacted the Disclosure and Registration of Assets
Proclamation in 2010.57 The country is also a signatory to UN Convention against Corruption (UNCAC).
Nonetheless, despite all these efforts, corruption remained a major problem throughout the country
(FEACC, 2012; FEACC, 2014; WB, 2012; Biruk, 2016). A review was conducted by EU and WB to assess
the effectiveness of FEACC. The result of their study showed that the commission faces a critical challenge
concerning the implementation of key activities as ‘employees lacked the necessary knowledge and skills
to carry out its main anti-corruption functions, consisting of prevention, investigation, prosecution, and
ethics and anti-corruption education’ (European Commission, 2010: 38). An impact assessment study of
the activities of the commission by Addis Ababa University, on behalf of FEACC, (AAU: 2011: 100-102)
also revealed parallel findings a year later: The education and training activities lacked continuity, fail to
reach grassroots; despite the great efforts of the Commission, Ethical Liaison Units in various institutions
did not result in a noticeable reduction in corruption; The Commission did not perform that much in respect
of getting offenders punished.
Berhanu (2016) from AAU also reviewed recently the efficacy of FEACC’s prevention strategies
in curbing corruption in public procurement. According to the findings of this study, the preparation of
technical specification, evaluation of bids, awarding and contract administration are phases in the
procurement cycle that are more prone to corruption. Aside from this he strongly argues that though the
way the commission does its corruption prevention activities has been met with a positive response, its less
effectiveness emanates primarily from the inaction of pertinent public offices both in the legislature and the
executive branch (p. 130-132). Others scholars like Biruk (2016) also conveyed similar findings through
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Abebe A. (2018). Ethiopian Business Review. June 2018, no. 62, P. 55
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their research. Later in 2017, the investigation and prosecution power of FEACC was taken off and given
to the Police and Attorney General Office (AGO). Some informants perceive this as an incapacitating act
(In_05; In_10).

4.1.2.3 Perception Studies on Corruption in Ethiopia
To check how the public services and activities have been influenced and impacted by corruption,
various NGOs and governmental organizations have conducted surveys across the country. Most of these
researches and surveys included perception of the public at large towards corruption. The first corruption
perception survey was conducted by Institute of Educational Research (IER) of AAU in 2001 (IER, 2001)
to inspect the trend and scale of corruption, engaging three groups of the public: Households, business
organizations and public officials. The results of the survey uncovered the fact that corruption was the
second most serious problem next to unemployment, by then. Respondents perceived public sectors as
being highly influenced by the acts of corruption and bribery, thus the most serious threat deteriorating
good governance.
The second survey was conducted in 2011 and reported in 2012 by Kilimanjaro International
Corporation Limited commissioned by FEACC (FEACC, 2012). The objective of the survey was to assist
the commission in measuring the intensity and areas of corrupt practices so as to improve prevention
strategies. The survey revealed that public institutions like courts, police, and municipal, woreda and kebele
administrations were the most corrupt ones. In comparison with the previous assessment, results showed a
decline in respondents’ perception as it fell from 68% in 2001 to 44% in 2011. Consequently, corruption
went down to seventh place from second most severe socio-economic problem in the country. High cost of
living and inflation, unemployment, and poor public transportation were some of the problems that received
higher ranking than corruption (P. 44). However, few FEACC personnel like Informant 05, agree to treat
such perception results with skepticism ‘as they might not always align with reality’.
The same year, the World Bank also conducted sector based corruption survey on eight selected
public sectors in Ethiopia, results depicting that corruption risks in those sectors is relatively lower than
many other developing countries (WB, 2012). While basic sectors as health and education, justice and rural
water supply were identified to encounter comparatively lower corruption risks, others like construction
and land sectors displayed critical warnings of corruption risks. On the other hand, two years later, FEACC
(2014) associated higher corruption risks with Revenue and Customs Authority and Transport Authority
followed by land administration while attempting to measure the perception of foreign investors regarding
corruption in the country. This survey, conducted in collaboration with JGAM Donors, also revealed that
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bribes are instigated by companies themselves without waiting for the officials to ask for it, to ‘avoid
wasting time in lengthy processes/ procedures’ (P. 55).
All corruption surveys conveyed, to some extent, varying results with regard to identifying risky
sectors or public authorities, with in few years period. Probably, as WB (2011) warns, there is a possibility
of big gap between perceived and actual corruption risks and continuous watchfulness is obligatory. The
one thing all national surveys consistently agreed up on was the dominance of the ‘petty’ corruption
typologies and ‘inexistence’ of grand corruption in Ethiopia.
On global scale, perhaps, one of the reputed international organizations to report such perception
surveys is TI. Established in 1993 in Germany, the organization releases CPI to rank countries by their
perceived levels of public sector corruption, every year, since 2000. TI’s 15 years of monitored progress on
Ethiopia is displayed on Table 2 extracted from successive annual reports. As can be observed from the
table, Ethiopia’s progress is very slow over the years. The country’s score ranges between 2.2 and 3.4 out
of 10, recording an average score 2.9 and average rank is 117.5 between these years. The report implies
that few improvements exist with regard to anticorruption efforts, yet with no plausible success/ progress.
Table 2: TI’s CPI Report on Ethiopia
Year

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

Score

2.3

2.2

2.4

2.4

2.6

2.7

2.7

2.7

3.3

3.3

3.3

3.3

3.4

3.5

3.4

Rank

114

137

130

138

126

116

116

120

113

111

110

103

107

107

114

Total No. of

146

159

163

180

180

180

180

183

176

177

175

167

176

180

175

Countries

Note: Grades are scaled from 0 to 10, with 10 being the best grade and 0 the worst.
Source: TI, 2003 – 2017 CPI Reports

4.2 The Ethiopian Construction Sector
The construction industry, in a global context, plays an important role in socio- economic & political
development of any country. It is not only one of the major sectors of an economy but also the largest
accounting from 12% to 25% of GDP of most countries and having 8.7 trillion USD market each year (Zou
& Sunindijo, 2015). The sector also provides employment for about 200 million people worldwide (Murie,
2007). This section of the chapter aims at acquainting the reader with state of the Ethiopian construction
sector and BIM.
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4.2.1 Background
4.2.1.1 History
Although Ethiopia is not cited as an example to demonstrate technology and the importance of the
construction sector, the country is known for its rich history of magnificent construction endeavors. The
earliest settlements formed as part of the Kingdom of Da’amat in north Ethiopia, Ancient obelisks of Axum
(Fasil, 2009), the rock hewn churches of North Ethiopia and Lalibela, and castles are few of the structure
researchers mention as exemplary to this expertise(Girmay, 2003; Getaneh, 2011). After centuries of
hibernation, the country experienced revival in the developments of the sector, during the reign of Emperor
Menelik, with the advent of modern civilization. The Addis-Djibouti railway line late in 19 th century and
some construction activities carried out during the Italian occupation of the 1930s to develop long truck
roads are few projects that got the country back in to the business.
Between the 1930s and 1960s, expatriate contractors dominated most of the medium and small civil
and building projects (Ibid). In the 60s and 70s architects from various countries and cultural backgrounds
like France, UK, Germany, Sweden, Israel, Russia, Austria, Greece, Finland, Bulgaria Italy, Yugoslavia,
USA, including architects from Ethiopia all contributed to the development of modern architecture in the
capital city-Addis Ababa (Knebel, 2013). During the Derg regime there was a significant decrease in the
number of major civil projects in the country due to the nationalization of private construction companies
and the lack of international financers. Later, after the change in the government in 1991, financed both
locally and internationally, the number of civil construction projects increased. The early years of this
period are also known for the dominance of parastatal companies (Getaneh, 2011).
Following this change and rapid economic growth, both the public and private construction market
has boomed. The whole country embarked on the development of its urban centers. As part of the
government’s’ ambitious development goals, big public building projects like Housing 58, Universities59 and
health centers started to rule the landscape of Ethiopian urban centers, in addition to other grand civil
projects like hydroelectric dams, irrigations and roads. The public sub-sector, thus, became and remained
the stem and the major client of the construction industry in Ethiopia accounting between 55%- 65% share
of the sector in the last couple of decades (EEA, 2008; Fetene, 2008). Yet, Addis Ababa, have shown
dramatic increase in the private construction development as a consequence to and impacted by the
contagious ‘Dubai fever’ that advocates skyscrapers and shiny buildings as a dream to Ethiopian urban

For instance, the grand housing project program, incepted 14 years ago, now aspires to construct nearly a million
condominium housing units.
59
In less than two decades, the number of public universities has expanded from 5 to over 40.
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model (Stoll, 2009; Hebel, 2012). Such waves of dreams and construction projects, eventually, are spilling
into other Ethiopian cities.

4.2.1.2 Economic Contribution and Development
The role of the construction industry in playing a sustainable socio-economic development is
significant providing the platform upon which other sectors can grow through the provision of infrastructure
and other physical facilities. Its importance emanates largely from the direct and indirect impact it has on
all economic activities. It contributes to the national output and stimulates the growth of other sectors
through a complex system of linkages (Ethiopian Economic Association (EEA), (2008). This is because the
sector embraces all processes by which the physical infrastructure are planned, designed, procured,
constructed or produced (MoUDC, 2012). Hence, the industry is understood to have a significant multiplier
effect on the economy as a whole (EEA, 2008).
As in most other countries, the sector consumes the highest percentage of the capital budget of the
country. More than 65% of annual public procurement goes to construction works (NC, 2017c; In_06). As
demonstrated by its share in the GDP, the industry has important contribution to the Ethiopian economy
registering a remarkable growth due to the increased investment on the development and expansion of
various infrastructure projects. Some scholars have argued that a pro-poor expansionary fiscal policy that
invests more than 10% of its GDP on infrastructure has been one of the fuels to the Ethiopian economy
being on the forefront of this federalist development venture (Abera et al., 2016). Growth rates as high as
19.5% were registered in the sector in the Ethiopian fiscal year 2002/360 (2010 GC). Its contribution to the
GDP at constant price has increased from 2.853 billion to 8.186 billion ETB at an average annual growth
rate of 12.43% (MoUDC, 2012). Between the years 2011 and 2018 the sector registered an average annual
growth rate of about 25% (ECPMI, 2019). When the economy grew by 10.3 % in 2014/15, representing 56
% of industrial output, construction accounted for 8.5 % of GDP and 1.7 % to its growth. Within a decade,
its share grew from 4% in 2009 to 9.5% of the GDP in 2018 excluding real-estate and related sectors (NC,
2016a; NC, 2018d; ECPMI, 2019).

4.2.1.3 Construction Companies
Even though local construction companies emerged eventually after the fall of the Derg regime that
nationalized private companies, it was a long time before such companies were able to penetrate the
international construction market or to be accepted by international financers for International Competitive
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Bidding (ICB)61. To data, due to the lack of trained manpower, logistic knowledge and experience, local
contractors don’t receive owners’ (both public and private) trust in the realization of big [building]
construction projects (Girmay, 2003; NC, 2016e). Consequently, Chinese contractors who gained the
blessings of current political system have continued to flood in to the country to realize even private middle
and high-rise building projects like banks in the central business districts of Addis Ababa (NC, 2016: 38).
Hence, in their present state, local construction firms are perceived to fall short of meeting domestic and
international quality standards. Yet, they remained to realize majority of locally funded public building
construction projects. Though, these firms are expected to be registered in order to undertake any
construction work, it is common to come across self-declared contractors without any professional
competence and license registration characterized by an informal sector, consisting of informal groups that
supply materials and labor (Getaneh, 2011).

4.2.2 Challenges and Constraints in Public Construction Procurement and Delivery
4.2.2.1 Construction Procurement
As highlighted in the previous chapter, the method of procurement of construction works has a
significant role in consequent design and building performance quality or in the successful completion of
any project, in general (Cook, 2007; Kelly et al., 2004; Mead & Gruneberg, 2013). Contrary to procurement
of goods, the construction procurement process is ‘inherently cumbersome and involves a considerable
amount of detailed record keeping and paperwork’ (Pierce, 2013: 158).
Over the last couple of decade there has been a dramatic change in the way construction activity is
being undertaken. This is not only in the form of new technology, but also in the way that construction
projects are procured and managed in the country (MoUDC, 2012). Before and immediately after the last
government change (1991), construction projects were carried out without competitive bidding, awarding
contracts directly to government or para-state construction companies. This was regarded highly as the lost
opportunity for the creation of competitive construction industry in the country (Getaneh, 2011; EEA,
2008). Gradually, though this method of awarding contracts persisted in few and big construction projects,
the competitive low-bid procedure, in which contracts are awarded to a responsive contractor who offers
the least price, was promoted and installed62 as a common procurement method in most public projects
(Laychluh, 2012).

61
62

Abate (2002) cited in Girmay (2003)
The Ethiopian Federal Government Procurement and Property Administration Proclamation, Proclamation No.
649/2009 list six types of methods of procurement: Open Bidding, Request for Proposals, Two stage Tendering,
Restricted Tendering, Request for Quotation and Direct Procurement (Article 33 (1)). Nevertheless, the
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This was following the good intention of saving taxpayers money and thus protects public interest.
The mandate for the regulation of the procurement procedures was given to Public Procurement Agency
(PPA) now called Public Procurement and Property Administration Agency (PPPAA). To this end, most
public building construction projects fall on to this open bidding procurement method. According to the
aggregation study report by CoST (2016: 6), of all the sample projects, more than 75% of building sector
design and supervision contracts were outsourced to a single consultant while the majority of Works
contract are procured through open bidding using National Competitive Bidding (NCB) procedure.
However, regardless of all the good intentions, the competitive low bid procedure is highly
criticized for not guaranteeing the promised least price in the Ethiopian context. This is due to the fact that
majority of public projects experience exorbitantly high cost and time overruns in addition to quality
compromises. Fetene (2008), Laychluh (2012) and Shewaferahu (2016) have investigated various public
owned construction projects awarded on the basis of least bidder evaluation and contract award procedures.
Their findings witnessed that none of the projects completed within the contract period and more than 95%
of public building projects investigated suffered cost overrun in their execution. The total delay ranged
from 200% to 329%. Moreover, major quality defects of works and materials have been observed in most
of the projects under their study. The major reason for these quality defects has been due to the tendency
of contractors to win projects with Abnormally Low Tender (ALT) (Laychluh, 2012; Habcon, 2015).
Sometimes least bidders submit as much as 11% less than the second least offer to win projects (NC, 2018c).
In support of the above findings, according to CoST (2011), Ethiopian public construction projects are
known to suffer from the highest cost and time overruns (nearly 60% and 130% respectively) incomparably
to other countries included in its survey (Figure 9). One of the predominant contributing factors to these
prevalent conditions of the public construction sector, in addition to ALT, is the prevailing design and
specification change in the majority of construction contracts (Habcon, 2013).

proclamation, limits public bodies to use open bidding as the preferred procedure of procurement except as
otherwise provided in the proclamation to use other options (Article 33(2)).
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Figure 9: Average Project Cost and Time Overrun by Country

Source: CoST (2011)

4.2.2.2 Delivery Systems
Evidently, choosing a right project delivery method is one of the fundamental decisions owners
make while developing their acquisition strategy (Halpin, & Senior, 2009; Yescombe, 2014). Comparable
to the global practice, DBB is the prevalent delivery system in the Ethiopian horizontal infrastructure as
well as the vertical construction market (ECPMI, 2017). Nearly all building construction (except very few
and big) projects utilize this delivery system. For instance, Cost (2016:5) study revealed that DBB accounts
for 90% the strategy adopted in the delivery of building subsector projects. The implementation of 78% of
the DBB projects has involved separate contracts for design (Service Contract I: SCI) and supervision
(Service Contract II: SCII). Only a single building project utilized a Project Management (PM) and
Implementation Service Contract in its implementation. The main form of contract that is widely used is
also FIDIC, which is not widely understood in the Ethiopian professional circle (Girmay, 2003) 63. This
form of contract inherently promotes DBB as it functions based on the assumption that detailed design is
provided to the contractor by the employer or his engineer (Getaneh, 2011). Nonetheless, the fact in the
practice, where projects are subjected to constant design and specification changes (Habcon, 2013), is
contrary to this presumption, leading to worst effects of project fragmentation (Elias, 2016; In_04; In_14),
payment issues (Fisehha, 2015; In_09), and collusive practices (FEACC, 2013; Abera et al., 2016; In_05).
Gebrehana (2016) studied on problems affecting the integration of major construction parties in the
Addis Ababa 40-60 housing construction projects. In this specific public project where DBB project
63

The responsible entity for drafting and issuing standard forms of contract for construction remains as the exclusive
mandate of public authorities, ministries and agencies (Getaneh, 2011). Until PPA’s condition of contract for
procurement of works in January 2006, the Standard Condition of Contract for Construction of Civil Works Project,
endorsed by BaTCoDA in 1987 and enacted by MoWUD in 1994, was being used. All of them are highly
understood as derivatives of FIDIC among professionals.
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delivery method was used for the mechanism of project awarding, high level of fragmentation and
disintegration among major parties was exhibited in the application of the contractual procedure. Of the 24
integration problems identified in his study, the primary and prevalent ones were; self-serving objectives;
lack of co-ordination; lack of trust and poor communication among contracting parties. The same year Elias
(2016) reviewed the lack of integration broadening the scope to public building projects in Addis Ababa.
His study also confirmed the fact that the local building construction industry lacks the implementation of
project management discipline with respect to the delivery methods and integration of design and
construction processes.
Following these arguments and findings, Ethiopian researchers and some practitioners usually put
the delivery method responsible for most of the fragmented and disintegrated exercises in the sector.
However professionals don’t seem to have a consensus as to which delivery method would convey
efficiency and effectiveness in the Ethiopian context, advocating both DBB and DB with in their ream of
profession. Reputed architect Zeleke Belay, the then president of Association of Ethiopian Architects
(AEA), once argued strongly that DBB is the best option if the right management is deployed, worrying
that DB would diminish the role of the architect (NC, 2013a). Whereas, Wubshet Jekale (Dr.-Eng.), the
then president of the Ethiopian Construction Technology and Management Professional Association
(ECTMPA) advocated DB arguing differently, yet, calling for change in mindset, the revision of the design
permit process and condition of contract which consider only the traditional delivery system (NC, 2012c).
That might be the perception of Ethiopian professionals. However, the fact remains, also as highlighted in
Appendix A, the traditional delivery model is highly accused of being hierarchical, fragmented, linear and
prone to promoting adversarial behavior across the supply chain, unless systemic measures are installed
(Taylor, 2000; Cook, 2007; Mosey, 2009; Kelly et al., 2004).
Hence, failure to introduce well researched project delivery methods has been identified as one of
the root causes for the under-performance and failure of construction contracts to meet expectations.
ECPMI (2017) conducted a research with the objective of evaluating the prospects of IPD as an alternative
construction projects delivery method so as to transform the status quo of fragmented processes. In a
nutshell, as the report acquaints, the project delivery methods practiced locally are characterized by the
predominant following features: do not align business interests of all parties; do not motivate collaboration
throughout the design and construction process; and do not tie stakeholder success to project success. The
report, therefore, concluded that both the project participants and the operating environment in Ethiopian
construction industry do not embody the contractual, and behavioral, principles needed for the
implementation of IPD.
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4.2.4 BIM in Ethiopia
As discussed in the previous discourse, researches have noted that the existing practice of planning,
designing, construction and management of projects in Ethiopia is highly fragmented. In addition to the
behavior of the delivery model affecting the integration of parties and disciplines, this is partly due to the
fact that the local construction industry is characterized as analog, silos, prone to errors, and largely reliant
upon two-dimensional drawings. Consequently, it has failed to bring about the required transparency and
integration among various stakeholders in addition to being inefficient in cost estimation and visualization
(ECPMI, 2018).
Generally speaking, the country’s construction industry, as one element of existing sectors, lags
behind in terms of technological development (Getu, 2014; ECPMI, 2019; NC, 2017a; In_12; In_14).
Noticing this huge gap, the then MoUDC (2012), in its construction industry policy discussed the issue and
argued that the improvement of the capacity and performance of the industry to international
competitiveness cannot be achieved through use of obsolete technologies and practices. This policy
regretfully noted that the country has lost opportunities for capturing best practices much needed for
technological improvement and so, emphasized on the issue:

“[…] to meaningfully improve the

competitiveness of the industry, vigorous pursuit for technology development is needed. The strategic
application of information technology that is increasingly becoming cheaper, more easily available requires
also aggressive promotion”. Therefore, the enhancement of technology in the industry by all stakeholders
was put as a primary requirement in the policy direction to promote technological development.
Few years later, The National Plan Commission (2015), in its ambitious Growth and
Transformation Plan II (GTP II), put national construction project management capacity building and
technology transfer program as its one of the main targets to increase the efficiency as well as economic
contribution of the construction industry. To this end, the adoption and implementation of BIM technology
in the construction industry, as an information system and a reform tool, has been described explicitly.
Others include the preparation of design implementation regulation framework and application of sample
construction projects implementation tools (like Kaizen and Integrated Project Management).
The Ethiopian Construction Project Management Institute (ECPMI) has been given the mandate
for the transferring of BIM technology in to the Ethiopian AEC industry since the release of the GTP II
(NC, 2016d, ECPMI, 2019; In_14). This was in line with one of the Institute’s mission to identify and
disseminate throughout the industry appropriate construction project management methodologies that
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contribute to the development and transfer of technology 64 . After conducting its first three days BIM
workshop in Addis Ababa in 2015, introducing BIM to the major stakeholders of the sector, ECPMI is
bringing about BIM technology transfer via giving Training of Trainers (ToT) for selected professionals.
The assumption is that the trained professionals then in turn train other professionals from the industry
having an impact in policy making (Ibid). Following this, ECPMI launched an international bid for the
supply, installation and training of BIM aiming at securing hardware, software and BIM experts to train
professionals from the industry, though failed to procure it the first couple of years (ECPMI, 2018).
In 2017/2018, the Institute introduced BIM paving the avenue for stepping towards familiarizing
the Ethiopian construction industry with such [new] technology. Subsequently, after ‘successfully’ training
18 professionals65, preparatory activities were carried out to pilot the technology in the pursuit of the year’s
action plan. As part of this plan the first pilot project/ consultancy service (full design, specification and
BOQ using integrated design/ BIM technology for 2B+G+13 building typologies), requested by the Addis
Ababa Saving Houses Development Enterprise (AASHDE) was executed. Indeed, the design package has
been in use for the ongoing housing constructions and the Enterprise has also further plans to commence
new constructions using the same typologies. According to ECPMI (2018) report, the team managed to
fully automate 2D and 3D designs, specifications and BOQ for these specific typologies, utilizing Revit as
the primary BIM tool. However, they had technical and personnel limitations to fully automate structural
design calculations and reports, for which reason they had to deploy ETABS66 for analysis. Yet, the pilot
project optimized design outputs, identifying gaps like under and overestimations in the original design
package.
So far, the role of the government in BIM adoption process is reported to account 57%, and in 2019,
ECPMI brought for discussion BIM implementation road map that envisions its usage at least in all highrise buildings (G+15 and above) by 2025 across the country (ECPMI, 2019). From the private sector side,
though, very few (probably no more than two consultancy firms) utilize BIM partially (In_13). ZIAS
Architecture and Engineering Plc, an international firm that was established in 2006 in New York, is known
to pioneer this venture. The firm started applying BIM in 2011 as a different way of producing construction
documents, because the design team faced a tremendous design quality and efficiency issues. Later, this
conveyed unintended advantage; paving the way to engaging the firm in design led DB activities. Since the
start up, this private organization has been facing challenges from different angles. Its associates didn’t
This is described briefly in The Council of Ministers Regulation No. 289/2013 article 6/4 on power and duties of
the institute.
65
The strategic kick off to implement BIM by training professionals is criticized by some informants contending that
awareness and bringing changes in mind set must have be a priority (In_12; In_13)
66
ETABS is structural software and an acronym for Extended 3D (Three-Dimensional) Analysis of Building Systems.
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come across the technology and its utilization is confined only in the office because, unfortunately,
Ethiopian clients still prefer to receive AutoCAD files than BIM models. Moreover, though BIM families
are available online; usually they have no relation with the local material specifications. Due to this and
other factors the models are not fully integrated. The lack of clear national BIM road map, as to why and
how the country intends to implement the technology, in a nutshell, is demotivating the attempt to adopt
BIM by few private AEC organizations (In_12; In_13)

4.3 The Sectoral Context: Corruption in Construction 67
4.3.1 The Global Context
As discoursed previously, construction is a trillion dollar industry and accounts for about one-third
of gross capital formation. Often, Governments have major roles as clients, regulators and owners of
construction companies. The industry is consistently ranked as one of the most fertile breeding ground for
economic crimes as large payments to gain or alter contracts and circumvent regulations are very common.
The impact of corruption goes beyond bribe payments to poor quality construction of infrastructure with
low economic returns alongside low funding for maintenance –and this is where the major impact of
corruption is felt (Kenny, 2007).
Because of construction’s central role in development, corruption in the sector can be especially
harmful. In particular, corruption that leads to poor quality construction or which supports an environment
of poor project selection and insufficient maintenance can significantly reduce the economic return to
investments, and carry high human costs in terms of injury and death. While there is an undoubted role for
the government in the sector both as customer and regulator, there is also a serious concern with the capacity
of many governments to adequately fulfill these roles (Ibid). Both the problem and its effects are most
acute in developing countries, where construction sector corruption can account for leakages of 20 percent
or more (Campos & Pradhan 2007: 159). In many countries, construction-related corruption underpins what
is often an opaque approach to funding the political process and is related to other forms of crime. As a
result of corruption, project planning is distorted, construction quality undermined, maintenance neglected,
and professional standards compromised (Goldie-Scot, 2012)
Estimates of 20-30 per cent of project value lost through corruption are widespread (Wells, 2014), ranking
it consistently as one of the three most corrupt industry worldwide alongside defense and the extractive
industries (Goldie-Scot, 2012). The risk is expected to go higher to 30% consistently by 2025 while the
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This review covers all categories of construction, though the research is meant to focus on building construction
sub-sector, due to the lack of literature and recorded information on this specific construction category.
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industry is also projected to consume 15 trillion USD every year (NC, 2014). According to ASCE (2005)
estimate, globally, well over US$1 billion per day is lost due to corruption in the industry. For instance,
looking at business perceptions, Transparency International’s 15 country poll ranked construction as the
most corrupt industry and similarly, a Control Risks Survey of international companies which asked if they
had lost a bid in the past year because a competitor paid a bribe found that public works/construction firms
were most likely to suggest this had occurred (Kenny, 2007).
Survey evidence of local and international firms at country level suggest once more that
construction is an industry particularly prone to corruption –both related to government contracting and to
circumvent regulation as governments are and will remain major regulators of infrastructure services and
consumers of construction services (Wells, 2014). This has ruined the public construction sector at multiple
levels and lead to underperformance of public projects, such as quality defects, cost overruns, and delivery
delay (Kenny 2007). Consequently, the positive social image of the public construction sector has
deteriorated because of a growing number of corrupt practices over the past decades, particularly in
developing countries, which are the result of continual economic growth and rapid urbanization worldwide
(Le et al., 2014).

4.3.2 The National Context
Ethiopian construction sector is not immune to epidemics of corruption. Goldie-Scot (2012) in his
report ‘Construction Sector Corruption in Ethiopia’, a study which provides a preliminary overview of the
nature and scope of corruption in Ethiopia’s construction sector revealed that the country exhibits most of
the classic warning signs of corruption risk, including instances of poor-quality construction, inflated unit
output costs, and delays in implementation. Although the method of investigation focuses on perceptions
and examples of corruption in the sector rather than on hard evidence of specific cases, the report emerged
with complex but plausible result.
His report also noted the inconsistency of pictures emerged from these perception based study
regarding perceived level of corruption in the construction sector and government’s attempt to address the
issue. Some international consultants believe that construction related corruption within the country is
relatively low and tend to be the exception rather than the rule giving more credit and appreciation to the
recent efforts being made by the FEACC. In the contrary, some sources identify the Ethiopian construction
sector as particularly being corrupt and portray the FEACC impotence or “[…] at best ineffective and at
worst unduly influenced by government” (WB, 2012: 239). In the midst of these polarized views, the
FEACC itself identified the industry as highly vulnerable to corruption through multiple studies (NC,
2013c; NC, 2015), and the procurement process is perceived as the most exposed phase of projects for
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risks related to unethical practices (NC, 2012b). Supporting the later view, Abera et al. (2016) in their draft
for discussion forwarded that rent-seeking behavior in the industry is primarily exhibited in the form of five
malpractices:
1.

Budget allocation and disbursement for non-developmental goal;

2.

Collusion to hike up bid prices;

3.

Getting paid for lower quality and higher quantity than should be in the contract specification;

4.

Initiating change orders at noncompetitive prices for volumes beyond contingency provisions;

5.

Compensation for financial and time claims set as deliberate liabilities shifted to the public.
As to the cost of corruption in the Ethiopian construction industry, the researcher didn’t come

across any report which is a result of empirical study. Nonetheless, Mr. Mekuria Haile, the late Minister of
Construction, once argued that the cost in Ethiopia goes as high as 35% of project budgets (NC, 2013b).
More detrimental is, the wrong mindset project participants hold on to in each and every phase of projects.
Stakeholders lack the right attitude from the outset. At planning phases, instead of worrying how projects
will turn out, they are criticized of being super busy conspiring for their personal benefits (NC, 2017b).

4.3.3 Vulnerabilities to and Causes for Corruption
4.3.3.1 Why Vulnerable?
“New buildings are more difficult to price than new trucks […]. This difference in information –
known as an ‘information asymmetry’ – translates into an opportunity for corruption”
(Collier & Hoeffler, 2005: 13)
Construction projects are complex, with many organizations or stakeholders involved such as
clients or owners, architects, engineers, contractors, suppliers and vendors (sellers). This includes the
heterogeneous and often complex process of producing unique, large and immovable product with a supply
of resources (money, equipment, material, and labor). The interplay and relationship of all these elements,
obviously, gives construction a special feature that is not usually encountered in other industries. This
inherent nature of construction brings vulnerability to corruption as intentions of stakeholders could vary
and tracing loopholes would also become very tiring. According to Pryke (2012), the execution of a
construction project is an information-dependent, frequently prototype production process, where
conception, design and production phases are compressed, concurrent or at the very least highly
interdependent, in an environment where there exists an unusually large number of internal and external
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uncertainties. Hence, in his conclusion, pointed that organizational context where comprehension, analysis
and management of organizational systems are difficult in construction projects.
Additional nature of construction projects that makes them unique and increases their vulnerability
is that they are site specific and custom built. No standardized approach can be utilized in all cases for the
fact that each project is designed and executed in a specific location and under specific circumstances. This
makes it difficult to tell ahead of time exactly how a project will turn out. Many unforeseen circumstances
and problems that arise upon execution of contracts necessitate revision of the work progress and
rectification. This conveys additional cost and raises the issue of clams which in turn make the process
vulnerable to corruption. Wells (2014: 26-28) explains the source of this specific problem to be some
assumptions made before and at time of bidding. The assumption that design is complete before tender
implies incomplete design means that changes are needed post contract, which opens the door to postcontract negotiation and opportunistic behavior over variations and claims. The assumption bidders can
accurately estimate costs at tender stage have three implications. First, estimation errors may lead to the
acceptance of unrealistically low tender prices, which means insufficient funds in the contract to deliver to
the specifications. Second, a contract price below the estimated cost means that something has to giveeither prices are inflated to cover real costs or work has to be accepted below specification. Third, inability
to estimate costs accurately, and danger of predatory pricing by others, drives contractors to bribe or collude
in order to win contracts.
In a comparable manner, Stansbury (2005) outlines 13 features of construction projects that make
them particularly prone to corruption. Most relevant are: size, uniqueness, complexity and the fact that
projects are structured through various phases and contractual links that disperse accountability among
numerous separate agents. He describes how the characteristics of the construction sector slant it towards
corruption: the fierce competition for ‘make or break’ contracts; the numerous levels of official approvals
and permits; the uniqueness of many projects; the opportunities for delays and overruns; and the simple
fact that the quality of much work is rapidly concealed as it is covered over by concrete, plaster and
cladding. TI (2005), calling it bricks and mortars of corruption.
Similarly, while explaining why the sector consistently ranks as the most corrupt by international
organizations like TI, Collier & Hoeffler (2005: 12-13), underline two distinctive features, as an economic
activity, which make infrastructure extremely prone to corruption:” […] First, it is intensive in
‘idiosyncratic’ capital, meaning that its capital has to be designed specifically for installation. Second, it is
a ‘network’ activity, requiring government regulation.” Because of the difficulty to standardize and so
benchmark the cost of installation, capital is different each time creating what is known as ‘information
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asymmetry’. This in turn created opportunity for corruption which primarily drives up the cost of projects
and secondary having various effects like altering the allocation of budgets68 (Ibid).
On top of these globally known behavior of construction projects which make the industry
vulnerable to corruption, Goldie-Scot (2012:276) explains the drivers of corruption in the Ethiopian
construction sector to be complex and interrelated. He groups them into overlapping categories related to
deficiencies in accountability, capacity, and trust, arguing success on a project can be attributed to the
combination of these factors.

4.3.3.2 Correlating Vulnerability and Causes to Corruption
Understanding relationships between causes of corruption and vulnerabilities to corruption is vital
to corruption prevention. Le et al., (2014), a group of devoted researchers in china, examined relationships
between causes of and vulnerabilities to corruption in the Chinese public construction sector. An empirical
survey was conducted in this study. The whole research process includes four steps. First, formulation of
theoretical model for defining the relationships between causes of and vulnerabilities to corruption was
done using literature review. Second, the model was refined by interviewing selected experts to fit in their
context. Third, a questionnaire instrument was developed based on the refined framework and fourth, factor
analyses (FA) and partial least-squares structural equation modeling (PLS-SEM) were conducted to analyze
the data collected and validate the proposed framework. Although empirical evidence of the study is from
China, the methodology derived from it may provide reference for similar studies in other countries. As the
researchers suggested, based on sufficient empirical findings generated from different countries, a
corruption body of knowledge in construction may be established for wider practical application in future.
The results of their study strongly supported the hypothesis that causes of corruption are positively
correlated with corruption vulnerabilities. It also showed that the causes of corruption could be grounded
under two constructs: the flawed regulation systems and lack of a positive industrial climate. Flawed
regulation systems had a higher path coefficient on corruption vulnerabilities in the Chinese public
construction sector than lack of a positive industrial climate. Moreover, the researchers identified five key
indicators (parameters) of vulnerability to corruption in construction: immorality, unfairness, opacity,
procedural violation, and contractual violation. Their result indicated that flawed regulation systems have
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The same article notes that budget decision-makers may skew spending away from the sector when they recognize
the vulnerability of the industry to corruption. For instance, one time, a minister of finance for Eritrea adopted the
policy of minimizing construction expenditures due to the doubt that the ministry may not be able to monitor the
spending.
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a higher influence on corruption vulnerabilities than lack of a positive industrial climate. To this end, they
recommended to direct more anticorruption efforts to this aspect.

4.3.4 Mapping Corruption in Construction
As Larmour & Wolanin (2013) suggest, the understanding of the nature of corruption, which is to
mean forms and schemes, is crucial in order to decide where and how to intervene. This understanding can
be brought and put together through mapping. The mapping of corrupt practices and risks can be structured
in a number of ways: by government jurisdiction; by actor (public, private, civil society); or by stage along
the sector value chain—the chain of actions or transactions that occur within the sector (WB 2012:3-4). In
service delivery, for instance, the value chain approach, consideration of corrupt practices in policy making,
planning and budgeting, procurement, and so on, is recommended. The chain moves through the process of
service delivery to the final payment at the point of service delivery. Therefore, the corruption maps
identify the corrupt transactions that occur at each point in the value chain. This type of sectoral corruption
mapping improves understanding of which risks dominate the sector, how risks are linked across the sector,
and which actors are involved in the transactions identified. It also provides pointers for further diagnosis
(Ibid).
Stansbury & Stansbury (2008) study provides 47 comprehensive examples of activities in the
infrastructure sector which may constitute the criminal offence of bribery, extortion, fraud, deception,
collusion, cartel, or similar offence (summarized in Table 3). Their examples are hypothetical. However,
they are all based on real occurrences, though no company or project names were used. These examples are
indicative only and are not a complete list of all possible types of corrupt behavior which could take place.
The examples are deliberately simplistic and are designed to be informative of the type of acts which could
constitute a criminal offence. This and other related studies show that corrupt practices are commonly
encountered in each stage of value chain. For instance, a standard list of such corrupt practices, as developed
by the Global Infrastructure Anti-Corruption Centre (GIACC) confirms to these findings.
Goldie-Scot (2012) also provides an initial scoping of corruption in Ethiopia’s construction sector.
Using data from expert interviews, confidential questionnaires, closed-door workshops, and document
analysis, he generated a map of corruption risk at each stage of the value chain, based on both perceptions
and reported nonspecific examples. According to the findings of the study, Ethiopia’s construction sector
exhibits most of the classic warning signs of corruption risk, including instances of poor-quality
construction, inflated costs, and delays in implementation. In some cases, these instances may have resulted
from corruption driven by unequal contractual relationships, poor enforcement of professional standards,
low public sector pay, wide-ranging discretionary powers exercised by government officials, a lack of
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transparency, and a widespread perception of hidden barriers to market entry. These factors
notwithstanding, corrupt practices at the operational level appear to be largely opportunistic, relatively
minor, and capable of being controlled through professionally managed systems and procedures.
Table 3: Index of Corruption Examples in Construction

Source: After Stansbury & Stansbury (2008)

1

Pre-qualification and tender
Loser’s fee

2

Price fixing

3

Manipulation of pre-qualification

4

Bribery to obtain main contract
award
Bribery
during
sub-contract
procurement
Corruptly negotiated contract
Manipulation of design
Specification
of
overly
sophisticated design
Inflation of resources and time
requirements
Obtaining a quotation only for price
comparison
Concealment of financial status
Intention to withhold payment
Submission of false quotation
Falsely obtaining export credit
insurance

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Major Stages
Project execution
False invoicing: supply of inferior
materials
False invoicing: supply of less
equipment
False work certificates
Excessive repair work
Overstating man-day requirements
Inflated claim for variation (1)
False variation claim
Issue of false delay certificate
False extension of time application
False assurance that payment will be
made
Delayed issue of payment certificates
Concealing defects
Set-off of false rectification costs
Refusal to issue final certificate

Dispute resolution
Submission of incorrect
contract claims
Concealment of documents
Submission
of
false
supporting documents
Supply of false witness
evidence
Supply of false expert
evidence
Bribery of witness
Blackmail of witness
False information as to
financial status
False statement as to
settlement sum
Over-manning by law firm
Excessive billing by lawyer
Complicity by lawyer

Requirement to accept lower payment
than is due
Extortion by client’s representative
Facilitation payment
Overstating of profits
False job application

For instance, as shown on Table 4 that summarizes the findings of Goldie-Scot (2012: 248-257),
the Ethiopian construction industry seems to face corruption risks in all value chain stages, at differing
degree of severity. The level of risk goes somehow consistently from high to low as one reads down from
policy making and regulation to payment and settlement of certificates. This result added with the previous
review of corruption on the grand –petty dichotomy on section 2.1.3.1, implies that grand corruption
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prevails in the Ethiopian construction industry. However, as to what forms and types of corruption are
prevalent in the industry, no literature clearly depicts as a fact.
To this end, attempt was made to support these hypothetical examples, by detailing out
systematically research findings, and in consultation with key informants from Ethiopian construction
sector (refer Appendix B). The mapping focused primarily on portraying comprehensively possible and
prevalent corruption forms and schemes in the design, procurement, and construction phases of projects.
Table 4: Corruption Risks in Major Value Chain Stages of the Ethiopian Construction Sector
Corruption risks at each stage of
the construction value chain

Risk level
Low

Medium

High

x

1. Policy making and regulation

Perceived corruption risk at this stage
of the value chain
Perceived possibility of abuse of dominant role
of government in controlling the construction

Value chain stages

sector

x

2. Planning and budgeting

Tendency toward top-down planning
combined with a perceived conflict of
interest for some officials

x

3. Management and performance
monitoring

Inconsistent quality of governance and
performance management leading to
unjustified shortlisting

x

4. Tendering and procurement
5. Construction and operations

x

Suggestions of possible collusion between
contactors, including for federal road contracts
Reported examples of operational-level
corruption in Ethiopia tend to be opportunistic
and fairly minor

6. Payment and settlement of
certificates

x

Facilitation payments are common but not
necessary, and they are generally small when
they do occur

Source: After Goldie-Scot (2012)

4.3.5 The Cost of Corruption
For the very fact that corruption is a hidden exercise, it is almost impossible to study empirically
its full cost. If one is dare to brag finding a robust methodology to quantify the financial (economic) cost
of corruption in the industry, still other consequential costs like human life which is the result of poor
quality would remain relatively subjective. Lewis (2005) noted worst effects of corruption even in fault
lines: “earthquakes don’t kill people; collapsing buildings do. While earthquakes may not be preventable,
it is possible to prevent the disasters they cause.” Due to such intricate nature of corruption costs, Collier
& Hoeffler (2005: 18), in their article the economic costs of corruption in infrastructure, conclude that the
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true and total costs of corruption in infrastructure should at least be the sum of the costs due to adverse
effects of corruption: delays and reduction of expenditure on infrastructure investment; the reduced growth
generated by a given expenditure on infrastructure investment; inflated operation cost; and compromised
quality of infrastructure services and the limiting of access, especially for the poor.
Parallel to this understanding the Global Infrastructure Anti-Corruption Center (GIACC) 69, puts
the following considerations one has to make while assessing total losses and damages caused by corruption
in a construction project:
-

Each corrupt activity that has occurred on or in connection with the project;

-

Each stakeholder that has suffered loss and damage as a result;

-

The types of loss and damage that have been suffered by each stakeholder; and

-

The amount of each type of loss and damage suffered by each stakeholder in respect of each corrupt
activity.
All these parameters, added with the obscure nature of corruption, tend to make the total loss and

damage unlikely to be wholly identifiable or quantifiable, consequently making the calculation or
estimation of cost of corruption an extremely (and potentially impossible) process. Moreover, the types of
loss and damage that may be caused due to corrupt practice ranges from financial loss and environmental
damage to loss of quality of life, personal injury and death.
Regardless of these concerns and arguments, reports have been made on the financial (economic)
costs of corruption by different scholars for various reasons, mainly to provoke policy makers. As noted in
the beginning of this section, economic costs of corruption in the industry could go as high as 20-30 per
cent of project costs. This figure could be well understood when one talks about the fact that more than US
$4 trillion is spent on government procurement annually worldwide (TI, 2005). Hence, because of
construction’s central role in development, corruption in the sector can be especially harmful in addition to
corruption that leads to poor quality construction or which supports an environment of poor project selection
and insufficient maintenance. Thus, while there is an undoubted role for governments in the sector both as
customer and regulator, there is also a serious concern with the capacity of many governments to adequately
fulfill these roles (Kenny, 2007).

69

GIACC. (n.d.). Corruption Information: Cost of corruption in relation to infrastructure projects. Retrieved January
1, 2017, from http://www.giaccentre.org/cost_of_corruption.php
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4.4 Chapter Summary and Conclusion
This chapter focused primarily on acquainting the reader with review of most relevant contexts: corruption
and anti-corruption in Ethiopia; The Ethiopian construction industry; and corruption in construction. As
can be seen from the first part, in Ethiopia, like most countries in Africa, a continent where corruption is
perceived as a symbol of citizens’ everyday life, corruption is rooted in the country’s socio-cultural,
political, and bureaucratic traditions. Unfortunately, despite several legal frameworks and struggles, anticorruption efforts don’t seem to be effective to arrest consequent risks. This left corruption to be a major
problem throughout the country.
The second part of the chapter offered an overview of the Ethiopian construction industry. It is a
sector that drains substantial share of the country’s capital budget and demonstrated accelerated economic
growth. Nonetheless, it is characterized by informality, immature project management, and facing problems
related to procurement processes and delivery methods. Because of these features, the industry exhibits one
of the highest cost and time overruns worldwide that potentially paves the way for unethical practices. To
curb such challenges, and increase the efficiency of the construction industry in general, the government
started to advocate the adoption of technologies like BIM since 2015. However, the role of private
organizations remained very low because of the lack of clear national BIM road map.
The third and last part of the chapter has been devoted to review the extent, nature as well as costs
of corruption in construction. Almost all studies conveyed the same bold message – corruption has grossly
adverse effect on infrastructure investments. Among many internationally known behavior, features and
factors of construction projects which make the industry vulnerable to corruption are size, uniqueness,
complexity and the fact that projects are structured through various phases and contractual links that
disperse accountability among numerous separate agents. The variety and complexity of stakeholders and
their relationship provides fertile ground for corrupters, as it would be difficult to trace potential loopholes.
Survey evidences suggested that almost all forms and schemes of corruption may dwell in each and every
value chain of the sector. The Ethiopian construction industry is not immune from this, yet alarming the
highly likely of grand corruption, as the degree of risk severity goes from high to low as from policy making
and regulation to payment and settlement of certificates.
The following chapter focuses on the methodology that has been used to collect empirical data
predominantly to portray areas and risks of vulnerability to corruption, in addition to constructing
hypothetical models and a substantive theory on networks of corrupt transactions and opportunities for
corruption.
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Chapter 5: METHODOLOGY
This chapter introduces the research methodology used for the study and how data collection,
analysis, development of hypothetical models and theory has been performed, primarily to diagnose and
examine corruption and then to prescribe BIM. It starts by clarifying the nature of the study, philosophical
and paradigmatic perspectives that ordinarily predict how researchers address any study, followed by the
rationale and strategy to integrate disciplines. The challenge in studying corruption is the subjective bias
and objective difficulties in defining and measuring corruption. Thus, subsequent narratives detail out the
various methods and techniques applied, justified by the objectives of enquiry.

5.1 Nature and Type of the Study
This study predominantly aimed at investigating the potentials of BIM to mitigate risks of corruption in the
construction sector that will grant its adoption a new rationale. Nonetheless, both the lack of such
perspective by technology developers and researchers in addition to the absence of its practice in Ethiopia,
the country in context, presents a challenge to the method. One of these constraints is limiting the study of
BIM on secondary data and hypothetical thinking. More importantly, the intricate nature of corruption
converge the focus of obtaining primary data mainly towards understanding the areas and magnitude of
prevailing risks due to corruption exercise in the AEC industry.
Corruption is not a directly visible phenomenon, making it one of the most difficult fields in the
study of social problems (Padgett, 2015; Blind, 2011). This makes the collection and analysis of data
difficult following conventional methods for instance the quantitative method; the most common method
used in the fields of engineering. Piles of numbers and figures we obtain fail to give us actual feelings of
respondents and the context at large (Trapnell, 2015; Lambsdorff, 2008). Indeed, indices are being produces
constantly by international organizations using this typical method on macro-level for cross-country
analysis of corruption prevalence (Olken & Pande, 2012; Jain, 2001). However, this method is known to
provide little information at micro scale (sector or organization level) (Beck, 2012). Moreover, inherently
corruption involves ‘unmeasurable’ variables which is even challenging to comprehend with qualitative
research methods as respondents may be biased or inclined to give completely different responses to the
reality due to lack of knowledge or their curiosity about the implication of the research (Bryman, 2012;
Bhattacherjee, 2012). Even if respondents have grasped the issue and have the will to discuss it, some may
not have the interest to expose themselves to the researcher.
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Hence, instead of attempting to describe the potential relationships between corruption and BIM
empirically, which requires the ‘specification of variables with adequate precision’ (Kothari, 2004:37); the
study is an exploratory or formulative research in its nature, merely leading to hypothesis and substantive
theory. This is due to the fact that the study is focused on pioneering the discovery of the new rationale to
BIM: mitigating risks of corruption. The exploration is bound to the investigation of risks of corruption and
potentials of BIM. This added with the legitimate inbuilt flexibility of exploratory researches, justifies the
application of systemic approaches at various levels using multiple qualitative and quantitative methods.
As commonly discussed in the literature, using multiple methods adds new perspectives as well as a more
comprehensive understanding of the phenomenon of interest, enhancing validity of the findings through
triangulation of results (Jonker & Pennink, 2010; Bryman, 2012).

5.2 Research Philosophy and Paradigms
Research methodology, ‘a way to systematically solve a research problem’ (Kothari, 2004: 8), must go
beyond explaining applied techniques, which otherwise would be limited to acquainting readers with only
research methods (Bryman, 2012; Bhattacherjee, 2012). This is because, as scholars contend, any decision
made regarding method devoid of due consideration to research philosophy and paradigm would be
premature. They are the guiding beliefs and assumptions that govern the research process (Jonker &
Pennink, 2010) Despite this fact, unfortunately, engineering professionals are criticized for not having the
appetite for such discourses: “project people generally have limited thirst for such philosophical discussion:
they are typically action-oriented people, practical and goal-driven.” (Morris, 2013: 243)

5.2.1 Ontology and Epistemology
Drawn from an area of philosophy called metaphysics, ontology and epistemology, primarily focus
upon addressing two crucial questions: the former how we describe reality and the later how we know it
and determine its existence (Bhattacherjee, 2012). Differently put, ontology is our perception or belief about
what we know, or we think we know or want to know and epistemology is how we [intend to] produce that
‘limited’ knowledge. According to Jonker & Pennink (2010: 61), Ontology is ‘the overall conceptualization
of a field of knowledge not necessarily presented in a structured manner’ related to ‘the assumptions we
hold about reality-whether it is external or construct of our mind.’ Whereas, epistemology; as they describe
it, is ‘the philosophy of knowledge, especially with regard to its methods, validity, nature, sources, limits
and scope.’ These philosophical perspectives, specific to the study, will receive further and brief treatment
in section 5.3.2.
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5.2.2 Functionalist vs. Interpretivist
Ontological and Epistemological assumption researchers hold on to, in any field of study, dictate
and influence them how they should conduct researches, and often lead them to an endless argument to
‘brag about’ the paradigm they belong to and to ‘petty’ others (Tan et al., 2010; Kuhn, 1996). Paradigms
are often hard to recognize because they are implicit, assumed, and taken for granted (Bhattacherjee,
2012:17). According to Bryman (2012:630), ‘a paradigm is a cluster of beliefs and dictates which for
scientists in a particular discipline influence what should be studied, how research should be done, [and]
how results should be interpreted’. The extended and never-ending debate between the two popular
paradigms, functionalist and interpretivist approaches, due to their difference in ‘world-view’, is well
known. Advocates of functionalism understand reality or knowledge as a matter of fact, as something or an
object that can exist independently of human action and perception while, contrarily, those following
interpretivist approach view reality as the social practice of knowing (Jonker & Pennink, 2010).
Indeed within the paradigms, the continuum between the subjective and objective perspective
resides. From the objective perspective, knowledge is debated as an object waiting to be discovered and
from subjective perspective knowledge is viewed as something which cannot exist independent of human
experience and is subject to continuous shaping by social practice of communities (Tan et al., 2010: 8-9).
Again, these differences entail the synonymously associated and well-known divisions: quantitative and
qualitative researches. However, these separation is predominantly based on “empirical or data-oriented
considerations about the type of the data to collect and how to analyze them” than philosophical assumption,
though there is sensible connection (Bhattacherjee, 2012:103). As Bhattacherjee (2012:4) suggests, it is
wise to reconcile differences viewing them as a helix, “with each iteration between theory and data
contributing to better explanations of the phenomenon of interest and better theories”.
Yet, given the objectives and nature of the study as well as the perception of corruption as a
complex social phenomenon, the researcher advocates an ontological position allied to interpretivist
perspective. That is, a single reality cannot be discovered that would enable the construction of an ultimate
and robust solution to an ‘absolutely’ identified corruption risk. This indeed comes with the perception that
multiple realities exist. The objective of the study is neither to proof BIM’s potential in mitigating
corruption risks nor to construct a formal generic predictive theory on corruption. But, it is rather to produce
a substantive context specific theory adequate to explain the corruption practice and its risk in the Ethiopian
AEC industry, which in a way help to formulate BIM-based solutions. Hence, functionalist perspective,
which seeks to find an ultimate reality, was discounted. The researcher also possesses the epistemological
belief that for knowledge to have theoretical and practical relevance, the inquirer should be part of the
research process.
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5.3 A Strategic Approach to Integrating Disciplines
It has become a customary exercise, especially in Ph.D. studies, to explain all the common research
strategies found in methodology literature, which are also shown on the research onion in the introduction
chapter (Figure 3). They are methods or choices set as a general plan how the researcher goes about
answering the research questions (Kothari, 2004). Saunders et al. (2007) identified seven strategies:
Experiment, case study, survey, action research, grounded theory (GT), ethnography and archival study.
Nonetheless, it is not the intent of this section to go through all the strategies but rather how the researcher
strategically and conceptually approached the problem to study it empirically fusing disciplines.

5.3.1 Why Interdisciplinary Perspective?
According to Karagözoğlu (2017:53), there are two realms in problem solving: the tidy realm and
the messy realm. The tidy realm presumes that there is one ultimate solution to a given problem engaging
only a single discipline or ‘discrete body of knowledge’ and dealing with components rather than systems 70.
On the contrary, the messy realm is multi-disciplinary and assumes that there are multiple workable
solutions among which some are better than others. The tidy realm is disfavored while dealing with
technological applications in the context of social problems, because it requires ‘great powers of
imagination to develop an understanding of the social and ethical context of the work in question’. Whereas,
the messy realm; provides ‘direct experience of the social and ethical impacts of a technology and of the
human and organizational dynamics that characterize the context of practice.’
In a seemingly different yet parallel understanding, Jashapara (2004) contends that knowledge
management (KM) has its roots in various disciplines that necessitate the integration of interdisciplinary
and strategic perspectives, if it has to succeed. Moreover, specific to capturing knowledge in construction
projects, other scholar like Kamara et al. (2003) and Tan et al. (2010: 10-12) also advocate the blending of
‘soft’ (i.e. organizational, cultural and people issues) and ‘hard’ (ICTs) approaches. More importantly, the
intricate and social nature of corruption adds complexity to the problem calling for various body of
knowledge, due to the very fact that ‘the study of human social phenomena in their proper scope demands
the integrated effort of many disciplinary traditions.’ (Di Paolo & De Jaegher, 2015:6). These advocates of
interdisciplinary perspectives strongly argue that if researchers are not daring enough to bring works that
cross disciplinary boundaries, they inevitably bind readers to remain within self-enclosed conceptions.
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The fundamental assumption in such thoughts is that behavior of a system can be fully understood if the
characteristics of its parts are well known (Maurer, 2017:46-47)
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5.3.2 Corruption as a Complex Project Risk: Ontological and Epistemological Perspective
“We cannot predict the future, nor should we pretend to. However, if we approach the management
of risk openly, honestly, and with great care and effort, we can minimize the effect of uncertainty
on our projects” (Cretu et al., 2011:7)
So far the discussions have been mostly about corruption and very less about risks. What is the
relation between the two? Simply put, corruption indicates the existence of a risk in projects that needs to
be managed. Risk in the context of projects is understood as an uncertain event that conveys negative effect
on projects’ objectives, if it occurs. (PMI, 2017; Del Pico, 2013; Dallas, 2006). It is these two words,
corruption and risk that combine purposely the two disciplines: social study and [construction] project
management. Corruption is both a complex social problem as well as project risk in countries like Ethiopia.
As Maurer (2017:5) noted ‘If confronted with a complex problem, we first need to understand about the
origin of complexity before we can purposefully decide on a strategy of management’. Therefore, before
throwing any sort of solution or prescription (for example BIM propositions), knowledge should be fetched
from the two disciplines to better understand its source of complexity. In this line of perception, the author
argues that corruption should be perceived as an increasingly concerning threat to projects and could be
managed accordingly deploying risk management body of knowledge. Generally, as shown on Figure 10,
any social difficulties brought onto [construction] projects can be administered using any of the project
management knowledge, followed by technological solution. However, since social problems are intricate
and very dynamic, the process must be iterative.

Figure 10: Concept on Integrating Disciplines
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5.3.2.1 Evolution and Processes of Risk Management
Started with gambling, ‘where skill makes little or no difference’, the notion of risk management
is known to last for hundreds, if not thousands, of years to predict the odds of winning (Dallas, 2006: 35).
However quantitative risk analysis had to wait until the evolution of Arabic numbering systems that again
laid the foundation for statistical calculations. Such developments in statistical risk analysis, over the years,
started to attract the attentions of businesses like insurance. These days, sophisticated risk management
processes are being applied to wide variety of business types and issues (PMI, 2017; Emmitt et al., 2009;
Del Pico, 2013).
In the context of project management, however, the genealogy of risk management is rooted, in its
broader scope, in project management of American petrochemical, defense and aerospace industries of the
late 1920s and 1930s, when a project coordinator function was created. This was even before the inception
of construction risk management. Then after, the concept was furthered with the advent and development
of modern project management through US defense and research programs like Atlas and Polaris missile
programs in the mid-1950s and NASA’s Apollo program in the 1960s (Cook, 2007). Its extension to the
engineering construction industry came slowly by the end of 1950s. Risk management started to receive
much more attention when the American PMI formally published the Project Management Body of
Knowledge (PMBOK) in 1987 adding risk and contract/ procurement on top of the six already identified
knowledge areas in the 1983 pilot PMBOK (Morris, 2013).
Essentially, the management of risks consists of five stages/ processes: Risk awareness, Risk
identification, Risk assessment, Risk evaluation, and Risk management (Lester, 2014; PMI, 2017; Morris,
2013; Del Pico, 2013). The first stage is creating awareness on possible risks followed by the compilation
of all potential risks to projects. In the third stage, the likelihood and impacts of risks are assessed both
qualitatively and quantitatively, accompanied by evaluation using comparative values. Once risks are
assessed, identified and evaluated, the very last stage is managing risks or deciding how to manage them.
This basically involves the provision of answers for strategic questions like what to do about them and who
should be responsible.
These fundamental processes of [construction] project management are also conceived as scientific
method and applied analogously in mapping and managing corruption risks at organization/ institute and
sectoral levels, advocating the risk-based approach to corruption studies (Giles, 2012; Trapnell, 2015; TI,
2010; USAID, 2005; UNDP, 2008). Thus, experts on corruption highly promote to follow a similar lead:
preparation, identification, analysis, evaluation (prioritization of corruption risks) and treatment.
Nonetheless, due to the complex and dynamic nature of corruption risks, they suggest applying the process
iteratively conveying review as an additional process.
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5.3.2.2 Risk Management Strategies Vis-à-vis Technology Applications
A number of options exist to deal with risks. The most ordinary ones are; avoidance, mitigation,
transfer/ sharing and acceptance (Del Pico, 2013; PMI, 2017). A commonly used alternative acronym is
TTTT; abbreviating terminate, treat, transfer, and tolerate respectively (Dallas, 2006: 327-328). Other
strategies (sometimes put in the primary ones), include deference, contingency and insurance (Lester, 2014:
78). Whenever risks are presumed to potentially bring catastrophic situations to projects, and it is possible,
they must be avoided. Otherwise, effort should be put to lessen or mitigate their negative effects. When
project risk is high but stakeholders are unable to address it effectively, a third party may be involved to
manage the risk on their behalf or agree to share among themselves. In the event where no proactive risk
response strategy is believed to possibly address them, risks are accepted or tolerated.
Another ontological perspective emerges out of this ‘knowledge’. The researcher perceives
corruption as a project risk that can be mitigated, by adopting technological solutions, discounting all other
responses of project risk management. In line with this assumption, the researcher also believes that the
management process requires a constant and iterative effort to maintain its efficacy. This is because every
anti-corruption strategy is known to breed another form of corruption (Bussmann, 2007; Warburton, 2013),
and as Cretu, et al. (2011:1) also pointed out in their risk management book ‘when risks are removed from
us, they […] take on additional complexity.’ Consequently, the author holds onto the epistemological
perspective shown in Figure 11, as an infinite loop, delineating hypothetical/ imaginary lines between; the
realm of research and practice, the soft and hard concepts, while integrating the three disciplines. Thus, the
journey of this study is limited only to the research realm (bold arrows).

Figure 11: The Infinite Loop: A Strategic Approach to Integrate Disciplines
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5.4 Methods and Techniques
This section defines briefly the specific approaches, tools, and data sources that are used to perform
primarily the corruption risk assessment and analysis in the Ethiopian AEC industry. According to TI’s
Gateway Project, corruption assessments have traditionally taken three key approaches: risk assessment,
comparing the law and practice and pubic data review, which this study has amalgamated and that require
detailed explanation (Gateway Transparency 2016). As noted by Trapnell (2015), the first and most
important question to ask when selecting a method of measurement in any type of study is why we need
the data or the type of question we want to answer. Consequently, the purpose of any research data is
basically determined by the research question (Bryman, 2012; Bhattacherjee, 2012). Other strategic
questions that follow this are: what we should measure in order to answer our questions; how it can be
measured and how we will use the results. To make the research process transparent, detailed description
of methods and techniques are spelled out as follows.

5.4.1 Stage I: Mapping Corruption: Understanding Schemes and Forms
‘’In order to decide where best to intervene, one needs to understand the nature of the corruption
which is or may be occurring.’’ (Larmour & Wolanin, 2013:15)
RQ 1: What are the different forms and schemes of Corruption that inherently exist in [all] the
stages and activities of the AEC industry?
Before diagnosing a complex problem one must know the possible typologies and forms that could
exist. Likewise, to address corruption risks that the construction sector is facing the risks need to be
identified and understood. According to Maurer (2017: 3-4), in his complexity management book,
complexity often implies a lack of understanding in the problem domain, incomplete information and
uncertainty. He is also right to argue that ‘the acknowledgement of complexity cannot directly be followed
up by selecting a method for its treatment, but requires measures for creating a better understanding first.’
One possible way of doing this, in the study of complex challenges like corruption, is by mapping forms
and schemes that possibly exist in a sector or organization (Larmour & Wolanin, 2013; Wilhite et al., 2016;
Giles, 2012; Pierce, 2016; Lawler, 2012). More importantly, if we can profile the footprints attributed to
the act of corruption, then we have a pretty good coverage of all likely characteristics, providing us with
the greatest chance of recognizing corrupt acts (Padgett, 2015).
There hasn’t been a map of corruption schemes and forms in the different sectors around the globe
that could be referred. Even if one could find such a map, the contextual and complex nature of corruption
wouldn’t allow us to generalize readily. Maps continue to give us directions, though they never represent a
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reality. As Jonker & Pennink (2010:45) noted, ‘[…] the usefulness of a map exists in what it omits. Since
our world is infinitely complex, acting with a purpose in mind requires persistently disregarding certain
factors in order to reduce this complexity.’ Exploratory qualitative research suites most to this phase of the
research as it provides insights into and comprehension of an issue or situation. Hence, the attitude in this
regard, is to attempt to understand corruption by looking through someone else. Because the problem has
not been clearly defined, the researcher had to employ this method early while conducting the literature
review exploring typologies, forms and schemes of corruption in the industry. Two sources of data were

used in this stage: literature and informants. Hence, both primary and secondary sources were utilized.
5.4.1.1 Literature (Secondary Data)
Literature has always been body of knowledge in the early stages of almost all studies. It is a means
by which the researcher explores his research the extent to which the ideas that he/she has created about
reality beforehand are correct; whether they are true or false. The essence of this approach is to enable the
researcher to create an image of the reality that needs to be examined in advance based on existing
knowledge (Jonker & Pennink, 2010; Bryman, 2012). This data sources included the systematic reviewing
and extraction of typologies and forms of corruption that are discussed in various literatures. All of the
literatures reviewed don’t specifically discuss the typologies in the AEC industry. However, they gave the
researcher both hypothetical and real investigated cases which assisted the course of mapping corruption.
The range of literature varies from theoretical books (articles) to corruption investigative books.
However, the suitability and adequacy of data from the literature is put under question due to two reasons;
the incompleteness of information due to the hidden nature of corruption and lack of the Ethiopian context.
Since data are used only when they are found to be reliable, suitable and adequate (Kothari, 2004), other
sources of data were added to reinforce the output. As Kathari (2004: 111) argued, ‘such data should not
be blindly discarded if they are readily available from authentic sources […]’.

5.4.1.2 Informants (Exploratory Experts Consultation/ Interviews)
This source was used to confirm contextual suitability and validity of the data obtained from the
literature as the output shall be used in the next phase. As patterns of corruption vary from society to society
and over time (Padgett, 2015), the researcher needed to support and strengthen the corruption mapping
through informants. Scholars suggest that talking to experts in the exploratory phase of a project is a more
efficient and concentrated method of gathering data than going directly to systematic quantitative surveys.
This is because it can serve to establish an initial orientation in the field that is either substantively new or
poorly defined, helping the researcher to develop a clearer idea of the problem or as a preliminary move
(Bogner et al., 2009; Bhattacherjee, 2012; Cohen et al., 2007).
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Owing to the sensitivity of the study topic and exploratory nature of the research question, very
open and general questions related to vulnerability, instead of corruption, were presented to professionals
and experts apart from the desire to know related challenges in their respective organizations. This is
because explicitly mentioning the word corruption, at this stage of the research, may alienate the interview
partners. This helped the researcher not to deal with people’s attitude, perception and reaction to corruption
at this stage of the study. Indirect questions used, like areas of vulnerability and questions about the different
aspects of non-transparent risk factors at workplaces, helped to prevent interviewees from giving biased
answers. The deviation of the questions from the word corruption was not a concern to the researcher
because of two reasons. First, the positive correlation proven to exist, by Le et al. (2014), between causes
and vulnerabilities to corruption, discussed in chapter 2. Second the objective of exploratory interviews is
not to compare and standardize the data beyond giving some additional and contextual forms and schemes
of corruption to be analyzed further in the subsequent phases. As a consequence, the generalizability of the
result could be very low.
Professionals and/or experts from the three major stakeholders; clients; consultants and contractors
(3Cs) have been participants in different arrangements of time and place. Five professionals from three
public construction project offices representing the client, four professionals each from consultancy firms
and construction companies, who possess relatively higher positions, were chosen based on availability and
willingness to participate. The three public offices were The Addis Ababa Housing Project Office
(AAHPO), the University Construction Project Office at the Ministry of Education (MoE) and the Addis
Ababa Construction Bureau (AACB). As a matter of fact, experts outside the 3Cs were also used to better
inform the researcher about causes and vulnerabilities to corruption in the practice (refer Appendix D).

5.4.2 Stage II: Pre-Diagnosing Corruption: Survey
RQ 2: What is the state of corruption in the sector?
RQ 3: Where, in all the stages and activities, are the degrees of vulnerability to corruption
relatively higher in the Ethiopian AEC industry?
This stage primarily used survey method as vulnerability to corruption assessment (VCA) tool to
identify potential risk areas across project phases, inspired by the process what The International
Republican Institute (IRI) has developed. This VCA methodology is known to be applicable to public
procurement processes to assess various governmental processes and at all levels (Wilhite et al., 2016).
Though IRI’s tool utilizes a formalized qualitative methodology to diagnose potential risks to governmental
institutions and processes around the world, the researcher reformulated the process in to quantitative
methodology as pre-diagnosis process before jumping in to full diagnosing of corruption risks. This is
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because; the desire at this stage was to understand the extent of vulnerability to corruption and as Jonker &
Pennink (2010: 65-66) explained ‘anyone who conducts quantitative research, wants to know the degree to
which something […] occurs or not and if it does, to what degree’.
The process of collecting such quantitative data (questionnaires) on vulnerabilities to corruption is
recognized as the next most thorough way to identify risks or red flags in advance of any in-depth interview
with stakeholders (Dallas, 2006; Padgett, 2015). Given the obscure nature of corruption, in the beginning,
the researcher was highly skeptical of survey method. Later, after developing proper questionnaire design
and collecting satisfying responses, it is viewed more than just complementary data as the process included
relatively more participants. It helped in identifying stages and decision points throughout the design and
construction phases of projects where risks are prevalent.

5.4.2.1 Data [sampling and] Collection
An online survey was designed to target a wide range of professionals in the Ethiopian construction
industry. The primary objective of the survey was to understand areas of vulnerability to and the state of
corruption in the sector. The advantage of online survey is that the implementation was economical and the
design provided a simple rating scale. With prior information obtained from the previous stage, the survey
questions were developed after going through four weeks of iterations regarding the research objective,
type, amount and configuration of questions.
The questionnaire basically consisted of three types of questions: respondents’ profile
(background), perception and opinion on vulnerability and state of corruption in the AEC industry. In all
of the VCA questions, participants were requested to provide their opinion in the five levels Likert scales
that included rating terms ranging between ‘extremely likely’ to ‘not likely at all’71. Respondents were also
asked to reflect on the levels of indicators of vulnerability to corruption in the sector: Immorality,
Unfairness, Opacity, Procedural violations and Contractual violations. To test the appropriateness of the
survey design and applicability of questions, the online questionnaire was sent to a sample group 72 .
Definitions of certain terms were added to the questions where sample respondents reflected as necessary.

The survey form is available on the following website:
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdulBpt9foMDwijlSqp7n0ZX_Gg2Imq7e0uQAIQQJK4BkJ3wA/vie
wform?c=0&w=1&includes_info_params=true&usp=mail_form_link
72
The sample survey included six respondents
71
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Then after, during a four-week period in June and July, 2017, engineering professionals73 were invited via
e-mail74 to respond anonymously75.
The study had both probability and non-probability sampling techniques. In case of probability
sampling; simple random sampling has been used by picking e-mail addresses from their respective lists.
In case of non-probability sampling; purposive sampling has been used to include senior professionals from
the list76. There were 154 responses out of the 460 target professionals of the different disciplines the
questionnaire was disseminated. Thus, the response rate is more than 33.5%77.

5.4.2.2 Data Analysis
The data collected through the questionnaire was purely quantitative supplemented by descriptive
tools like percentages and mean scores using Microsoft Excel. The mean score of each stage and decision
points were calculated after assigning numeric values from 0 to five to the Likert scales. Then, only those
stages having relatively higher values in each phase (design, procurement and construction) were
considered risky areas and put for further investigation and elaboration in the next stage by experts.

5.4.2.3 Review of Respondents’ Background
The review of respondents was a necessary aspect of the analysis to check whether participants had
the required academic and professional qualification to respond adequately to the questions (Biemer &
Lyberg, 2003). Moreover, it gives a good picture of professionals’ distribution across the different
organizations (stakeholders). As summarized on Figure 12 through the charts, the three professionals
(Architects, engineers and CoTM professionals) working mostly at consultancy offices or construction
companies are dominant participants in the survey. Majority (65%) of respondents had the role of
managerial or project head (architect) positions in their respective organizations and nearly 75% of
participants had eight and more years of experience in the Ethiopian construction sector.

The three major target where architects, engineers and construction technology and management (CoTM)
professionals.
74
E-mail addresses of professionals were supplied by professional associations from their membership lists while
contractors’ addresses were collected from online published lists.
75
Anonymity was introduced as part of the research ethics and believing that responses would be more reliable and
appropriate since people wouldn’t feel at ease while answering such sensitive questions otherwise.
76
Their professional title reveals this. For instance, Practicing Professionals have more than seven years of experience
while Graduate Architects or Engineers are likely to have less than four years of experience.
77
It should be noted that there is a probability that some professionals possess multiple e-mail addresses (personal and
company). The researcher couldn’t find means to filter out such professionals or addresses from the sample list.
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(a) Participants by profession

(b) Current organization of participants

(c) Participants’ role in their organization

(d) Participants’ experience (years)

Figure 12: Demography of Survey Participants

Apart from these, the analysis also showed that 60% of participants possess post graduate degrees
(57% Master’s degree and 3% Doctoral degree). Most importantly, 77% of respondents have participated
in public construction projects and more than 80% responded to the questions based on personal
experiencing of [risks of] corruption (Figure 13).

Information from Media and other Reports

32%

Discussion with Friends and/or Colleagues

73%

Personal Opinion

41%

Personal Experience

81%

Figure 13: Survey Participants' Source/s of Information
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5.4.3 Stage III: Diagnosing and Examining Corruption: Semi-structured [and
Systematized] In-depth Interview
"The rich details are rarely found in the news stories, and are lacking in most books published on
[corruption]” (Pedneault, 2010: xiii)
RQ 4: What are the opportunities for corruption actors utilize?
RQ 5: How is corruption being exercised in those highly vulnerable (risky) stages and decision
points of construction projects?
RQ 6: Which stakeholders are active players and how are corruption networks being formed?
According to Wilhite et al. (2016: 16), once a draft narrative version of the VCA is created, it can
be verified by experts through group discussion or in-depth interviews which include stakeholders, to refine
and have detailed understanding on vulnerabilities. Thus, the third layer of risk knowledge is provided by
this study through a series of extracts from in-depth interviews with a number of experts, as this method is
recognized as the most effective way to gather and understand corruption risks (Padgett, 2015; Giles, 2012;
Pedneault, 2010; UNDP, 2008). Indeed, ‘ideally the data applied in research on corruption should be based
on direct and first- hand observations of corrupt transactions made by unbiased observers who are familiar
with the rules and routines in the sector under scrutiny’ (Andvig et al., 2000: 35). Interview was selected as
one of the primary data collection method, than group discussion, since it respects participants’ convenience
in time and location, in addition to the freedom it gives in the idea they put forward regarding this sensitive
study topic.
Moreover, in-depth interviews provide very detailed knowledge about a subject, as interviewer
would have more time and opportunity to obtain experts’ opinions, values and motivations (Jonker &
Pennink, 2010; Bhattacherjee, 2012; Kothari, 2004). According to Dallas (2006: 84), the assessment and
evaluation of corruption risks comprise two types of information- tacit and explicit. While the explicit
information is relatively easy, it only gives half the story. The tacit information could only be shared by
experts who have had similar experiences and can be captured through examples and anecdotes. This is an
important aspect of the data gathering process, because the research should seek to identify potential
legislation, regulation and process gaps in the sector at this stage, while attempting to answer the primary
research questions. In which case only ‘[…] an expert from the sector can determine what ‘gaps’ exist in
laws and processes that provide vulnerabilities’ (Wilhite et al., 2016: 16), as these are the people who are
directly involved with the phenomenon of interest. The sample may include public and private agents of
different ranks and focusing on such insiders possibly avoids selecting incompetent interviewees (Beck,
2012:25).
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5.4.3.1 Interview Process and Protocol
To ensure the reliability and quality of data, a purposive and snowball sampling approach was
adopted while selecting interviewees (experts). Thus, semi-structured 78 in-depth interview was first
conducted with selected small group participants and then let interviewees to suggest others, due to the
investigative nature of the research. All interviews were performed face-to-face. The process of both
developing and conducting interviews took about eight months between November 2017 and July 2018.
Prior to commencing the formal interview, two pilot interviews were conducted with participants familiar
to the researcher in December 2017. These preliminary interviews helped assisted in the identification and
foreshadowing of any potential methodological and procedural challenges. Following this, after having
prior discussion on telephone, a written request and a 5 page Information Sheet was sent to all candidates
through personal e-mails so that potential experts have the opportunity to take the time, read and understand
deeply the essence of the interview before accepting or declining participation. The Interview Sheet was
packed with but not limited to the following crucial information (Appendix C):


Information about the research, why and how the candidate has been chosen;



Principles and procedures in data and results handling;



Risk and benefits of the participation;



Where to report in case one has complaints or concerns about the research and procedures



Consent form;



Interview general questions; and



Guide/ Parameters to corruption risk/ heat mapping, including definitions of probability
and impact ranking scales.

In all the arrangements of interviews, after explaining the purpose of the research and confirming
their anonymity79 in the thesis, all interviewees were empowered to reflect on (verify) the results of the
previous quantitative data analysis from the on-line questionnaire, regarding vulnerabilities. Then primary
research questions followed. The questions were open-ended to give permission to respondents so that they
express their opinion without restraint. In addition to these questions, experts were also asked to
systematically map corruption risks (probability and impacts) of seven stages and decision points selected
based on their mean vulnerability scores again from the previous stage/ survey. These vulnerable stages
highly perceived by professionals were estimations in the design phase, bid document preparation and

Semi-structured interviews incorporate fixed choice responses and the facility to explore and probe in more depth
certain areas of interest unlike structures interviews were respondents are strictly asked the same question in the
same order.
79
This is why codes (pseudonyms) Like E_01, E_02 (meaning Expert 01, Expert 02) are used instead of names.
78
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evaluations from procurement processes, workmanship and material control, payment certification,
variation and additional work orders in the implementation / construction project phases. While experts
were given the opportunity to point out one more vulnerable stage as to their perception and experience, all
of them, except one, responded planning (pre-design) stage, beyond what the study had delimited. This
‘provocative’ reaction of experts has given the researcher a sensible reason to partly stretch the limits of
the study towards project planning phases to understand consequent and prevalent corruption risks.

5.4.3.2 Data Saturation
Purposive sampling is the most widely used form of non-probabilistic sampling, especially in cases
of researches that are not concerned with statistical generalizability (Kothari, 2004; Bogner et al., 2009;
Bhattacherjee, 2012). However, clear guidelines for determining sample sizes are virtually nonexistent,
mainly depending on the concept of ‘saturation’. It is the point at which no new information or themes are
obtained from the data (Edwards & Halland, 2013; Jonker & Pennink, 2010). Most literature suggests that
the size of purposive sampling to be established inductively and it should continue until ‘theoretical
saturation’80 takes place, which scholars like Guest et al. (2006) argue about its vagueness. Therefore, they
wanted to find out how many interviews are needed to get a reliable sense of thematic exhaustion and
variability within their data set. According to their analysis, they posit that data saturation had for the most
part occurred by the time they had analyzed twelve interviews where they had created 92% of the total of
codes developed.
Hence, they recommend a sample of twelve would likely be sufficient if the goal of a research is to
describe a shared perception, belief or behavior among a relatively homogeneous group. Otherwise, the
more heterogeneous participants exist and the goal is to assess variation between distinct groups or
correlation among variables, the more size is likely to be required.

Accordingly, the number of

consultations initially planned was 15. However, more experts (23) were invited to elaborate on
vulnerabilities to and risks of corruption in the pre-design phase of projects due to the introduction of this
new phase in to the limits of the study, in the course of data collection.

5.4.3.3 Interview Response Rate and Experts’ Profile
20 senior experts, out of the 23 invited, and whose experience is related to the construction industry
in the three major stakeholders (3Cs) were successfully interviewed. Three of them refused due to time
constraint and willingness to reflect on the subject given the sensitivity of the topic. No interview has been

80

Theoretical saturation refers specifically to the development of theory, particularly for those researchers who
practice the grounded theory (GT) approach (Glaser & Strauss, 1967), to be discussed later.
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aborted, but one of the experts’ (Expert 20) couldn’t give the consent to be recorded, because members of
the Expert’s family have been threatened by corruptors so that he/she shall not give any witness. Only in
this expert case, a participant has questioned the reliability of the consent form and procedure regarding
data security and anonymity of identity. Hence, the interview had to be conducted without voice recording.
In fact, in few cases other interviews also continued off the record when experts demanded it or they didn’t
feel at ease to reflect on some very sensitive issues. In the course of reporting, all interviewees were
anonymized by replacing their names with ascending code numbers in order of the initial interviews except
Expert 20.
Experts were carefully selected based on their expertise, knowledge and experience of the problem.
All of the interviewees had at least 15 years of experience in the Ethiopian construction sector and senior
positions within their organizations. The average experts’ year of experience was 29.5. The selection of
interviewees also considered the diversity of experience across stakeholders to improve the validity of
interviews. Accordingly, more than 75% of experts have had the experience of working with at least two
of the 3Cs. The details of experts’ anonymous background (profile), experience and interview data
information is shown on Appendix D.

5.4.3.4 Data Analysis
It is apparently that qualitative studies face challenges regarding collecting voluminous quantity of
data (Jonker & Pennink, 2010). More critically, ‘unlike quantitative analysis, which is statistics driven and
largely independent of the researcher, qualitative analysis is heavily dependent on the researcher’s analytic
and integrative skills and personal knowledge of the social context where the data is collected’
(Bhattacherjee, 2012: 113). For this reason, scholars like Kothari (2004) and Bryman (2012) insists for the
utilization of computers for greater efficiency and quality of results. With the development and aid of the
computer technology, these days, researchers are able to collect and analyze sophisticated data which
otherwise wouldn’t be possible with traditional tools and techniques.
The practical difficulties with qualitative data analysis, especially with Grounded Theory (GT) is
‘the time taken to transcribe recordings of interviews […] to carry out a genuine grounded theory analysis
with its constant interplay of data collection and conceptualization’ (Bryman, 2012: 547). Except one, all
interviews were conducted in Amharic. This added another practical challenge to the process. Instead of
transcribing and translating the 32: 29 hours long data, codes were created readily direct from the audio
files using ATLAS.ti version 7.5.7 81 , as proposed by Friese (2012), avoiding the laborious and time
81

ATLAS.ti is data analysis software that belongs to the genre of CAQDAS programs, which stands for computeraided qualitative data analysis software.
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intensive task. Then, only major translated transcripts were written inside each code as a memo/ comment
followed by the categorization and linking of codes thematically. Themes were created according to project
phases or stages and activities, so as not to lose a sense of context and of narrative flow. Such procedure
has greatly simplified the analysis process as modification of codes and concepts, an innate part of
qualitative data analysis, was possible. Evidently, the analysis of interview audio and field notes was
founded on an inductive approach aimed at identifying patterns in the data by means of thematic codes.
Subsequent sub-sections of the chapter provide brief overview of the applied qualitative and quantitative
analysis strategies, techniques, processes, and consideration on the basis of this [systematized] interview
(qualitative) data.

5.4.4 Grounded Theory (GT)
Developed by Glaser & Strauss in 1967 and refined by Corbin and Strauss (1990), GT is regarded
as the most influential and widely used strategy for conducting qualitative data analysis by inductively
interpreting recorded data about a social phenomenon to build theory that is ‘grounded’ in practice
(Bryman, 2012; Bhattacherjee, 2012; Jonker & Pennink, 2010). GT method is known to be the most
valuable tool in social studies when existing theories about a phenomenon are lacking or insufficient
(Charmaz, 2006). Historically, Glaser & Strauss (1967) in their book ‘the discovery of grounded theory;
strategies for qualitative research’ laid a new foundation how the formulation of theory from data can be
obtained and analyzed systematically. The collaboration of these two sociologists at the University of
California to carry out a participant observation study of the management and care of dying patients in
hospitals in the 1960s led to the emergence of this new strategy.
Contrary to quantitative research paradigms, their method advocated the creation of new theories
made from interrelated concepts instead of testing theories. Consequently, GT method focuses on
explaining phenomena based on empirical data than seeking representativeness to achieve statistical
generalizability. Since then, although its discovery aimed primarily at sociologists, it has become a useful
tool to anyone interested in studying social phenomena, particularly those relaying on qualitative data.
While not changed in forms, over the years, GT is believed to change through constant additions to the tool
chest of analytical devices that is revealed in the writings of Glaser & Strauss (Corbin and Strauss, 1990).
The most common tools in GT are theoretical sampling, coding, theoretical saturation and constant
comparison (Bryman, 2012). According to Glaser & Strauss (1967: 45), theoretical sampling is ‘the process
of data collection for generating theory whereby the analyst jointly collects, codes, and analyzes his data
and decides what data to collect next and where to find them, in order to develop his theory as it emerges.’
Whereas, coding, the key process in GT, refers to the breaking down of qualitative data into components
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soon after its collection. Theoretical saturation is related to two phases in GT. In case of data collection, it
means no more data is required, as the extra data, even if the researcher wishes to continue, would not
enlighten the concept developed anymore, as explained in section 5.5.3.2. However, when one is referring
theoretical saturation in the context of data coding, it means a point has been reached where no further
reviewing of the data is needed to reinforce concepts and categories. The fourth prominent aspect of GT is
constant comparison. This is an important element of the process through which Glaser & Strauss (1967)
gave emphasis to the continuous relating and contrasting of categories soon after few phenomena had been
coded, enabling ‘investigators to break through subjectivity and bias.’ (Corbin and Strauss, 1990: 13)

Coding Processes and Outcomes in GT: As ‘the fundamental analytic process used by the
researcher’ in GT, Corbin and Strauss, (1990: 12) explain three basic types (phases) of coding: open, axial
and selective.
In the process of open coding a researcher identifies key concepts imbedded in the textual data by
examining it line by line. The technique is called ‘open’ as the researcher has unreserved mind which seeks
new ideas or concepts pertinent to the phenomenon of interest. Size, complexity and ambiguity of codes
may vary depending on the concept. While simple concepts may have a few words of texts, complex ones
could include several pages (Bhattacherjee, 2012). These codes are believed to stimulate generative and
comparative questions to guide the researcher upon return to the field, and they can be used to code the
remainder of the data while simultaneously looking for new. Soon after acquiring codes, similar concepts
are grouped into higher order categories having broader concepts and ultimately evolve into constructs in
GT.
In axial coding, the second phase of GT, the researcher studies the connection between categories
and sub-categories to assemble them into causal relationships or hypothesis. Sometimes, although different
procedure from open coding, it can be performed together with open coding (Bhattacherjee, 2012).
Nonetheless, according to Bryman (2012:569), the notion of axial coding has been controversial as it is
sometimes observed as ‘closing off too quickly in a project the open-endedness and exploratory character
of coding in qualitative data analyses.
Selective coding, the third and final phase entails the identification of a central or core category
(existing or new and higher order category) and relating it to other categories rationally. This leads to the
emergence of tentative theory which requires refinement. The iteration for refinement starting from open
coding and continues until theoretical saturation is reached where additional data doesn’t bring significant
change both in the axial or selective coding process.
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Figure 14: Processes and Outcomes in GT

Source: Bryman (2012)
Not all GT practitioners operate with all the three phases. Even some scholars like Charmaz (2006),
one of the leading theorists and exponents of grounded theory, prefer to squeeze them in to two: initial
coding and selective or focused coding. However slight differences exist in the comprehension and
practicing of GT, the basic understanding of it, which involves the movement from generation of open
codes to selective ones and abstract ways of conceptualizing the phenomenon of interest, prevails (Bryman,
2012; Bhattacherjee, 2012). Accordingly, as depicted in Figure 14, GT incorporates 12 major steps or
processes and five outcomes. Since researchers most often focus on a specific setting, step 12 may be
regarded as an unusual process in GT.
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5.4.5 Social Network Analysis (SNA)
While seeking to answer the research question aspiring to comprehend who the key players are in
the corruption network (venture), the methodical application of SNA was carried out. This is due to the
very fact that the study of corruption, in general, justifies the use of systemic approaches at various levels.
As Warburton (2013: 235) explains, ‘the social networks approach to corruption allows the corruption
investigator to conceptualize the operation of corrupt networks in terms of power flows and relationships.’
Otherwise, attempting to explain patterns of corruption within any organization or sector would
comparatively remain ‘complex and methodologically fragile’ (Ibid: 232). As Maurer (2017:14) also
contends, ‘[any] complexity results from the interaction in networks of elements’. Thus, attempt to
meticulously understand the inherent structure of networks within complex systems dissolves their
intricacy. More sensibly, the prevailing ‘skill’ of stakeholders, in terms of the corruption network they
possess, acquaints us with the fourth element in the corruption diamond: capability.
Incepted in the 1930s and developed into a coherent theory in the 1960s, SNA, is a popular method
of exploring social networks mathematically and/or graphically by modeling structure of social relations to
understand their effects on individual or organization levels (Pryke, 2012; Scott, 2012; Zweig, 2016; Tayebi
& Glasser, 2016). Reputed scholars like Bavelas (1948) and Freeman (1978) are known to make important
contributions to the developments of mathematics of social networks in this arena. Depending on the branch
of mathematics used, there are several ways of defining SNA or network per se. The most widely used
definitions come from two distinct theoretical domains: network theory and theory of networks. Network
theory treats network structures to obtain outcomes for individuals and groups while theory of networks,
contrarily, deals with the operation of determining why networks have the structure they do (Borgatti &
Halgin, 2011).
Simply put, SNA is based on mathematical study of sets of vertices or nodes connected by edges
or ties. However, despite the positivist tendencies that can be observed with regard to its combination of
theory and deductive hypothesis testing to predict future interactions, empirical SNA research doesn’t imply
the use of theoretically strict organizational or individual boundaries (Vicsek et al., 2016). Thus, social
scientists tend to work within their interpretivist realm especially while defining networks or ties, remaining
in the context of qualitative data. Indeed, historically, SNA is rooted in qualitatively driven anthropological
network studies, narrative and in-depth interviews regarding social relationships (Scott, 2012; Pryke, 2012).
Although it is regarded as the output of ‘an unlikely collaboration between mathematicians,
anthropologists and sociologists’ SNA is now viewed as transdisciplinary paradigm for research (Maurer,
2017; Pryke, 2012; Warburton, 2013; Zweig, 2016). Pryke (2012), on his book ‘social network analyses in
construction’, advocates its utilization in construction related researches, even in the non-social aspects of
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the construction process. As to his argument, SNA provides project management researchers a deeper
understanding of social science disciplines to explain and comprehend the key issues and problems faced
in the management of construction projects: “Organizations are suspended in multiple, complex,
overlapping webs of relationships and we are unlikely to see the overall pattern from one organization. To
detect the overarching structures, we need to rise above the individual firm and analyze the whole interorganizational field to include key suppliers, resource and product consumers, regulatory agencies, and
competitors.” (p. 82). Accordingly, he proposes and illustrates possible applications of SNA for the
investigation of organizational issues as diverse as contractual and non-contractual relationships between
individual stakeholders. Similarly, Morris (2013:155) explains the relevance of SNA in project
management researches particularly to understand participants’ dominant influence on the extended project
structure, perceiving networks as ‘alliance of discrete organizations that are in communication’.

Data Generation and Analysis: Applied techniques of data generation (hypothetical model
interpretations) and analysis (mathematical and statistical procedures and outputs) are briefly explained in
chapter 8, section 8.3.1., as an addendum to this methodology sub-section. The notions and interpretations
of major metrics of SNA that respond to the primary research question are also briefly discussed in the
same chapter. These descriptions and interpretations are coming later for a reason. The generation of
quantitative data (nodes and edges between actors) depended highly on the constructed hypothetical
models, which again is founded on the findings of GT method explained in the preceding discourse.
Procedures of data generation and analysis for SNA wouldn’t make adequate sense for the reader, if the
researcher tries to justify them here; as the validity and credibility of such processes depend highly on
rationalizing of qualitative imputes to generate quantitative data (Zweig, 2016; Pryke, 2012).
Nonetheless, explaining the process is worthwhile, leaving the detailed substantiation how
qualitative data are turned into complex networks, for later. First and foremost, after identifying various
actors in the corruption relationships, pre-synthesized GT findings (hypothesis) allowed comprehending
the socioeconomic dynamics of corruption and relationships between actors (stakeholders). This was
possible as the experts’ interview and survey incorporated both subtle and explicit questions attempting to
determine stakeholders’ direction of corruption influences (bribery vs. extortion; instigators vs. benefiters;
decision vs. influential powers). Such examinations through experts’ judgement is also known to inform
[corruption] ‘risk appetite of project stakeholders’ (PMI, 2017:404) Once, these concepts are hypothetically
defined, 34 non-individual actors (nodes) with corresponding codes and 338 edges (ties) were generated.
Then after, both the calculations of the quantitative properties of the network as well as its graphical
visualization were performed using an open source tool called Gephi.
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5.4.6 Risk Analysis and Evaluation
“Good control design is impossible without good risk analysis. This is as true for [corruption] as
it is for any other area of risk in business.” (Giles, 2012: 26)
After thorough identification of corruption risks and scenarios, both qualitative and quantitative
risk analyses were performed to understand their potential impact on main project objectives like costs and
schedules. In cases of risk measurement, qualitative risk analysis is usually sufficient if the data is to be
used to establish a system for managing risks. But if the results are supposed to inform a risk allowance,
the measurement must be quantitative (Dallas, 2006; Del Pico, 2013). Primarily, this process aimed at
ranking and prioritizing risks by determining their magnitude regarding the two major components: impact
and likelihood (PMI, 2017; Zou et al., 2015). In a way, the analysis process bestowed us with probable costs
of corruption in the Ethiopian AEC industry, as it incorporated quantitative analysis. In the context of this
research, as described in some corruption investigation literature, impact is the consequence or severity of
exposure to corruption while likelihood is the probability of a corrupt practice occurring at a specific project
stage and decision point (TI, 2010; Padgett, 2015).

5.4.6.1 Mapping Risks: Qualitative Risk Analysis
Because, risks can be identified and mapped directly by experts with relevant experience of similar
projects or business areas (Padgett, 2015; Pierce, 2016; PMI, 2017; Giles, 2012), experts in-depth interview
was systematized to extract this particular knowledge. As explained in section 5.5.3.1, experts were asked
to map the likelihood and impacts of corrupt practices in the seven stages highly perceived by professionals,
in addition to pre-design phases of projects. Such qualitative risk assessment is the most common method
used to evaluate the severity of risks in project management studies ‘in the absence of actuarial data.’
(Dallas, 2006:44). Accordingly, 16 out of the 20 interview participants responded on the five-point scale
risk/ heat maps82 provided. It is a probability and risk matrix grid for them to respond on. Experts were
supplied with meanings and proper interpretations of the scales through the information sheet, prior to the
interview, as ‘establishing definitions of the levels of probability and impact can reduce the influence of
bias.’ (PMI, 2008:289), and help to have consistent understanding of the subject among experts. Thus,
important project risk factors regarding financial risks (project cost overruns), delay, quality compromises,
and their impact on human lives were clarified (Appendix C). Then the preliminary analyses of risk
responses are presented as a scatter plot, within the heat map, in the finding chapters.

82

These risk matrices are often referred to as ‘heat maps’ because the squares colored red (upper right corner) indicate
greater risks while lesser risks have amber, yellow (middle) and green (lower left corner) colors.
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Average Risk Score (Values): The probability and risk matrix response is done on a grid that
needed further analysis to prioritize risks based on scores. The easy way to do this is by assigning numeric
values on 1-to-5 scale with 1 being the lowest and 5 as the highest, both for likelihood and impact responses
(Dallas, 2006; Padgett, 2015). Then, calculate the risk severity by the common formula:
[Corruption] Risk Severity = Likelihood x Impact

However, most scholars share their skepticism on such simple prioritization attempts due to the
compelling argument that impacts should be more of a concern than likelihood: “Impact is generally
considered a more detrimental factor than probability. As an illustration of this point, a 10 percent chance
of losing $100,000 is a more serious threat than a 90 percent chance of losing $1,000. As a result, there
needs to be a way to rate both probability and impact independently” (Del Pico, 2013:173). To this end,
various institutions advocate the assigning of different but skewed values to prioritize impacts in their
calculations. For instance, the Institution of Civil Engineers in its publication ‘Risk Analysis and
Management for Projects’ (RAMP) developed values between 16 and 1000 promoting the asymmetric
distribution of values along the likelihood and impact matrices. On the other hand, PMI (2008) framed these
values between 0.05 and 0.9, having decimal values less than one for its risk severity scores.
Following these advocates, the author developed original skewed values ranging between 0.1 and
10 to limit risk values between 0 and 10, where risks that scored above 6 have the highest priority. The
tailoring of these scores (values) compared with others’ is shown on Appendix E. To checking the reliability
of collected data, all 127 responses (probability and impact) were correlated (Figure 15). Had their
responses been highly (positively) correlated, it would be presumed that experts were responding without
paying due attention to both variables, as the tendency would otherwise be for them to do so.
1.2

Likelihood (Probability)

1

y = 0.0281x + 0.6068
R² = 0.2455
r= 0.4954

Medium

0.8
0.6

Series1
Linear (Series1)

Low

0.4
0.2
0

0

Low

0.002

0.004

Medium
0.006
0.008
Impact

0.01

High
0.012

Figure 15: Correlation between Likelihood and Impact Responses
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5.4.6.2 Expected Monetary Values (EMV): Quantitative Risk Analysis
The quantification of any form of risk could never be an easy task, as it would always be
challenging to predict outcomes or risk consequences (PMI, 2008; Cretu et al., 2011). However, performing
it in terms of cost and/or time is believed to lead to enhanced benefits. According to Dallas (2006: 46) few
of the reasons for doing so are to ‘encourage people to follow through management actions’ and to link
contingency to risk whenever it is desirable. Indeed, it is not the ambition of this research to support the
idea of linking contingencies to corruption risks, as it would also be unethical and immoral, rather to create
awareness on its costs by providing financial impact of such risks.
Though difficult to monetize risks like corruption, PMI (2017:429) suggest performing it using
information on individual project risks that have been assessed through qualitative risk analysis process.
One of these methods is EMV. As PMI (2008: 298) defines it, ‘EMV analysis is a statistical concept [in
risk management] that calculates the average outcome when the future includes scenarios that may or may
not happen’. Consequently, it is regarded as analysis under uncertainty. In case of threats, EMVs are
generally expressed as negative values while in the event a risk conveys opportunities, EMV will possess
positive values. In this study, corruption is assumed to bring challenges than opportunities onto construction
projects, hence, having always negative values.
Like risk scores, their calculation relay on two basic numeric values: P, the percentage probability
the risk will occur; and I, the impact to projects in monetary terms, if the risk occurs. Thus, mathematically
EMV is defined as:
EMV= ∑ (Pi x Ii)

So, where does the research get this information? Once again, it is obtained from the heat map.
When experts were mapping corruption risks qualitatively, the values assigned for each matrix, for their
consistent and unbiased understanding, were further utilized for the calculation of percentage probabilities,
cost as well as schedule impacts. The interpretation or extraction of the relative percentage for probability
and impacts monetary values from the information sheet, within the heat map, can be visualized on
Appendix E. Admittedly, the researcher is well aware that corruption risks are nearly impossible to quantify
due to the discreet nature of the subject and besides, ‘quantitative risk analysis will always be limited by
the assumptions on which calculations are based’ (Cretu et al., 2011: 7). Nevertheless, the act of elucidation
of complex phenomenon by way of systematic assumptions and simple rules are essential, as obscurity of
intricate things would otherwise prevail (Maurer, 2017).
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5.4.7 Stage IV: [Objective] Verification through Document Analysis
As discussed in chapter 2, section 2.2, the assessment/ measurement of corruption risk requires the
reviewing and systematic analysis of administrative data, often regarded as the most objective evidence
than any other sources of data on corruption (Trapnell, 2015). Up until now, most of the data used (both
survey and in-depth interviews) were based on the two relatively subjective data types: perception and
experiential. It is apparent that these two data types form the basis in most cross country corruption indices
like the CPI and the World Bank’s Control of Corruption Index. However, the accuracy and reliability of
these measurements is usually under question due to its subjective nature (Olken & Pande, 2012; Trapnell,
2015; Lambsdorff, 2008).
To this end, this fourth stage attempted to incorporate the reviewing and analysis of document as a
means to verify findings objectively or as a reality checking. In an attempt to make a clear distinction
between objective facts and subjective realities (individual interpretations), Jonker & Pennink (2010:81)
make use of the distinction between ‘first order data: the so-called objective data; second order data:
information from the people involved and finally third order data: the use of own information.’ Nonetheless,
as Bryman (2012:550) cautions, however tempting it is to assume that such documents reveal something
about an underlying truth, they shouldn’t be treated as ‘depictions of reality’. Because of this, the researcher
handled the collection, analysis and narration of findings of administrative documents as circumstantial
evidences that had only the potential to substantiate findings and hypothetical models constructed through
GT, which leads to the building of substantive theory (Figure 14).

Data Collection and Analysis: The collection of such data usually begins by sampling a selected
set of texts from the population of texts for analysis. The process is known to be performed in a very
selective manner than random (Bhattacherjee, 2012; Jonker, & Pennink, 2010; Mogalakwe, 2006). Contrary
to literature review, ‘the search for documents relevant to [a research is often] frustrating and highly
protracted process’ (Bryman, 2012:543). To avoid sampling bias and the lack of purpose definition, from
the outset, the researcher identified four major public institutions (offices) and the type of objective data to
be obtained. This was done according to the delimitation of the research as well as parameters (indicators)
of vulnerability to corruption to be assessed in public construction projects. The institutions were;
Arbitration Institute, Office for Auditors General (OFAG), The Federal High Court, and The Public
Procurement Agency (PPA).
Subsequently, a total of 85 heterogeneous sets of cases (both public and confidential data) were
assembled. All of the data, except audit reports from OFAG, were accessed from the institutions through
their directors, after submitting request and consent letters, especially in case of confidential decision
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reports. The data from OFAG was retrieved online. The assembly of data from each institution, respectively,
included (Table 5);
1. Public building construction related arbitration cases;
2. Financial and performance Audit reports on public building construction projects;
3. Public building construction related corruption court cases; and
4. Procurement complaint cases on public building construction projects in addition to
projects’ procurements disclosure data retrieved from PPA official website.
Table 5: Circumstantial Cases Analyzed
No.
1

Code/Cited
as
AC

Data type
Arbitration Cases

No. of
Cases
17

2

AR

Audit Reports

25

3

CCC

12

4

PCC

Corruption
Court
Cases
Procurement
Complain Cases

Source of data
Arbitration
Institute
OFAG (web site)
The Federal High
Court, Registrar
PPA, Complaint
Directorate

31

Date
accessed
13.04.2018

Nature of data

01.03.2018
24.08.2018
Multi-day

Public
Public

25.01.2018

Confidential

Confidential

Before jumping in to analysis, the quality of the documents was evaluated according to the four
extremely rigorous and crucial groups of criteria set by Scott (1990: 6) that most scholars and researchers
suggest their application in all sorts of documentary researches (Bryman, 2012; Mogalakwe, 2006; Ahmed,
2010). These are:
1. Authenticity: refers to whether the evidence is genuine or reliable and from flawless source;
2. Credibility: asks if the evidence is free from errors and distortions.
3. Representativeness: refers to whether the evidence is typical of its kind, or if it is not, whether
the extent of its untypicality is known.
4. Meaning: Is the evidence clear, comprehensible and significant to the phenomenon of the
research interest?
Then after, content analysis, ‘the systematic analysis of the content of a text […] in a quantitative
or qualitative manner’ (Bhattacherjee, 2012:115), was applied, in addition to the coding of parts of texts
within the framework of GT in ATLAS.ti. This procedure assisted the researcher greatly while narrating
the findings as circumstantial evidence, whenever their significance is felt to substantiate results and
findings from survey and in-depth interview analyses. The extended summary and essential information on
the document analysis is presented in an orderly manner in Appendix F. In case of arbitration and
procurement complaint decision reports, identities were kept anonymous.
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5.4.8 Synthesis and Proposition
Evidently, prescriptions must follow after acquiring the ultimate knowledge on a particular
problem. One of the challenges of mixed method is aggregating different findings that help to achieve more
complete answer to primary research questions (Jonker & Pennink, 2010; Bryman, 2012; Crandell et al.,
2012). This is usually tackled by synthesizing ‘all research evidences relevant to the questions’ (Kavanagh
et al., 2012:117). The process of synthesizing multiple findings is known to ‘refute or revise the current
understanding of a particular phenomenon’ by providing a broad overview of a body of qualitative research
(Paterson, 2012:2). For example the knowledge obtained from one method about vulnerabilities to
corruption can be synthesized with another finding on the risks or costs of corruption to reach on to a new
understanding about the cause and effects in a single hypothetical or substantive theoretical model that can
be tested in later research.
There is still some debate as to where the idea of qualitative synthesis first originated. But it is
believed that it was stimulated by the explosion of single qualitative research studies in the 1980s and 1990s.
At the end of 1990s, however, few scholars started to caution qualitative researchers to find some way of
identifying and categorizing the relationships between findings which led to the emergence of synthesis in
the early 2000s (Hannes & Lockwood, 2012). In its recent development history, synthesis method mainly
focused on integrating qualitative and quantitative research in the following three ways (Paterson, 2012:4):
1. Using quantitative meta-analysis and statistical techniques to quantify the impact, quality,
and/or relevance of the findings of primary research studies;
2. Using qualitative interpretive methods to identify prevalent themes in the quantitative and
qualitative research within a body of research; and
3. Combining the results of an aggregation of the findings of quantitative research with that of
qualitative research and then using quantitative and/or qualitative strategies to synthesize or
determine the weight of the evidence of this aggregated data.
In this research, once again, GT is selected as a method of synthesis where all concepts and
hypothesis revolved around the identification of opportunities for corruption. This is because GT inherently
involves the synthesis of qualitative evidence to generate theory about the phenomenon under study
(Charmaz, 2006; Bryman, 2012; Bhattacherjee, 2012). Nonetheless, the synthesis included the
amalgamation of both qualitative and quantitative evidences. Once a substantive theory was constructed
around prevailing opportunities for corruption, BIM propositions were forwarded as prescription to the
diagnosed and prevalent corrupt practice in the Ethiopian public construction sector. Thus, the process of
proposition was also highly considerate of the corruption triangle formulated by Cressey (1954).
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5.5 Rigor and Trustworthiness
Checks and balances are crucial aspects of any scientific research to maintain acceptable standards of
scientific inquiry (Kothari, 2004; Bryman, 2012). Contrary to the conventional, positivistic criteria of
validity (internal and external), reliability, and objectivity, interpretivists are highly convinced to think in
terms of trustworthiness (Jonker & Pennink, 2010; Bowen, 2005). This is due to the very fact that
interpretive research ‘attempts to interpret social reality through the subjective viewpoints of the embedded
participants within the context where the reality is situated’ than simplifying social reality into parsimonious
theories and laws (Bhattacherjee, 2012: 110). Interpretivists also address the need for rigorous data
collection and analytic process through few of the methods explained in the previous discourses. Yet, it is
critical to look further through these criteria to develop ‘self-awareness’ and confidence: “We need to be
conscious of the limits of reliability and the credibility of empirical data and we need to be careful about
generalizing too widely, ensuring that we have sufficiently robust evidence to serve as the basis of our
proffered knowledge” (Morris, 2013:241)

5.5.1 Reliability, Validity and Generalizability
Reliability refers to the extent to which the accuracy of data is trusted and the ability to replicate
the results (Kothari, 2004; Bryman, 2012). Apparently, in the study of corruption, a dynamic and ephemeral
social phenomenon in terms of forms and schemes, replication is problematic (Trapnell, 2015; Olken &
Pande, 2012). However the issue of reliability in interpretive research can be addressed to acceptable level
by selecting sample representatives and employing ‘peer or expert review’ (preferably participants) through
confirmability; ‘the extent to which the findings reported can be independently confirmed by others’
(Bhattacherjee, 2012:110).
Due to the ‘very concept of corruption and the secrecy involved in its empirical manifestations’,
corruption studies are also criticized for their lack of validity (Blind, 2011:5). It is a concern on how close
the data and findings are to the phenomenon being studied, which are usually based on a subjective
judgement of experts. This is the primary reason why perception and experiential data are considered as
proxy indicators of corruption than telling its actuarial existence (Trapnell, 2015). On this ground, the
author included other objective data sources like administrative documents as discussed previously.
Generalizability, transferability in interpretive research and similar to external validity in functionalistic
research (Bhattacherjee, 2012), refers to the extent to which the findings can be transferred to other contexts
or settings (Bryman, 2012). According to the delimitation of the research, it is less likely that the
hypothetical models and substantive theory constructed will apply in other geographical and sectoral
contexts. However, as Bhattacherjee (2012) suggests, the researcher left the judgement to the reader to
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assess independently which findings are transferable to other settings, as delimitations and assumptions are
clarified. This will receive a brief treatment in the conclusion chapter on research limitations.

5.5.2 Triangulation
Triangulation involves the utilization of more than one method to gather data and it is regarded as
one of the effective strategies to enhance credibility; the confidence in the truth of the findings in a research
(Jonker & Pennink, 2010; Bryman, 2012; Bhattacherjee, 2012). Especially in cases where a study includes
soft social issues like corruption, triangulation is understood as a vital technique of validating data
measurement as ‘concepts [would otherwise be] fuzzy or data is difficult to collect’ (Trapnell, 2015:56;
Olken & Pande, 2012; European Commission, 2007). Even a complete project knowledge is not
comprehensible by an individual (an expert), let alone discrete realities like corruption: “In a project, each
individual only knows bits of the whole story of the project […] Knowledge created in a project is scattered
in the memory of various project team members but none retains a complete set of the knowledge created
(Tan et al., 2010: 2). Hence, the researcher devotedly put effort on systematical triangulation of the various
methods employed using different sources of data: literature, informants, survey (professionals), interview
(experts) and [administrative] documents.
Other techniques of insuring rigor in data collection and analysis in interpretive research include:
prolonged engagement, peer debriefing and support, member checking, negative case analysis and auditing
(Padgett, 1998; Corbin & Strauss, 1990). The researcher has employed no fewer than three of these in
addition to the emphasis given to triangulation: prolonged engagement, peer debriefing and support,
member checking and negative case analysis. For example, as part of participant validation, three of the
interviewees (experts) were asked to reflect on whether the interpretations in the hypothetical models and
substantive theory were authentic and significant to their understanding of the phenomenon.

5.6 Ethical Considerations
Discourses about ethics, especially in the context of social research, bring us into a realm in which ‘the role
of values in the research process becomes a topic of concern’ (Bryman, 2012:130). Thus, research ethics
attempts to address the question of moral behavior through frameworks and principles providing criteria
against which ‘researchers can consider what is right or wrong when presented with an ethical dilemma’.
Although these frameworks do not give a bullet proof answer to all sorts of dilemma, they are perceived as
a way of evaluating ‘what an appropriate and defensible course of action might be’ when a researcher is
confronted. (Wiles, 2013:13). The two most common approaches to ethics are consequentialist and nonconsequentialist (Deontological). In case of consequentialist approach, the morality of a specific research
action is determined by its consequence. Whereas non-consequentialist approach argue that ethical
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decisions should be made on the basis of what is morally considered right regardless of its consequences
(Wiles, 2013; Bryman, 2012).
This study was guided by non-consequentialist approach to avoid any possible challenges with
ethical dilemmas, as consequences, by definition, would be open for interpretation. Consequently, the most
common ethical principles are applied as explained partly in section 5.5.3.1. These principles are results of
four main moral concerns (Bryman, 2012:135): 1. Whether there is harm to participants; 2. Whether there
is a lack of informed consent; 3. Whether there is an invasion of privacy; and 4. Whether deception is
involved. According to Bhattacherjee (2012: 137-140), some of the expected tenets of ethical behavior
widely accepted within the scientific community, to address these concerns are:
1. Voluntary participation and harmlessness: participation should be voluntary and participants
should have the freedom to withdraw without any unfavorable consequence;
2. Anonymity and confidentiality: Participants identity must be protected;
3. Disclosure: providing some information about the study prior to their participation; and
4. Analysis and reporting: obligation to analyze and report truthfully. ‘Unexpected findings
should be fully disclosed, even if they cast some doubt on the research design or the findings.

5.7 Summary
This chapter has provided a brief explanation of the methodology applied in the study, by discussing and
justifying various philosophical approaches followed and methods utilized. Due to the very challenge of
conducting empirical research on corruption, a precise description of the research assumptions, approaches
and design was apparently a crucial aspect of the study. Thus, the chapter started by offering advice on why
and how the three disciplines (social study, project management, and technology) should be conceptually
and strategically integrated. Then after, convinced and guided by interpretivist approach, the study focused
on putting mixed methods to use, based on the nature and type of the research questions, using data from
various sources: literature, informants, survey, experts’ in-depth interview and administrative data. Next to
acquiring these heterogeneous sets of data, [descriptive] statistical analysis, GT, SNA, risk analysis,
document (content) analysis were utilized as a process of extracting knowledge scientifically. The synthesis
of the different research results and findings paved the way for systematic triangulation as well as the
formulation of hypothetical models and a substantive theory that guided the BIM proposition as a
prescription to prevailing corruption risks in the Ethiopian AEC industry.
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Chapter 6: PRE-DIAGNOSING CORRUPTION:
VULNERABILITIES to and OPPORTUNITIES for CORRUPTION
This and the succeeding chapter deal with findings of vulnerability to corruption assessment (VCA)
in the Ethiopian construction sector. This specific chapter, discusses the pervasiveness of corruption and its
magnitude using indicators of vulnerability discussed in chapter 4 .Areas of vulnerability and the trend of
corrupt practices vary significantly between countries, within countries, and across sectors. The Ethiopian
construction sector has unique and general characteristics, to be discussed in this and the next chapter,
which makes it prone to corruption. The sector shares some of these characteristics with other industries
even in a global scale while others are very specific to the organizational and administrative structure of
the sector in addition to the societal context. Thus, the chapter shades some light on this understanding of
corruption in the public construction sector.
In both finding chapters results of the online questionnaire analysis and the findings from experts’
interview and informants’ consultation are discussed. Findings of the document and content analysis of the
different objective data are also included to substantiate the findings from the interview.

6.1 Perceived Level of Corruption
The Ethiopian construction sector has come to the level where construction business firms have to bribe to
survive in the industry while the sector in turn suffers from this (E_01; E_05). These corrupt practices give
experts the impression that there could be no one who is immune to this fact and to succeed without
corruption is inconceivable. “A contractor has no choice but to bribe to endure the challenges in the
construction sector [....] I cannot believe if someone tells me there is a contractor in this country that
succeeded through years without bribing. If the case is true, either the contractor is miraculous or had other
resources to support the construction company” (E_01, 0:37). This way of understanding the construction
sector also had a multiplier effect making stakeholders more immoral and yielding reasons to rationalize
their corrupt behaviors (E_02). The favoritism and unethical practice in the procurement process has
become so vivid that people are beginning to know which contractors and consultants will be granted
projects initiated by specific clients or public offices (E_13).
According to Expert_08, currently, there are three types of mindsets among stakeholders on
existing high level of corrupt practice: accept, benefit, and fight. While very few pro-professional people
are fighting corruption, knowing that it would ultimately collapse the professionalism of the sector, some
are endorsing its existence so as to survive. The unfortunate truth is that, most stakeholders fall on the
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category of those who like to benefit, utilizing every opportunity the system is putting forward. The
stakeholders who accept don’t necessarily mean they benefit from it, yet don’t show interest in the fight
against corruption. On the contrary, those who are not in favor of corrupt transactions are being challenged
by the system. “[…] No one is asking you to be a corrupt professional. However, if you are ethical person,
you suffer a lot. The challenges come from everywhere, coworkers, immediate bosses and the industry in
general, becoming a matter of survival” (E_15; 0:57).
Officials and corrupt stakeholders would do anything in their power and knowledge to get rid of
ethical people from their ways to maximize benefits. Expert 15 explains this in detail: “In case of ethical
consultants, contractors tend to create a strong relationship with clients. They convince clients that
consultants are incompetent and weak. These contractors frustrate ethical consultants. They bring lots of
technical issues in their discussion and convince clients that it's a result of mismanagement and
incompetence. As much as possible they work towards minimizing values of consultants in the eyes of
clients.’ (E_15; 0:57). The same expert has come across an experience where a corrupt international
construction company biased the client who fired a very senior and ethical consultant, who had to close the
office later because couldn’t survive in the system, was fired within short notice.
Regardless of their ample experience and contribution to the industry, these few people who either
accept or prefer to fight corruption are being rejected from the sector, forcefully if not willingly (E_14;
E_15; E_16; E_18). Through time, these few ethical people developed a bad impression about being part
of public projects and let others to rule: “I personally, as a consultant and an architect, refused to participate
in any of public projects; if not as an advisor […] I have decided this long time ago not to run into projects
related to the government. This is for the same reason of the level and growing culture of corruption we see
in the industry. Because sometimes you don't know where you would be heading and who plays over you.
This became very complex. Probably we have grown through time through these stories and some of us are
really getting scared of being engaged in public projects. […] Only currently I had one public project in my
office which friends won a competition. The competition price came after a year and half. Likewise, the
signing came after years […] it’s amazing how it works. I had to resign and let other colleagues run it
because I failed to communicate with officials. I am still in the position not to engage in any of public
projects. Existing corrupt practice could be good for academic thinking but I perceive it as a very complex
phenomenon” (E_18, 00:06).
Corrupt practice has become so common and shameless act that contractors pay monthly ‘salary’
to supervisors of consultants or clients (E_05; E_10). Expert 10 recalls a case where a site supervisor from
Building Design Enterprise Sh. Co. (BDE) had to collect 5000 ETB each month as a [an extra] salary from
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the contractor. The expert argues that there is no other means to compensate his expenses other than
corruption since the contractor couldn’t include this in his payroll.
Despite this fact, the level of corruption the last few years is perceived to be increasing. Results of
the survey analysis shows that 85 percent of professionals responded perceive the level of corruption in the
construction industry as increasing whilst only 1 percent of respondents understand it as decreasing. 11
percent of participants think the level remains the same (Figure 16).

Perception on the trend/ level of Corruption
(149 Responses)
3%
1%
11%

It remains the same
It is decreasing
It is increasing
Don't know

85%

Figure 16: Perceived Trend of Corruption

6.2 Why is The Sector Highly Prone to Corruption?
Nearly all interviewed experts agree on the vulnerability of the construction sector and the complexity of
the phenomena. There were ‘innocent’ times when all procedures of procurement and law enforcement
were unnecessary, but not anymore (E_06; E_09; E_10). The complexity of corruption in the Ethiopian
construction sector starts when the government assumes procurement of design services and construction
works would go in a clean and transparent manner if procedures are set. Apparently, ‘that was very wrong’
says Expert 14. The expert argues that it has never been and will never be like that. Contractors will continue
to compensate loses or maximize profits. “[…] the unique nature of construction projects makes them
highly vulnerable. Unlike manufacturing industries, construction projects have so many areas in the process
where works can easily be concealed.’ (E_14; 0:06). The expert also recalls one public construction project
whereby contractors had to sell the cement supplied by the client to compensate loses due to price inflation.
“[…] because the project was draining us, we had to steal and sell the cement we got from the client. If you
look in to the overall procurement process of this project, it would seem very robust as it was specially
designed by GIZ to make it transparent. Yet, we managed to get loopholes.” (E_14; 0:07).
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The sector is understood by all experts to be vulnerable at all stages and activities of projects’ value
chain starting from inception phase. The varying politicians, professionals and business people involved as
stakeholders add to the complexity of corrupt transactions. While practically all involved parties are
supposed to have a common goal towards realizing projects’ efficiency through their contribution of
different expertise, they tend to work highly towards benefiting themselves (E_04).
So, the question would be what characteristics and scenarios are making the sector so prone to
corruption? For some experts and informants the nature of the industry, both at sectoral and project scale,
provides opportunity for corrupters (E_01; E_04; E_08; In_01, In_07). For others, the fragmented delivery
and procurement system is responsible for the growing culture of corruption in the construction sector
(E_03; E_08’; E_15; In_02; E_06), whereas few argue it stems out of professionals incompetence (E_09;
In_12). It is not easy to generalize from experts understanding of the causes of corruption in the sector.
Nevertheless, it is possible to posit a number of characteristics that make the sector susceptible to corruption
as discussed below.

6.2.1 Nature of the Sector
The construction industry has unique characteristics which makes it vulnerable to corruption more
than other sectors. The ways public and private organizations operate within the sector, including the way
they communicate and manage projects has great influence on its transparency (E_08; E_12; E_14). These
characteristics can be discussed in two scales: Industry- related and project-related as presented below.

6.2.1.1 Industry Characteristics
•

No single organization leads the industry: construction projects bring together a wide range of
politicians, donors, professionals, consultants, contractors and suppliers leading to varying
standards of integrity and oversight. More than a dozen of different specialties (experts) could
participate in a single construction project through varying contractual and non-contractual links.
The trades between the stakeholders involve different categories and ranges of machineries and
construction equipment.
Regardless of these complex interactions between human and non-human actors, there seems to be
no clarity and justification as to which organization leads what and how. Though there are a lot of
professional associations, they don’t have any role in the decisions regarding projects’ inception
and implementation (E_10). This created information as well as procedural gap corruptors are
happy to exploit. For instance, procurement procedures are set by MoFEC while construction laws
are developed by the construction minister (E_01).
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•

The dynamic structural and organizational reforms: institutional structures and frameworks in
the sector are changing so rapidly that some public works are even left without project ‘owner’
(In_09). This endless change in the structure of organization is vivid from the ministry down to
work flows of different projects.
In addition, the mandate of constructing buildings have been decentralized to the extent where
Public Organizations who had no clear structure of engineering departments have been given the
right to build vast number of building complexes across the country. Such structural and
organizational reforms were performed with in short periods of time devoid of extensive studies on
their shortcomings. As Expert 06 explains, most of these offices lack the technical and structural
capacity as they are staffed with social science personnel. Apparently, it is those people who define
programs of projects according to their personal interest and wishes which later will be subjected
to complete changes by consultants and contractors. This has created loopholes for corrupters in
each and every process of construction projects.

•

The huge amount of fund directed to the industry: The large amount of money flooding to the
construction sector (E_06) which has sources from local and international funds by itself creates
both corrupt political and economic interface (E_ 15).

•

The sector is traditional: Despite the fact that advanced technologies exist in the industry
worldwide, the Ethiopian construction sector remains very traditional and is slow in adopting
technologies. This left the industry with no choice but to depend on people across all phases of
projects. This could be a question of affordability, but all processes are labor intensive. The industry
should depend and trust people to control this complex system and let them intervene in all aspects
from planning to execution. Apparently, it’s true that when a sector is traditional and least
automated it has to be led by people. Without people’s engagement the industry wouldn’t move a
single step forward. Unfortunately, it’s these people who are making the industry vulnerable to
corruption, not machines and equipment (E_09).
The more people are involved the more an industry is vulnerable, says expert 15. As to his argument
it’s only the nature of people what is making the same industry more vulnerable in one country
than the other. Otherwise, the science is designed perfectly basing its foundation on knowledge and
ethics: “The science we follow is ethical that it provides clear procedures. Regardless of this, we
see different level of vulnerability due to the different ethical understanding in the people involved.
Because there are people’s culture, behavior and knowledge taking part” (E_15; 0:06). As a result
of this, the expert contrarily contends that vulnerability to corruption is not the inherent behavior
of the industry.
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6.2.1.2 Project Characteristics
These characteristics can be seen in two intrinsic forms: complexity and uniqueness.
1.

Complexity: Complex nature of projects can arise due to various reasons. The two major variables
which make it highly vulnerable to corruption are the wide range of actors involved and the strong
interdependence of activities across the value chain unlike most other projects which demand few
stakeholders. No one would be able to understand, let alone to control, the intensions and motives
all actors may have about projects. This adds more subjectivity in the process (E_09).
Likewise, the interconnectedness of project stages across all disciplines complicates the process
making it difficult to comprehend even for technical people (E_04). Few people closely related to
some of the project activities may have the ‘liberty’ to exercise corruption and conceal their deeds
while others create opportunities for corruption over the mistakes of other activities. Corrupt
practices in each stage tend to infect upcoming activities so easily (E_09).
A corrupt official who benefited at project planning phase has to favor a consultant and a contractor
to conceal his/her crimes. Whilst a favored consultant doesn’t have to complete project documents,
any contractor can easily fetch opportunities for corruptions from incomplete design documents
through change and additional work orders (E_15). This domino effect added with the possible
interactions among stakeholders make corruption in construction projects difficult to understand.
This and other technical complexities of construction projects is easy to perceive in some cases
where people in the finance departments find it difficult to understand the system and contractors
try to use it as an opportunity. Expert 04 shares his experience in an international project where
accountants didn’t understand the cumulative nature and deduction system for the advance
payment. Because the project was financed by the US, the accountant had to come all over that
distance and was making similar mistake. Regardless of the continuous treats the expert received
from the contractor, the expert had to enlighten accountants. Similar findings are also reported by
OFAG. In an audit report in 2005 E.C.83 (AR_21), more than six million ETB was found to be
embezzled due to poor accounting system in collecting advance payments from contractors by the
Ministry of Agriculture and Natural Resources.

2.

Site Specificity and Uniqueness: Every project creates a unique result. Even if, buildings are
designed by the same team, with the same material and techniques, other factors like location and
stakeholders make it unique (E_03). This brings uncertainty to every project which in turn gives
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extra excuses for corrupters to justify their mismanagements and embezzlements even in wellplanned scenarios. Expert 04 argues that this might be one reason why the construction sector in
general and the building sector specifically is lagging behind adopting technologies which requires
standardization of elements. ‘[…] While the road sector is trying to standardize all the elements,
we see no attempt of such effort in the Ethiopian building sector. Array of elements and sequences
make the building projects complex to standardize. The only uncertainty a road project has is due
to its connection with the ground unlike building projects where there are many variables like its
verticality, type and number of elements’ (E_04, 0:14)
Expert 02 perceives this issue of uniqueness going more to the direction of mismanagement than
to corruption. Obviously one can lead to the other. In any case, the learning process from
unintentional mistakes is hindered by such character of projects and the lack of standardization. “In
a hospital construction project at Jima, [the management] rearranged nearly every space to their
understanding and requirements violating the design. The change orders were countless. Similar
mistakes were repeated on another hospital project due to the lack of as-built drawings and this
notion of projects’ uniqueness.”(E_02, 0:14). In a comparable fashion, St. Peter Hospital paid 26.5
million birr extra for change orders only in two interim payments without even having any contract,
violating the procurement procedure (AR_15).

6.2.2 Fragmented Project Delivery System
Except very few and big projects, Design-Bid-Build (DBB) is the most common delivery system
followed in public building construction projects in Ethiopia. This delivery system assumes that designs
are completed prior to bidding or pricing and construction. However, in reality that is not the case. It is not
only design and construction that are being separated, but also design services and construction works are
sliced and awarded to separate consultants and contractors instead of aggregating them. For instance in
public projects like in the Grand Housing Project, they undergo through multiple DBB process to
accomplish the whole package (see Figure 17). Starting from typology designs to infrastructure and site
work constructions eight to ten design and construction procurements procedures could be followed
excluding material and other supervision service procurements. The construction of a single housing project
site could involve works of five to seven consultants who have no reference and procedures to coordinate
their design (In_ 01). It is up to the late comer to interpret and synchronize designs. The effect even
becomes worse in the construction stage where more than 100 contractors and five to seven consultants are
part of a single housing project site.
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Figure 17: Fragmented DBB Project Delivery System in HDPO

This fragmented system of project delivery made it prone to both intentional and unintentional
errors almost in every level. The project office has no means of updating and coordinating the different
designs and information that flood from consultants and contractors. This in turn gave excuse to the nontransparent system of communication while making all designs subjected to modification and change orders
(E_01; In_01). Tracing loopholes has also become impossible due to the complexity of contractual
relationships among stakeholders; increasing culture of blame and pointing to one another. All parties are
either unaware of the responsibilities they bear or unwilling to accept coordination. The clear separation of
roles between the different consultants and contractors involved, both in the design as well as construction
stages, brought lack of appreciation and ignorance, encouraging them to exploit the opportunity for personal
gains. The more designs lack compatibility; design teams lack harmony as well. Consequently, with the
prevailing culture of blame, integrity becomes under question (E_04).
Whilst these shortcomings of DBB delivery system are understandable, unfortunately, the country
doesn’t have a robust legal framework for other delivery systems like DB. Contractors can’t be given a
license for design and build. Both licenses are given for separate entities. Hence, in case of few and big
building construction projects like the Commercial Bank of Ethiopia (CBE) and Ethiopian Airlines, it is
contractor-led DB (E_02). The procurement legislation has also no robust legal backup for such system of
delivery. The PPA 2006 condition of contract sub-clause 1.1 states that drawings are prepared by the
engineer, where as in case of DB designs could be prepared by contractors. Its conditions of contract are
based on DBB project delivery system while the type of contract is measurement based84.
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The widely used condition of contract by MoWUD since 1994, known as ‘Standard conditions of contracts for
construction of civil work projects’, also adopted the DBB delivery system. It is based on the FIDIC form of contract
‘which in turn is based on the British JCT form in which the contractors […] is awarded on the basis of being the
lowest price.’ (Morris, 2013: 183)
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6.2.3 The Procurement Law: The false promise of Competitive Low Bid
Competitive bid is the most commonly used method of selecting contractors for building
construction projects in Ethiopia. Even though the underlying motive of this selection procedure is to ensure
a low price reducing fraud and corruption, by avoiding other negotiation based alternatives, the case seems
to be the other way around. Arguably, competitive low bid is one of the causes for the corrupt practice the
Ethiopian construction sector is challenged by. This is because the procurement process doesn’t have a
system to avoid possibility of awarding construction contracts to contractors who deliberately submit
unrealistic or abnormally low tender (ALT) on the pretext of compensating losses through corruption. Most
adversarial relationships among stakeholders, if not corruptly negotiated, would be the result of ALT (E_
07; E_10; E_13; E_15).
A study conducted in 2016 on abnormal tender prices, sponsored by FEACC, also compliments
this finding revealing that those contractors who offered low bid price intended to get inappropriate benefits
if they were awarded85. According to this research, some contractors offer exaggerated low price only to
get advance payments readily to solve scarcity of money in their business. Then they would abandon the
site after some times in the course of construction or even before starting any sort of construction works.
In some of the construction project audit reports it was found that contractors disappear in the
middle of projects (AR_10; AR_21) or immediately after collecting initial payments. In the 2 nd generation
universities construction, contractors were paid more than 72 million ETB as an advance payment before
site acceptance and they didn’t show up for more than a year (AR_25). The law requires contractors who
offer low bid price to set a huge bail bond as a means to discourage this practice. However, they are not
requested to set the bond as much as the required amount sometimes deliberately and other times due to
lack of awareness making it prone to corruption (Habcon, 2016).
Moreover, even though competitive bid is believed to give everyone an equal chance to bid,
eliminating collusive practices, sometimes it encourages unqualified and corrupt contractors to succeed
discouraging qualified ones (E_ 02). Experienced and ethical contractors would always propose realistic
offers while corrupt beginners have high motivation and the gut to take risks as they have no reputation to
worry about. In general, the procurement law doesn’t seem to safeguard the sector against corruption by
defining responsiveness of bids and responsibilities of bidders. Otherwise, meeting the objectives of
competitive bids is not an easy task. Both assumptions that designs can be fully completed before tendering
and works can be objectively evaluated, are always at stake. There should be other more important criteria
in place, like integrity and ability of contractors than simply low prices, if we are to give more value to the
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success of construction projects. As Expert 15 argues, ‘unless we have a system to filter ALTs and we let
contractors to fairly benefit, they will keep stealing using all possible gray areas created by clients and
consultants’ (0:22).
Apparently, the industry is witnessing that, ‘at the end of projects, least bidders are known to cost
projects the highest’ (E_15; 0:22) because, ‘Least bidders’ interest is different […] once they get the project
they will come up with all excuses and try to bribe supervisors [to compensate]’ (E_10; 0:27). Results of
the document analysis from OFAG on construction projects that mostly followed the same procurement
process indicate that they had as much as 100% to 300% cost overrun. For example, St. Paul Hospital
Medical College have had cost overrun of 300% due to various reasons (AR_ 22). The most redundant
reasons one gets from these reports are design changes and additional works. Evidently, costs of
consultancy services are not also immune from these facts. According to a project audit report in 2008 E.C.
on the third generation university projects, the adaptation and supervision cost had escalated from 28.6
million to 117.7 million ETB encountering 311% cost overrun (AR_ 13). In fact, in this specific project
case, the standard design project was given to a consultant directly through negotiation and other
consultants did the detailed design and supervision raising the cost of services.
On top of these, a wrong mindset about design fees is also believed to evolve out of this false
promise of competitive low bid, giving public officials the right to award design and supervision of projects
to consultants who are ‘volunteering’ to do it ‘for free’. This has become a common practice in some of
public construction projects the last few years. It has been the talk of the city that these few consultants
were compensating themselves through corrupt relationships they had with contractors by inflating
estimations and compromising construction qualities. Expert 10 forwards a question and responds boldly,
‘can anyone work with lose? No!’ the expert contends that they are benefiting in millions from these ‘freely’
done projects by ways of corrupt relations.

6.2.4 Absence of Checks and Balances: Audits, Database and Quality Assurance
Projects need effective check and balance system throughout value chains. These checking mechanisms
could insure constructability through integration between design and construction stages. Beyond this, the
purpose and objectives of projects could also be evaluated from the outset (E_01; E_03). However, absence
of this has smoothened the way for corrupters (E_03; E_15). The construction industry doesn’t have a
system which insures that no one person or department has absolute control over decisions on projects
(E_17). Project auditing, database and quality assurance methods could be mentioned as few of the reasons
for the lack of checks and balances in the construction sector.
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6.2.4.1 Project Auditing
Governmental institutions like FEACC, ombudsman, PPA and OFAG, that are supposed to audit
or check the appropriateness and correctness of procedures applied in construction projects are very far
away from the ground and not proactive. They would only attempt to fight injustice and unfairness when a
complaint is coming; information is obtained through whistle blowers86; or on sample basis (E_07; In_04;
In_06; In_09). Even if the case would not be so, they can’t practically fight corruption because they don't
understand how the industry is functioning as they are not being assisted by professionals from engineering
fields. Lawyers and accountants in PPA and OFAG respectively wouldn’t have the technical capability to
genuinely understand causes of delays and additional works let alone to smell corruption (E_05; E_07;
E_10). Professional people, who know how corruption is being exercised or close to the reality, are not
partaking in any of these institutions which have the mandate for checking and balancing sectors in general:
“We know who is doing what and how, why some consultants are doing design and supervision for 'free'.
It would have been easy to mark corrupters for people in this profession. […] How can someone sitting
farther (like accountants) expected to comprehend this? Most corruptions in the industry are done following
a seemingly right procedure” (E_10; 2:27). Experts are also skeptical if a clear demarcation of work exists
between these authorities as there seems to be overlapping or redundant works being done (E_07).
Report has shown that lack of auditing in the grand housing projects for more than 10 years has led
to corruption and waste. Though, AAHPO has been planning an audit, no tangible work has been done. The
government arrested many people from the office in 2017 but no clear office has taken responsibility due
to the fragmented structure of the project office87. The Addis Ababa City Administration spent a total of 17
billion ETB but no clear auditing has been conducted to indicate what portion of the materials were used
and how much money was embezzled. In a very recent report, contractors where found guilty of not
returning 101.7 million ETB advance payments only on 17 public construction projects in the city of Addis
Ababa88. The story of project auditing doesn’t end here but took corruption in construction to the level
where building blocks would be missing at the end of projects. Expert 03 recalled the missing of a block,
which was once the talk among professionals, in the construction of public administration buildings around
Sarbet in Addis Ababa, while explaining the extent to which corrupters rely on the absence of project audit.
When inventory was done, it was found that a block was missing. The consultant and contractor colluded

Literature depicts that the fight against corruption in Ethiopia is predominantly dependent on the input of whistle
blowers (FEACC, 2011).
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and added one block in all the payments. When this was uncovered the contractor paid back around 42
million ETB within few days.

6.2.4.2 Information Database
The lack of database is crippling the few attempts to systematically apply checks and balances in
every level. On a national level institutions don’t have a means of collecting and disseminating information
to public offices. For instance, experts recalled and discussed recent facts like the ministry of construction
couldn’t even have efficient database to control registration of consultants and contractors. In 2017, more
than 150 contractors, who have been doing construction works, were charged because of fraudulent practice
related with their licenses. The government had to drop their charges and allow them to redeem licenses
due to their number and public project contracts they had running as it would create complications and
delays (In_07; In_11)
Similarly, the audit report by OFAG on the Ministry of Construction about the issuance of
construction licenses revealed that the Minister Office had no means of verifying authenticity of documents
in addition to the uncoordinated and non-systematized registration system. Until 2016, nearly half of the
contractors (5,321 out of 11,912), didn’t renew their licenses and the Ministry didn’t have any means of
disseminating this information to the public (AR_ 14). Hence, tender evaluators have no single method of
checking the credibility of testimonials and credentials consultants and contractors submit making the
industry more vulnerable to corruption.
Moreover, Expert 02 questions how shortlisting of contractors could be performed genuinely while
the country doesn’t have project performance records? Contractors have all the chances and possibilities to
submit fake documents that show the required experience to win projects and get away without being
caught. Even if evaluators would have the chance of knowing non-credibility of testimonials, there is no
way they find out the performance of contractors. This is because number of projects doesn’t give full
picture about the experience of construction companies in a corrupt system. Had the country had such a
database, consultants and contractors would have started to worry about their reputation (E_05).
Unfortunately, even no public institution knows what type of projects are being done and by whom. In the
90s BaTCoDa used to have data on all consultants and contractors about types and stages of works at hand.
This information used to be updated on quarterly basis. There is no way one could find such information
these days (E_12).
This has created another opportunity for corrupters through fraudulent practices. Forgery has
become a critical issue almost in all sectors including education. In a very recent report by the Ministry of
Education, out of the total of screened employees in Oromia Regional State, some 6,400 workers confessed
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they possessed fake documents and were pardoned89. In a similar study by the Southern Region Ethics and
Anti-Corruption in 2016, 18% of civil servants (1018 out of the 6690 sample studies) where known to own
fake academic documents to get promotions or jobs90.
Without means of verifying documents, procurement procedures are lame. Consultants and
contractors will continue to use every loophole they find. Expert 06 explains this issue hopelessly: “I feel
like we are in a kind of endless loop. Whatever good system we are given, we tend to create opportunities
for corruption and abuse it. We keep on lying. I haven't seen any international consultant and contractor
submitting testimonials, they don't even use stamps. Look at us. Every project participant uses existing
verification system, yet it is very difficult to assure that documents are genuine. […] The information bank
in the sector is so empty that we don't even know projects that consultants or contractor mentions in their
portfolio or company profile exist” (1:45).
The other effect of poor database on project level is the lack of means to verify project information.
With the absence of reliable data one would have no ground to evaluate the correctness of project
estimations and schedules. The construction materials market is so non-transparent that an item of the same
kind could have different prices in the same city as it is majorly ruled by speculators (E_04). On what basis
can anyone judge estimations, asks expert 04. No cost book exists to check this. So, corrupters use this gap
to manipulate estimations effortlessly.
Additionally, there is no database on crucial information about consultants and contractors which
gives them the freedom to misrepresent facts by withholding information. For instance, expert 10 recalls a
construction tender case where a contractor hid his court history not to lose points in the evaluation.
Contractors often do this even verifying the misrepresented fact by their signature knowing that it couldn’t
be possible for anyone to trace.
Unfortunately, the same is true with site information record on individual projects level. “Projects
are not blessed to receive timely external auditing. If there could be one, it would probably come after every
possible corrupt practice is exercised and there is no sufficient data to trace faults.” (E_05; 1:49). While
few contractors go to the extent of burning site offices of consultants, most of them would distort or
manipulate site information records to avoid possibilities of project auditing (E_09). In other cases they
convince clients to use buildings before provisional acceptance is made and without taking the proper data
violating procedures and contracts. According to OFAG report on Ethiopian Telecommunication
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Corporation in 2002 E.C., auditors were unable to verify if construction of various district and zonal offices
were constructed according to the contract for the very fact that they were being used by the client before
provisional acceptances were made, even though poor materials and workmanship quality were vivid (AR_
03).

6.2.4.3 Quality Assurance by Regulators:
Design qualities of private construction projects have been approved for decades by municipalities
and recently also by sub-cities in Addis Ababa. Since, 2010, these institutions have also been given the
responsibility to assure quality of construction works as per designs. Likewise, public projects have to be
checked and approved by construction bureaus. Addis Ababa City Construction Bureau (AACB) is one of
these bureaus having full mandate to monitor the proper designing and implementation of public building
construction projects in Addis Ababa. The head of the office Ato Yonas (In_03), stressfully explains why
unethical practices should be the fourth and important parameter of performance next to the tree traditional
ones (time, cost and quality) in all of public regulatory offices. This has been the main challenge such
bureaus have been confronted with.
For case in a point, in 2017, AACB has suspended the contracts of 116 small & medium-sized
enterprises (SMEs) for not being loyal to the contracts to which they were bound. Most of them have
performance problems related to quality and time management91. Regardless of all attempts made to reform
such regulatory offices nationwide, both structural as well as procedurally, unethical practice prevails.
(In_03).
Clients pay service fees to municipalities for design approval and site inspection. However, in
reality, those professionals working in these public regulatory offices and assigned to supervise are usually
‘working’ with consultants or contractors. This creates another black hole. Experts substantiate this by
sharing their experiences. These inspectors don’t often go to construction sites but sign all protocol and
verification papers to receive up to 5000 birr for each inspection. In case of public projects they are bribed
by contractors to skimp quality and changes while in private projects clients are also highly involved
(E_10). Out of laziness and corrupt relations, these inspectors even start to ask contractors to take a picture
and send them via any of the online communication platforms, when the procedure required them to take a
picture of their site visit. This assisted them to get their bribes wherever they are (E_03). It's also a recurrent
rumor that professionals in these regulatory offices are listed in the payrolls of both consultants and
contractors. “We have couple of projects running now for some NGOs, and always the contractors say this
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funny thing ‘don't worry about getting approved by supervisors'. They do not want me to ask how they
manage this.” (E_18; 0:25).
Some experts strongly argue that as long as the municipality, through these corrupt professionals,
gave approval to designs and constructions, they should be accountable for any possible failures and
disputes (E_03). Since few years the country has started to witness construction disasters up to the extent
of structural collapses. But no one has put these people responsible for any possible acts they may have
done immorally and continue to fill their pockets (E_10). A building collapsed in Arba Minch city killing
and injuring four and 11 people respectively in 2017. The owner of the building has been put under arrest
for constructing an unsafe building structure that had possibly led to the collapse of the edifice92. The same
year, a five storey building collapsed in Addis Ababa, in an area commonly known as Summit, on two banks
which were on the ground floor, as it is common practice in Ethiopia to lease out some floors despite
ongoing construction on remainder of structures 93 . Such problems are rampant in the country but
unfortunately it is not possible to put a finger on any of the stakeholders due to the lack of documentation
on buildings in any office, making things difficult to verify objectively.
The weak regulating capacity of public offices could sometimes also put additional pressure on
consultants while confronting clients and contractors that wish to entertain illegal design changes. “When
you are strict as a consultant, clients, NGOs or whoever they are, they would take things in to their hands
by saying for example; they want you to do something which is not approvable by the municipality. They
have to change functions, land use etc. In that case you have the other regulator as a stakeholder exposed
to a lot of corruption” (E_18; 00:23).
This corrupt practice in the regulatory offices may also have the tendency to exclude ethical
consultants and contractors from the industry. It is the nature of corrupt practice to push ethical individuals
and companies to not only steal but also to assure concealing. “I would tell you right away that it is almost
impossible for us to start a project and finish. I don't remember a project we started and finished it. We are
chased out whenever we try to fight them. Contractors and clients conspire and kick us out. I remember one
project case where the client and the contractor are steel importers. They are associated with the ruling
political party. They changed an apartment to a guest house and when the tax issue came, they had to change
it in to a hotel. They did not care about the revenue from it. It is just a property where they put money, not
a property which they think to generate money. For sure they have made enough money already in the
construction process when they import steel trough misrepresented facts (E_18; 00:28).
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On the other hand consultants use this loophole when they have pressure from clients to get designs
approved fast. This has become a very common and frustrating practice for architects as approvers usually
tend to extort them.”[…] these people in the municipality make your life super painful. There is no clear
regulation. They can make your life very miserable. These public offices are just hell. They ask you for
money openly, they sometimes ask you [a lot of] money. So, approval of designs is becoming a tough task.
Consultants have to bribe them to lubricate the approval process.” (E_18; 00:35)
As a consequence, experts and informants have come to the level where they perceive the effort
made in combating corruption by governmental organizations as something which has never gone beyond
media consumption (E_01, E_ 02; In_11), giving the public not even a single version of the truth (E_08).
“Any kind of system depends on quality of documents or information the public gets access to. […] With
this regard, I don't think existing system is efficient in combating risks of corruption. What we are
witnessing is utter confusion” (E_09; 1:09). Public offices only tend to announce about reforms they wish
to install to insure checks and balances but it has never excel to the satisfaction of the sector or the public
at large (E_03).

6.2.5 The Growing and Collective Legitimization of Corrupt Transactions
“We are sinking collectively as a society”, says remorsefully expert 02 (00:28), while explaining
the pervasiveness of collective rationalization the society is in to corrupt behaviors. The trend of corruption
perception in the country the last two decades has drastically shifted from theft to rent seeking and then to
way of doing businesses (E_10; E_18). It has become a must to exercise activity for anyone to survive in
the industry (E_01; E_14; E_19). Consequently, the level of condemning corruption collectively and
personally varies to huge extent. Globally corruption is condemned. Nationally, may be to some extent. But
individually, for sure it is not (E_02). So there is this huge gap between the global and personal perception
and demonization of corruption. This legitimization of corruption didn’t exist overnight. There are varying
cultural, political, economic and systemic reasons which one has to understand.

6.2.5.1 Societal Vulnerability: Collective ‘decaying’ as a means to rationalize corruption
While most scholars and anti-corruption organizations discuss bureaucratic and political corruption
emphasizing governmental structures and anti-corruption procedures, they lack the understanding of
society's perception and attitude. It might not be scientifically possible to stereotype and define a specific
society to be morally corrupt as it might also be a question of ethics. However, the susceptibility of one
society to corruption over others could largely differ depending on the cultural and historical background
of that specific society. This could be the inability of people, organizations and the society in general to
withstand adverse impacts from corruption, due to compromised or shrinking cultural and spiritual values.
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Ethiopia is becoming one of these societies who not only ignore the impacts of corruption but also start to
promote the practice at least on individual level, to be very certain. The culture of corruption has sunken
deep roots in the social, cultural, political, and bureaucratic traditions of the country (E_02; E_18; E_19).
Though corruption is one of the major concerns in Ethiopia, also on collective level, the society
seems to accept corruption as a common practice. Regardless of the fact that Ethiopia is one of the world’s
most religious countries 94 , the value is not manifested in condemning corruption. On the contrary,
corrupters are backed by traditional proverbs and words which promote corrupt exercises instead of
degrading corrupters’ social pride. “For that matter, people advise you several times to do business in this
manner. Sometimes it washes you in to that level where by you also are convinced that this is part of your
business.”(E_18; 01:11). Public appointees are expected to embezzle resources for private gain so that they
don’t regret when they are deposed according to the proverb ‘Sishom yalbela sishar yikochewal’ (E_04). It
means 'one that does not take advantage of his position will regret when he abdicate power’. Expert 19
shares perplexing experience of coming across corrupters who have argued the rationale behind their deeds
twisting and referring the bible: 'yemiyaberayewun bere afun atilegumew' meaning 'You must not muzzle
an ox to keep it from eating as it treads out the grain'95.
It is also a fact that Ethiopians had many proverbs that reflect displeasures on corruption such as
‘abatu dagna liju kemagna’ that is to say ‘the father is a judge while the son is a robber’. There was even a
time when people used the phrase ‘musina sefer’ meaning ‘corruption neighborhood’, in Addis Ababa
because of the perception that residents got their fortune by way of corrupt practices. This was peoples’
attempt to sanction corrupters by humiliating them publicly. Although this could be left to ethnographers,
these days, the majority of people are more exposed to stories and proverbs which promote corrupt practice.
Popular and fancy words like mela, zega, amelete, sera meaning ‘tip (corruption as effective and smart
method)’, ‘he closed a deal', 'he ran away (from poverty), 'he did it', respectively provoke and give right to
citizens to abuse public powers.
These and similar social acknowledgements gave corruptors a collective rationalization of the
practice in addition to invoking attitudes like ‘I am taking my share’ and ‘if I don’t do it, someone else will
do it’ (E_10). These growing mindsets have given corrupters a good ground to rationalize their ‘sins’
(E_19). Due to these and similar realities on individual and collective levels, some experts are left with the
impression that Ethiopians are becoming more and more vulnerable to corruption as a society where by

According to some reports 99% of Ethiopians are religious.
https://www.express.co.uk/travel/articles/916837/most-religious-worlds-in-the-world-and-least
https://www.worldatlas.com/articles/most-religious-countries-in-the-world.html Accessed on 01.11.2018
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they create intentionally sluggish service to get bribed or extort for its facilitation (E_02; E_03). Moreover,
this perception of corruption as an effective method of doing business, by the majority of the society
especially in cities, is leaving few ethical citizens and politicians hopeless. This might be the reason why
the newly appointed prime minister, Dr. Abiy Ahmed, the first few days he stepped up to position, tried to
repeatedly remind politicians and the mass by saying ‘do not try to white wash things by giving them nice
names like musina, rent seeking, it’s rather called theft!’

6.2.5.2 Quest for ‘Survival’: Economic challenges as motivation for corruption
There could be a significant variety of reasons across industries as to why corrupters are motivated
to be part of corrupt transactions. Most experts contemplate that majority of corrupt contractors tend to do
so forced by the way the sector and political setting operates. This has offered them enough motivation.
Exert 06 argues that the understanding of motivation is as crucial as opportunity when one attempts to
comprehend the situation:’’[…] However hard we try to eliminate opportunities for corruption, as long as
motivation and rationalization exist, people are creative enough to create new opportunities. It doesn't
matter how mechanical we make our system or control procedures’’ (E_06; 1:54).
One of the domino effects of corruption is that when more and more people are engaged in the
practice and start to justify it, others would follow for the simple reason of ‘survival’ (E_19). This would
become an endless challenge unless they regain their moral values after continuous accumulation of wealth
like expert 08 shares his/her personal perspective frankly: “One reason I had to stop exercising corruption
is because I am so good at it and it’s pathetic to play this game with new comers. It's not fair. I had to be
moral. May be it's also I don't anymore have the motivation. Corruption is a lazy business. You can't
exercise it forever’. (E_08; 1:07).
The word survival could be under question as it is a very subjective term which explains relative
situations. While the motivation for corruption by some professionals at operation level is to fulfil basic
needs (E_01; E_04), others are driven by pure greed (E_01; E_15). It’s apparent that government employees
get less salary than private companies. And experts ask if we should label those professionals who earn
3,000 ETB per month immoral, while their living cost is more than double. Some argue that it should be
seen as a natural phenomenon when they extort money to sign payments of millions of ETB (E_06).
On top of the challenges for survival in the construction market induced by the collective practice,
contractors, who are perceived as having the highest degree of motivation (E_01; E_09), have additional
pressure created by themselves or the system. Compared to other stakeholders, they take quite a big risk.
They win projects with very least prices speculating they will find a way for compensating their losses
through corruption (E_03; E_06). Some even put their houses as collateral for acquiring performance bonds.
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Moreover, regardless of these risks, people in public offices from bottom to up expect contractors to bribe
them. Otherwise, it is clear that things will go very slow and they get bankrupted. Hence, motivation for
corrupt practice and careful planning on how to approach public officials is apparent (E_01; E_14; E_18).
What some experts perceive a motivation out of greed is the one middle and top management people
in public offices have. The last few years, it looks like they have no less motivation than contractors have
creating additional opportunity for contractors (E_01). Expert 08 brings a common but dirty saying 'set
satifekdilet wend ayaregim’, in to the discussion, meaning 'a man can't ‘do’ anything unless the woman
allows it'. The analogy is, contractors can always try to bribe, but consultants and clients have to allow that.
Contractors as men had to explore all means to persuade them. However, the unfortunate reality is, there is
no more effort contractors exert on persuasion as clients already start to possess even a higher motivation.
Hence we can’t blame our contractors as the saying goes ‘a man is as faithful as his options’, says Expert
03, complementing the argument. Because ignoring any passing economic opportunity would require them
a robust personal principle.

6.2.5.3 Poor Justice and Complaint Review System: Corruption as a means to settle
‘disputes’
The dispute resolution landscape of any sector is supposed to have all the three important elements:
negotiation, mediation, and adjudication as disagreements exist in every business relation. Absence of any
of these elements may stimulate parties to search for alternative and illegal means to settle their
disagreements. However, dispute review or resolution boards (DRB) don’t exist in the building construction
sector except in case of very few other big infrastructure projects like roads and energy projects. Director
of the Arbitration Institute (In_08) strongly believes that this could be the reason why most of arbitration
cases on public projects are on building construction projects referring the fact that some offices like
Ethiopian Road Authority have DRB. Out of the 38 sample cases investigated from the institute, 25 were
public projects and 15 out of these public project cases were disputes related to building construction
projects (Appendix F.1).
While some illegal ways benefit one party over the other, corruption is perceived by some experts
as an effective and the only means of resolving disputes ‘safely’ creating a win-win situation. Even if in
some cases the process involves extortion (E_01). Only very few disputes result in litigation or arbitration
not because they don’t exist but many of them are resolved through alternative processes like corruption
(E_03). This culture has brought the impression on disputes as an informal way of invitation for bribes
(E_15).
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Time means money and has more value to contractors than any stakeholder. It is a very critical
aspect of all construction projects which swings the balance of contractors’ fortune between profit and
overhead or loss. For this reason any delay in justice hurts the contractor very much that he/she will use
any means possible to shorten the elongated justice process. Contractors know that whenever they attempt
to resolve disagreements through arbitration or courts, it would take them months if not years. According
to Informant 08, arbitration processes take way least amount of time compared to courts. That could be a
fact. Even though, the director said the institute resolves disputes in less than six months, this study has
come across few building construction cases which took 30 and 62 months to acquire decision (AC_ 02;
AC_03). Due to this, contractors consider it sometimes as very much delayed justice, in addition to the
other risk of being blacklisted by officials (E_03). Therefore, if they feel, at any point in the project,
corruption is not bringing aspired resolution, as an amicably and early means of settling disputes, they
would prefer to take total abandonment as a solution than taking matters to arbitration or litigation.
The situation in procurement is also not far from aforementioned cases. Since consultants and
contractors pose questions about the independence of public complaint review boards, they prefer to remain
negotiating with public servants through corrupt transactions. No private citizen expects these boards to
decide against public entities (E_01; E_10). However, Ato Negash (In_06), Director of Procurement and
Property Disposal Complaints Handling Directorate, argue differently than the prevailing perception of
complaint review system by experts. The board which is chaired by MoFEC receives hundreds of
complaints every year from both the procuring entities and suppliers to give decisions on. In spite of such
workloads, experts continue to criticize the directorate that its decision lack fairness. It is also believed that
the directorate is not equipped with capable professionals in the field.
Additional point for Experts’ criticism is PPA regulates only those projects funded by capital
budgets. Other and big development projects such as Sugar and dam project do not fall on to the jurisdiction
of this board. More than 75% of complaint cases reviewed by this study were from one sector; education.
One reason for this could be the vast building construction projects across the country for expansion as well
as new universities. Hence, experts say, one shouldn’t argue about the efficiency and fairness of complaint
review system in the construction industry as the huge portion of the fund is swiped by development projects
(E_01; E_17). Repeated reports have shown that these projects violate procurement procedures to a large
extent and there seems to be no other means for consultants and contractors to convey their complaints than
corruption (AR_02; E_09; E_ 11)
For that matter some experts (E_01; E_03; E_10) and Informants (In_11) forward basic structural
as well as legal question ‘why the construction sector is being regulated by MoFEC?’ conveying this,
regretfully, as a failure of professionals and associations: “It is actually a failure of us engineers and
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architect that these finance people hijacked this big sector. It's also a failure that no one is criticizing this in
a proper way. As long as there is no proper institution to regulate it, the law is empty by itself. Hence, this
legislative loophole creates a bad effect in all steps of the bidding process.’(E_01; 0:26). According to
expert 03 the construction sector requires a more efficient and alternative means of resolving disputes than
existing regular courts which have no clue how the industry operates: “[ordinary courts] see it as any other
kind of dispute like divorce. […] We need to go to specialized construction court where the judges and
even the prosecutors are equipped with construction knowledge” (1:00).
In general, the Ethiopian construction industry, specifically the building sector, demands fast truck
justice system and to aware stakeholders about it. Until then it will continue to suffer from corruption, says
Expert 02. Professionals and companies are confused how to deal with faults and where to go even when
they experience coercive practices (E_01). Otherwise as expert 13 shares his/her experience due to delayed
and unfair decisions contractors incline to solve their disagreements corruptly: “I remember a contract
clause in a project which said 'if dispute happens, it will be resolved through negotiation'. How can you
negotiate once you reached to the level of dispute? Because of this clause the client refused to assign
arbitrator and the case was taken to court, even to the level of cassation. The case was unfairly judged due
to knowledge gap and the contractor lost” (0:24).

6.2.5.4 Weak Enforcement and Non-accountability: Corruption as a calculated exercise
There are three ways of mitigating risks of unethical practice worldwide: 1.law enforcement,
2.system and 3.professional indemnity insurance. So far, the country didn't act in any of these strategies
except planning for long, according to Expert 04.While some experts argue on the absence of procedures
set in place to reduce mistakes and prevent improper behavior (E_01; E_03) few discuss it differently,
contending it is not a matter of procedures but lack of enforcement: “the framework of laws are may be in
place. But I doubt if it has all the required functional components. As long as the system is not backed by
enforcement, laws and procedures by themselves cannot have a deterrence effect on corruption’ (E_02;
0:44). The expert brings the issue of Electronic procurement (e-procurement) as a circumstantial evidence.
The utilization of e-procurement was planned 10 years before, but not yet implemented, at least in the
construction industry. Disclosure of procurement information was decided to be a mandatory element of
the procurement process, but it hasn’t been implemented yet properly, and no one is asking why.
Making things worse, public officials are not obliged and pressured to give genuine information on
the progress of projects to both higher officials and the public at large. Expert 13 contends that project
managers report what they only think is sound to politicians and the public takes it without suspicion.
He/she shares a story where a report was made by a project manager to a minister. The performance of the
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project after completion was reported to be 97% simply considering the time the project took without
putting the cost overrun, which was nearly 100%, in to consideration.
The Ethiopian Sugar Corporation used 27 billion ETB for development projects which included
sets of engineering projects within three years between 2003 and 2005 E.C. Apart from direct
commissioning of 10 factories to METEC without any bid process, most projects were done without having
detailed engineering designs which repeatedly led to change orders, delay and escalation. Such a prominent
project was done devoid of project management manual. Tragically, progress of projects were not evaluated
arithmetically, except monthly discussions on general physical and financial performances (AR_11)
‘Democratic system is not only a right to enjoy, but also an obligation to be accountable for’, states
expert 17, arguing further the lack of democracy is the main cause for existing non-transparent system
because it didn’t put corrupters accountable. This means either they are being favored or the system could
not intentionally recognize their deeds. In both cases it is giving them enough ground to legitimize their
deeds. Some experts come to the realization that corruptors are engaged in unethical practices after thorough
calculation of the risks if they are caught. First they know they wouldn’t be caught red handed or with
evidence. This is because firstly, ‘every [corrupter] knows there may be good laws but no strong and
committed enforcement apparatus’ (E_01).

Second if they would be caught they still justify the

punishment, if there would be one, is worth taking compared to the economic benefits they acquire from
corrupt transactions (E_03), in addition to the possibilities of getting freed due to political reforms. For
instance, in May 2018, The Attorney General Office (AGO) has dropped charges and pardoned over 749
prisoners, who were charged and sentenced for allegedly involved in corruption, terrorism and other
crimes96.
Although difficult to generalize, the corrupt political system has given individuals excessive power
which is corrupting it further in to the level where no corrupter is accountable: ''When you have the power
you get money which will bless you with extra power. This extra power will bring you fame and the idol
image where you will not be accountable for any mistake or crime you do'' (E_02; 00:46). Experts object
the political and administrative system due to absence of accountability. However a person is elusive, there
is always a possibility of being caught. But if the system doesn't hold him/her accountable, the effort is
worthless; they contend (E_ 02; E_17; E_18).
The protection corrupters get from the system is political in its nature. The maximum punishment
favored officers and officials get is moving to another institution while people with deviating political
ideology could be punished severely (E_03; E_17). This system has created a society which is not interested
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in questioning and challenging officials (E_13). The release of ‘corrupt’ individuals and officials in 2018,
has given the public a similar impression like experts. People inclined to believe that they were imprisoned
because of their political ideology than due to corrupt practices, as Prime Minister Abiy Ahmed recurrently
apologized for previous abuses and promise an end to harassments.

6.3 Indicators of Vulnerability to Corruption
While corruption can take many forms, the following parameters serve to highlight a few indicators to
vulnerability of the Ethiopian construction sector to corruption. The result of the analysis, Figure 18,
illustrates the five common indicators discussed in chapter 4 and perceived by professionals. Certainly, this
result is not supposed to give holistic picture of the problem. While mixing subjective and objective
indicators, it is difficult to segregate some of the indicators as one could be the result of the other.
Additionally, respondents could react emotionally more to subjective variables than objective ones like
procedural and contractual violations. However, the result can be qualified and substantiated by experts
view and circumstantial but objective data. For instance, contractual violation received an average indicator
score of 3.55 while unfairness received 4.01 on the five scale score. This could be due to the fact that
respondents would require the experience of coming across well documented circumstances to give
procedural and contractual violations higher score than immorality and unfairness. On the contrary,
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Figure 18: Assessment of Indicators of Vulnerability to Corruption

One of the key issue complicating the structure and content of corruption in the industry is the
narrow perception stakeholders have about it. Individual stakeholders seem to hold subjective views on
what corruption is to rationalize their deed. As discussed previously, the perception has slowly changed
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from stealing to rent seeking then to ‘doing business’. This narrow perception often makes them to focus
on few types of corruption schemes and forms which they are not involved in, leaving aside a range of other
forms of unethical practices. Hence professionals’ responses to such variables need to be analyzed further.

6.3.1 Immorality
Immorality in the construction sector is a result of professional standards irregularities. It is the
most subjective as well as built-in variable in once personality. The industry is largely run by people. When
people are not fit morally, the issue of trust due to convenient immorality behaviors frustrates any attempt
to curb the challenges of corruption in any industry. It’s also one of the personal characteristics of
individuals we cannot take for granted: “Morality varies from person to person. Even the same person can
have different level of morality at different times and circumstances. I can only tell you for sure that I do
not accept bribes now. I don't know what will happen next week. If I don't do it, some other people will do
it for sure” (E_01; 1:03)
Even worse, it has a multiplier effect that when one is already immoral, other parameters of
vulnerability to corruption become eminent and they cannot be queried. Enduring and expanding corrupt
system can also have an effect on the morality of individuals, as it would be very tempting to see others
getting rich just within few months through corrupt transactions. Transcending this temptation demands a
robust moral strength (E_02).Once someone is immoral we can’t talk about fairness and violation of
procedures or contracts. Consequently, experts view immorality as the genesis of all other parameters of
corrupt practices (E_01; E_02; E_10).
Although tracing footprints of immorality is disputing, it manifests itself in various ways in the
construction industry. Some of these revelations of immorality include: 1. Provision of false certificates in
bidding and construction phase; 2. Changes of works from original designs accorded; 3. improper
monitoring and verification of payments; 4. Substitution of low quality materials against specifications; and
5. overlooking of duties by supervisors for taking bribes (Le et al., 2014). Taking this in to account, various
legal and audit cases can be analyzed objectively.
More than quarter of the cases analyzed qualitatively uncover the very fact that the Ethiopian
building sector suffers highly from immorality (Appendices F). Forging documents is vivid through all
phases of the construction process ranging from providing fake professionals’ licenses and experiences
(CCC_04; CCC_07; CCC_09), to the provision of false payment approvals (CCC_11) and false material
quality verifications (CCC_08). In its worst scenario, the level of immorality goes to the level of faking
projects and contractors. In one of the corruption cases, program consultant, accountant and director of
finance and procurement directorate from Ministry of Health colluded and created imaginary project to
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extract more than 2.2 million ETB through NGO which doesn’t even exist (CCC_03). They had to fabricate
all situations and documents including memorandum of understanding, agreements, and the creation of
NGO for this to happen.
In another instance, project manager of Tendaho Housing Development Project Office in the
Ethiopian Sugar Corporation, woreda personnel, and a broker conspired and awarded projects directly to
‘contractors’ who didn’t acquire licenses (CCC_04). These corrupters turned unprofessional people to
becoming ‘contractors’ after receiving initial payment of 50,000 ETB for each building block they award.
One of the contractors was a cafeteria worker, who has never been thought of being in a construction site.
She was captivated due to the continuous persuasion of the broker. The construction project required more
than 200 contractors and by the time they met her, they were looking for 10 people who can pay the same
amount of money to become a contractor and, at the same time, automatically get projects awarded. This
case wouldn’t have been uncovered, had the corrupters been not extorting the ‘contractors’ for more money
in the course of the construction. The corrupters had to cancel the contract verbally when ‘contractors’
couldn’t pay from each payment as agreed. Then disagreements surfaced concealed sinful deals.
Along with the prevailing culture of forgery in the industry, Experts also assert that most of the
design changes (program, spatial, material etc.) are induced on building construction projects intentionally
to maximize personal gains (E_03; E_10) . More often, this process of changing designs discards the fate
of these projects, giving more emphases to the possible opportunities they would create for corrupt
transactions.
A study conducted by FEACC in 2017 on design and specification changes in construction
contracts has shown that more than 87% of building projects with progress of 70% and above have
encountered changes, which indicates more building projects encountered changes at finishing stage. As it
might be obvious, the same study has shown that changes in design & specification during construction do
not result in shorter completion time and decrease in project cost. It also revealed that most of design and
specification changes originated by the consultant/designer have high prevalence. A number of factors
contribute for this initiation. The critical ones are existence of errors in bill of quantity, inaccuracy/errors
in design, inadequate working drawing details, conflict between drawings and specifications and
unavailability of specified materials (FEACC, 2017). Be it intentional or unintentional, which defines the
moral ground for these errors, primary cause of these factors can be summarized as lack of coordination
among the multi-disciplines involved in the sector.
Conjointly, all interviewed experts confirm that improper monitoring and verification of payments,
substitution of low quality material against specification and overlooking of duties by supervisors has
become a very common practice in the Ethiopian construction industry. Payment approvers extort
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contractors if they don’t offer them some money ahead, leading to rough relationship: “There is always a
fight in the process of payment approvals. Sometimes the fight goes to the end. If you have a very good
operation level supervisor on site then it's good, but you know that he is in charge and can do anything
immorally, because whatever this guy does it's concealed.” (E_18; 0:50)
Excessive deviations can occur due to inaccurate detailed estimates and due to wrong/over
measurements. Nevertheless, all experts assert the case to be different. Deviations are results of immoral
acts for personal benefits. Parts of building structures that are easy to conceal are highly vulnerable to this.
Corrupt supervisors could sometimes get or coerce up to 100,000 birr from each payment depending on the
size of the project (CCC_06).
The economic cost of corruption in case of such immoral deeds can sometimes go as high as 40%
of the project cost. In the construction of branch office and residential buildings for CBE, project
supervisors conspired with the contractor and approved payments for works improperly done and even for
not done at all. Out of the total payment 4.4 million ETB payed to the contractor, 1.8 million ETB was
approved wrongly through excessive measurements and overlapping of payments (CCC_01). Some items
in the contract were found to be almost double than the actual quantity on site but payments were made
accordingly. Similarly, middle and top management personnel from Ethiopian Shipping and Logistics
Service Enterprise, a consultant and consultant’s site engineer were accused of approving 5.1million ETB
payment for site work while the work done was worth of 3.1million ETB (CCC_11).
In the same vein, when Gulele Botanical Garden procured a construction work which included site
works, all involved actors were accused of four corruption acts. One of the accusations was approval of
excessive payment of 3.3 million ETB through one work item; paving cobble stones. They had to add 7,500
square meter of the quantity to extract the money. Not only that, in a sample checking of the quality of
concrete pavement works, investigators verified that some areas were done without reinforcement bars
against the specification (CCC_09).

6.3.2 Unfairness
As unfairness is the lack of equality and justice, it is the highly perceived parameter of vulnerability
to corruption in the sector by professionals. Aside from the truth, partly, this could be due to the fact that
most professionals are victims of corruption on the ground of unfairness and might not be able to detach
their emotion to evaluate things objectively. It is also apparent that any injustice conveys psychological
agony. There is a possibility that these moral and economic disadvantages could lift their perception about
unfairness.
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Yet, some of the fairness irregularities that may exist in the construction sector and which can be
objectively examined is favoring of few consultants and contractors. This could be in any of the following
means: 1. direct awarding of projects; 2. adoption of criteria to prequalify favored consultants and
contractors; and 3. putting relaxed conditions and specifications in contracts to favor contractors (Le et al.,
2014).
Furthermore, monopoly and monopsony97 of the construction market could also be one indicator
as they signify conditions of imperfect competition in which a single entity can influence what would
otherwise be a free market with high barriers to entry (E_04). Government projects take majority of the
share in the industry. The fact that these public authorities have their own standard bidding procedures and
contract conditions, which force participants to obey, is perceived by Expert 04 as the highly existence of
monopsony. They have every power to rule the market formally and informally: “[…] If a contractor is in
disagreement with ERA, then there is no way that he/she will survive in the market. Any contractor who
wishes to do road construction gets projects awarded only through this authority” (E_04; 0:56). Thus, the
commercial aspect of the construction industry is obfuscated by these solitary authorities, where often the
government uses them to pursue political and economic objectives.
On top of the direct favoritism exercised to favor specific consultants and contractors due to their
affiliations with politicians and their ideology, some governmental and large industry complexes or
corporations are perceived as catalysts for existing unfair construction market distribution (E_02; E_14;
E_17). These corporations are used as front or shell companies to mask illegal awarding of contracts and
transactions down to favored consultants and contractors as they usually have the legitimacy to overlook
public procurement procedures. Experts perceive these corporations as brokers or intermediaries, even
though they are awarded projects as being prime contractors.
One most frequently hinted of such corporations by experts is MeTEC, as it is usually awarded
directly nearly all major and big government contracts. Most experts identify it as governing elites’
mechanism of eliciting huge public money in a seemingly clean manner. The corporation wasn’t subjected
to auditing for years, even though mega projects are directly awarded to and managed by this corporation.
Regardless of its continuous inefficiencies and serious mismanagements, projects have been flooding to the
corporation. Experts also argue certainly that unknown companies, with no track record of implementing
government contracts, serve as subcontractors to the corporation on those projects (E_17).
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OFAG told the Parliament that Ethiopian Sugar Corporation paid MeTEC, which was awarded
directly, way too much for contracts that has never been materialized (AR_11). By the time of auditing, the
Corporation was constructing 10 factories without the involvement of consultants justifying the use of own
supervisors. When the corporation received 97% of the payment in some cases in 2016, it has not completed
a single factory98. Furthermore, along the same line, the corporation mismanaged the production and supply
of electro mechanical works for the 80 billion ETB Renaissance Dam project that is being constructed by
an international company. Recently, it was the talk all over the news when the Ethiopian government has
terminated its contract exposing some of the maladministration of the corporation.
Such cases are also true on other public projects’ procurement which fall on to the jurisdiction of
PPA. Two-third of the complaint cases, examined and decided by the Complaint Directorate, demonstrate
unfairness one way or another (Appendix F.3). Either prequalification and evaluation criteria are tailor
made to fit in to favored consultants’ and contractors’ portfolio or subjective criteria are embedded to
manipulate results. When neither of these brings stipulated result, procurement committees try their best to
find a way to disqualify unwanted but potential winners or cancel bids as a last resort.

6.3.3 Opacity
Opacity encompasses all transparency irregularities and is the most serious and prevalent indicators
of corruption in the Ethiopian construction industry, though, it is the second least perceived parameter by
professionals (Figure 18) (E_01; E_17). Experts explain the risk of opacity viewing it as the author and /or
helper of all other opportunities for corruption (E_02; E_08), as there would be no means for anyone to
detect any corrupt transactions otherwise: “When things are opaque you don't even know what has or would
have happened. How do you detect or measure other indicators? How would you know things are unfair,
procedural or contractual violations dominate?” (E_01; 1:04)
Opacity in construction could be result of either nature of works or deliberate acts. The nature of
some construction works is so complex that neither contract documents nor recorded site data have the
capacity to comprehend the complexity. Therefore, limitations in the technology and management
knowledge have the tendency to make the process opaque in which case project become less transparent
naturally. (E_01)
Against this background things are made opaque in most cases with the intention of concealing
corrupt relations and transactions. The creation, development and reposition of project information from
inception to implementation are intentionally done opaquely for this only purpose. This can be done either
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by hiding information or by making the process abstruse so that others won’t even have the proficiency to
conceive overarching construction system, let alone detect any wickedness in the process, explains Expert
08: “ […] We don't even have contracts in Amharic. Until recent time, contracts could only be interpreted
by lawyers […] so; opacity is not only blocking other from accessing information but also complicating
them so that they won’t be comprehended by the majority” (00:44).
However, the need for transparency becomes more important when there are people who need the
information, argues Expert 01: “Looking it from the demand side, who is interested to know how
construction projects are being commissioned and managed? How much is being invested? Experts are
always having hard times explaining the exact cost of any construction project. This has affected the
demand side too, as the opaque nature of the industry is promoting careless or at least care free citizens.
Even technical people are becoming ignorant of this issue. This, in a way, creates a loop between
transparency and ignorance. If nobody is asking, why should one put an effort to make things transparent?”
(1:05)

Disclosure: As Expert 02 describes it flawlessly, disclosure would make corrupters think twice before
they jump on to any of unethical practices and dealing with corruption would relatively be easier: “[…] if
we talk about the other indicators like immorality and unfairness, procedural and contractual violations, we
have to go deeper in to the grass root level to deal with them. But the cross cutting solution is transparency.
Whether you are immoral, unfair or violator, if the information is disclosed, you know that a time may
come that someone would use it against you […] your success of concealing the corrupt deed is curtailed.”
(0:32).
Ethiopia has signed the United Nations Convention against Corruption (UNCAC) in December
2003 and approved it in November 200799. One of the main purposes of this agreement is to promote and
strengthen measures to prevent and combat corruption more efficiently and effectively. The convention in
its public procurement and management of public finances section states that the public distribution of
information relating to procurement procedures and contracts is crucial 100 . Following this convention
Ethiopia announced an online public procurement disclosure mechanism recently and has it in the official
web site of PPA (In_06). Although all the procurement, audit and administrative review report section
display no items, the agency attempted to disclose information about the procurement of some construction
projects. Nevertheless, experts are skeptical with the quality and sufficiency of the information provided

https://treaties.un.org/pages/viewdetails.aspx?src=ind&mtdsg_no=xviii-14&chapter=18&lang=en, Accessed on
02.04. 2017
100
UNCAC (Art. 9.1.a) https://treaties.un.org/doc/source/RecentTexts/Corruption_E.pdf Accessed 02.04. 2017
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to the public through this disclosure platform (E_02; E_07). There is also jurisdictional issue as PPA is
allowed to regulate only public projects funded by MoFEC excluding all huge development projects.
Analysis of disclosure of projects and contract information extracted from PPA official website
(Appendix G) provides partial information only for 33 public construction projects. It even offers project
information only from a single sector, education, awarded since 2013101. None of the disclosure, except
one, had crucial information about the completion costs and time which would have given any interested
party adequate information to evaluate the success and transparency of projects. Even though the contract
periods ended by the time the information was accessed, except two of the projects, no adequate information
is also given on the status and reason of time extension. Completion cost and date of only one project (No.
24) was disclosed out of the 33 projects, yet unfortunately without contract price and information on project
duration. Apparently, from this disclosure, one cannot detect any sign of vulnerability to corruption for the
simple reason of the inadequacy and non-quality information. This study also recognized that the number
of all disclosed public construction projects information (33) is nearly equal to procurement-related
complaints analyzed (31) with in nearly a year.
What is even more minacious is large corporations like MeTEC have discretion to decide who gets
what and have been given the full autonomy to plan and allocate resources according to their own wishes.
They are free of investigations which would have detected some fraudulent practices and nonaccountability. Sometimes officials, let alone the general public, are not acquainted with the possible
corrupt transactions such corporations would possibly exercise as they are under the umbrella of the military
structure or development projects (E_17).
In this regard, fates of construction projects are determined through hierarchical decisions than
according to impartial procedures and contracts. For instance, the Sugar Corporation 10 factory projects
done by MeTEC, discussed earlier, middle management and procurement department personnel had no
knowledge of the procurement process as well as escalations approved. Decisions were made by top
officials and these personnel had no mandate to question them (AR_11). Projects were executed devoid of
project management manual and database. Price escalations ranging from 16% to 120% were approved
violating public procurement procedures. The Public Procurement Directive permits for escalations to be
approved only for projects which would last more than 18 months. Regardless of this the corporation
approved escalations for projects which only took six months. One of the escalations approved was close
to one billion ETB.
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6.3.4 Procedural Violation
In order to control both intentional and unintentional human errors the country has adopted and
created extensive procedural frameworks in different transactions like procurement and other systems, even
though some experts argue on their adequacy. However, perhaps, violation of procedures especially in the
processes of consultants’ selection, tendering as well as implementation is the most frequently observed
indicator of all parameters of vulnerability to corruption. This could be one of the objective signals which
demonstrate the alarming state of corruption in public construction projects in Ethiopia. As Expert 06
explains, innocent times are gone when procedures, meant to be guarantee to integrity and transparency in
public offices, were respected.
Corruption could be viewed as a violation of fundamental obligations which usually manifest
through procedures set in advance. In this regard, the knowledge, skill and power of Ethiopian corrupters
in the construction sector have gone beyond all procedures the country has adopted to maintain integrity
and combat corruption. Regrettably, violation of procedures has become the main source of complaints and
mismanagement across all value chains of construction projects exposing the epidemic misuse of public
power for personal benefits.
Apparently, all forms of corrupt practice in the procurement process be it kickbacks or bid rigging
are exercised through violation of procedures. Public contracting officers violate relentlessly each and
every procurement procedure set by PPA. Violation starts from bid document preparation followed by
announcement. These personnel from public procurement departments prepare bid documents by straight
jacketing to favor specific consultants and contractor violating prequalification and evaluation criteria
(E_01; E_02; E_05; E_15). Furthermore, Shockingly, they used to post bid announcements on Friday
afternoon and tear them off Monday mornings to exclude bidders from participation except favored ones
(E_12), until PPA demanded the publication of such announcements through national newspapers in 2009.
Then again they had to shorten bid floating times misapplying the procedure of announcement for the same
reason of favoritism or corrupt relations with bidders (E_03; E_10).
One of the types of violations frequently committed by corrupters is to provide advantaged
consultants and contractors pivotal information with regard to bids, barring others, in order to make sure
they win. Procurement personnel in a Rural Electrification Fund Bureau who was accused and found guilty
of such scheme, favored an Indian Company called Angelique International Limited the same approach
(CCC_05). The court proved that the defendant was solely communicating with this foreign company
through emails and calls for the only purpose of conspiring to help them win the project violating the
Procurement Proclamation which states ‘any addendum shall be communicated promptly to all candidates
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having purchased the bid documents at the same time’102. Furthermore, the Procurement Directive prohibits
Public Bodies to hold discussions with bidders to assure integrity except when extraordinary situation
surfaces103.
Procedural violations don’t halt there but extend to bid opening, evaluation and awarding of
contracts. Bid evaluation or opening committees could qualify bidders knowing they have included
misrepresented fact in their documents (E_10) or even read out loudly a false summary of financial proposal
(E_14). Eventually, corrupt officers will acquire all means and power to alter figures behind the curtain due
to the fact that unsuccessful bidders would never have the opportunity to check detail arithmetic history of
bids104. Expert 14 shares his/her non-trivial experience: “[…] unfavored bidders think they lost. […] The
only issue these corrupt committee members have to be careful about is that the altered financial proposal
doesn't surpass the second least offer. For example when two 'unsuccessful’ bidders submit financial offer
of 95 and 98 million ETB for the construction of a project, favored contractor intentionally would have
submitted ALT or the financial offer in the summery would be read out loud 90 million birr. After his/her
wining is guaranteed, the opening and evaluation team will ‘rectify’ the offer in regard to all intentional
arithmetic errors the bidder performed in the breakdowns. His offer could readily be increased until it
stretches to 95 million birr to give it the sense of least bidder and authorize changes” (0:20)
Moreover and conceivably, evaluation of bides is the most easily violated procedure due to the very
fact that design and construction bides hold more subjective variables than the procurement of goods.
Deliberate blunders range from manipulation of evaluation results through intentionally-installed subjective
criteria (E_04; E_06; E_15) to the swapping of complete bid documents or designs (E_02), to be discussed
in detail the next chapter. If not, criteria are revised to suit specific bidders. Indeed this is what anyone
would be acquainted from the procurement-related complaint case analysis. Nearly half of the cases were
brought due to the introduction of new evaluation criteria unfairly to favor few bidders. This is evidently
violation of the procurement procedure which is stated in the directive plainly: “In order to identify the
successful bidder, the Public Body shall conduct detailed evaluation of bids it receives at the initial stage
of the bid proceeding, on the basis of the requirements set forth in the bidding document. The Public Body
may not evaluate bids against other criteria than those stated in the bidding document’ 105.
“A Public Body may hold discussion with bidders in a procurement proceeding only where it encounters
extraordinary situations” PPA Proclamation 649/2009, Art 39.2
103
Federal Public Procurement Directive, 2010, Art. 16.22.1
104
This is also violation of the procurement procedure in the directive, Art. 16.24.1, which appends: ‘Public Bodies
shall announce the result of a bid evaluation to all bidders alike at the same time. The information to be disclosed
to the unsuccessful bidders shall be the reason why they did not succeed in their bid and the identity of the successful
bidder’
105
PPA Proclamation 649/2009, Art 43.6 and Federal Public Procurement Directive, 2010, Art. 16.19.2.1
102
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On the other hand, while not ubiquitous, procedures are erroneously utilized by contracting officers
to boost their coercive power. They go around and order potential ‘winners’ to pay 5% to 10% of the project
cost revealing the result of the evaluation 106 (E_10; E_14). Sometime they may communicate with all
bidders to check whom they can smoothly extort if they are not already approached by anyone. If things
don’t go according to plans they threaten potential winners telling them they will cancel or re-advertise the
bid. Reason for this is that the Procurement Directive maintains intrinsically easy or maneuverable criteria
for cancelation of bids 107 . It blesses procurement officers with ultimate power to determine fate of
procurement processes while at the same time they are given the power to accept a single entrant 108.
While big development projects are not regulated by PPA laws, they have their own procurement
procedures to ensure integrity and transparency of the process. Nevertheless, in a similar manner as other
projects, if not more, they have encountered numerous violations of procedures. In a very recent press
release on 12.11.2018 by the AGO 23 out of a list of 27 people suspected of corruption were military
personnel working for MeTEC. A five-month investigation brought about the allegation that MeTEC spent
37 billion ETB on procurement between 2012 and 2018 without any competitive bidding. The probe also
found that some projects were handed to relatives linked to employees abroad109.
Subsequently, all circumstances in the summary of data analysis of procurement-related complaint
cases and project audit reports (Appendix F. 3 & F.4) do not only validate and depict the rampant
irregularities of procedural accountability and breach of procurement laws of the country but also its grimy
existence. Despite elaborate rules and procedures, nearly all procurement-related complaint cases and faults
at pre-construction phases are results of violations one way or another, signifying that the industry is
particularly eager in seeking new approaches to annihilate these irregularities. Although, these cases explore

PPA Proclamation requires the process of procurement to be confidential: “After the opening of bids, information
relating to the examination, clarification, and evaluation of bids and recommendations for award must not be
disclosed to bidders or other persons not officially concerned with this process until the award of the contract is
announced” Art. 44.
107
‘A Public Body shall issue invitation to bid for a second time under the following circumstances:
a) Where the Public Body finds it advisable to re-advertise the bid owing to the best price offered by a bidder is
significantly higher than the market price estimate of the object of procurement made by the Public Body prior to
the issuance of the invitation to bid […]’ Art. 16.19.3
108
‘Where an invitation to bid attracts only one bidder, the Public Body may sign contract with that bidder if the
proposal submitted by such bidder is satisfactory to the Public Body and the price offered by the bidder is
comparable to or less than the market price of the required object of procurement; it being necessary to make sure
that the failure of the bid to attract bidders is not due to the fact that the content of the bidding document is restrictive
of open competition.’ Art. 16.19.2.9
106
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https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-11-12/ethiopia-arrests-dozens-in-graft-probe-at-military-linkedfirm accessed on 14.11.2018
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the specifics of individual incidents of procedural violations, they give us unbiased circumstantial situations
where by the ethical and moral compasses of public officials and contracting officers are tested.

6.3.5 Contractual Violation
Contractual violation is breach of contract. According to Kerzner (2017:671) breach of contract
means ‘to violate a law by an act or omission or to break a legal obligation’. One of the red flag events in
case of corrupt business relationships is an opportunistic breach of both implicit and explicit contracts by
any of the stakeholders, instead of gaining increased utility by maintaining long-term relationships (Lawler,
2012; Lambsdorff, 2005; Wells & Hymes, 2012). Evidently, breach of contract is a regular occurrence in
the construction business and understood as the most common event that often induces claim. These acts
of breach may ranges from defective construction works (Kelly, 2013) to time and cost overruns (breaching
of schedule and budget) (Le et al., 2014; Baldwin & Bordoli, 2014).
Hence, in a different, yet parallel understanding, negligence and any of the immoral acts discussed
in the previous discourse may entail contractual violations: “The Architect or Engineer may also be liable
for breach of contract if its actions were within its scope of authority but violated the professional standard
of care.” (Kelly, 2013:140). Apparently, most damages and litigation issues are economic and, arguably,
arise out of contractual violations. In this regard, the qualitative data gained from contents of the
administrative documents vividly portray this unfortunate reality. Analysis of nearly all arbitration cases
(AC) and public construction audit reports (AR), in addition to half of the corruption related court cases
(CCC) depict the fact that Ethiopian public construction projects encounter violation of contracts one way
or another (Appendix F). Indeed, the most frequently violated aspects of the contract are schedule, budget
and quality, instigated by any of the 3Cs.

6.4 Chapter Summary and Conclusion
This chapter pre-diagnosed state of corruption, generally in the country and the public construction sector,
in particular. While the level of corruption is significantly increasing, few ethical professionals are
becoming victims of this epidemic exercise as they are being excluded vigorously from the practice. Both
industry and project characters of the sector, and the highly fragmented nature of DBB project delivery,
coined with the false promises of competitive least price procurement strategy exacerbated the situation.
Moreover, absence of checks and balances propped corrupters up in this era of the country where the society
collectively began to legitimize corrupt relationships and transactions.
The last part of the chapter has drawn attention to pre-diagnosing corruption by ways of parameters
of vulnerability, triangulating professionals’ perception (survey), Experts’ interview and administrative
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data analysis. By all measures of indicators of vulnerability to corruption, the Ethiopian public construction
sector is diagnosed to be in a very bad and vicious shape. Though survey findings depict that unfairness is
the most perceived indicator of vulnerability by professionals; pursuant to experts and administrative data,
the sector is understood to endure all forms of evidences: immorality, opacity, procedural and contractual
violations. The growing moral wickedness, indeed, assisted corrupters to rationalize their deeds effortlessly
whilst opacity and the authority to breach procedures and contracts granted public officials undefeated
coercive power. Within such constant demand and potent supply context of project participants, there seems
to be no cause the corruption landscape will cease before long.
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Chapter 7: DIAGNOSING CORRUPTION: UNDERSTANDING
THE PRACTICE and RISKS OF CORRUPTION
“In order to control anything we need to understand it [first].”
(Dallas, 2006: 37)
As discussed in previous chapters, one of the steps towards mitigating risks of corruption in any
sector is to understand the level of corruption and identify areas of concentration. Only this and additional
understandings throughout the different phases of expenditure can help us forward appropriate and viable
anticorruption strategies for a specific sector. Through the mapping of highly vulnerable areas prioritization
of appropriate strategies can easily be forwarded. Such knowledge as identifying red flags that might
indicate the practice of corruption schemes is also imperative for holistic understanding of the corrupt
exercise in different sectors. The case in the construction industry does not deviate from this.
The forms and schemes of corruption which may occur across the different phases of any project
may vary according to nature of financial transactions and contexts across different phases. These specific
contexts bring up endemic corruption forms that need particular understanding for enhanced treatment. No
risk management can be qualified more than the comprehensive awareness of nature of possible risks. It
would seem like treating an illness without having intellectual experience about the disease.
This chapter provides a diagnosis of corruption in the construction sector across projects’ value
chain. This includes pre-design (Planning), design, tendering and construction phases. Special attention is
given to design, tendering and construction stages according to the delimitation of the research defined in
chapter 1. Before considering array of instruments for tackling corruption, one has to identify most
prevalent areas of corruption. Hence, this section enlightens the reader with the many forms and schemes
of corruption that may be exercised in these highly prone areas of project phases after mapping key risk
areas that are vulnerable to corruption at the sector and project level. It gives detailed and wider picture of
corruption risks both in terms of the various methods of practice and the possible costs of these risks.

7.1 Pre-design (Planning) Phase: Foundation to Grand Corruption
The general nature of corruption that persisted in the Ethiopian building construction sector can be
perceived as both grand and petty or bureaucratic which involves a vast number of public officials at
different hierarchy of power. The planning phase of the procurement of construction works offer substantial
opportunities for corrupt transactions. High-level officials can influence the way a contract is undergone,
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determining the nature of the project and then the type of contract as most projects require their approval.
This phase ultimately draws the road map of corruption all over the lifecycle of projects. As Expert 02
argues, “Once we allow corruption in the planning phase, the other corruption forms and schemes in the
next phases of projects are automatic. Because once projects are planned or created for personal gain from
the very beginning, corruption in all other decision points is unavoidable.” (0:07)
Whilst experts agreed highly on the results of the VCA through the responses of professionals with
very few peculiarities, nearly all persuaded the researcher to go one step back and take an objective look at
the pre-design phase of projects. They considered this phase to be the ‘extra’ but critical phase the researcher
has to focus, in addition to design and construction phases in the overall course of risk understanding. The
significance of this lies on three reasons: first, it wouldn’t be possible for anyone to easily delineate a clear
line between grand and petty corruption (E_01). Second, experts contend that grand corruption is the very
cause of bureaucratic corruption in Ethiopia (E_04; E_17). Third, the pre-design phase holds high-level
officials who are influencing both the process and fates of construction projects corruptly (E_02; E_06;
E_17). Consequently, some of the critical risks at pre-design phases of construction projects are discussed
below.

7.1.1 Flawed Project Inception
Vulnerability of construction projects to corruption starts at early stage of project conceptualization. Most
projects in Ethiopia go through political decisions. These decisions could create area of vulnerability to
political corruption. Unfortunately, those projects which suffered from such forms of corruption lack the
bigger picture (don’t contribute to the socio-economic landscape) and there would be no means of checking
appropriateness of these decisions. “Usually, they have political objective than economic and social one.
Public agencies don't have any other power than implementing what has been ordered by the political
leaders. You wouldn't perceive any violation of procedures and laws because for example, procurement
directives don't question how projects are planned from the very beginning. We don't have evaluating or
auditing criteria for political decisions made about projects. This is open for political corruption. […]
Hence, we often observe buildings and infrastructures being constructed without clear analysis of their
economic and social values.” (E_17; 0:07). Due to this, the susceptibility and risk of pre-design phase of
construction projects to corruption is often aggravated by the relatively significant degree of political power
that officials have over destiny of projects.
The significant motive behind such projects is either political or personal. These projects are not
presumed to benefit neither the community in specific nor the country at large. Expert 15 came across the
preparation of a feasibility study for a grand irrigation project worth of 250 million USD with an Israeli
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company. On the process of their study, they came to know that the land was not fertile and because of
which it demanded so many engineering technologies and materials. When the expert had to ask the very
purpose of the projects, the response he/she got from a higher official in the regional state government was
perplexing. Top officials at federal government level had decided on the implementation of the project
being informed about the infertility of the area. The decision was given to win the minds of the community
for the upcoming political election.
Not only, but in the midst of this, those higher officials were dealing millions of dollar corruption
with the Israeli company. The expert elaborates the possible additional damage such political corruption
could bring on to the mindsets of professionals: “[…] Imagine, the government pays; they do a project not
feasible and take their 'share' from it. This is political corruption. [Such incidents drove professionals to
engage themselves in corruption].Why shouldn't the project engineer think of his/her 'share' when the
regional political appointee is acting corruptly in a project that is not even feasible? The only motive behind
such projects is personal gain. How can they put any one in the middle or lower management accountable
when they commit corruption at a larger scale? As a matter of fact, usually middle or lower management
personnel are made accountable while the people with higher rank stay clean (are protected by the system)”
(0:12).
As a consequence, the other and contagious scene such grand and political corruption schemes
bring on to projects is that they neglect petty corruption. This could be due to two reasons: firstly, the
relative amount of petty corruption might look negligible as compared to the grand ones and secondly, the
building of possible accountability exercises may back fire and lead to top officials. Expert 15 contends this
to be the main reason for the growing legitimization of corrupt transactions in the industry: “When officials
neglect petty corruption people at operation level start to consider it as norm. […] Some years ago, if people
were corrupt, they used to be treated as thieves and they would be forced to live a shameful life. On contrary,
these days, corrupters glide on their new cars with pride because political figures neglected it perceiving
the mass corruption as petty compared to theirs.” (0:16).
As long as officials continue to create projects that are not necessary and allocate budgets for
personal benefits, the pre-design phase of construction projects will remain to be ‘a phase where the term
of reference for corruption is prepared’ as Expert 08 states (00:13). The expert also contends that in addition
to the issue of security, some officials and middle management people plan carefully the design,
procurement and construction of projects, at early phases, in such a way that they will not miss every
possible chance for corrupt transactions. This mindset of higher officials brought about the favoring of
capital investment projects over more effective and lower investment alternatives to guarantee higher levels
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of personal returns. Hence, the benefits of those projects are not evaluated according to their merit to the
public, as he/she ponders on the matter ‘bridges could be constructed where there is no river.’ (0:13).

7.1.2 Poor Project Planning: The Lack of Feasibility Studies
The planning of projects in the pre-design phase is the undertaking of preliminary studies in the very early
stage of projects which include, but not limited to, feasibility studies. Even though they tend to be carried
out when projects are complex, all projects call for some sort of planning which hover around all doubts
and controversy they possibly convey. The main purposes of these studies are to: 1. Assure the viability of
projects; 2. Explore all feasible options; 3. Aid the development of project documentation such as business
case, project execution plan and strategic brief. All of these objectives of feasibility studies have a
propensity to enlighten clients on the satisfaction of their needs and the adequacy of prior knowledge before
embarking on projects implementation.
Regrettably, except few water and road projects, all building construction projects in Ethiopia are
not blessed to have feasibility studies. Neither need assessment nor prioritization is performed prior to
project implementations (E_04; E_06; E_17). As most experts contend, projects are rushed in to
implementation without sufficient planning for the only reason of using budgets: “All public offices, be it
federal level or the states, they just plan projects in a rush for the sake of utilizing the budget. How can we
implement projects without need assessment and feasibility study? […] As far as my knowledge is
concerned, the building sector lacks this in total. I have seen feasibility studies in the road and water sector,
but never in the building sector” (E_06; 0:08).
Even in the very few feasibility studies for road and water projects the study had not been ethically
performed: “In case of the road and water sector, I know they produce a very big document. Unfortunately
I never came across a project which was discovered to be non-feasible. This could be due to lack of integrity
or other reasons, but at least procedurally it's right. When it comes to building projects, clients even don't
define the program. Only very few of them define the program based on their budget. Most of them relay
on consultant” (0:10). Expert 17 also maintains the same argument: “Except the building sector, other
infrastructure projects pass through feasibility studies. However, you wouldn't find any projects ceased
because it was found non-feasible. It is not because all projects were feasible, but political decisions were
given to realize these projects. It doesn't matter what the results of these studies were. Projects should be
implemented as per the decision and wishes of political leaders” (0:13).
Such lack of pre-design studies affects projects at different level. When clients majorly depend on
consultants and contractors to define programs of building projects corruption becomes inevitable. “Whilst
clients don't plan projects properly, it's done according to wishes and understandings of consultants. Hence
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variations start at the very beginning compromising quality, cost and schedule of the project, because of
which most of our construction projects are having 100-200% cost overrun” (E_10, 1:58). What would
even be more an iniquitous is clients seem to have neither the knowledge nor the wish to understand projects
they create and the industry in general, whereby Expert 11 holds them responsible: “To access the
knowledge about the need of a project is one thing and to consider the real situation of the country's
construction sector is another important thing. None of these two are in the minds of project creators, and
hence, almost all building construction projects are done without having proper planning.” (0:06).
Consequently, with the absence of pre-design information and poor planning, designing of projects
are turned in to a fertile ground for corruption as there would be no means and rationale to monitor
intentional changes let alone avoiding them. Expert 07 shares an embarrassing experience: “I know of a
road project where 10 bridges where missing in the design because it was done without actual site survey
and information. This created loophole for corruption. But, still the water and road sector is relatively better.
The building sector is lagging much behind.” (0:32).
Similarly, Even though it would be disputable to present all incidences of poor planning as a cause
for corruption instead of mismanagement, they certainly led those projects vulnerable to misuse of public
power and money. 15 out of the 25 project audit reports analyzed have been affected by poor or absence of
planning in the overall process of project implementations (Appendix F.4). This doesn’t mean the rest of
projects had gone through satisfactory planning phase but their vulnerabilities to corruption, according to
the reports, weren’t results of inadequate planning.
Large building construction projects like the second generation 12 Universities, the grand housing
projects, the 500 health centers, and the 10 Sugar factories didn’t have feasibility studies and they were
forced to implementation devoid of preparations and planning (AR_01; AR_04; E_10; E_11). When the
project management and implementation of the universities was directly commissioned to GIZ having three
construction managers, 13 design and supervision consultants and 13 contractors under it, the government
had to pay 1.9 billion ETB and close to 60 million Euros for the service. However, no prior planning was
done which led to delays and cost overruns. Designs didn’t consider the program and geographical contexts
well which captivated projects to enormous changes even after the execution of projects. Seven universities
had to expend extra 5.3 billion ETB just only to construct temporary rest rooms not considered in the
designs. Likewise, the 500 health center projects consumed extra 105 million ETB and the time overrun
was 365% which is the result of the lack of planning, according to GIZ’s counter argument.
Furthermore, some projects like the construction of Fertilizer Factory in Yayu, have been brought
to realization knowing their non-feasibility and they continued costing the country a lot of money (AR_19).
In 2012, MeTEC had said that the project would cost 11 billion ETB and would be completed in two years.
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According to the audit report in 2017 MeTEC, as a prime contractor, received 5.56 billion ETB which is
60% of the project cost while the work progress was only 42% in five years. By the time of the report, the
project encountered additional cost of 3.4 billion ETB due to change orders. The cost of delay was so huge
only the interest of the loan until the fourth year of the project was close to 2 billion ETB. Recently, the
company asked an additional 20 billion ETB to complete the project.110

7.1.3 Promoting Foreign Companies for Corrupt Transactions
Naturally foreign construction businesses may find it laborious to win projects in one’s country, argues
Expert 07, due to the fact that countries favor local businesses. In most cases this is explicitly expresses in
their procurement proclamations or directives through margins of preferences for domestic contractors or
dissecting of projects until the scope of work falls on to the capacity of the locals. Ethiopia also has such
set out rule for marginal preference of 7.5% through the Standard Bid Document (SBD).111
Contrary to this universal situation and the marginal preference in the country’s procurement
instruction, according to experts, the Ethiopian construction sector seems to promote foreign contractors
for the very reason of facilitating corrupt transactions instead of building the capacities of domestic
contractors (E_07; E_08; E_10; E_16). The enlarging corruption platform granted foreign companies
particularly international contractors a win-win situation where by they acquire big public projects while
corrupt officials conceal illegal transactions as easy as shooting fish in a barrel: “internationally funded
projects done by foreign contractors attract the interest of most higher officials. Not only because of the
value of the money but also the ease to conceal the corrupt transaction as they deposit it in foreign banks
without touching the money. This becomes beyond the auditing capacity of locals authorities.” (E_07;
E_15).
They do this sometimes by ignoring the margin of preference or favoring foreign contractors in
their evaluation process. Experts also contend that corrupt top officials intentionally aggregate projects to
exclude local consultants and contractors as such projects would become beyond their capacity. One of the
procurement-related complaint cases (PCC_08) upholds Experts’ argument. In this specific procurement
case where the committee accepted the complaint found that a public office deliberately combined projects
to ‘benefit’ foreign contractors in addition to manipulations of qualification and evaluation criteria violating
the procurement directive. While not ubiquitous, corrupt officials also intentionally add complexity to
construction projects through materials and construction techniques to invite international contractors

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2018-04-30/ethiopia-mulls-tender-for-fertilizer-plant-as-army-dealreviewed accessed on 14.11.2018
111
Instruction to Consultants / Instruction to Contractors (ITC) clause 34.
110
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(E_07; E_08).
According to Expert 16, such practices, compared to local corrupt transactions, generate two major
problems affecting the industry directly or indirectly. First, the possible shortages of hard currency since
officials launder the money and second the growing discernment by local contractors that they don’t have
to build their capacity as officials will always conspire to favor foreign contractors.112 “These days, no
higher official has interest to work with local contractors. […] Ethiopians have to pay for these loans but
Chinese contractor are the benefiters. Had local contractors been part of these projects, 40-50% of the
project money would have remained in the country. Now, unfortunately, the hard currency is being
smuggled through these contractors and corrupt public officials” (E_16; 0:33). Expert 08 endorse this
concern while sharing his/her current anxiety: “For instance, today we are going to submit a tender
document and feel like we are on a battle with foreign contractors for a project that cost 2 billion birr. We
are not optimistic because all local contractors presume that it's already cooked for Chinese companies.”
(0:11).

7.1.4 Consultants’ Selection
In case of big and loan-based projects top officials do anything in their power to award projects directly to
favored or own113 consultants to hide their corrupt deeds (E_01; E_ 15; E_17). It is more an issue of security
than acquiring financial benefits, says Expert 15: “They influence the performance of these big projects by
letting only favored (own) consultants and contractors who can and are willing to cover all their sins.
Everyone takes his/her share. Due to this, in such kinds of projects, you see that the hands of higher officials
extend up to project implementation. Later, it's not about the money, but the security. They have to make
sure things are concealed according to their plans. Hence, they have to follow until the project history is
buried and no third party opinion exists. This exemption of consultants and contractors, if they should
follow the procurement procedure, is usually done through shortlisting.” (1:11).

The last few years, Chinese nationals are being repeatedly caught for attempting to smuggle hard currencies or
USD infringing the National Bank of Ethiopia. Experts like 16 strongly believe that the principal cause for this is
the prevalent corrupt transactions in the construction industry as Chinese contractors have started to become main
participants on big public projects.
https://addisfortune.net/articles/court-to-rule-over-fled-chinese-traveller-charged-for-cash-contraband
https://www.africanews.com/2017/11/01/ethiopia-moves-to-arrest-smuggling-of-foreign-currencies-via-mainairport//
https://www.ezega.com/News/NewsDetails/4915/Foreign-Currency-Smuggling-via-Bole-International-AirportIncreasing-ERCA Accessed 04.11.2019
113
Some consultancy offices are rumored for being initiated or owned by few of these corrupt officials and officers.
112
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The Aggregation Study conducted by CoST-Ethiopia in 2016 is consistent with this finding (CoST,
2016). The results indicated that the level of competition in the majority of design and supervision contracts
from the building sector is characterized as “No Competition” while 70 percent of the Works contracts were
procured through a “fair” level of competition114 (refer Figure 19).

WC

10%

70%

20%

No Competition
SCI

80%

20%

Fair Competition
Low Competition

SCII

87.50%

12.50%

Figure 19: Level of Competition in the Procurement Process of the Building Sector

Source: Cost (2016)
In other cases where corrupt clients are not given the privilege to violate procurement procedures
and award projects directly, they have to use each and every loophole they find in the process of procuring
design services. As much as possible, these clients tend to appoint or select consultants from old panels
who might have been colluding to benefit each other (E_05). Otherwise, in the event when they have to
make invitations for proposal open to public, bid documents are tailored to convey undue benefits to few
consultants (E_05; E_10; E_14). This is usually done through subjective criteria imbedded in the documents
if the selection process involves only technical and financial evaluations. In few cases where technical
proposals include designs, their inherent and inevitable subjective behavior would be utilized to grease
corrupt relationships in the process of evaluation (E_10). Talking of subjectivity, Expert 04 recalls a
building design evaluation case where five of the evaluators ranked five different designs as a winner.
The result of the survey on VCA about consultants’ selection ratifies experts’ opinions regarding
design project awarding to consultants. According to the result of the analysis, bid document preparation
and bid and /or design evaluation stages are the most exposed decision points in the process of consultants’
selection (Figure 20). 64% of questionnaire respondents understand the vulnerability of evaluation stages
to corruption to be either very or extremely likely while 54% of respondents perceive bid document
preparation stages to be vulnerable in comparable scale. Except bid openings, all stages in the process
received more than 3.0 average scores. Evaluation and bid preparation stages get 3.84 and 3.76 average
114

The study computed level of competition values as a ratio of number of bidders submitting proposals to total
number of applicants. Where the value equals zero it represents ‘No Competition’ and when it is between 0 and 0.5
it is considered ‘Low Competition’. When values are above 0.5 it represents ‘Fair Competition’.
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scores respectively. Next to these stages shortlisting of consultants acquires an average score of 3.26. Thus,
bid document preparations and evaluations are perceived as highly vulnerable areas to corruption in the
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Figure 20: VCA on Consultants' Selection

The Aftermath of Shortlisting: shortlisting is a technique of cutting down list of candidates. In this
process only shortlisted consultants, usually five to seven 115 , will be issued bid documents to submit
proposals. As a matter of principle, the purpose of shortlisting is to reduce the number of bidders to those
who best meet the criteria. Despite this, corrupt officials and officers make use of it to include favored
consultants rejecting others by means of kickbacks (E_02; E_05; E_07; E_10). The process is greatly
exposed to corruption due to the fact that invitations totally lack evaluation criteria, unlike the road sector
(E_01), blessing corrupters with the ultimate power to decide whom to include: “Shortlisting is highly
vulnerable to corruption because criteria are not set for evaluation. First invitation letter is announced and
interested bidders or companies are usually expected to submit the short version of their company profile
with the hope that they will qualify to be part of the biding process. However, no invitation letter is
accompanied by evaluation criteria. So, the evaluators have a wide room to evaluate subjectively and

115

For consultancy services, beyond some amount, PPA directive states that it has to be international bid. Not only
this but also through expressions of interest allowing to shortlist top 5 to 7 consultants.
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exercise favoritism. There are also no procedures ‘unsuccessful’ consultants know about the result and be
able to present their complaint” (E_05; 0:04).
For that matter, such clients might not be interested even to provide, other consultants than favored
ones, basic and crucial information when they announce for expression of interest: “In contrary to bids with
Request for Proposals (RFPs), in case of expression of interest, you don't know how it will be evaluated.
Sometimes, they even announce only the title of the project (service), in which case you have to guess what
the project program would be. It could read as 'design and contract administration service for a construction
project'. What kind of project? What kind of service profile and professionals are required? You don't know.
Because of such intentional pitfalls you would find only few consultants on big projects.” (E_07; 0:20).
Although a very good purpose lies behind the idea of shortlisting; that of excluding firms who
compromise quality by winning projects through lowballing, in the aftermath, it is hijacked and used by
corrupters to promote collusive practice in the Ethiopian construction industry (E_06; E_07; E_16). So long
as public officers are given the freedom to choose five to six consultants they tend to include only those
who would conspire to rotate bids among themselves. Expert 05 explains the situation in the following
manner: “These consultants come in groups and secure projects. They know from the very beginning who
would win. If five companies are chosen, the four companies are called 'achebchabiwoch' or 'ajabiwoch'
meaning 'applauders' or 'accompaniers' who are participating just to help their 'business friend'. The wicked
shortlisting process assists these people to team up and convey undue favor to each other. ‘Accompaniers’
will get the chance of 'winning' in up-coming projects. When multiple projects exist in a single bid, it
becomes easy to 'accompany' one another as they all would have the chance to 'win' projects” (0:07).

7.1.5 Risks of Corruption in Pre-design phases
After thorough and diverse discussions with experts and informants, it is easy to notice the slow shift in the
trend of vulnerability to corruption from petty to grand. The Ethiopian construction sector used to face
corruption at a lower level of the hierarchy in the past through very few and petty schemes of corrupt
transactions between contractors and consultants at operation level. Experts and informants are highly
astonished when they recall the past where cases were utterly different. Because top officials maintained a
high level of integrity those days, deconstruction of defective parts of structures were very common, while
bureaucratic corruptions to skimp quality during construction would only be compensated by few drinks
after extended lunch, usually the common and palatable raw meat (In_03).
Nevertheless, projects might have been created and planned by top officials for personal benefits
these days, for most experts discuss its imminent existence and associated risks to be extremely high. The
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grandness of such corruption is so big that it's incomparable with the petty corruption one would encounter
at the implementation phase (E_06; E_15).
Nine out of fourteen experts perceive the corruption risk in the pre-design phase to be highly likely.
Moreover, ten of the experts apprehend the relative impact, if it occurs, would be catastrophic. Only an
expert responded with a score of likely for its probability and major for the impact. Due to this corruption
risk in the pre-design phase receives the highest score 8.2 and EMV equals -17.4% of the project cost
(Figure 21).

Client
Consultant
Contractor
Average Risk Score
Average Percentage Probability

8.20
79.0%

Average Cost Impact

-22.0%

EMV (% of project cost )

-17.4%

Figure 21: Risk Map; Planning (Predesign)Phase of Projects

The economic risks due to all unethical practices in the pre-design phase, according to results of
the quantitative risk assessment, might appear exaggerated and unrealistic. However, tragically that is not
true both hypothetically and practically. Hypothetically, when non-feasible projects are realized for the sake
of personal and political benefits, the cost of corruption goes as high as the ‘cost of projects’116 as Expert
15 evinced this through his/her personal experience discussed previously.
Practically, the same expert had also come across a sinful but personal experiencing of the
economic risks of corruption while planning construction projects. Once, the Expert has done a work of

116

When top officials use construction projects for political and corrupt benefits ,there is a huge possibility that the
cost of projects, as we might know or have been told, are even far from being actual costs. Expert 02 shares his
personal thought on the matter of the record: “Once I heard on one of the public Medias and perplexes me always
that the contractor of the Grand Renaissance Dam made 4 billion ETB rebate when they announced the
commencement of the project. How is this possible? You can imagine the profit and the potential amount of money
that can be embezzled. To be honest, I didn't feel comfortable when I heard this.” The very recent press release by
the AGO supports experts’ skepticism about the actual cost of projects as it reveals MeTEC procured some items
with 400% of their actual costs.
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lobbyists with Chinese guys117. These foreign nationals approached the expert and told that they have a
project proposal and the money as well. The project was a paper factory with a project cost around 200
million USD. The Chinese people, who are part of the Chinese government brought feasibility study and
proposal of this project including the bank loan facility. They even offered to implement the project if they
find the right lobbyist. “[…] they needed someone who would take this project and present it to a higher
official. In the middle of our discussion, one public official asked, how much percent of commission he
would get if succeeded to convince the government?” (1:16)
Expert 15 continues to chatter inquiring the morality of officials: “Mind you, no body questioned
if the feasibility and estimation was right or wrong. Everybody was interested in knowing the 'share' they
would get. Right out the Ethiopian officials asked 10% of the loan. The other Ethiopian guy who happens
to be lobbyist asked for 5%. Then they started to discuss which bank they will transfer and deposit the
money. When the Chinese guy called and check with the bank, they said it would be difficult for them to
pay more than 5% as a commission. So, they firmly stated that they can't pay more than $10 million. Then
the Ethiopian official asked the Chinese people to add 10 million USD on the project allowing them to
stretching the project cost to $ 210 million, so that they get the same amount of money aspired from the
outset” (1:19).
Furthermore, an active corruption court case offers similar but objective evidence. Top officials in
the Ethiopian Sugar Corporation allegedly conspired and colluded with illegal brokers and the Chinese
JJIEC 118 company. They signed Memorandum of Understanding before even opening technical and
financial proposals of other international bidders. Two brokers each singed illegal agreement with the
Chinese company to get paid 2.75% of commission from the loan money which is 10 billion ETB. The
assignment of the brokers was to lobby top management people in the corporation, MeTEC and MoFEC.
In the same manner as Expert 15 discussed, the ‘commission’ fee had to be added to the project cost
(CCC_12).
Apparently, this 12 billion ETB Omo Kuraz No. 5 sugar factory project was procured directly and
the lobbyists received 36 million ETB from the first payment made to JJIEC. The contractor was disputing
with the brokers to decrease the ‘commission’ fee due to the fact that they also had to pay a lot to the
Minister officials from MoFEC. The corruption charge also puts forward the unfortunate conviction that

According to TI (2009: 25) lobbying is any activity carried out to influence a government or institution’s policies
and directions in favor of a specific cause or outcome. Even when allowed sometimes by law, such acts can become
distortive if disproportionate levels of influence exist. In 2007 American lobbying expenses have reached 2 billion
USD.
118
Jianglian International Engineering Co. Ltd
117
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the loaning bank, ICBC119, is a commercial bank which was not preferable than other development banks
due to the tight schedule or pressure to pay back the loan. The general motive behind the project might have
been the personal benefits all actors secured from it, as the charge claimed.
The circumstantial experience of Expert 15 and the court case assert that corrupt top officials have
the opportunity and all means to extract as much as 15-20% of the project cost at the very early stage of
construction projects all together. This might have been the common practice in most loan-based projects
as the project scope get bigger and they involve array of people starting from lobbyists and higher officials
who act like ‘project champions’.

7.2 The Design Phase
The design phase of Ethiopian building construction projects is also not immune to corruption exercises.
Nearly 50% of survey respondents perceive principal stages and decision points of the design phase to be
either very likely or extremely likely vulnerable to corruption (Figure 22). This result of response analysis,
in the VCA, renders all decision points an average score of 3.0 and above. Notably, estimation of projects
received the highest score 4.2 when 81% of the respondents recognize it as being very likely or extremely
likely regarding the likelihood of its vulnerability to corruption. Estimation doesn’t only earn the highest
score in the design phase, but also the highest percentage of response in all VCA results where professionals
perceive its vulnerability extremely likely; 48%. It is also the only stage in the design phase where all
respondents declined to perceive its vulnerability to corruption to be null (a ‘not at all’ response).

119

Industrial and Commercial Bank of China
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Figure 22: VCA in the design phases of projects

7.2.1 Estimations: The hotbed for conspiracies
Estimation is a common and basic activity in every construction to monitor projects by establishing a budget
as a cost constraint. This makes estimation a crucial aspect of all projects as cost management is a major
functional division in project management body of knowledge for the very fact that the convenient way of
sanctioning the economy of a project is through this activity (Del Pico, 2013; PMI, 2017; Morris, 2013;
Lester, 2014). Regardless of this fact, in favor of the above finding, all experts contend that estimations are
the primary scene for committing corruption in the design phase in Ethiopia.
While few experts understand the situation as unintentional and consequences of errors due to lack
of technical capacity, incompetence and wrong mindsets, majority of them perceive it to be an intentional
manipulation to suit their conspiracy requirements. “There is this growing perception among consultants
that any engineer can estimate. The Ethiopian construction industry doesn't embrace specialized people for
this special activity. Everybody is doing it as a side job unlike other countries where estimators are an
important part of the design process next to the architect” says Expert 05 and continues to argue by
inquiring: “How is it that we get different quantity for the same project while performed by different
estimators?[…] incompetence!” (0:28). Expert 09 also supports this argument of incompetence and lack of
professionalism as a major source of errors: “[…] unfortunately, in a sense as it's practiced in other
countries, estimation is not established profession in Ethiopia. There is also no system of cross referencing
the BoQ with the technical specification. […] It's just being done by incompetent people and no one is
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accountable for this” (0:28). Not only that, nearly all estimation are prepared through copy and pasting,
regardless of nature and scope of projects, as Expert 11 contends: “Specification document for an office
building can be used without any alteration for hospital buildings. Because of this, changes and reworks are
unavoidable” (0:41).
After endorsing the aforementioned thoughts partly Expert 06 extends the reason for unintentional
errors also to be the very short time given to consultants to prepare design documents: “Consultants are
being asked to prepare a two billion birr project just in two months. Of course, nobody would say no because
they have to do business, even if they know right away quality will be compromised including the
estimation. This could additionally be a question of morality” (0:43).
Aside from genuine errors due to any of the reasons discussed above, experts assert that most
estimation ‘errors’ are owing to intentional actions. The possible means of orchestrating estimations for
corruption ranges from under or over estimation and intentional omission of work items to loosening
specification and inflating prices. All these are usually performed and communicated among the actors
through a pervert system what corrupters often call CAF estimations (E_08; E_08’). CAF is an abbreviation
for Contractual, Actual, and Fake estimations. 120 When favored or corrupt contractors conspire with
estimators they would immediately ask for or work jointly on CAF to analyze all possibilities of maximizing
‘profits’ using spuriously generated estimations. Contractual, actual and fake estimations are prepared and
thoroughly scrutinized before tenders float. Through this process, as Expert 08’ describes it: “a contractor
may have won a project with the fake quantities, but he/she will sign the projects with the speculated
contractual quantities and ending up with the actual quantities at the time of completion.” (0:17).
CAF is further identified as a security lock among actors while ‘accompanying’ one another in
construction tenders. When contractors collude to favor anyone of them in a tender, only the candidate
‘winner’ should receive and given the opportunity to further manipulate the CAF estimates as an insurance
to get rid of possible cases of betrayal or strangers: “CAF is a safety measure if the speculated network for
collusion will not work as stipulated, because you can’t be sure of collusions. One sneaky outsider
(contractor) can ruin the whole plan. So, only the favored contractor shall be told about CAF. If another
contractor betrays and wants to win, then he/she will be forced to submitted balanced bid offer.

120

Expert 08 explains why majority of professionals are not aware of this abbreviation. CAF is a popular abbreviation
for antibiotics chloramphenicol or the medicine Caffeine used during fatigue or headache as it restores mental
alertness or wakefulness. So, the expert remarks that whenever he/she talks about CAF with a consultant even in
public or around colleagues they would wrongly identify it as the medicine. Hence, CAF remained a secret code
for manipulated estimations up until now among few actors.
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Consequently, he/she will fail to complete the project. In fact in some collusion, where they trust each other,
they let the 'winner' to fill all forms and offers on behalf of all the others” (E_08; 0:19).
Consultants, as an organization, are highly motivated to and rewarded from this exercise when they
are part of the project implementation phase. This is by virtue of having all the opportunity to share the
‘benefits’ with contractors or clients across each and every interim and final payment. In such scenarios,
consultants are engaged in the process of CAF estimation preparations by mutual understanding and high
encouragement unlike in the contrary scenario where contractors have to offer them bribes to win projects.
In fact, what was unfortunate is, until recent time, public building construction projects used to be awarded
to consultants as a package including all services of design (SC I), supervision and contract administration
(SC II). 121
To alleviate this particular risk, PPA discouraged public offices the awarding of both designs and
supervisions, altogether, to a single consultant. Sadly, this hatched another challenge instead of curbing
problems. In this new event, consultants prepare designs and specifications to submit it to clients who are
given the authority to announce and float the tender. Through this occasion, corrupt officers gained a full
power to manipulate estimations without consultants’ involvement: “[…] in this particular case the
consultant has no knowledge of these changes. The client will award the supervision and contract
administration service to another consultant. Though the intention of PPA was to reduce the risks of
corruption, clients seem to entertain the power and the reduction of actors as long as they have the mandate
to manipulate the estimation they received from the designer before announcing the tender for construction.
Another unfortunate reality is that there is no way the designer could know about these possible changes
corrupt officers make”(E_05; 0:38) As the expert describes the venture behind this evolving trend of
estimation manipulations, it further complicated the process, because tracing changes is very difficult. So,
no one could be held accountable. Evidently, an anti-corruption strategy has led to another and a more
complex form of corruption.
What is more harmful is it stimulated changes. In the implementation phases of projects, for such
cases where new consultants join projects for supervision and contract administration some of them tend to
provoke changes or violations, as Expert 15 calls it, purely based on personal motives: “[…] Even if designs
are complete and estimations are done diligently and transparently new consultants wants to unduly benefit
from the project. So, the needs to create intentional gaps arise. They initiate design violation in their opinion.
I don't call it design change but violation because the design was well done. They start doing this by
121

In the analysis of disclosure of projects and contract information from PPA’s website (Appendix G), it is
recognizable that nearly half of construction projects were supervised and managed by same consultants who
executed their designs (refer highlighted project information).
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persuading clients. Since most people representing clients are not technically fit, they get convinced easily
and approve the violation. Now the consultants and contractors get the gaps: variations and new or
additional work orders.” (0:55)
Not only that, clients and consultants also tend to manipulate estimations to include favored
contractors and exclude others, since the invitation of specific category of contractors to tender is mainly
decided by the project cost (E_04). Periodically, inflating project costs is also considered ‘judicious’
method of discouraging local contractors by including international construction firms (E_10)122. What is
more detrimental, apparently, is as long as all hacks furnished by CAF estimations subsist, contractors
manage to win projects with seemingly least bids while actually they offer the highest. The following
conceivable ways of estimation conspiracies will shade more light on the matter.

7.2.1.1.

Quantity Manipulations: ‘Qualifying’ Classic Forms of Corruption

The manipulation of quantities for unethical practices is not a contemporary form, although
Ethiopian corrupters managed to find a way to ‘qualify’ its appearance. Due to the lack of coordination
among the different disciplines, often estimates result as an arbitrary adoption of quantities which lead to
unusual deviations of work items (E_01; E_03; E_05; E_06; E_10). Added with intentional manipulations
this loophole extends the opportunity for corruption, in its utilization, until contractors and consultants
secure undue benefits from it. It is worth noting the following three prevailing forms of intentional quantity
manipulations to maximize benefits from corrupt relationships between estimators and contractors.

Underestimation of quantities to favor Front or back loading 123 : Some items are intentionally
underestimated so that favored contractors will access the information and they submit exorbitantly high
rates for those items. Once they pass the technical evaluation, they can be a least bidder without restriction
In the 2015 revised procurement directive which primarily focuses on constructors’ threshold and experience,
construction projects above project cost of 150 million birr can only invite international bidders (Art. 4 of revised
procurement directive, 2015)
123
Front and back loaders in this context are contractors who conspire with estimators to submit unbalanced bid due
to their presumption that either front loading or back loading would maximize their economic as well as competitive
advantage. Front loading is a term used to refer financial offers or contracts that are applied disproportionally to
parts of construction works that take place early on during a construction project, for instance excavation works.
On the contrary back loading is related to the practice of amplifying the prices of later stage works like finishing.
These words might have not been related so much with corruption in literature due to the fact that contractors’
motive to front or back load a price could arise from a pure intention of benefiting from optimized cash flows or
speculative mindsets that some work packages might have the probability of escalation. Nevertheless, as soon as
contractors start to front or back load their offer insinuated by estimators it automatically becomes the result of
corrupt relationships.
122
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using the information estimators or consultants provide (E_03; E_06; E_10; E_11). Later in the realization
of projects, for sure, they will have higher quantities. Contractors enjoy the advantage this offers them
remarkably losing interest otherwise: “When contractors know that there will be no additional work from
which they will benefit, they can intentionally front load their financial offers. In which case they plan how
they will terminate the project strategically after doing structural works, because they know they have
already extracted most of the project money. On the contrary, they back load it depending on the stipulated
additional work. They would entertain this only if there are some quantity manipulations on finishing
works” (E_10; 1: 55). Apparently, the extent of corrupt benefits defines the fate of public projects.
Since other bidders are given a very short time, they will not take time to check drawings and visit
sites to sneak into these distortions of facts. They have to depend on what is provided and fill their offers.
Yet, due to the frequency of such misrepresentations, when few contractors happen to find underestimated
work items they withdraw from the bid presuming that it is already a precooked tender for someone (E_05).
Expert 14 shares related incidence where he/she experienced a similar situation: “An actual volume
(quantity) of concrete work was around 3000 cubic meter. However, on the agreement it is written 30 cubic
meters. This was done deliberately. The ‘wining’ contractor knew this and gave a higher offer for this
specific work item. Because the quantity was so small, it didn't affect the total sum. Later, actually, only
this item became a work of 9 million ETB worth. Later the team justified and corrected it as arithmetic
error. In principle, it should have been treated as variation. This was both violation of procedures and the
contract. The standard contract document states that if an item increases by more than 25% a new unit price
should be fixed” (0:41).
Some years back, this used to be performed only with few and exaggerated items, usually on
substructures. Recently, when PPA revised the procurement directive it was stated that quantities can’t
exceed some percentage of the original quantity to discourage cost overruns. Consequently, corrupters
improvised and start distributing underestimations across all or many items instead of few (E_03) leading
to front or back loading of offers with the pure intention of maximizing their gains from corrupt exercises.
Such tricks couldn’t be avoided or traced by tender evaluators and auditors because all designs are
developed devoid of any sanctions on detailed cost planning and cash projection. Hence, there is no way to
examine the responsiveness of bidders with regard to the balance of financial offers.
Despite uncertainties on their motives and definite causes, few cases resume to enlighten us with
the possible harms of underestimations. In an arbitration case where a contractor, as a plaintiff, claimed for
price adjustment in an excavation of a building construction, it was presented as unprecedented work
(AC_02). The quantity for excavated rock was 1027% higher than what was estimated. The contractor
claimed and won around 650,000 ETB from this work item only. In the same vein, the audit report on
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MoUDC, about the construction of Federal Government Offices Buildings which includes eight building
projects offers comparable case (AR_06). The project suffered from acute delay (300% time overrun) due
to discrepancies between estimated and actual quantities. The disparity was so huge that in one particular
substructure construction alone additional 22,400 kg of reinforcement steel was required leading to
recurrent revision of estimations.

Overestimation of quantities: Aside from corrupt motives, few experts argue that overestimations could
also be results of incomplete drawings and lack of confidence on design outputs. To avoid possible
upcoming disputes between clients and contractors at implementation phases, consultants are disposed to
increasing quantities perceiving this as a contingency or as insurance in case some items are missing (E_05).
What is terrible about this modus operandi is it gives consultants the legitimacy to submit incomplete
designs: “Add-measurement thinking is giving ways for incomplete design. Because when you have
incomplete design and no one to hold you accountable, you hope to quantify the work as it actually
progresses” (E_03; 0:30).
Nevertheless, whatever the motives are, overestimations lay the groundwork for collusive practices
once budgets are secured to split the surplus among corrupt stakeholders (E_05), even though contractors
take the initiative to activate such relationships through exaggerated payment requests, as Expert 15
explains: “The consultant and contractor can deal on how to split benefits. Contractors take the initiatives
and people at all positions of both contractors and consultants work as a team in this regard. In fact, first
contractors try to check and use negligence of consultants by submitting false quantities referring to the
contract volume which is far from actual quantities. This is the first opportunity they receive from
overestimation. If consultants are aware of the situation, then contractors need to come in to terms whereby
they negotiate on how to split benefits” (0:46).
What is more, the same way as underestimations, overestimations are also utilized to win projects
through spurious least financial offers: “Fake or wrong quantities are done to favor informed contractors.
When they know they can benefit from it, they come up with crazy rates for some items. For instance in
one project a friend of mine had to bid for the construction of a building. On the BOQ, it is written that the
site clearing is 7000m2. When he visited the site, to check the quantity, even site clearing has already been
done. The consultant did this intentionally for extra benefits. For sure they will split it among corrupt actors.
In addition, for the same four storey building, the formwork for the stair case was 1000m2. Mind you, a
stair case could not even have more than 50m2. It is a very tiny element of the structure. So, what my friend
did was, he put 5 ETB for site clearing as there would be no such work to be done on site. He did for the
stair case in a similar approach. Only these two items brought one million ETB difference” (E_10; 0:37).
Expert 11 also shares resembling knowledge with incredulity: “I remember a case where a winning
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contractor submitted one ETB for a work item and I had to pay him likewise. He must have got some
information how to submit the tender unbalanced and win.” (1:08).
Additional, yet trendy corrupt relationship being established among actors through overestimation
is in case of ‘private’124 projects. All the three major stakeholders make a deal with banks to create strong
connections to withdraw excess money through loan. Particularly consultants have to agree to overestimate
quantities as to the wishes of clients because these banks take the structures as collateral: “Clients have
come repeatedly and asked us to change the estimation because they summit it to the banks. In this case the
three major stakeholders [3Cs] are working together. It is funny how they conspire to get the bank loan.
Clients even offer you money for correcting the estimation to their need. You have to put your stamp and
signature then they will have somebody inside the bank to work with to approve the loan accordingly. I
perceive their collusion as a systemic way of attacking or withdraw public money” (E_18; 00:14). Besides
this, the expert extends the vulnerability of estimations to corruption in private projects by explaining how
those corrupt private clients allure consultants to entertain overestimation to abuse tax exemptions125: “[…]
Again you would find clients and contractors coming to you making a bond trying to change the estimation:
not of money but quantity. They would double the amount of steel which gives them such an access to
import steel or furniture free of charge. So, in this case you learn that estimations are highly vulnerable to
corruption both in public and private projects”126 (00:19)

Omission of work items: intentional omission of work items is also done while undertaking estimations
of construction projects to extend undue benefits to favored contractors who aspire to get additional works
without going through any competition procedures. Favored and informed contractors will have the
advantage to submit new and higher prices usually through variations. As long as these items are mandatory,
contractors know that clients have no other options but to negotiate and accept new items and fixed prices
(E_05).
At the construction phase of projects, it is also a very common exercise that contractors offer
consultants bribes to approve variations as they are responsible for issuing variations. On the other hand,
however it would look sinful; it is an ideal scenario for contractors to jump in to construction projects

Contrary to the fact that these building projects are created and run privately, except very few, they make use of
‘public’ money through both development and commercial banks.
125
As an investment incentive The Government declared tax exemption opportunities for particular type of building
projects like hospitality to encourage private developers few years ago.
126
Apart from these stakeholders, overestimation is also known to be the main cause to corrupt transactions by
authorities. For example engineers in some authorities exaggerate estimations of existing building structures and
properties at the process of eviction (relocation) in case of road construction or inner city redevelopments to pass
favors to residents who are willing to bribe (CCC_02).
124
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knowing possible variations ahead. This knowledge could only be earned through intentional omission of
items, as it would otherwise be a result of project uncertainties including errors. As Expert 03 offers a
crucial, yet doubtful insight on the matter, some intentional neglecting of works may have resulted
following comparable corrupt motives: “It is not proven but I got the information from friends. It is in the
case of the 40/60 housing projects. The consultant designed the foundation with a low baring capacity
because of which the substructure was footing foundation and the volume of work was lower. But, by the
time the excavation was done, it was not loose [subsoil]. Few contractors were pre-informed that the area
was rocky. At this moment they gave special price to excavate the stone which is not included in the
estimation. With this information in mind, contractors know that the public office will be forced to pay or
negotiate with them after having the contract signed and receiving advance payments. The cost of the
excavation was more than four times the anticipated cost. Because of only this trick, professionals presumed
that many contractors benefited a lot.” (0:21).

7.2.1.2 Specification: Deliberate and Loose Yardstick Utilized for corrupt Relations
‘Quantification is less harmful when compared with technical specification’, Expert 10 asserts
(0:42). Ethiopia had technical specification and method of measurement issued by BaTCoDA in 1991.
However, it was a reference standard method and these references don’t exist anymore. Because it is so
obsolete designers never used it as a source, instead they tend to follow different approaches: “Practically,
designers never used BaTCoDA’s technical specification reference as a tool. They design and specify in
their own way. Unfortunately, this becomes part of the contract added with the BOQ. This is how we
proceed to realization from design. So, I would not say we have real specification process which can be
acknowledged as a discipline” (E_07; 0:07).
Because of this procedural and technical loophole, corrupt contractors are given the flexibility to
implement projects as to their wishes and understanding (E_03; E_06; E_07). Evidently, insignificant
looking changes or violations of specifications in a single work item could bless corrupters with enormous
benefits. For case in a point, OFAG report on Ethiopian airports construction projects disclosed
considerable discrepancies between specifications and actual works (AR_09). While understanding
quantity and size of aluminum doors and windows were less than what has been stated on the agreement, it
is also worth noting that aluminum works accounted 30% of the projects cost.
To mitigate this recurrent problem ESA issued new technical specification (CS 167) and method
of measurement (CS 168) adopted from American Construction Specification Institute (ACSI) in 2017 as
mandatory standards. Nevertheless, designers are hanging on to their individual approaches of specifying
projects as it gives them the freedom to convey benefits to contractors and themselves, eventually deviating
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from set objectives of projects. Apparently, it has become a standard procedure that suppliers approach
consultants to include their products in designs (E_03; E_07; E_10; E_15). Expert 10 recalls a big building
project’s case where over 50 international suppliers approached and presented him/her about their products
for that specific project. As the expert further explains the situation, there is no legislative back up neither
to accept nor to reject such lobbying practice by suppliers.
The cost of corruption by way of specification manipulation transcends the economic domain. In
the event where specifiers intentionally compromise qualities of structures for personal gains, the damage
could be human life. Furthermore, projects fail to function effectively and efficiently as to their objectives:
“[…] Because of this there is a possibility of specifying products that do not tend to serve the intended
purpose. For example, for university dormitories project you may find luxurious and expensive sanitary
appliances and electrical fixtures. In addition, designs are intentionally tailored so that only specific
contractors would be able to realize them. Because they know, later, they will announce tenders for
contractors who have experience on similar or specific projects. Only for this reason some unwanted work
activities are intentionally included in the specification to favor specific contractors. For example
sophisticated electromechanical works might be incorporated. Obviously, this will inflate the cost of the
project to a huge extent” (E_07; 0:36). Evidently, failure to provide standard specifications provides
contractors to entertain endless changes. The audit group from OFAG discovered that a contractor was
influencing and changing designs and materials when Sugar Corporation spent 27 billion ETB in three years
for the construction of factories and canals. The reason forwarded was absence of standards for such kind
of factories and, thus, inadequate specifications.
Loosely specified work items facilitate the ground for corrupt negotiations at the construction phase
among actors due to the vast range of market prices which are highly dependent on quality of construction
materials. Expert 15 argues this to be the main reason for the prevailing gap between designs and actual
projects: “For example, the specification of a floor finish may simply state ceramic tiles. But imagine the
range of tiles we have on the market. It ranges between 200 to 1800 ETB per square meter. Contractors
usually negotiate with consultants and clients and play with these ranges of scopes which are intentionally
put in gray. They don't touch the price and volume of work but the specification completely varies. So,
quality of work is compromised. Only with such technic, corrupters can benefit millions of Birr. In most
cases, the contractor negotiates with the consultant and client. Both have to be involved but the contractor
should take the initiation to offer them a bribe. That's why we see so much discrepancy between designs
and actual construction of buildings.”(0:45). The expert also considers such risks of corruptions in
estimations to be more untraceable than quantity manipulations due to the fact that, when specifications are
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stated obscurely, things get approval solely depending on the opinion of the engineer or consultant. They
all know no one would come and check quality of tiles right after provisional acceptance.

7.2.1.3 Inflating Unit Prices
Very often, consultants inflate prices because they end up adopting arbitrary rates for items while
performing estimations. This is a result of the lack of basic standard schedule of rates or analysis guidelines
to be followed as they do so, consequently becoming highly a source of corruption. The Ethiopian
construction market fails to furnish stable unit costs which offer consultants legitimacy to fix prices based
on their experience than a well-established practice (E_04; E_06). It is no wonder if two estimators from
different offices put different prices for the same project item (E_11). On this account, it becomes very
challenging for auditors and administrative authorities to exercise any sort of control over prices.
For such cases where contractors collude to avoid competitive tender or a single tenderer is sought
to be qualified, deliberately exaggerated prices render backup for corrupt negotiations justifying inflated
project costs. Any tender process following such inflated price estimations often give rise to the possibility
of awarding projects at higher rates. Few and similar instances have come to the notice of auditors.
As reported by OFAG in 2015 on University projects, technical committee members at Addis
Ababa University may have utilized estimations for corrupt benefits apart from violating the procurement
procedure. Five contractors submitted bids for the construction of Emergency building at the university.
The committee qualified only one contractor in the pre-selection. Hence, they asked PPA for permission to
proceed with the sole contractor. Permission was given by PPA on one condition if the negotiation would
not be concluded with more than 10% of the engineering estimate. However, the university entered in to an
agreement with the contractor without negotiation and 30% more than the estimate. Consequently, a 169
million ETB estimated project became 220 million birr (AR_12). In such cases, it is valid to argue that it
would be the tendency of consultants and clients to use inflated prices to maximize gains through
corruption. Aside from this, prices are manipulated to favor specific local or foreign contractors as their
involvement and rejection of others through category definition is based on project cost estimations.

7.2.2 Perceived Risks of Corruption due to Estimation Conspiracies
Most public projects which suffered from variations and additional work orders are results of unintentional
or intentional estimation conspiracies (E_05; E_08; E_15). Nevertheless, one specific project case might
be sufficient to display the scale of corruption risk. In a corruption court case on the construction of office
and residential buildings for branch CBE, the court came to decision that 40% of the projects cost has been
embezzled by unethical engineers and the contractor (CCC_01). They were able to withdraw this much of
the project fund through a contract agreement which favored the contractor imbedding undefined work
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items which led to variations and additional works. Some items in the contract were almost double than
actual quantity, yet those engineers approved payments according to the contract overlooking intentionally
the discrepancy in quantities.
After attesting the survey result (Figure 22), 13 experts out of 16 respondents perceive the
likelihood of corruption through estimation manipulation as either very likely or highly likely in the
Ethiopian construction industry (Figure 23). Moreover, 12 of them understood the impact from this risk
would be major or catastrophic. Consequently, estimation acquired an average risk score of 5.85. The EMV
of the corruption risk due to spurious estimations equals to -11% as the risk receives 62% average
percentage of probability and -17.8% of average cost impact.
However the case might be, Expert 07 firmly argues that the intensions and costs of corruption
through manipulation of estimations is incomparable with the pre-design phase of construction projects: “I
strongly argue that the loopholes usually created at the design and specification stage are not so deliberate
compared to the planning phase. BOQ can be intentional. Otherwise, design and specification is vulnerable
due to incompetence. There is a growing tendency to intentionally putting unnecessary work items, omitting
items and over or under estimating” (0:36).

Client
Consultant
Contractor
Average Risk Score
Average
Percentage
62.0%
Average Cost Impact
EMV (% of project cost )

5.85
Probability
-17.8%
-11.0%

Figure 23: Risk Map; Estimations
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7.3 Tendering Phase of Projects
“In Ethiopia you don’t win a project, you rather ‘buy’ it! […]They are either allocated or sold”
(E_02; 0:27)
Perhaps, the tendering phase of construction projects in Ethiopia is the most notified appearance of
corruption by professionals and experts across phases of projects. In similar manner with the previous
project phases, tendering phases offer substantial opportunities, if not more, for corrupt exercises. This will
continue to be a character that marks the Ethiopian industry, so long as contractors seek to reduce
competitions by means of corruption schemes, while corrupt public agents entertain gaining personal
benefits from that.
The average VCA score of 4.15 for tender evaluation and the vulnerability scores above 3.2 for
remaining stages or decision points on a 5-point scale makes the tendering phase one of the most vulnerable
phases to corruption in the construction sector (refer Figure 24). In the same vein as consultants’ selection,
tender document preparation and evaluation stages received very high scores. 77% and 81% of respondents
perceive vulnerability of document preparations and evaluations to corruption, respectively, to be very or
extremely likely. Next to these, pre-qualification earned an average vulnerability score of 3.65 as 58% of
respondents thought its vulnerability to be very or extremely likely. It is important to notice that, unlike the
previous VCA results, no stage in tendering processes receives a response of ‘not at all’. Every respondent
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perceives every stage of the tendering process for being vulnerable to corruption by some degree.
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Figure 24: VCA in Construction Tendering Processes
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Bidding in the course of consultants’ selection and construction tendering processes follow a very
comparable procedural routine, regardless of the variation in their end results. In either cases bid or tender
document preparations and their evaluation processes majorly come to an end by awarding designs or
construction contracts. Despite this fact, experts contend that the construction tendering process is
exceedingly susceptible to corruption due to the high level of budgets involved in the construction phases
of projects compared to design service fees. The comparative analysis result of VCA of both phases asserts
their argument (Figure 25). All of the five stages or decision points in the selection of contractors are
perceived by professionals to be highly vulnerable acquiring greater average scores than bid processes.
Exceptionally, in cases where consultants would have the total freedom to manipulate tender
processes and construction phases, the bidding process of such projects might earn as same attention as the
tendering process. “[…] the management situation determines the level of vulnerability to make a wise
conclusion on this issue. Assume people in the design have all the power to control the tender and
supervision process. Now they may bring about everything possible to make sure it happens as they
speculated. They can make all calculations in favor of a contractor to win and work or 'do business' together,
as they call it. Hence, in this instance, definitely collusion starts at the design stage. Because of this, in few
projects, the bidding system could be more vulnerable while in most situations it’s the tender process”
(E_01; 0: 09).
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7.3.1 Pre-Tendering (Tender Document Preparation)
‘After planning and design stages, the whole mess up starts when you begin to prepare the tender
document’, Expert18 reflects generally on pre-tendering (00:14) .When construction projects are awarded
directly, no energy is wasted on crafting conspiracies. Top officials just circumvent regulations and bless
few contractors with big and vast number of projects followed by expressions of mediocre reasons. “When
you could ask director of agencies or institutions why they award construction projects directly, they would
tell you that they received an order from a minister. These ministers could give those reasons like
satisfactory performance of contractors127 and tight schedule of projects128. I know many newly established
firms and companies, who wouldn't get any project through competitive bidding processes, are doing
business by direct orders” (E_17; 0:09).
On the contrary, in case of procurement of construction works that are submissive to procedures
by PPA or other institutions, the application of systemic corruption is inevitable (E_17). All possible means
of excluding competitors would be conspired at the very begging while tender documents are under
preparation by means of different forms of ‘bug bombs’ in addition to applying one or all of the tricks using
estimations, explained earlier. This could start influencing awards through splitting of large or aggregating
of small projects at the disposal of few preferred local or international contractors (E_ 10; E_14; E_17;
PCC_08).
Evidently, size and complexity of projects dictate profile of implementers. But this deliberate act
of aggregating and splitting of projects puts the whole procurement process at risk offering corrupters a
seemingly immaculate image about the routine they utilize for personal benefits: “It’s amazing how
consultants and clients avoid local or unpleasing contractors in an outwardly transparent and clean manner.
[…] What is the purpose of floating bids if you already know who shall win? Due to this, we are missing
the very essence and advantages of competition in our construction works procurement. This is not due to
knowledge gap. I strongly believe that it's intentional. This is just a screening method” (E_15; 0:30).
Few corrupt contractors have come to the level where they employ brokers who do sniffing of
public projects on a full time job basis. Expert 05 remarks the issue thoroughly explaining the reason behind:
“Collusions between clients or consultants and contractors used to be sufficient after bid has floated.
However, since few years, these contractors are not anymore enjoying this as the process doesn't always
guarantee their ‘winning’ because of the short time for negotiation and the increasing number of
127
128

Also refer AR_11, AR_12, AR_25 and CCC_10
Also refer AR_01, AR_20, CCC_04, and CCC_12
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participants. Therefore, the trend is, these contractors start to approach people representing the client before
bid announcement. For some, this is a full time job. Sometimes they even hire brokers who sniff around
public officials to be aware of kind and scales of projects that are going to be launched. After having this
information from brokers they arrange lobbyists or ‘project champions’ to approach officials on the case.
After reaching in to an agreement, the predefined winning contractors will most likely be given the privilege
of preparing the tender document with the consultant in favor of their company experience and personnel.”
(0: 20).
Expert 06 shares the same idea as well, forwarding incapacity as a potential reason: “[…] if clients
are motivated to get in corrupt relationships with consultants and contractors they do it anyhow. It is the
talk of the city that clients let consultants and contractors to prepare bid and tender documents so that they
tailor it in accordance with their profile. Sometimes this is occurring as a consequence of incompetence.”
(0:21). Incompetent client representatives have no other option than giving the assignment to contractors
who bribe and enjoy the liberty as they come to their ‘aid’ (E_12). These contractors in the process, tailormake the document to the extent of requesting the exact same list of professionals and machineries as
prequalification criteria (E_11) as a result of which professionals have reached to the level of conceiving
contractors playing at the backstage: “Sometimes you can trace who is behind a tender or who even
prepared the document when you go through it line by line. You can’t prepare a tender document and at the
same time be part of a competition. Unfortunately, that is what is happening!” (E_10; 0:14).
Hence, perhaps one of the most common manipulations of tender documents is by putting
exorbitant prequalification requirements as they would have the potency to exclude potential participants.
They are usually placed intentionally by clients or consultants to tailor criteria for specific contractors
(E_05; E_06; E_10; E_14; E_15). For such and similar reasons, Expert 09 views tender documents as ‘the
stage where the seed for corruption are planted’ (0:18). This in fact, raises the red flag for corruption
signaling bid rigging. Expert 15 explains potential harm this would bring as he/she shares an experience on
the matter: “Tailoring criteria is so common in the process of procurement. For a construction of 18 storey
building, they demand an experience of 24 storeys in the last five years. Sadly, they may further
intentionally give it 50% of the technical evaluation points. […] How many high-rise buildings do we have?
What is the difference in expertize between 10 storey and 20 storey building construction? The construction
management scope is not so exaggerated. May be all four middle or high-rise building the country currently
possesses have been implemented only by Chinese contractors.” (0:28).
The procurement directives and manuals do not define what these prequalification requirements
should or should not consider whilst providing detailed procedures for evaluations and tender document
formats. The outlining of prequalification seems to be left for individual public institutions’ decision.
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Corrupt clients and consultants, hence, appear to entertain the gap these directives and manuals offer.
“PPA’s directives and manuals are well done. They were adopted from the World Bank. I am sure they
have been tested in different countries. What worries me is the must meet criteria different public
institutions put in the tender process. There is ample room for them to include and avoid these criteria.
Although these criteria are not weighted in the evaluation, they can disqualify potential contractors.
Consequently they can reject unwelcomed contractors in a subtle manner. We should have had clear
procedures on this”, Expert 06 discusses regrettably (0: 23).
Unnecessary criteria provide corrupters two fold advantages.

First, it kicks out potential

competitors. Second it inflates estimations and subsequently financial proposals of construction works,
even if advantaged contractors are not obliged to follow them later at the implementation phases of projects.
Only few could meet these criteria but it is not worth having them (E_13). When Gullele Botanical Garden
procured a construction work for site clearing and other landscape works, the procuring entity allegedly
colluded with a contractor and put bulldozer and excavator as one of the criteria for selection (CCC_09).
After the contractor won the project, he undertook the work without aforementioned machineries
compromising quality. According to the corruption charge, the contractor even managed to access extra
payments through corrupt relationship with supervisors and the project engineer. They approved ‘him’
excess 850,000 ETB through a payment meant for 30.6 hectare when he did only 21.3 hectare.
Another systemic way of dismissing or discouraging potential competitors is performed through
subjective criteria and financial capacities exposed for interpretations (E_05, 13, 14) 129. “Objective criteria
are missing intentionally. For example, instead of putting simply financial performance as criteria you
should put method of calculating profitability ranges. And such criteria should be prepared using external
documents so that they are not subjected to the influence of the person evaluating proposals. Because of
this, mostly, such subjective documents are known to be followed by prejudiced proposals” (E_13; 0: 01).
Phrases, which have no definitive scale to measure with, could appear deliberately in every page of tender
documents. The same expert explains what he/she encounters regularly: “complexity of work is mentioned
always in bid and tender documents. But complexity is a relative term. If you don't start comparing one
relative variable with another, there will be no complexity. For some clients, the construction of four storey
building is complex. For others, the same four storey building is complex if only the foundation work is
difficult that it urges a special method and technology. So, in this case, it is the method of work that is going
to be applied which defines complexity not the deliverables. Solely, the word complexity, thus, conveys
vulnerability in the procurement process.” (0: 02).

129

Some of the procurement complaint cases (PCC_01; PCC_04; PCC_05; PCC_14), also corroborate this finding.
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Exaggerating financial capacity requirements are spare yet deleterious technique used to favor
international or specific local contractors in the course of tender document preparations (E_05; E_10). As
commented by Expert 10, financial prerequisites are regularly and excessively stated by corrupt officials or
officers to acquire legislative right to invite foreign contractors. In case where tenders are cancelled or don’t
get bidders twice they can be announced internationally. Apparently such criteria frustrate most local
contractors: “Purposely, some tenders call only for companies whose annual turnover is hundred million
birr which is an amount you never ever make in lifetime. We know which few companies are eligible for
such kinds of projects. At times they ask you for 10 million birr of liquid assets or bank facility. Getting the
bank facility for such amount of money in a short period of time is unthinkable because the process is
lengthy as they also demand the guarantee to be unconditional” (E_14; 0: 16). Occasionally, even if clients
take the responsibility of floating and evaluating tenders, there is no way they would be familiar with what
was possibly done in the documents. Consultants hand in documents after planting these criteria liberating
themselves from accountability (E_15).

7.3.2 Evaluation of Tenders
Once the implanting of covert tactics have been formulated and released through tender documents, the
process of evaluations as a matter of course becomes vulnerable to corruption. In case of subjectively
defined criteria, evaluations are unduly impacted by evaluators (E_04; E_05; E_13; E_19). This is possible
due to the very fact that the same people who prepared tender documents become part of evaluation
processes in most cases (E_05; E_06; E_16). As expert 05 explains, few corrupters also use the incapability
of public offices to gain advantage “[…] in a number of cases, deliberately, few technical people are
assigned in the evaluation who can understand the technical document. The rest of the evaluators just check
availability of some non-technical documents like business and professional licenses. There are very few
people in public offices who know the procedures and how to evaluate. This is not a knowledge area we
acquire from school, but through experience. Therefore, this lack of competence can make [the process]
vulnerable to corruption unintentionally.” (0: 24).
It wouldn’t be an exaggeration if one argues evaluations are home to collusive practices utilizing
kickback brokers and personal relationships. Contractors regularly manage to find ways to rig the evaluation
through rotation or complementary bids. As a matter of fact, their success highly depends on the active
participation of public officials as evaluators. Expert 03 extends two possible types of collusive practices
from personal experience while evaluating tender documents. First, if there are multiple projects, they
would split and divide them among favored bidder after reaching to an agreement which is for who. In this
case results of the technical evaluation are manipulated in such a fashion that the end result will be as
conspired. 'Unsuccessful' contractors would deliberately miss some documents in their proposal to be
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disqualified. The collusion transpires between almost all involved contractors and clients or consultants
contingent on who evaluates documents. Evaluators receive their ‘share’ from all 'winning' contractors.
This type of collusion is the most deleterious one. Because the conspiracy gives the contractors a
wide room to double or triple the project cost including all the possible corrupt payments they will make in
the beginning and across the process. Second, when single project works are to be procured, evaluators
approach potential contractors and start to negotiate in the middle or at the end of evaluations. Occasionally
they do this at the same time, with each and every participant. Up on success to finding the highest bribe
offer or presumed amount, they modify technical evaluation results. Evidently, they end up violating the
procurement directive specifically the one article which states ‘the result of the technical evaluation shall
be communicated in writing to all bidders at the same time who participated in the bid after approval by the
competent body’ (Art. 16. 18. 3.c)
In the event when corrupt relationships are not readily established between clients or consultants
and predefined winners, evaluators get the liberty to fetch opportunities either through extortion or
convincing contractors to bribe them (E_03; E_16; E_19). By means of coercing power, they demand
contractors to pay five to ten percent of the project cost. As Expert 16 forwards his/her acquaintance
candidly, some contractors are delighted to follow the request and pay as required in advance before or after
getting letters of award. Lamentably, these corrupters have already built and earned the trust.
So long as there is obscurity in evaluation processes there would be no vigorous means of
comprehending changes in documents let alone evaluation results. For that matter evaluators have abundant
contingency to switch whole document on the condition that member of the evaluation committee are on
the same page of collusive practices: “Evaluation is highly vulnerable as there could be big blunders. When
members of evaluation committee collide with bidders, they could even totally change bid documents. […]
For this reason, once in a think tank team, we proposed all public institutions to have cameras installed in
their bid evaluation rooms. Regrettably, it was not appreciated by procurement officers! They put poor
arguments like implementation costs […]” (E_02; 0:09).
Expert 17 also shades some light on alteration of results: “Evaluation of bids is highly vulnerable
to subjective criteria and opacity. The only reason you would come to know is how your bid is unsuccessful,
but not how the winner got higher points. Incompetent firms and construction companies can be winners
without your knowledge. You could only ask how your bid failed. This didn't arise from the intention to
make bids confidential. For this case, you could make the evaluation process confidential but not results.
Even when some consultants try to give you results, there is no way you understand how others got their
points. So, however it's done tendering processes are opaque.” (0:29).
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If tender participants don’t comply as to the wishes of evaluators, cancellation of tender or
disqualification of tenderer is highly likely to occur, subtly in a seemingly legal manner. Thus, evaluators
threaten participants to cancel bids or reject their proposal with very silly reasons (E_03; E_10). Bids could
be delayed, canceled or bidders could be rejected after opening of proposals by way of various reasons
including but not limited to trivial arithmetic or other errors, evaluators own mistake, documents missing
etc. Nearly half of the procurement complaint cases verify this conviction (Appendix F.3). Expert 10
perceives this as a strong evidence for the change in tendencies: “Evaluation team members tell bidders
they missed to include some documents and they can allow them to do so in the middle of the evaluation if
they pay some amount of money. This shows you how the trend is changing. Before, the direction was
mainly from contractors and consultants. They were the ones who try to soften clients through bribery.
Now, in reverse, clients try to 'make' the most in all the stages of the procurement.” (1:18)
Manipulation of evaluations sometimes goes to the level of altering or generating new criteria until
it suits predefined winners: “These evaluators even change evaluation criteria from must meet (least bidder)
to merit based (points). Unless you mention this in the tender document that you will make use of mixed
evaluation criteria, how come you swing between criteria impulsively?” wonders Expert 07 (0:52). Perhaps
one of the frequently violated procedures as can be seen from the procurement complaint analysis is Art
16.19.2.1 of the directive which states ‘[…]The Public Body may not evaluate bids against other criteria
than those stated in the bidding document’.
That being the trendy corruption situation in the evaluation of tender documents in the Ethiopian
construction industry, some experts contend that the direction of immorality influence originated from
contractors side due to the elevated motivation they hold. Contractors may persuade evaluators by all
means. When evaluators don’t cooperate they would try to influence them through immediate bosses.
Expert 10 provides couple of his/her personal encounters on the issue. In a 400 million ETB building
construction project, contractors offered the expert substantial amount of the project cost to win the project.
In another project a contractor tried to allure this expert by conveying an offer to finish the construction of
a residential building the expert started. When the contractor couldn’t succeed to influence the evaluation
process, the team was bombarded with intense pressure from top management.

7.3.3 Tender Opening
Referring back to Figure 25 which compares VCA results of bid (consultants’ selection) and tender
processes, one can readily see that the gap between the graphs widens at the opening stage. This is due to
the very fact that Evaluators or procurement officers have found some sort of opportunity to maximize their
corrupt benefits through the process of tender opening (E_02). The possibility also exists in case of
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consultants’ selection but the reward from corruption wouldn’t be worth risking personal reputations.
Indeed the tender process holds much more fund and so does the corrupt transaction.
As stated on the procurement directive, ‘Bids shall be opened in public at the time and place stated
in the invitation to bid or in the document amending such invitation to bid’130. The directive also requires
public bodies to open each bid and read out the name of the bidder, bid price for the contract and rebate
offered by that bidder and the bidder’s conditions for such rebate, the amount and kind of bid security and
any other information enabling bidders to know their relative position in the bid concerned.131Nonetheless,
challenges occur when procurement officers are not adhered to these articles morally and start to collude.
According to Expert 12, bid or tender opening ceremonies are usually acted by procurement
committee member who are sometimes non-technical. When the technical evaluation requires technical
people they form ad-hoc technical evaluation team only for that stage. This team evaluates and submits
report to the committee. Basically, this team checks horizontal and vertical arithmetic errors. Theoretically
speaking, correction and manipulation chances are rare. Because the procurement committee is usually
around and they have to sign on each pages. This should have made it a difficult area for fraudulent and
corrupt practice. However there is a huge possibility that the whole team participates in the corruption
venture. In this scenario, all the procedures are easily violated and no way to halt the harm.
As discussed in the previous chapter (section 6.3.4), bid openers may read out, in case of a favored
contractors’ proposal, a false price lower than other bidders without adequate oversight (E_16). The real
financial offer shall be subjected to modification resulting from correction of deliberate errors. The
evaluation committee won’t be accountable as long as the alteration does not exceed the second best offer.
The procurement directive grants the committee a very subjective definition of what a complete or
acceptable document would be in case of deviation from bidding documents: ‘A Public Body may accept a
bid as complete notwithstanding that such bid contains elements representing certain variance with the
bidding document, in so far as such elements do not alter the conditions of contract and other essential
requirements forming the fundamental aspect of the bidding document, or bears minor errors or deviations
which can be corrected without affecting the essence of the bid. However, such deviations shall, as far as
possible, be expressed in monetary terms to be taken account of in the Evaluation of bids’ 132.
The active corruption case on Gullele Botanical Garden provides a useful insight about possible
intentional blunders. The procurement committee was charged for allegedly conspiring with a contractor to
help him win a fence work of 34.5 million ETB worth. Although the total financial offer was 28 million
Art. 16.18.1
Art. 16.18.2
132
Art. 16.9.1.4
130
131
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ETB, the committee with the contractor added 3.57 million ETB on the contract. Their pervert deed was
argued as being correction of arithmetic errors which they didn’t notify participants while opening the
tender document. Eventually, the alteration of only two items brought about all of this transformation on
the contract (CCC_09, third charge). Prices of these two items were changed from 50 and 3,000 to 500 and
8,000 respectively. The modification wasn’t difficult as they may have just added one zero behind 50 and
mirrored 3 to get 8 as result, as it is vividly reflected on the evidence.
Moreover, evaluation committees may deceptively hide contractor’s ‘sin’ at time of bid openings.
They would tell participants that the preferred contractor has submitted all required documents like renewed
license, bid security and machineries while the reverse is true. Expert 10 offers his/her personal encounter
as an evaluation team: “I have witnessed collusion between a client and contractor when opening a bid.
While I was evaluating a construction bid document, I found out that several documents including bid
security were missing in one of the documents. […] When I asked the client to open the original document
and send it to me, more than 20 pages were added. I was confused. Then I had to check the date on the bank
guarantee letter. The contractor intentional put the stamp on the date so that I won't be able to trace it. Then
I wrote a letter to the bank and asked about the guarantee. I discovered that the bank guarantee was arranged
after the submission when I asked for the original document. This was supposed to be reviewed at the
opening stage [properly and ethically]” (1:00).

7.3.4 Perceived Risks in Tender Processes
Experts understand the risks of corruption in pre-tendering (document preparations) stage to be higher than
evaluations both in their likelihood and impacts (Figure 26). The probabilities of both risks are nearly above
70%. The EMV of corruption risks related to tender document preparations and evaluations are -16.0% and
-12.3% of project costs respectively. While the risk result is homogeneous in case of document preparations,
consultants perceive evaluation stages less risky relatively.
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(a) Tender Document Preparation

(b)

Tender Evaluation

Figure 26: Risk Map; Tendering Process

Average Risk Score
6.18
Average Percentage Probability 69.4%
Average Cost Impact
-17.7%
EMV (% of project cost )
-12.3%

Average Risk Score
7.75
Average Percentage Probability 75.0%
Average Cost Impact
-21.3%
EMV (% of ‘project cost’ )
-16.0%

7.4 Construction Works (Implementation Phase)
The implementation phase offers huge opportunity for corrupters in the same vein as previous stages, the
challenge being exacerbated by several reasons. Evidently, it is the longest phase of construction projects
where by long list of actors are also involved through networks of contractual and non-contractual
relationships. The complexity of corrupt practice in this phase arises due to this precise reason (E_12) and
contractors manage to utilize it to compensate loses or maximize profits everlastingly (E_14). Apart from
this, stakeholders tend to violate contracts wherever it is feasible as this phase holds array of stages and
decision points from quality control to handover. No system can obstruct them from augmenting
opportunities for corrupt benefits in some of the stages if not through the whole process (E_10; E_14).
Even if the corruption transaction may look relatively petty, the aggregate sum of all possible
violations or risks across this phase could be far greater than predesign, design and tendering phases (E_15).
As the expert explains, ‘The problem is not because contractors want to benefit, but everyone else [every
stakeholder] has to benefit too in corrupt relations’. This increases the corruption cost as the number of
actors are incomparably numerous at the implementation phases. If one considers the construction process
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as a complex engineering system, obviously, ‘the more relations and elements a system comprises of, the
more non-transparent it becomes.’ (Maurer, 2017: 14).
Correspondingly, Professionals perceive vulnerability of this phase as highly likely. See survey
result (Figure 27). No stage or decision point, across ten of them, acquires a ‘not at all’ response. All the
stages received an average score between 3.36 and 3.95 on the 5-point scale in the VCA analysis. Additional
work order obtained the highest average score 3.95 while construction material, workmanship and payments
shadow it with 3.93, 3.91 and 3.88 respectively. Construction material and workmanship are the most
exposed stages to corruption as 73% and 71% of respondents respectively perceived their vulnerability to
be very or extremely likely. Additional work order and payments follow with 70% and 66% of responses
respectively, in spite of the fact that both acquired 36% response (the highest) for being extremely likely
vulnerable to corruption. It is worth understanding prevailing schemes of corruption and possible blunders
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Figure 27: VCA of Construction Phases

7.4.1 Quality Assurance: Quality of work and Material Control
As a matter of fact quality of construction works and materials control are indivisible aspects of
quality assurance while implementing construction projects. Nevertheless, for elaborate and particular
understanding of their liability and venture both VCA (above) and risk mapping (page 177) have been
performed. In case of both results, it becomes vivid that quality assurance of construction projects in
Ethiopia is at stake. Among many factors, the improper discernment contractors hold on concerning the
matter can be one reason aggravating the situation. In their majority, contractors don’t seem to consider
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compromising quality as an immoral as well as illegal act unless beheld and stopped by supervisors.
“Clients hire consultants to assure schedule, budget and quality. Otherwise they organize supervising team
in-house. Contractors are supposed to work diligently according to the specification on the contract.
Unfortunately, there is a misconception about quality. In our industry contractors are inclined to do
substandard works if consultants are not watching or approve it mistakenly. Sadly, they also think they are
not accountable unless caught red handed. This is very wrong. In all cases, contracts don’t allow them to
do so. They forget the very fact that contractors are always liable for every fault they do even if the
consultant approves it.” (E_12; 0: 54).
From clients or consultants side, site supervisors in charge of the work appear to be the only people
contractors have to be concerned about whenever trying to compromise quality as other professionals in
the hierarchy of projects don’t pay due attention. For this reason, contractors do anything to convince
supervisors knowing they have the ultimate power in assuring quality of construction works. “A supervisor
cannot anticipate any one to come and check him/her. If big bosses are coming they would be at further
possible distances on sites with their clean suit and ties. Neither they know what is going on nor have the
interest. So, the supervisor is the last person to check the appropriateness of the work (E_01; 0: 23).
Subsequently, as most experts agree, nearly all public construction projects have encountered substandard workmanship and material quality, since contractors thrive in persuading supervisors through the
corruption venture they offer (E_01; E_03; E_10; E_19). Sadly, the immorality goes to the level of
endangering structures. “Unexecuted and improperly done works are receiving acceptance so often due to
intentional and immoral acts. You would find very ridiculous mischiefs, for instance, in structural concrete
works. Regrettably, this has become a very common practice in our industry. Contractors embezzle
reinforcement bars from ready steel works after supervisions but before concrete castings are performed.
This is probably the most immoral act, I would say” (E_05; 0: 51)133
While majority of experts presume that qualities are under threat due to deliberate unethical
practices, few argue differently. For Expert 05 the failure on quality assurance in the construction sector is
also attributed to ignorance and inexperience of contractors: “Countless non-technical people own
construction companies. They only see the business dimension of the industry. These people are irritated
when you ask them to do material testing as for example. […] Additionally, they are highly skeptical of
technical people. So, they don't want to hire one. Instead they assign their relatives regardless of their
professional background. I have come across a case whereby a contractor assigned a mathematics teacher
133

The corruption case on defendants from Gullele Botanical Garden also signals corresponding corrupt exercises as
the court discovered some sub-base concrete areas were done without steel reinforcement violating the specification
(CCC_ 09)
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as a site engineer. It is so difficult to enlighten these contractors how quality is managed and so important
to the process of implementation.” (0: 48). Expert 06 endorses this partly only in case of proficiency: “the
issues with quality control are material, procedure and process of construction (method) and testing.
Material is strongly correlated with design and specification. It's subjected to compromised quality usually
due to corrupt intentions from the very beginning. […] However, inferior method of works (workmanship),
as I perceive it, is due to incompetence.” (1: 18).
In accordance with majority of Experts, poor specifications and, thus contracts, are preparing the
ground for unethical practices. ‘Most of the contracts don't have a means to account quality
mismanagement’ (E_08). Additionally, quality can only be guaranteed with clear procedures and efficient
information recording (documentation) which the industry lacks. So, it is eminent that qualities are
compromised (E_08’). ‘One can only control quality to the level it is specified’, as Expert 06 states.
Disastrously, at all events, specifications are not given priority in the Ethiopian construction industry. This
is briefly discussed in section 7.3.1. Quality control can be operated efficiently only when quality evaluation
or assessment tools are set for supervisors prior to implementations. Specifications, as part of contracts, are
one of these essential tools enabling us to do so. With the absence of it, no best result in the full realization
of quality control can be expected (E_06; E_10; E_15). Contractors and corrupt supervisors will entertain
the freedom to depend on one’s personal decision and choice of doing things.
The audit report on the Ministry of Health regarding the construction of 500 health centers offers a
supplementary, yet an important evidence to this finding (AR_10). In more than half of the project sites
(285 out of 475) visible and big volumes of work items were missing including but not limited to rooms
and even small buildings like stores and fences. OFAG also discovered that quality was compromised in
104 of the health centers. The project conveyed colossal disagreement between contractors and GIZ (the
project management and implementation agent) at the time of acceptance. This was owing to the fact that
quality assessment and assurance procedures were not clearly set from the very beginning. The House of
Peoples’ Representatives had to intervene to resolve this dispute resulting in 105 million ETB cost overrun
and 365% time overrun.
Workmanship is not vulnerable to corruption as often as construction materials are (E_07). Due to
the sum of money, bulk construction material procurements like steel and finishing materials usually attract
the attention of top management (E_06). Once more, this is played through specifications. Expert 06
clarifies why this is true: “Due to the lack of standards, our general specification could describe work items
referring specific brands and allow equivalent items. […] But what does this mean? We are creating
loopholes for corruption. Who and where is it going to be verified? Again we are leaving it to the personal
judgment of the engineer” (0: 40). With the lack of clear material testing and import procedures, the expert
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contends that this will remain to create huge opportunity for corrupters as the country didn’t install a robust
system on how to conduct it professionally and ethically. Expert 04 supplements this argument: “the
mechanism we use to assure quality is miserably poor. We need to define clearly means of verifications. Is
it by testing? If so, what kind of test? […] If you get different results from different laboratories for the
same item, do we really have a laboratory? I say, we don't!” and the expert continue sharing a personal
encounter: “once we got dissimilar results for the same order from [five testing laboratories]. What could
you do about this? Is this about the machines or calibration? Or is it about the attitude of involved people?
We have to clear this up. Where is the science? […] Our quality assurance procedures need to be packed
with detailed manuals. The procedure should be based on the context. We can't assure quality by observing.
The four elements of quality (input, process, method and product), should be checked meticulously.” (1:
27).
Apparently, the way the Ethiopian construction industry allows equivalent materials without
guaranteeing the means of verification, has provided corrupters endless possibilities for material changes.
Eventually, contractors bring about any reason for this to occur in case materials are specified accurately.
They would tell consultants that they could not find the material on market and ask for approval of
alternatives, ending up with dispute or corrupt relations: “If you argue about its existence and locate them,
they convince the client as if you are favoring a specific supplier. Clients may perceive this as a conflict of
interest. […] So, to avoid this, you let them to bring samples. They bring samples which are substandard.
Either they try to bribe you or come up with false laboratory test reports to assure the equivalence of the
new material. […] This is attributed to the lack of stable market, database and testing capacity. The
procurement legislation doesn’t allow us to put any specific brand on the specification. We could only
mention equivalent. This is to avoid market monopoly and it's understandable. However the only means of
verifying this is through testing which we are not lucky to have dependable and reputable laboratories. For
that matter we don't know the source or manufacturers of the materials! How can we check the
specifications? Sometimes, they even print logos of big brands on them.” (E_05; 0: 53).
The corruption court case on defendants from AAHDO offers an example on the current
construction materials depravity (CCC_08). When the project office procured un-plasticized poly vinyl
chloride (UPVC) sanitary materials between 2013 and 2017, the supplier and management people in the
office colluded and signed a total of 78 million ETB agreements in the course of 12 contracts. In contrary
to the specification, the supplier delivered materials made of Polypropylene (PP). The supplier, furthermore,
printed a sticker and put UPVC marks on all sanitary materials. The material supply department at AAHDO
invited for bid and awarded the supplier repeatedly ignoring the hints and complaints it received. No other
provider could have won this corrupt supplier. By that time, UPVCs were not produced locally. Thus, all
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‘unsuccessful’ bidders, all these years, have submitted higher prices. The counterargument by the deputy
manager was that consultants were supposed to check and approve qualities not them. Other than that, the
court had a hard time to proof or disproof the equivalence of the material supplied due to the lack of
laboratory equipment and personnel. In a similar manner, AGO accused middle and top management people
from Ethiopian Shipping and Logistics Service Enterprise, a consultant and consultant’s site engineer for
comparable corruption venture (CCC_ 11). Besides other accusations, according to the seventh charge, they
allegedly conspired and changed roof materials from sandwich panel to single EGA sheets without making
any changes on the unit price presuming they were equivalent.
Notably, the customary presumption about corruption in quality assurance is not true perpetually.
Construction materials having degraded quality are not the only ones which receive spurious verifications
for corruption to subsist. On the reverse side, intentional disqualification of qualified materials is also
utilized to provide undue benefits to suppliers. Distantly, this may appear as coercive practice. Nevertheless,
though uncommonly, suppliers may also bribe supervisors to disqualify the material they supply in case of
market fluctuations. This would give them the legitimacy and opportunity to benefit even from previously
supplied construction materials as they take away and sell it on market. Expert 03 enlightens us with an
experience: “Our assumption that contractors pay supervisors to skimp quality of work and material is not
always true. Let me give you an example on rebar. […] A supplier might have agreed 20 birr per Kg. for a
project. Assume they are going to supply 500,000 Kg. and this contract is tied. Suppose somehow, the price
of rebar has skyrocketed and reached 30 birr per Kg., which is the usual case in our country. The resident
engineer will reject the rebar supplied by the same company as if it is below standard. The supplier shall
gladly take it and sell it with more prices. Later, when the price goes down to 20 birr, then suppliers are not
anymore tempted and bring the same product to be approved by the same engineer (0: 24). Hence, this is a
fake quality assurance procedure set to benefit suppliers. There is a potential for this to be a common
practice as the government procures materials in bulk from suppliers for public projects and prices fluctuate
greatly.
Risks associated with corrupt and fraudulent practices while assuring quality are critical. When
contractors work sub-standardly or suppliers degrade quality of materials134, the ultimate cost of corruption
is human life. As Expert 03 explains, ‘we don't have a well registered document on construction
catastrophes. Because of this we might not be able to estimate the human risks related with construction

134

Suppliers have gone to the extent of ordering new diameters of reinforcement bars one wouldn't find on market or
engineering standards. For example 12 mm diameter bars could be changed to 11mm as they would ‘benefit’ a lot
from big volumes. Resident engineers are acquainted with this but they are continually bribed by suppliers or
contractors to ignore the fact (E_16)
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work and material control’. In any case, end users and tax payers are forced to endure each and every
economic cost brought by it.135 Although no one would know all hazardous living and working conditions
that has been created because of substandard works and material, it is vivid that the citizens are endangered
highly due to this.
Apart from this, it is also becoming a source of dispute among stakeholders. In an active arbitration
case a public body (a client and plaintiff) claimed 186 million ETB for compensation due to failed structure
(AC_ 10). While the claimant holds both the contractor and the consultant responsible for the damage
caused, the contractor, a respondent and also a counter claimant, is contesting that the consultant must be
liable for designing a wrong structure. Nevertheless, as reported by a study group from the client, failure
was due to poor quality of material and workmanship. Laboratory tests confirm that the construction work
was not executed according to specifications.
Nearly equal number of experts, 10 and 11 out of 16, perceive the probability of the risks of
corruption to be either highly or extremely likely in case of workmanship and construction materials
respectively (Figure 28). Notwithstanding, more experts understand the impacts of corruption due to
materials to be major or catastrophic. Consequently, even if both corruption risks in construction
workmanship and materials received a comparable average percentage probability of 53% and 54.7%, their
average cost impacts are -14.8% and -17.0% respectively. As a result of this the EMV of corruption risks
associated with poor workmanship is -7.8% while the risk in construction materials acquires -9.3%.

135

“[…] trend showed that whoever is going to move in to the condominiums (housing projects), they have no way to
complain. If they complain, then they will change it themselves. So, if you do an inventory, most of the sanitary
fixtures are replaced by the users because they have quality issues. The owners take out these substandard fixtures
and sell them to rural 'towns' or informal settlements. The quality approvers are not accountable because the
residents are not using them anymore.” (E_03; 0: 26).
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(a) Workmanship

(b)

Construction Materials

Figure 28: Risk Map; Quality Assurance

Average Risk Score
Average Percentage Probability
Average Cost Impact
EMV (% of project cost )

Average Risk Score
Average Percentage Probability
Average Cost Impact
EMV (% of project cost )

4.56
53.0%
-14.8%
-7.8%

5.30
54.7%
-17.0%
-9.3%

7.4.2 Payments
The process of payment approval and collection is understood by most professionals as an activity in the
implementation phase highly or extremely likely vulnerable to corruption (66% of respondents referring
Figure 27). Indeed it is a stage where unethical people get a chance to taste the ‘fruit’ of their corrupt
relationships through various advantages they ingrained at different phases of projects. In the event when
such relationships are not established effortlessly, between contractors and consultants or clients who
ultimately approve and make payments, the relation between stakeholders roughens inevitably. Plainly,
when contractors refuse to bribe, it is highly likely that payments become root cause of conflicts (E_01;
E_18), consequently subjected to delays (E_14; E_18). As it would be anticipated, in nearly all of the 17
arbitration cases analyzed, delayed payments were the primary source of dispute. In the mold of previous
discussion (section 6.2.5.3) contractors often prefer to exercise bribery as a means to resolve such recurrent
disputes.
Moreover, the problem of corruption in payments arises from the deep motivation and immorality
contractors possess to receive payments for totally or properly unexecuted works (E_05). This is realized
by means of several methods, as Experts 01 and 06 explain, through: 1) Excess payments in parts of
structures that cannot be uncovered and explored easily (E.g. substructures and rebar in concrete works);
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2) maximizing benefits by degrading quality of materials usually on those parts that have ranges of quality
and which account substantial amount of the project cost (E.g. finishing materials); and 3) exaggerated or
false prices (estimation). In any event, payments are exposed to corruption due to spurious estimations and
inadequate quality control (E_02; E_07). All these approaches of extracting extra fortune from projects
create conditions by negotiations for bribe or forcibly.
Thus, the process of payments provides a wide range of opportunity for unethical people as it is an
activity where corruption is often exercised through both directions of influences: bribery and extortion.
The economic cost of corruption in payments through extortion is much less than the one through bribery:
“The risk in payments is high only if it's associated or is linked with intentional and wrong estimations.
Otherwise the extortion some people in the finance department exercise doesn't make it risky” (E_13; 0:
40). Expert 14 sanctions the same argument yet offering explanation why it shouldn’t be a risk exceedingly
nowadays: “Payments are not so much vulnerable to corruption unless they are consequences of intentional
estimation errors. The extortion (delays) should be considered petty. This was even more common in old
times which I consider it to be innocent. In these days, this shouldn't be a problem as middle and top
management are involved in the corruption network through collusive practice. These people have the
power to give order to finance departments facilitating payments” (0:48) Hence, the aftereffects of
extortions are usually delays and very little facilitation payments which has become an acceptable routine
in the Ethiopian construction industry (E_08). Clients or consultants would coercively delay payments until
contractors comprehend the situation and start to offer bribes (E_7).136If worst comes to worst, contractors
have the contractual right to receive delayed payments after going through exhausting legal or arbitration
processes (E_05).
However, when clients or consultants are bribed by contractors, from the outset, the risk of
corruption is limitless as contractors may conspire to get paid for projects even not realized at all (E_03)137.
Payments that are double or triple actual costs of projects could be facilitated through corrupt relationships
lubricated by fake estimations (E_ 13). On account of this, contrary to professionals’ response on its
vulnerability to corruption, experts hold diverse perception on the risks related to payments. The relatively
scattered plot of their responses, both in the likelihood and impacts of the risk, certifies this fact (Figure

Contractors could be coerced to pay 10 to 50 thousand ETB per each payment they request, if the amount is
relatively smaller (E_ 03; E_10). In case of payments with big figures, site engineers may extort more than this, let
alone middle or top management representing consultants or clients. In a corruption court case, an engineer, who
once worked for Repi Soup and Detergent S. Co., was caught red-handed while receiving 100,000 ETB from a
contractor to give his approval for a final payment certificate. The contractor informed the court that the defendant
constrained him to pay double of this amount (CCC_ 06).
137
Also refer CCC_01; AR_12,
136
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29). While some understand the potential grand corruption that can be utilized through payments, others
preferred recognizing it as trivial challenge in the construction industry. As a consequence, even if the risk
received an average percentage probability of 40% the average cost impact is -9.2%, having EMV of -3.7%
of project costs. Hence, in spite of professionals’ perception (survey results), the risk of corruption due to
payments is inferior compared to other stages and activities understood as highly vulnerable.

Client
Consultant
Contractor
Average Risk Score
Average
Percentage
40.0%
Average Cost Impact
EMV (% of project cost )

2.36
Probability
-9.2%
-3.7%

Figure 29: Risk Map; Payments

7.4.3 Variations and Additional Works
Additional work order is the most highly perceived decision point by professionals for being vulnerable to
corruption, receiving an average score close to 4.0 (Figure 27). Nevertheless, nearly all experts preferred to
discuss the risks of corruption relating it with variations. As a matter of fact, variations also acquired an
average score of 3.8 on the VCA in construction phases, after 63% of respondents understood the
vulnerability to corruption as highly or extremely likely. This is because corrupters, in implementation
phases, are employing both variations and additional work orders or any of the two to entertain deliberate
and excess changes to extract benefits. They tend to exercise this regardless of their inherent meaning and
applications. Variations (change orders) are alteration of scope of works in construction contracts usually
due to design changes or amendments while additional works are extra activities outside contracts.
Variations are limitless by definition and one cannot avoid them utterly as long as designs are subjected to
even minor modifications (E_12). The need for additional works could also arise at any moment during
construction due to various motives (E_05). As in reality from other countries’ experience, they were
supposed to be the start of manifold arguments between clients and contractors than aggregating advantages
by means of corruption, like the case in Ethiopia (E_10). On these accounts, the exposure to corruption of
variations and additional work orders depends highly on the intentions of their emergence (E_07).
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Unintentional causes for changes and extra works could be incomplete designs and poor estimations
as variations in quantity are mostly considered errors in quantification (E_02; E_03; E_10). However when
new work items appear, may be as a result of omissions, they could be greatly exposed to corruption in the
course of assigning (fixing) new prices. This often involves middle or top management people from clients’
side whose fairness is usually under question (E_05). For this reason clients and consultants seem to omit
work items intentionally to forward advantage to favored contractors. In cases where loopholes in
estimations are not found readily to be applied for the same purpose, contractors tempt clients with new
ideas to violate designs ‘righteously’ (E_15). Expert 05 brings an active court case, related with this topic,
in to the discussion: “Recently, a consultant, whom I know, designed a market center for one of the regional
cities. The floor finish was cement screed. Later in the construction stage, the contractor convinced the
client and changed it to ceramic tiles. Because of this and other change orders the client approved, the
project expenditure was stretched to more than double of the [ICP]. Mind you, the consultant was not part
of the supervision and contract administration service. However, FEACC put him responsible and he is in
jail now. He is accused for omitting floor finishes purposely to enjoy corrupt benefits from variations. […]
But how do we know that is for true? What if the architect was trying his best to lower the project cost so
that it will be realized regardless of budget constraints? How about the contractor and the client? We can
only speculate” (2: 07). Anyhow the case is understood, one of the stakeholders, if not the consultant, might
have done this intentionally for personal gains.
Occasionally, contractors may also benefit from clients ‘innocent’ strategies while manipulating
estimations. On contrary to price inflations discussed in section 7.3.1.3, in rare instances, prices are
subjected to deflations to guarantee budget approval as projects might be renounced if they don’t fall on to
stipulated budget ranges (E_08; E_08’; E_10). Apparently, this will result in intentional changes and
variations to justify cost overruns. Detrimental enough, consultants are requested to exercise this by clients.
For instance, regional administrations who wish to deceive the Federal Government for intensions of
guaranteeing project sanctions ask consultants to lower prices or purposely omit work items.
Expert 08 and 08’ shares their personal experience supporting this argument: “Clients deliberately
omit items while preparing the bid document to secure budget from MoFEC speculating that they will
compensate by all means of variations and supplementary agreements. We have gained some advantages
from this in some projects. Clients themselves help you on this process of additional work orders and
variation approval. For example in a regional hospital project, the zone administration people knew the cost
of the project would be nearly 1 Billion ETB. However if they ask for the same amount of budget they
wouldn't get it approved. So, they started the project with 500 million ETB, as if the construction would be
done with very cheap materials and cost efficient methods. By the time the structural work was finished,
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the budget was used completely. So, they had to get approval for supplementary agreements and additional
works like finishing and electromechanical works. I personally entertained the advantage” (0: 23). Such
adventures by contractors suggest that corrupters, at their discretion, may take irrational actions and expend
outrageously on the basis of their private than project advantages.
To restrict both intentional and unintentional, yet perpetual changes and extra work orders, PPA
circumscribed both plainly in its procurement directive. In effect, in no condition, variations and additional
works are prohibited to exceed 25% and 30% of project costs respectively. In spite of this, experts had come
through the experiencing of violations where clients granted contractors 100% to 200% of ICP as variations
and additional work orders to convey undue benefits (E_01; E_10; E_11). In the event when stakeholders
are not daring to violate the procurement directive they incline to use every opportunity until it reaches the
permitted 55% all together, which is again a significant portion of public budgets (E_10; E_12). Evidently,
for a billion birr project, stakeholders would be delighted to utilize extra 550 million birr budget through
corrupt relationships without having to go through any tender scrutiny138.
Whenever project costs get higher than 125%, the preparation and signing of ‘supplementary
agreements’, to wrap cost overruns and embezzled fund, have become order of doing things in the Ethiopian
public construction industry (E_06; E_13). As a result of this and other factors nearly all projects audited
by OFAG had cost overruns ranging from 40% to 311%139 (Appendix F.4). Certainly, majority of projects
were approved violating procurement procedures set by PPA. Perhaps the issue of variation and additional
works is the most recurrent predicament in accordance with the finding of the document analysis from
OFAG. Universities (clients) were paying contractors millions of Birr for variations and additional works
without even having consents of consultants140. In hospital building construction projects comparable or
conceivably worse cases are found. As for instance, St. Peter Hospital paid 26.5 million ETB for change
orders hardly having any contract with the contractor (AR_15) while St. Paul Hospital endorsed additional
works close to 300% of the original contract in building renovation construction work (AR_12). Other
projects in CBE and Ethiopian Airports Corporation had to go through similar difficulties (AR_09; AR_16).
Furthermore, this illicit act of creating and approving excess variations and additional works may
have also given clients plethora power to extract benefits from contractors coercively. This is owing to the
fact that contractors would lose the battle in the course of dispute. “I presume additional work order is a

In the construction of 11 Billion ETB fertilizer complex in Yayu, OFAG discovered that the contractor received
extra 3.4 Billion ETB as a result of change orders before even the project was completed (AR_ 19). Likewise,
Ethiopian Sugar Corporation paid more than a Billion ETB for escalations breaching procedures (AR_11).
139
AR_13; AR_22
140
AR_12; AR_18; AR_25
138
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very high risk area as it involves clients’ decision majorly. However, no contractor seems to recognize the
risk they are taking while given orders more than 30% of project costs. I recall a court case (cassation)
where a client ordered and the contractor did additional works more than 50% believing it will get approval.
Nevertheless, the Cassation decided differently and the contractor lost. The client's order didn't matter
because the court said it is public money. Previous arbitration and court dictions favored the contractor at
the outset. But eventually, he lost. May be he was planning to sign supplementary agreements.
Unfortunately, this works if and only if clients are in ‘good relation’ with contractors. Contrariwise, the
contractor is supposed to measure all additional work and decline to accept orders surpassing the permitted
quantity” (E_13; 1: 08). Thus, in addition to increased construction costs enormously, additional works
may also be a source of friction among stakeholders, particularly in cases of ‘unlubricated relationships’ 141.
As a result of these, the Ethiopian construction industry is enduring detrimental risks of corruption
that are logical consequences of frequent changes. Majorities of professionals as well as experts understand
the likelihood of corruption to be as highly likely. According to the result of the risk map on variations and
additional work orders, 11 experts out of 16 perceive the probability of exposure to corruption as highly
likely while 10 sense the impact to be major or catastrophic (Figure 30). The EMV of associated risk of
corruption is -7.8% of project costs.

Client
Consultant
Contractor
Average Risk Score

4.18

Average Percentage Probability 55.6%
Average Cost Impact
EMV (% of project cost )

-14.0%
-7.8%

Figure 30: Risk Map; Variations and
Additional Works

141

AC_02; AC_03; AC_08
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7.5 Pre-synopsis: Perceived Costs of Corruption
7.5.1 The Attempt to Monetize Costs of Corruption
Besides the methodological desire of prioritizing risks, the researcher developed curiosity in the
discernment of the cost of corruption in the Ethiopian construction industry. Apart from few figures
provided by literature, discussed in section 4.3.2 of the contextual review, Ato Mekuria Haile, the then
Minister of Construction, once argued that the cost of corruption in Ethiopia is as high as 35% of project
costs (NC, 2013b). Doubtfully, it was hardly a result of any empirical study. Motivated by this, improvised
inquiry was forwarded to experts, probing perceived costs of corruption. However, no expert, except one
(E_15), had the interest as well as the courage to discuss it in numbers.
Any technique of quantifying corruption risks is perceived as an operation which underestimates
significant or actual constraints conveyed by corruption in the industry, by majority of experts. This is in
view of various facts. Fist consequences of such practices are very disparate pertaining to nearly every
realm of human life: spiritual, social, economic and political. “We shouldn't tag any price while discussing
the cost of corruption. We should be talking how much of project costs we might lose. At the end of the
day we are decaying. […] We have witnessed that corrupters can take the whole project cost. They withdrew
money when projects are not even realized. So the economic cost can go as far as this. But regardless of
these costs, the tendency must be curtailed because the moral and social crisis is enormous as compared to
the economic cost. […] It also leads to expectation crisis. If the government is draining on a project the
entire budget planned for three projects, the two other projects suffer, and so is the society. How would we
regain the good moral values and respect we had as a nation? That is priceless!” (E_02; 0: 49). The financial
loss of corruption due to bribery, across all value chains, could be 5% of the project cost whereas the effect
could be as high as 100% for those cases where unnecessary projects are planned and realized (E_03).
Second, one would fail in the struggle of delineating line between causes and consequences in case
of grasping corruption in construction. Causes of corruption in some project cases might be consequences
in others and it would be impossible for anyone to certainly interpret them. “I wouldn't try to put the cost
of corruption in figures. But what I know for sure, the loss due to mismanagement is much greater than due
to corruption. Time overruns are also costing us more than cost overruns. In general, the cost of
mismanagement caused by corruption or improper guidance is greater than the cost of corruption we
actually call 'making business' or bribery” (E_05; 2: 18). Hence, as expert 03 describes it well, no one would
succeed in pointing exactly to actual costs. The cost of corruption in number of cases might be the sum of
all costs of escalations, additional work orders and claims while in other cases it is absolutely not. As a
matter of fact, in few instances, economic costs could be understood when one comes along the
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experiencing of extortions of 5%-10% of project costs in the process of construction tenders
(E_16).Notwithstanding, consequences are uncertain.
Third, we couldn’t reach in to any kind of consensus as to which parameters and interests of
stakeholders to include or exclude as part of lose owing to corruption. Experts have diverse understanding:
For experts like 08, the cost of corruption includes all loses due to the absence of authentic competitions
or procurement processes while Expert 15 apprehends costs of corruption to comprise contractors’
incompetence and negligence, as they would naturally tend to reimburse it by ways of corrupt transactions.
“[…] while calculating agreed prices; a contractor adds 30%-35%, depending on the category up to 40%,
of the direct cost as overhead and profit. Actually, because of his negligence, mismanagement, material
wastage and site theft, he loses 20 -35% of the project cost. He assumed that adding 35% on the direct cost
would benefit him. However, if he loses 35% due to mismanagement and embezzlement, he will no more
have the capacity to execute the project. Hence, he tries to find another way of compensating his lose. So,
the cost of corruption has to accommodate all this and additional intentions of the contractor as well as
other involved parties” (1: 27).
The Expert’s discussion implies that management inefficiencies might have direct impact on
corruption. Yet, after arguing in this manner, the expert offers perceived costs of corruption: “Roughly, in
a project that is not well managed, I think the cost of corruption may go up to 45% of the project cost.
Surely, contractors want to use corruption as a means to compensate their cost of negligence. However, if
the mismanagement is lowered to 10% -15%, the economic cost of corruption would be 20-25% of the
project cost.” (1: 29) It is understandable that experts find it challenging as ‘One intangible variable can
only be matched with another intangible’ (E_08; 1: 00). Aside from that, the monetization of costs requires
the consideration of very broad human and non-human factors.

7.5.2 Risk Severity Rating
Regardless of their reservation to reflect on the total economic loss due to corruption, experts were
untroubled to respond on to the risk maps on highly vulnerable stages and activities. Consequently, average
risk scores and EMVs of corresponding risks were calculated, as a way to comprehend and prioritize
risks142. The pre-design phase of projects received the highest score and EMV (Figure 31). Nonetheless,
tendering and construction phases also acquired high EMVs as they are aggregates of multiple stages and
142

As explained in chapter 5, section 5.4.6., this approach is not meant to offer us the exact cost of corruption in each
phase of projects but instead enabling us to prioritize them. This is mainly owing to two limitations. First, due to
the fact that corruption is a hidden exercise and the data is entirely based on the perception of experts. Second, there
is a possibility that non-prioritized stages and decision points, whose risks haven’t been calculated, could bring
higher risks across all phases.
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decision points. Tender process includes both the preparation of documents and evaluations while
construction phases are inclusive of quality of workmanship and materials, variations and additional work
orders and payments. At all levels the cost of corruption is exorbitant. Prominently, the creation, planning
and acquisition of projects are as much costly, if not more, as implementation of projects while considering
prevailing corruption risks.
According to the results of risk maps, the sum of all costs of corruption risks (EMVs) in only those
critical stages considered is -85.3% of project costs. This would seem very unrealistic particularly knowing
the existence of other vulnerable but excluded stages and the result is close to or even has the potential to
be more than 100% of project costs. Can aggregates of EMVs of corruption risks in projects have outcomes
near or in excess of 100%? Yes! There are three conceivable explanations to this. First and for most, in
their monetary valuation of risks, experts would tend to consider consequences, as discussed in the previous
section, other than actual transactions due to corrupt practice or embezzlements. As a matter of fact, this is
a fair assessment of risks. As Expert 01forwards the concern, ‘we may try to quantify loses as a result of
measurable variables. However, there is another variable called safety which is almost impossible to
quantify. This can go up to collapsing of structures, in which case costs of corruption not only depend on
projects’ cost but the damage it causes. We don't know for sure how many of our building would survive if
our cities experience earthquake. We are just lucky these bad days have not come in our times’ (1: 09).

Figure 31: Risk Severity Rating
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Second, what an expert considers as project cost at any given stage of projects, in the course of
mapping risks, could be the leftovers from previous corrupt transactions. For example, let us suppose a
project had total project cost of ‘X’ amount at the very beginning. By the time the design service is awarded
to a consultant the project cost may have been degraded by 17.4 %, as the original budget would be
subjected to grand corruption in the planning phase. Likewise, the ‘project cost’ at the construction phase
could be exposed to reductions due to corrupt transactions at the planning and design phases. In accordance
with this assumption, the deduction of ‘project costs’ goes as far as the very last stage as long as projects
suffer from corruption at every stage. Hence, the total corruption cost wouldn’t be simply the arithmetic
sum of all EMVs.
Third, inverse to the second possible interpretation of the result, projects may have accommodated
all costs of corruption in their cost overruns. Indeed, it should be extra of actual costs than results of
intentionally untrue ICPs. When corrupt officials and officers or professionals deliberately estimate a
project three fold, the cost of corruption automatically turns -200%. In such scenario, assumed project costs
are far from actual costs to entertain personal gains. In an event when such transactions are not premeditated
and imbedded within fake estimations, projects may survive risks of corruption through cost overruns.
Perhaps, this could justify why nearly all public construction projects in Ethiopia face budget alteration
excessively. In this regard, aggregated EMVs wouldn’t result in overstated figures. As discussed previously,
OFAG report reveals that most Ethiopian construction projects have suffered from cost overruns ranging
from 40% to 311% of ICPs (Appendix F.4). The average cost overrun, nearly 60% of ICPs, published by
CoST (discussed in chapter 4) corroborates this finding as well. Rose-Ackerman (1996:7) is also right to
argue in her article that ‘illegal payoffs can increase the cost and lower the quality of public works projects
by as much as 30 percent to 50 percent’, after referring analysis of case study materials from around the
world.

7.6 Chapter Summary and Conclusion
This chapter has provided a brief interpretation and analysis of empirical findings in an attempt to answer
the two primary research enquiries: where, in all the stages and activities, are the degree of vulnerability as
well as risks of corruption higher; and how is it being practiced? In spite of the fact that the researcher
delimited the study, from the outset, to design services and construction works phases of projects, predesign (planning) has been warned to be the seedbed and cause for most of the opportunities corruptors
entertain at later phases. Interview participants were largely well aware of this reality. For this very reason,
the researcher also turned the gaze to this specific phase to identify major flaws. To this end, the study
disclosed the unfortunate conviction that nearly all Ethiopian public building construction projects suffer
from inadequate or failed planning, as early as inception periods, as they might have been commenced by
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higher officials predicated on the wicked attitude to benefit oneself. To carry out their anticipation, these
officials tend to ‘work with’ favored consultants and foreign contractors, violating procedures, to make use
of readily smuggled corrupt transactions and to conceal their deeds. Regrettably, the economic loss due to
corruption merely in this phase could go as high as 20% of project costs.
Of all the stages and decision points in the design phase, estimation received the highest score by
virtue of being vulnerable to corruption. Study participants understood it as the breeding-ground for most
of the opportunities in upcoming project phases. Both classical and relatively strange (endemic) schemes
are being used by project participants to manipulate quantities and specifications. Due to the absence of
project audits and the lack of appropriate technology, there seems to be no way that these sinful operational
conspiracies are scrutinized and traced. On such grounds of defective estimations, evidently, flawed tender
processes thrive. Corrupt relationships are established between consultants or clients and contractors at
early phases to craft tender documents so that they suit specific contractors’ specialty/capacity. In the event
where such corrupt relationships are not established at early phases of tendering, evaluation processes are
extremely manipulated violating and ‘misinterpreting’ procurement procedures put in place by PPA.
Follow-up to this, apparently, comes the implementation phase where corruptors are glad to
maximize benefits or compensate loses through additional work orders and compromised quality of
materials as well as workmanship. Indeed, corrupt contractors entertain both inferior qualities and
additional work orders by ways of priorly done erroneous estimations, bestowed as a result of established
corrupt relationships: ‘poor’ specification and intentionally omitted items respectively. But how are these
relationships and negotiations among corrupt stakeholders laid down? The subsequent chapter provides a
broad and empirical insight for this enquiry.
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Chapter 8: EXAMINING CORRUPTION:

COMPREHENDING

ALLIANCES and STRUCTURE of CORRUPTION NETWORKS
Construction projects, distinct from other classes of procurements, comprise a very wide range of
human and non-human actors (Pryke, 2012; Dallas, 2006; Cretu et al., 2011). Consequently, the practice of
corruption involves interactions between both contractually closely linked and peripheral (unrelated)
‘stakeholders,’143 across all levels of management positions. The labyrinth of dealings between them is,
evidently, clear as mud due to the opaque and complex nature of corrupt relations and transactions. Thus
far, the findings of data analyzed acquainted us only with opportunities for corruption and critical stages
across different phases of Ethiopian construction projects that are relatively and exceedingly vulnerable to
corruption. Besides revealing the pervasiveness of corruption in the industry, previous finding chapters
under-scored opportunities corruptors entertained. What is lacking before anyone attempts to deal with such
a problem would be the understanding of behavior of networks stakeholders developed while carrying out
projects corruptly. There must be established system for us to understand and for corruption to persist to
this extent in the Ethiopian public construction sector. Because, as Warburton (2013: 231) asserts, ‘we all
operate in a world of differentiated social networks based on communication, personalized relations and
shared interests’.
Unfortunately, we neither can comprehend nor interpret the structure of concealed networks
without primarily acquiring sufficient insight on the nature of stakeholders’ relationship. In an effort to do
so, the socioeconomics of stakeholders’ relation, directions of influences and the power they maintain are
discussed to comprehensively diagnose the corruption exercise. Then after, the findings are further
interpreted and the structures of corruption networks are examined graphically and statistically using SNA
techniques. Such attempts of capturing knowledge give ways to look critically at who these stakeholders
are and to what extent they may be involved first in a risk generation and later in its management (Dallas,
2006; Morris, 2013; Maurer, 2017; Pryke, 2012; Tan et al., 2010). Indeed, ‘it is nearly impossible to keep
track of the entire network of actors involved in a project’, let alone corruption transactions (Beck, 2012:9)
Once again this is analogous to treating a patient. As part of his/her evidence-based treatment and
acquiring of advanced intellect on an illness, a doctor would embody testing on the diagnostic process.
143 Not all actors who are part of the corruption venture (for example brokers) might be called stakeholders.
Nevertheless, be them as internal or external, their engagement across projects’ value chain qualifies them to be
called stakeholders as it means, by definitions, ‘ individuals or organizations […] whose interest may be positively
or negatively affected as a result of project execution’.
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Giles (2012) also maintains this approach and situates detection between investigation and deterrence in
his corruption risk management framework. Thus, the chapter provides findings and results of diverse data
including SNA. Note should be made of the very fact that not all corruption networks are conceivable and
prevalent unless systematically approached. 144

8.1 The Socioeconomics of Corruption: ‘Persuaders’ 145 vs. ‘Benefiters’146
Stakeholders as human actor are both creators as well as centers of corrupt practices. They must develop
the chemistry of alliance for it to prevail. At least an actor has to ignite the fire of corruption while the same
or another actor benefits relatively more than others. It is not always true that persuaders or instigators are
most benefiters. However, habitually, motivations govern their initiation for corruption. Unless they cease
to act corruptly due to curtailed motivation, like Expert 08 expresses his/her actions, established networks
will continue to pay them off.
Experts understand contractors as having the highest motivation among stakeholders (E_01) as they
are relatively close to the money construction projects yield (E_09), and they risk it all to win projects,
realize, and satisfy wishes than others (E_06). Contrary to this knowledge and tradition, Expert 01 and 10
perceive a developing trend where clients are starting to have as high motivation as contractors to set up
the practice: “[…] these days, clients also have no less motivation than contractors. The merit higher
officials and professionals in these project offices receive from projects is obviously the money they
embezzle than their salary, promotion, and social status. So, owners of construction companies followed
by people at the top positions representing the client have the highest motivation. As the position goes
down, their motivation decreases.” (E_01; 1:21).
Regarding to the inquiry which actor benefits most, experts hold comparable discernment with few
peculiarities. The economic advantages stakeholders secure from corrupt relations may have determined
their level of motivation to act corruptly and vice versa. Once again, contractors are perceived by most
experts for benefiting the most from corruption. As stated by Expert 03, the more contractors are engaged
in such practice; they do not only benefit financially, but also develop the talent on how to effectively
exercise it. Nevertheless, few experts contend that clients are starting to gain more in an emerging new
The formulation of simple and mathematical interpretations to sophisticated social problem, as explained in chapter
5, should be perceived as an empirical attempt to elucidate complexities. Otherwise, problems will continue to exist
with their intricate nature.
145
The instigation for corruption is not always communicated harmoniously as coercive practices also exist.
146
As Expert 02 and 07 firmly dispute, everyone is a loser and no one would ultimately benefit from corruption as the
consequences are diverse. Hence, benefiters of corruption should be understood as actors who acquire relatively
more economic advantages from corrupt exercises.
144
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order of ‘doing business’ among stakeholders. This is in relation to their relative minimal contribution in
the realization of projects (E_05) and unlike contractors they don’t show off their wealth (E_06).
Expert 01 explains the sprouting trend: “Contractors are the most benefiters. But that seems to be
declining. I have recently come across a case where a contractor friend was extorted to pay substantial
amount when he requested an advance payment. Such kinds of incidents are forcing me to revise my
perception on benefiters from corruption exercises in our industry. The value added by these personnel at
public office is very low and they don't pay taxes. If the project manager dies or fired, another project
manager will come asking for same or additional money. But the contractor is paying significant amount
of the project cost for groups of public officials and personnel from the advance payment. Contractors'
[erroneous formula to win projects and facilitate payments] by way of corruption seems to convey much
more risk upon them.[…] In some cases contractors are supposed to grant these officials and/or
professionals up to 50% of the agreed bribe fee through advance checks. People who represent clients are
there simply to monitor the project, [apprehend that] but get a big share of project costs” (0:42).
Results of the online questionnaire analysis displays corresponding outcome, with experts opinion
(Figure 32). Nearly half of the respondents understand clients to initiate corrupt relations followed by
consultants (29%) and brokers (15%). This might reinforce the strong argument experts forward on clients’
extreme motivation to act corruptly, as Warburton (2013: 230) suggests “[…] if a government actor has
high motivational forces and low inhibitory forces then they will probably be the initiator”. On the other
hand contractors are perceived by 42% of professionals as the most benefiters followed by clients (28%).
Despite the fact that consultants are perceived by very few professionals as instigators (7%), double of these
professionals understand them to benefit more from corrupt relations (14%). It turns out that respondents
don’t hold very homogeneous comprehension when it comes to most advantageous actors. Evidently,
respondents like to single out the organization they belong to. A critical examination of the data reveals
that most respondents (nearly 90% except those working in academic institutions) don’t perceive their
organization either as initiator of or most benefited from corruption. This either lifts the question on the
credibility of their response or discloses further reality on biased perception where everyone immunes
him/herself from the venture.
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Clients (People in public/
project offices)
Consultants
16%

15%

28%

Brokers/ Intermediaries

49%

29%

Contractors

42%

14%

7%
148 Responses
a) Instigators of corruption

145 Responses
b) ‘benefiters’ from corruption

Figure 32: Perceived Principal Instigators and 'Benefiters' from corruption

8.2 Pre-synthesis: Stakeholders’ Corrupt Relationships
For any form of corruption to exist there should be a relationship established among actors either
temporarily or permanently, as it cannot be practiced devoid of their participation. The attempt of analyzing
such relationships is neither plain nor credible. As expert 04 disputes, ‘researches focusing on stakeholders
don't reach onto consensus and their replicability could be under question mark. […] Any scientific study
shouldn’t point on any of the stakeholders’ (1: 39). Moreover, the role of stakeholders from corruption
perspective depends on the project character and delivery system (E_02; E_03; E_15). However, the
endeavor is worthy in grasping the how about of corruption in the social structure of relationships. Even if
PPA’s standard bid document states ‘the relations between the employer and the supplier should not be a
master and servant’, Ethiopian consultants and contractors seem to act like menials due to which clients are
starting to possess the authority to command any sort of immoral acts (E_04; E_07; E_13). Contractors
choose to spend on careful planning of approaching and ‘serving’ clients than want to work on reputations.
Consequently, the spirit of team work and check and balance between clients and consultants is lacking
(E_01).
Nevertheless, the notion of ‘working together’ to benefit oneself, initiated either by clients or
contractors, as discussed in the previous section, persists (E_10) driven both by need and greed (E_01).
Indeed, as is customary, contractors do everything in their power and knowledge to exclude ethical
consultants in their relationships with clients (E_15). Hence, they establish corruption relationships at very
early stage of projects. Outrageously, in the trendy and persistent network of corrupt relationships with
clients, contractors are perceived as sources of projects. They ‘precook’ projects primarily with clients at
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inception stages and tend to include consultants and suppliers later in the process of procurement (E_05).
In any case, clients become the big players. They don't only create the project but also the stage up on which
corrupt games are played (E_02). As the expert argues, consultants are brains of projects. Debilitating their
authority will collapse the implementation system of construction projects lubricating the collusive practice
between clients and contractors. In fact, this doesn’t exempt consultants completely from being part of the
practice, but professionals at design stage are relatively perceived to have better integrity than those in
procurement departments (E_06).
Stakeholders set up corrupt relationships across organizations and in-house at all levels whenever
required on the basis of project scale and funding character. In case of big projects, higher officials, from
client side, are the active players and the big fund comes from foreign banks or MoFEC. This must be done
at inception stage. But in small scale projects like health posts, schools and administration building
constructions, the middle management play a significant role in facilitating the corruption network (E_03).
From suppliers’ sides, particularly contractors tend to involve all level personnel if their company is only
at infant stage. But, when a design firm or construction company guarantees economic as well as
connection ‘ramp-up’, it has to abridge low level personnel involvements in corrupt transactions.
Expert 08 clarifies this: “a construction company which is in [an early] growth stage usually tries
to 'work' with all management levels (top, middle and low) of clients and consultants. Those who are in
transformation stage may 'work' with middle and top management people. However, consolidated or
stabilized companies remain to communicate only with top management. They cannot keep doing it with
all the levels because the liability increases. So, they have to cut some lower level connections, as they
stabilize, and look genuine. They would only tell lower employees that they are submitting unbalanced bid
instead of pre-cooked project. In contrary to this, new companies involve all of their workers and have no
problem telling them about their corrupt relations.” (0: 34).
Corruption relations could be kept across all levels, for quite long time, in case of nepotism. When
affiliates or close relatives of clients strategically turn out to be contractors and material suppliers, a strong
network is set between all levels (E_17). Contrarily, in other cases, top management people must permit
for operation level personnel to be part of the network, for which reason Expert 03 holds middle and top
management accountable for prevailing petty corruption: “[…] Let's assume a resident engineer and
resident engineer-off in a particular project agreed on a unit rate and raised the measured quantity which is
not executed. But, if that payment doesn't come from the contractor's office to this resident, these guys on
site will not get any benefit. So, the system of the construction company has to allow this. […] top and
middle management people in our construction companies are responsible for most of corrupt exercises at
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operation level”. Exceptions to this are when operation level professionals manage to set up relationships
with suppliers directly. “[…] there are few cases I heard […] assume a project that requires 100,000 kg of
rebar. The resident engineer could fallaciously require 120,000 kg. Then the supplier will deliver only what
the project would require and keep the extra 20,000 kg. at the shop to share the benefit later. In such a case,
the engineer has managed to go behind the top management and establish a network with the supplier”
(0:38).

8.2.1 Direction of Influences: Bribery vs. Extortion
How are abovementioned corrupt relationships settled among stakeholders? What is the direction; is it by
way of bribery or extortion? All experts and informants agree that both schemes of corruption exist in each
and every phase of construction projects yet bribery being the prevalent category. Nearly in all cases,
stakeholders’ relation is driven by pure economic interest than ordinary favoritism except very few
nepotism practices (E_03; E_05). However, as the construction sector is witnessing a shift in decisive power
(E_01) and motivation for corruption (E_06; E_10) from consultants to clients, as Ethiopians often call it,
‘ej metemzez’ meaning ‘twirling hands’ is becoming a customary procedure of securing corrupt
transactions. This is performed whenever a common corruption ground is missing usually by middle
management and operation level people (E_02, 04).
As Expert 15 describes state of affairs, clients are propelled to coerce consultants or contractors
when they don’t possess extra control over forthcoming phases of projects. “Extortion is commonly
exercised by people who have no further influence on the upcoming stages of projects. Take for example
tender evaluation committees formed by management people. […] These people know that once they award
the contract to a consultant or a contractor, they will not have any say and the power to influence projects.
They will have no further roll on projects. So, to use their last chance they have to extort. That’s also why
these non-technical (non-engineering professional) people in the finance department exercise extortion.
[…] On the contrary, if evaluators are consultants who will be supervising and administering contracts,
they would sit and negotiate with contractors instead of practicing corruption coercively. They can openly
discuss on their benefits and burdens, which is bribing in the outset then becomes a collusive practice”
(1:52).
Direction of corruption influences are also conditioned by how socially close actors are to each
other and accordingly, how projects are harvested. Clients deliberately boost close relatives’ status to
becoming consultants, contractors, and suppliers. In such events, sometimes projects are awarded directly
to favor them. Conversely, as discussed in the previous chapter, other contractors would be coerced artfully
to buy construction materials and/or rent machineries from these relatives (E_03; E_17). The more such
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clients possess corrupt family members, the more they are inclined to extort others to benefit them. As
Expert 03 contends, ‘basically, [these contractors] are ‘buying’ projects from clients, even if the form of
conveying economic advantage differs from case to case’ (0: 45). Additionally, the way projects are secured
may determine the direction of influences. In accordance with Expert 13, contractors who won projects
genuinely are not motivated to bribe. Hence, they are highly exposed to extortion at implementation phases.
Even if the Expert claims that coercive practices are results of fair competition, that doesn’t seem to be
always true. As long as prevailing corrupt relationships are set based on mutual benefits than pure favoritism
(E_05), stakeholders can develop such connections regardless of history of project acquisitions. As a matter
of fact, it could define direction of influences between organizations, but not at individual level.
Contractors are perceived, by Experts like 06, to be constantly coerced as long as they are in
perpetual risks of survival, although they don’t experience direct blackmailing by clients or consultants.
What is even more severe, but not ubiquitous, is contractors also face extortions by other contractors to
secure projects. This occurs particularly to exclude unwanted bidders when contractors collude in tender
processes. Expert 14, as a contractor, recalls a case where he/she was coerced by a contractor to withdraw
from participating in a tender. Contrary to this, some experts perceive the extortion at implementation phase
to be critical than tendering phase due to the very fact that consultants and contractors are tied by contracts
and there will be no chance of (very costly) retreat: “[…] Unless a contractor or a consultant is highly
obsessed in securing projects, he/she can withdraw from any kind of extortion by clients in the bidding
process. So, it's a matter of choice. However once they sign contracts, they can't do so. They are highly
vulnerable to extortion and have to deal with [it one way or another].” (E_17; 1: 03).
As a rule, like the hypothetical model in Figure 33 constructs, stakeholders who possess the power
to make decisions extort persuaders, who are enthusiastic to acquire projects, until they establish close and
personal relationships. Otherwise, persuaders must bribe these decision makers to convey undue benefits.
Varied decisions can be given by stakeholders. Clients decide on so many aspects of projects including
consultants’ and contractors’ selection. Consultants also partly decide on design, tender processes and
implementation phases while contractors have fractional autonomy to select sub-contractors and suppliers.
In cases when both decision makers and persuaders possess and exhibit their motivation simultaneously or
in cases where profound corrupt relations are developed in the course of time, their connection will be
upgraded and they start to conspire on each and every shape of projects. This could be one main reason
why clients prefer to ‘work with’ only few consultants and contractors. It might be worth saving the status
of relationships not to waste energy on extortion in addition to building trust among actors. In this regard,
Warburton (2013:225) is right to point the fact that ‘once a channel of communication has been established
and one corrupt transaction is executed, the nature of the communication changes between two actors. There
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is no longer an instigator and a target, only two willing participants. The corrupt transaction is sanctionable
and secret ensuring the channel of communication cannot be closed even if one actor decides they no longer
want to participate.’

Figure 33: Direction of Influences

8.2.2 Stakeholders’ Power: Decision vs. Influential
Stakeholders’ power as an element of their capability to exercise corruption is an important factor to
consider although its understanding is complex, as other features/ elements of corruption (motivation and
rationalization). The master-servant relationship between public bodies and other stakeholders granted
clients indefinite power to determine destiny of projects and coerce others (E_01; E_04; E_19). Due to this,
the independent judgement of the consultant is also compromised (E_02; E_13). “I don't think consultants
have all the freedom to decide without the knowledge or blessing of client specially while selecting
contractors. The consultant can't take the authority on such kinds of decisions as the majority of the budget
is going to be spent in the construction phase […]” (E_13; 0:33).
To maintain the authority at all stages in the construction phase, clients tend to have internal
technical team or assign representatives granting them the capacity to take matters over consultants (E_19).
Holding such an extreme conclusive power, clients could decide on acute matters, without having adequate
knowledge, on the basis of personal gains: “evidently, clients have ultimate power. Some non-technical
people might even don't know about the project, yet they hold the power to make critical decisions like
approving change orders and payments. These people care about the 'share' they would get from it” (E_02;
0:20).
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As the hypothetical model in Figure 34 portrays, in general terms, the decisive power among
contractually close stakeholders 147 ascends from contractors to clients and from operation level to top
management in their hierarchy of power. Clients could take decision over nearly all of the stakeholders and
consultants presumably could do the same over contractors, sub-contractors and suppliers (E_02; E_06).
Concurrently, while clients and consultants possess decisive power over stakeholders, they are not immune
from influential power contractually related and isolated or farthest stakeholders hold.
As discussed previously, assisted by their connection and persuasion skills, actors like lobbyists
and brokers, who even have no contractual links with any of the stakeholders, could determine the decline
and conception of public construction projects. They are the go-to persons who institute and maintain
corruption interactions, insuring stakeholders’ ‘satisfaction’ and their engagement in corruption ventures,
keeping the non-static influential power for corruption: “A non-government instigator may attempt further
corruption attempts against other government actors, through the target, if the instigator has a desire for
power that exceeds the ability of the target to satisfy. Corruption will tend to flow upwards through the
authority hierarchy to the next level of management, in order to gain access to greater discretional authority”
(Warburton, 2013: 231).
Likewise, some officials in authorities like Minister Offices and Municipalities may advocate the
inception and realization of construction projects for personal gains. For instance officials in MoFEC and
MoWUD could influence clients by sanctioning favored projects offering ranges of support from moral to
budget facilitations. They advocate for such projects by constantly raising their profile. Moreover
construction material and machinery suppliers incline to influence decision of the 3Cs at different levels,
through bribery, until they win their minds. Irrespective of their peripheral contractual relationships such
stakeholders are influential playing key roles in the expanding corrupt transactions. As a matter of fact, “if
an actor controls resources that another actor is dependent on, then to that extent the first actor has 'power'.”
(Warburton, 2013: 228).

147

Three types of contractual relationships among stakeholders can be conceived in nearly all types of project delivery
systems: close, related, and isolated. Clients, consultants and contractors (3Cs) are contractually very close
relatively than others, like subcontractors, funders and suppliers who are usually related with only one of the 3Cs
legitimately. Isolated or contractually farthest stakeholders include authorities and lobbyists or brokers who have
no contractual links with any of the stakeholders yet holding crucial role as actors in corrupt relationships.
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Figure 34: Stakeholders’ Decision and Influential Power

8.3 Structure of Networks
Construction projects, especially public ones, usually involve various types of organizations having several
projects. How stakeholders behave and act corruptly in a given system is highly dependent on the structure
of social networks they develop through times under the influence of the current socio-economic and
political situations of the country. Hence, the understanding of corruption from the perspective of existing
social interactions and networks will provide us assistance in managing it. No corrupt transaction is made
devoid of negotiations through established channel of communications. For this reason corruption network
techniques raise red flags in established networks between stakeholders in addition to providing a
theoretical basis for strategic approach to mitigate risks of corruption.
In any corrupt situation, the way stakeholders interplay and build webs of relationships is as crucial
as understanding vulnerabilities to corruption at different stages and activities, if not given a paramount
importance. By examining such networks using social network analysis approach, one can forecast the
possible corruption trend in a given organization or sector. After all, capabilities of stakeholders both with
regard to their power and corruption networks they entertain enlightens us with the fourth element in the
corruption diamond theory.
Social Network Theory (SNT), as discussed in chapter 5, is the study of how people, organizations
or groups interact with others inside their network. Understanding the theory is easier when one examines
the individual pieces starting with the largest element, which is networks, and working down to the smallest
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element, which are the actors. Accordingly, SNA is being used in various ways for the production of
knowledge in diverse fields of studies. However, as much as it is a useful theory and tool, alighted with
Warburton (2013) and Pryke (2012) concerns on such endeavor, SNA doesn’t come without limitations and
weaknesses. This is due to the very fact that it does not always imply the use of theoretically strict
institutional boundaries and the interpretation of relations among stakeholders is subjective.
To this end, the validity and credibility of such analysis depends highly on justifying qualitative
inputs or assumptions before starting to discuss outputs. To enhance repeatability of the results, the
explanation of qualitative contextual data is vital. That is why SNA experts repeatedly state how important
a detailed description of the process of turning raw data into a complex network is, as the quality of the raw
data influences the final network as well (Zweig, 2016; Pryke, 2012).
For this purpose, this section of the chapter will start by acquainting the reader with clarification
on how nodes and edges have been conceived and treated in the process of data generation and handling;
which could be considered as addendum to the methodology chapter. The intention of bringing it up late in
this chapter instead of the methodology section is due to its reliance on the previous findings of the research
which otherwise wouldn’t make a logical sense. Simply put, it required the familiarization of oneself with
the background and form conceptual image on sets of construction project stakeholders in Ethiopia.

8.3.1

Addendum to Methodology: Data Generation and Handling
8.3.1.1 Assigning and Codifying Nodes: Who is who?
Nodes are the smallest pieces or individual actors in the conundrum of social network analysis and

the assigning or classification of these nodes precisely is a primary action (Pryke, 2012). Usually, ‘The
definition of the entities represented by a node is problematic.’ (Zweig, 2016: 289). Because of the
considerable size and complexity of corruption networks, the number of possible actors would even be
inconceivable and at the same time very vast, if individualistic approaches are to be followed. Nearly every
construction project alliance entangles a wide range of actors holding diverse roles (Warburton, 2013).
What is more, ‘methodologically, the study of group or subgroup formation requires a set of criteria for
classifying a given set of relations as a group.’ (Katz et al., 2004: 310). However, based on the hypothetical
model constructed around stakeholders’ power in corrupt transactions as seen in Figure 34, complexities
can be curtailed with little compromises148 if nodes are curated from it. Furthermore, stakeholders’ corrupt
relations offer more valuable and theoretical model than inter-personal corrupt relations while studying at
148

One of these minor compromises could be the exclusion of few conceived and unconceived actors from the
network.
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sectoral scale. This approach of stakeholders’ network analysis presents key players in the corruption
venture; potential instigators and conspirers. Therefore, individual experiences, encounters and stories
discussed in previous chapters have to be aggregated to and interpreted as groups of people belonging to
any of the stakeholders. Nevertheless, to add specificity and avoid oversimplifying in the process of
analysis, the three stakeholders’ managerial positions (Top, middle and operation level) are considered.
Presumably, this gives us the legitimacy to extract awareness both on intra- and inter-stakeholders’ corrupt
relationships from SNA.
The other argument for aggregation of individual actors comes from the research question which
has no interest in exploring individualistic relations for and attitude about corruption. Having no dispute on
the fact that all types of collaboration consists communication events between groups of people, Zweig
(2016) asks the same basic question whether each single person should be represented by a node or group
of persons should be represented by the same node if they belong to the same organization. Where is the
cut-off in the political and geographical hierarchy in which organizations are often embedded in? She
answers these questions in two ways: “the first answer is that the level depends on the kind of question to
be answered by the analysis. […] The second answer could be that the level of aggregation does not matter
as all resulting network structures will be similar, anyway” (P. 290). Maintaining a similar argument, Fisher
et al., (2017) through their article ‘The Perceived Assortativity of Social Networks: Methodological
Problems and Solutions’, advocate the use of group-based nodes for network construction. This is
advantageous especially ‘in situations where it is not possible or feasible to directly observe social
interactions…, [assuming] that every member of the group is associating with every other member of the
group at each sampling census.’ (P. 8).
Taking account of this facts and the model in Figure 32, 34 non-individual actors have been
generated. Although end users are known to have contractual relationships with clients or public bodies on
few of the public construction project, they are not included as the researcher didn’t find any corrupt
relationships with other stakeholders that would affect project performances. Despite the promotion of
stakeholders-oriented approach for the abstraction of the network, potential individual actors that play
crucial roles in the corruption arena are demonstrated in Appendix H.1. In the majority of cases, the 3Cs
have sub-divisions across different managerial positions as they embody both ‘technical’ and ‘nontechnical’ people.149 They would also have further segmentation at operation levels; construction site and

149

These ‘non-technical’ people can be technical in their area of expertise but remote to the field of engineering. For
instance, in case of client’s top management they are political appointees and in middle and lower positions they
do management and non-engineering operations.
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office personnel. Appendix H.2 displays corresponding codes assigned for all groups of actors which will
assist the reader later on in the visualization of the network.

8.3.1.2 Attributing Power to Nodes and Strength to Edges/ Ties
Even though SNA as applied graph theory is a quantitative technique, it is highly dependent on the
context of interpreting qualitative data (Vicsek et al., 2016). This is one and main aspect of SNA which
makes it complex and create a barrier to entry (Pryke, 2012). However, soon as one is able to define the
data generation in terms of both theoretical and mathematical rudiments, the production of statistical results
and graph visualizations are made easy with current software available (Wasserman & Faust, 1994). Thus,
with the data at our disposal, the analysis could offer us a momentous result conditional to the richness of
information nourished. The assignment of power to nodes and the creation and attributing of strength
(weight) to edges are the two essential procedures in the process of data generation before starting the
analysis.
What does power means to nodes and strength to ties? In the context of our corrupt relationships,
a network provides insight on existing connections and affiliations among corrupters (actors or nodes) in
the construction sector. The power scale assigned to actors means their capability to act corruptly by way
of decisive or influential power they possess, as discussed in section 8.2.2. What is more in a network, the
corruption relation between these actors is represented by edges (ties). With regard to the qualification of
ties by giving different strengths, which are often called weighed ties, the research adopts the concept
suggested by Granovetter (1973), which portrays the intimacy and frequency of relationships. Weak ties
between corrupt actors indicate that they meet rarely or less probability of such actors to carry out corrupt
transactions in the Ethiopian construction sector while the reverse becomes true in case of strong ties. Such
understanding of strong and weak social ties while studying unethical behavior is a common interpretation
of strength of relationships since decades (Brass et al., 1998).
Once again like assigning nodes, the information related to power of nodes is extracted from the
hypothetical model on stakeholders’ power in Figure 34. This model grants a conceptual ground on how to
attribute numeric figures (weights) to each and every actor in respect to their prominence or capability with
regard to power. Some authors argue the propriety of using qualitative approaches to collect data although
formal quantitative analysis is to be done (Missaoui & Sarr, 2014). Such combination of qualitative
elements to data generation provides researchers the opportunity to explore more intricate phenomena and
‘able to gain deeper understanding of the complexity of social relations and their dynamics’ (Vicsek et al.,
2016: 89). The interpretation of the above model is plain. In the assignment of power scale ranging from
one to ten, actors in the top left and right corners in Figure 34 obtained the highest point (Ten and Eight
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consecutively) as they possess foremost powers to decide on or influence corrupt transactions. The points
descend both as we proceed horizontally to centrally situated stakeholders and vertically down to low level
management (operation level) actors (See Appendix I).
An edge list is another principal form of data production for SNA which captures information about
existing ties based on the knowledge around all existing nodes and their relationships. According to Katz
et al. (2004: 311), “people’s behavior is best predicted by examining not their drives, attitudes, or
demographic characteristics, but rather the web of relationships in which they are embedded.” Such
understanding is also indorsed highly in corruption investigation having greater importance than pointing
at corrupters: “the question to be asked by the corruption investigator is not whether actor A is corrupt. The
question should be what is the relationship between actor A and other potentially corrupt actors in the
network.” (Warburton, 2013: 235). However, the discrete nature of corruption hinders us from revealing
all possible ties among individual or groups of actors. To this end, as discussed in chapter 2 and 5, the study
of corruption justifies the use of systemic approaches at various levels. One of these levels, as the generation
of nodes and power attribution, yet not carbon-copy, is the comprehension of the list as well as strength of
such corrupt ties among actors before analyzing the network.
In such cases of interactions between actors that are [partly] unobservable for ethical or privacy
reasons or because they are illegal and thus well hidden, Zweig, (2016) suggest the use of a proxy
relationship to elicit the real relationship. She justifies the utilization of interviewees, observable and
perceived interactions, inferred relations and the literature for the construction of relationships. Tayebi &
Glasser, (2016: 315) also maintain the use of court cases and police arrest data for SNA in predictive
policing to prevent crimes. Apparently, any systemic approach would lead to a potentially larger or smaller
number of ties than actual relationships and ‘the observations captured in the resulting network is quite
indirect and contains possible pitfalls.’ The human capability to explore such hidden corrupt patterns is not
definite. Nonetheless, the discernment about corruption ties could be retrieved from all circumstantial
evidences, experts’ and informants’ encounters partly discussed and the literature in addition to the
construction of logical/ perceptive ties based on the hypothetical model on direction of influences in Figure
33. Based on a knowledge constructed in such a manner, 338 edges were conceived (See Appendix I.2).
As for strength of ties, not only the pervasiveness but also the grandness (impact) of the ties is
considered. The supposition is that strong and ‘sustainable’ corruption ties would be established among
powerful actors who have the capability to exercise grand corruption. The dynamics of reform and
personnel changes would affect corruption ties. People at middle management and operation level could be
changed in every project while owners and top officials strengthen their relationships through trust because
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of which Warburton (2013: 234), strongly argues that ‘Public sector officials suspected of corruption cannot
be just moved or 'promoted out' as so often happens with problem employees.’ Arguably, ‘a good scientific
model is always built on the least number of assumptions.’ (Zweig, 2016: 368). Therefore, the strength of
circumstantial evidence on specific edge and its impact are the parameters for attributing strength. Table 6
displays how the strength of corrupt relations (ties) has been generated for each and every edge conceived.
For a tie to retain bigger strength the cost of corruption should be grandeur and backed by multiple
circumstantial evidences. As could easily be understood, not many edges lead to grand corruption. Only 15
out of the 338 ties had strength of eight to ten (Appendix I.2).
Table 6: Rationale for Ascribing Strength of Ties

Strength
of Ties

Relative
Cost of
Corruption
by means
of the tie

10- 8

Grand

7-5

High

4/ 3

Medium

2/ 1

Petty

Circumstantial evidences/ cases fetched
CCC

√

Other
Cases

Experts’ and/or
Informants’
multiple
encounters

Experts’
and/
or
Informants’
encounters

Literature

Logical/
perceptive
edges

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

8.3.2 General Outlook of Networks: The Labyrinthine Landscape of Corruption
Constructed on the basis of perceived and prevalent corruption interlocks among stakeholders in
the Ethiopian construction sector, by way of abovementioned techniques, the network of 34 actors in Figure
35 (page 204) scrutinizes a dense and intricate mesh. Whilst the visualization has very poor expository
competency, overview of the network provides splendid insight about the overarching complex landscape
in the process of corrupt transactions and interaction among actors. The figure displays a very dense hub
and few outlying nodes offering a very good and logical alliance and ties for corruption between
stakeholders at different managerial positions. In spite of the fact that clients’ top management people hold
relatively higher decisive power, they are relatively farther away from the very dense core while consultants
and contractors remain in close vicinity. They might not have the motivation and integrity to be part of
‘lower’ level corruption. Top level personnel from authorities, funders and lobbyists would also prefer to
have corrupt relations with public officials than middle management personnel.
On contrary, consultants and contractors, have to interact with higher officials while at the same
time getting closer to middle management personnel and brokers readily. This could be due to their
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comparatively diverse motivation, at this moment in time, giving the corruption network a specific shape.
Apparently, consultants and contractors have to put a lot of effort to keep these positions. Warburton (2013:
227) also contends that “Social connections require energy investment to be maintained. If individual actors
do not invest in each connection then eventually they will atrophy. […] Actors in social networks grow
connections according to their own needs, desires, environmental and social influences. They respond to
the connections grown toward them in a similar manner.” Evidently, this vital location in the corruption
landscape might have given them extra advantage both to fetch and manage projects unethically. Through
the strategic location, they can establish all types of corruption links horizontally as well as vertically (top
and down) with actors. This conveys them ‘blessings’ at all phases of construction projects. At projects
inception phase, it bestows them the capability to stay in touch with lobbyists and funders or clients’ (top
officials) while being in contact with middle management people, who supervise the procurement and
implementation phases. They are a single tie away from establishing any of these corrupt relations which
otherwise brokers would do it for them. It is important to emphasize that brokers are situated in the very
heart of the network, as one would expect in the Ethiopian context. They must have played an important
role in shaping relations between actors having both social and economic significance.
The graph (Figure 35) also helps to visualize the other pressing reality that most actors are in close
corrupt relations. Except Clients’ top management and operation level non-technical people, who have the
highest eccentricity150 in the network (see Appendix I.3), nearly all actors are one or two edges away from
each other. Backing this understanding, according to the summary of SNA statistics on Table 7151, the
network diameter is 3 (i.e. the two distant nodes are 3 ties apart from each other). Furthermore, close to
60% of the graph is complete and the average clustering coefficient is 0.75 excluding directed networks152.
Unless restrained by moral values and legal frameworks, actors in any of the stakeholders in the Ethiopian
construction industry don’t need to hustle to get connected to corruption networks in any level as they
would find someone close in their social bond in a snap. The average path length which is 1.40 also verifies
this perception. Such an opportunity for anyone to connect himself or herself to corrupt networks so easily

Eccentricity is a measure of distance from a given starting node to the farthest node from it in the network.
Only basic network statistics are analyzed
152
The density of the graph could be higher than this value because the statistical calculation didn’t consider directed
edges to intentionally exclude functional relations within organizations. For instance the relation between top level
and middle level management people is considered functional even if there is a possibility for corrupt relation. The
same is true for different levels with in organizations. Thus more than 15% of the ties are considered to be directed
edges (Appendix I.2).
150
151
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may have contributed to the high prevalence of corruption in the construction industry and appended
challenges to the fight against it.

(a)

(b) Partitioned153 and Ranked154 Nodes

Un-partitioned Nodes

Figure 35: Overview of Networks:

Yifan Hu Proportional155 layout is applied to visualize the corruption network using Gephi. In these and
upcoming drawings, the most central nodes are placed in the middle while peripheral ones are located in the
outermost part of the network.
Actors are partitioned and colored according to their group of stakeholder they belong to.
Actors are ranked according to their power (both decisive as well as influential power) in this visualization. Larger
node sizes indicate bigger power.
155
Yifan Hu proportional is a layout algorithm belonging to the family of force-directed algorithms which uses a
proportional displacement strategy in graphical spaces while positioning node. “A force-directed algorithm models
the graph drawing problem by a physical system of [nodes] with forces acting between them. The algorithm finds

153

154
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Table 7: Summary of SNA Statistics
Overview

Measurement

Description

Network

Nodes

Number of network actors (groups of individuals)

34

Edges

Number of network ties (relations)

338

Avg. Degree

Averages number of edges that start or point to nodes

19.76

Avg. Weighted Degree

Average sum of weights of the edges of nodes

74.82

Network Diameter

It is a measure of how far apart are the two most distant
nodes. Connected nodes have graph distance 1. The
diameter is the longest graph distance between any two
nodes in the network.

3

Graph Density156

Measures how close the network is to complete. Defined
as no. of actual ties/ No. of potential ties. A complete graph
has all possible edges and density equal to 1.

0.59

Modularity

Community detection algorithm which Measures how well
a network decomposes into modular communities.

0.19

Averages how nodes are embedded in their
neighborhoods. If nodes in neighborhoods are connected
to every other node, then the network will have a clustering
coefficient of 1. If no nodes in neighborhoods are
connected, then the clustering coefficient will be 0.

0.75

The average shortest paths of all possible nodes

1.41

Node

Avg.
Coefficient

Clustering

Edge

Avg. Path length

Statistics

A further look at few aspects of the network helps to enhance our understanding of the corruption
exercise. Thus, the following sub-section provide in-depth insight into this general yet complex corruption
network structure by investigating it advance with a focus on specific characteristics like centrality
measures of the network.

a
good
placement
of
[nodes]
by
minimizing
the
energy
of
the
system”
http://yifanhu.net/PUB/graph_draw_small.pdf accessed on 07.07.2018
156
That is 59.9% of all the possible ties are present. Density expresses tightness of the link between various
stakeholders, and it can be defined as the sum of the ties divided by the number of possible ties. The density of a
network may provide insights into the speed at which information diffuses among the stake- holders, and the extent
to which actors have high levels of social constraint.
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8.3.3. Centrality and Degree Measures: Who are the key players in the corruption network?
According to the argumentation and explanation by Zweig (2016), how actors should be represented, what
sort of analysis to perform and interpret from any social network data should depend highly on the type and
level of research question to be answered. This is an important aspect of SNA; as the process would
otherwise flood us with a very vast number of mathematical and statistical results, yet insignificant to our
research question. In addition to previous attempts to answer the research question that seeks to cognize
‘who the key players are in the corruption venture in the Ethiopian construction sector’, statistically and
narratively, this section puts an effort to socio-metrically answer the same question as a corresponding
procedure to examination of corruption or validating prior findings. Hence, special attention is given to
centrality and degree measures of SNA, as they indicate an actors’ location inside a network and point out
predominantly the most important actor for information flows and influencing ties among nodes (Freeman,
1978; Zweig, 2016; Scott, 2000)

8.3.3.1 Description
The notion of centrality of nodes in any network landscape is one of the most significant and widely
applied tools by analysts to comprehend social networks. It is also thought to be one of the earliest concepts
in SNA to be pursued by social network analysts (Scott, 2000;), aiming at ‘determining more important
actors of a social network so as to understand their prestige, importance, or influence in a network.’ (Tayebi
& Glasser, 2016: 28). Centralities in a network offer crucial network analytical measures for the very fact
that they can provide ideas of ‘influence, advantage, power, control, autonomy or access to information.’

(Zweig, 2016: 243).
According to Scott (2000: 82), the origin of the concept is founded in the sociometric idea of the
‘star’-that person who is the most ‘popular’ in his or her group or who stands at the center of attention. The
formal properties of centralities were known to be initiated by Bavelas (1950) through his article ‘A
mathematical model for group structure’ and further investigated by Katz (1953) in the early years of its
development and later by Freeman (1978). The expansion of the notion did not stop there but researchers
like Everett & Borgatti (2005), argued on the need to extend centrality measures further to the direction of
group centralities, making the evaluation of relative centrality of teams or departments within an
organization easier.
Due to the continuous and formal investigation of centrality across different times and disciplines,
competing concepts of centralities have been proposed to the scientific arena over the years with some level
of confusion between them (Scott, 2000; Zweig, 2016). Even if their collective goal in any network is to
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identify actors with greatest structural importance, their differences and applications are discussed
thoroughly in most of the literatures on SNA. Freeman (1978) classifies the concept of the different node’s
centrality measures in to three: (1) its connectedness; holding many ties, (2) its role as a mediator;
maintaining short distance to other nodes, and (3) its closeness to others. Maintaining parallel
understanding, Tayebi & Glasser, (2016) divide centrality measures in to three groups based on how they
are calculated: node degree, shortest path, and actor ranking methods. “Node degree based methods […]
are local measures that only use information of the first-level relationships. Methods which work based on
information derived from shortest path between actors, such as closeness 157 and betweenness 158 , are
considered as global measures. The important point is that in these methods centrality of a node is calculated
regardless of the position of the other nodes in the network. In contrast, actor ranking measures, including
eigenvector159 and PageRank, not only they are global, but also they consider centrality of the other nodes
in the network” (P. 28).

Evidently, all actors are not connected with the same extent of closeness in any network. Therefore, this varying
degree of closeness or connectedness, as an average distance from a given node to all other nodes in the network,
determines their value to the network (Freeman, L., 1978; Scott, J., 2000). Thus, closeness, as a classic measures
of centrality (Zweig, K., 2016), display “how much each actor is efficient in spreading information to other actors.
The larger the closeness centrality of an actor, the shorter the average distance from the actor to any other actor,
and therefore, the better position the actor has in the network.” (Tayebi, M. & Glasser, U., 2016: 29)
158
Betweenness is the other classic centrality that evaluates mathematically the “mediating position of a node” inside
a network (Zweig, K., 2016: 243). It is defined as “the number of shortest paths between pairs of nodes that pass
through the given node […] and based on the idea that an actor is key player if it sits in between many other pairs
of actors, and it would be traversed by many of the shortest paths connecting pairs of actors” (Tayebi, M. & Glasser,
U., 2016: 29). Hence, the focus in this measure of centrality is the ‘intermediary’ role of an actor.
159
Eigenvector is a centrality measure of node’s importance in a given network on the basis of its connection.
Closeness and betweenness centralities are considerate of local networks, calculating sociaometric values regardless
of the position of the other nodes in the network. On contrary eigenvector and page rank, not only they are global,
but also weigh centralities of their neighboring nodes in the network. (Everett, M. and Borgatti, S. in Carrington,
P. et al. 2005). The idea behind this approach is that actors are central if they have central neighbors. Therefore,
centrality of an actor does depend not only on the number of its neighbors, but also on their centrality in the network
(Tayebi, M. A., & Glasser, U., 2016:29)
157
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8.3.3.2 Results and Interpretations
How can the description and meanings of centrality measures be interpreted in the prevalent
corruption network constructed using Gephi? It’s apparent that centralities comprise the notion of actors’
advantage, power, influence autonomy or access to information quantifying their importance in a given
network (Zweig, 2016). Hence, understanding the embeddedness of an actor or groups of actors reveal how
central they are in the network giving ways to predict possible opportunities and behaviors they maintain
by way of their location in the corruption network. This potentially provides us a more valuable assertion
to some of the opportunities inducted and discussed previously on the basis of stakeholders’ motivation for
corruption. As argued by Katz et al. (2004: 311-312), “people’s behavior is best predicted by examining
not their drives, attitudes, or demographic characteristics, but rather the web of relationships in which they
are embedded. That web of relationships presents opportunities and imposes constraints on people’s
behavior. The exercising of corruption not only requires the will but also the power or capability to do it.
Power being a potential state than an actual one (Warburton, 2013), it is achieved through the creation of
ties as an investment in the accumulation of virtual social capital by virtue of possessing a durable network
(Katz et al., 2004).
Referring to the closeness centrality measure for the corruption network in Figure 36 (a) and the
Graph Metrix in Appendix I.3, consultants and contractors’ middle management people as well as brokers
have the highest calculated values ranging between 0.89 and 0.85. They are followed by suppliers’ middle
management personnel (0.80). These actors have the capability to create interlocked corruption conclaves
between their respective stakeholders. The SNA, specifically the centrality metrics reveals and strengthens
the perception that these actors are the ones that mostly take part in procurement and implementation
processes and found to be guilty repeatedly in nearly all corruption court cases.
Leaving aside the relatively complex mathematical approach Everett & Borgatti (2005) propose,
on how to compute grouping of centralities, one can easily visualize such a group from the network in the
same figure. This is feasible because qualitative perspectives can be achieved by removing even edges and
mathematical results from network graph visualizations. (Zweig, 2016: 264). Due to the potentially strong
and close relation among themselves, as can be indorsed by the theory of homophily160, these ties raise a
160

Homophily is the tendency of individuals to associate with others of the same kind as they are more likely to
leverage ties with other group members who they deem to be similar. Katz et al. (2004: 317) contends that, these
days, the criteria for determining homophily should shift from the classic age and gender more to personalities
related to their profession: “in today’s increasingly virtual environments, group members often do not have access
to visual cues, and, hence, categories such as age and gender might become less salient than more abstract categories
such as professional identity.”
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red flag for collusive practices among the 3Cs and suppliers. While top officials and management people
try to conspire on acquisition of construction projects at inception phases, respective middle management
people dedicate their time and power for the realization of such corrupt transactions through their
connections (E_03; E_17).
To give recognition to the central actors in terms of the global structure of the network eigenvector
is a more useful centrality measure. It broadens the scope of the analysis and offers a simplified image of
complex networks. As Katz et al. (2004: 312) sustains, “nothing can be properly understood in isolation or
in a segmented fashion […and] the flow of information and resources between two people depends not
simply on their relationship to each other but on their relationships to everybody else”. To this end,
considering the resulting eigenvector graph in Figure 36 (b) the ‘central’ group in the corruption network
is well extended to suppliers and subcontractors middle management.
Both centrality measures help us visualize two important outcomes: First, a strong possible tie
between middle management stakeholders which gives them the opportunity to enjoy independence and
exercise corruption collusively; second the tactical position of brokers in the network which allows them
contribute to the cohesion of prevailing ties among corrupters. Despite the fact that brokers are not
contractually linked to any of the stakeholders, they remained to be the ‘star’ of the corruption network in
the Ethiopian construction sector. Considering the network as a corruption exchange system, they are shown
to be more ‘effective’ than most actors.
The vulnerability of brokers and middle management people to corrupt transaction does also come
from their popularity among stakeholders. The number of triangles count in Figure 37 (a)161 portrays this,
helping them for the creation and mobilization of strong corruption ties by means of collusive practices.
The triangle count is the number of triangles formed by a node (Alhajj & Rokne, 2018) or the number of
triangles passing through each node in a graph. It is used to measure the cohesiveness of a community and
determine the stability of a graph.162Cohesion nurtures and maintains trust among actors. Apparently such
trust leads to corrupt relationships, as they are products of conspiracies in total secrecy (Warburton, 2013).

The numbers of triangles nodes acquire range between 30 and 264, brokers and middle management personnel still
having the highest values (Appendix I.3)
162
https://neo4j.com/docs/graph-algorithms/current/algorithms/triangle-counting-clustering-coefficient/ accessed on
19-12-2018.
161
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(a)

Closeness Centrality

(b) Eigenvector Centrality

Figure 36: Centrality Measures:

More saturated (brown) color and larger node sizes indicate higher (a) closeness and (b) eigenvector
centralities163.

163

Visualization of graphs can be enhanced by encoding a node’s mathematical values in the size or the color of the
node’s visual representation (Zweig, 2016). Thus, both size of nodes and saturation of their color are produced in
relation to their values using Gephi.
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Calculated centrality and number of triangle scores set middle management people and brokers in
the center of corrupt relationships. Evidently they have substantial connections with other actors. They
could use their ties to conspire on corrupt transactions. However, does that theoretically and practically
make them the most influential actors on corruption in construction? Not definitely. The broad ties they
possess don’t guarantee their ultimate influence on projects. This could be explained by virtue of
stakeholders’ power and the theory of weak ties. Firstly, the power top officials possess grants them better
opportunity to define fates of construction projects and the grandness of corrupt transactions. To this end,
a sociometric graph which considers their power and strength of ties has greater significance than simple
centrality measures.
Secondly, the notion of weaker ties (distant or peripheral ties) is not always interpreted as inefficient
connections (Zweig, 2016). Even though strong ties frequently arise from the core of a network, researchers
like the popular sociologist Granovetter (1973), argued and found out that weak ties have great potential to
provide a better connection than strong ties. His research highlights that weak ties are more likely to play
bridging role spreading novel information. As a result, top management stakeholders can make use of these
weak ties to leverage their power and corruption networks. Nevertheless, middle management stakeholders
utilize their central location while practicing corruption collusively, because “strong ties are particularly
valuable when an individual seeks socioemotional support and often entail a high level of trust. Weak ties
are more valuable when individuals are seeking diverse or unique information from someone outside their
regular frequent contacts” (Katz et al., 2004: 309).
Thus, it is difficult to investigate actors’ prominence in corruption transaction simply considering
centrality measures. One of the outcomes of the SNA that has statistical significance with this regard is
weighted degree which accounts the weight of ties attributed to a node. It is called the strength of a node
and defined as “the sum of the weights of all edges incident to [a node].”(Zweig, 2016: 233). In this respect,
construction company owners and brokers have the highest weighted degrees (see Figure 37 (b)) having
134 and122 calculated values (Appendix I.3). There is a huge difference between these and the average
weighted value of the network which is 75 (Table 7). Note should be taken that, even if middle management
stakeholders possess a central location in the corruption network based on the number of ties or triangle
they form, contractors on top management level entertain the strength of their corrupt connections. This
comparison between number of triangles and weighted degree values of central actors is displayed on Table
8.
Apparently, construction company owners could predominantly influence the corruption
transaction in projects through vital connections while still building relatively very less connections than
middle management stakeholders (nearly 100 triangles less). This result confirms the opinion of experts
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and professionals when they label them as the most benefiters from and the second instigators of corrupt
transactions. After all, motivation for corruption comes with benefits to be secured from the transaction. As
Warburton (2013: 222-223) contends, one of the competing pressures acting on corrupt actors as they reach
the decision threshold is motivational or excitatory forces the other being inhibitory forces164. He strongly
argues that motivational forces are nurtured by “the strength of their desire to promote the interest that the
corrupt transaction will satisfy. This strength of desire will be a function of the actor’s dependence on the
resource that the other actor in the transaction controls and is offering as part of the transaction.” Hence, as
discussed in the previous chapters, if contractors are in a continuous challenge of survival without acting
corruptly, they would instigate corruption and rationalize it readily.

Table 8: Comparison between No. of Triangles and Weighted Degree Values

Code

Node

No. of

Weighed

Triangles

degree value

Stakeholder

Managerial Position

CNST-M-T

Consultants

Middle (Technical)

264

115

CONT-M-T

Contractors

Middle (Technical)

257

121

CONT-M-

Contractors

Middle (None-technical)

244

102

BRK

Brokers

Middle

235

122

SUP-M

Suppliers

Middle

228

108

CLT-M-T

Clients

Middle (Technical)

178

118

CONT-T

Contractors

Top

165

134

SUP-T

Suppliers

Top

161

114

CNST-T

Consultants

Top

140

99

NT

164

Inhibitory forces are those which have the tendency to lower actors’ decision threshold. They include factors as
moral inhibition, risk perception and forecasting consequences of sanction.
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(a)

(b) Weighted Degree

Number of Triangles

Figure 37: No. of Triangles and Weighted Degree

More saturated (brown) color and larger node sizes indicate higher (a) number of triangles and (b) weighted degree.
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8.4 Chapter Summary and Conclusion
Bribery being the prevalent direction of corruption influences in the Ethiopian construction sector, this
chapter investigated it with the desire to understand the relationships and key players among stakeholders.
The comprehension has started by acquainting the reader with the socio-economics of corruption in which
regard clients and contractors are perceived respectively as instigators of and ‘benefiters’ from corruption
by most professionals and experts. Theoretically, the chapter has argued that stakeholders who make
decision on projects and those who persuade them through corruption could have relations on the bases of
bribery or extortion until they build the trust and alliance for collusive practices. Furthermore, the chapter
demonstrated that contractually unrelated stakeholders to the 3Cs, possess influential power while closely
linked stakeholders hold authoritative power both over projects and corrupt transactions.
As an ‘empirical’ attempt to examine the process of corrupt transactions and ties, the chapter has
constructed and analyzed corruption networks predicated on previous findings and theoretical models using
SNA. The researcher is not incognizant of the limitations of such a method. Corrupt relations/ ties between
actors in the construction sectors through various connections as homophiles or business ties are not as
simply conceivable as contractual and functional links they have in projects. To this end, detailed
interpretations have been given on how to extract and generate quantitative data from qualitatively analyzed
and inferred hypothetical models. Nonetheless, sufficient awareness subsist on the possibility that
corruption networks in real life could partly depart from the ties constructed in these corruption network
graphs. Yet, promises of network perspective have been portrayed to study such sensitive and intricate
socio-economic challenge expanding the scientific contribution of SNA.
The findings of this chapter pointed out that middle management stakeholders and brokers are the
most important actors for the information as well as corrupt transaction flow within the network.
Considering centrality measures, they are situated at the very core of the network. This location must have
provided them an opportunity in building strong connections and trust to conspire on construction projects
corruptly. Nevertheless, construction company owners remained the most influential stakeholder as they
hold the highest weighted degrees value followed by brokers. The possible strong ties they build with higher
officials, authorities and lobbyists grants them this significance in the network. As the Chinese proverb
goes, “Whoever is near an official gets honor and whoever is near a kitchen gets food”. Broadly speaking,
while answering the research question, Middle management personnel of the 3Cs, brokers and construction
owners play key roles in corrupt transactions in the Ethiopian construction sector.
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Chapter 9: THEORETICAL SYSTHESIS and PRESCRIPTION
“[…] Reality cannot be addressed without ‘a theory’ in mind. Theory shapes and directs our
vision. In fact theory is the ‘instrument’ or carrier that allows us to see what we want to see
and not always in the way we want to see it”
(Jonker & Pennink, 2010:60)
The previous three finding chapters looked at different methods of evaluating risks and state of
corruption. Chapter six and seven investigated prevailing risks utilizing few parameters across varying
project phases with a special focus on design, procurement and implementation. These chapters underscored
that the Ethiopian construction sector is highly vulnerable to corruption owing to arrays of opportunities
corrupters obtained through the political, social and economic situations of the country. It is no wonder that
all projects are influenced by such multitude of factors usually ‘encapsulated by the acronym PESTLE’
(Political, Economic, Social, Technical, Legal, and Environmental) (Lester, 2014:15). Moreover,
perceivably, the risks are excessive compared to what one would find in the literature. Related researches
reveal that the risks of corruption in construction in developing countries goes as high as 20-30% of project
costs (Campos & Pradhan 2007; Wells, 2014), whereas the finding of the study demonstrated that it could
go higher than 35% in case of Ethiopian public projects. Premised on these sections of the research, chapter
eight investigated actors further in terms of corruption networks they build. It articulated direction of
corruption influences and powers actors maintain in the sector. Again, predicated on constructed
hypothetical models, networks have been analyzed mathematically, disclosing that middle management
project participants and construction owners play crucial role in corruption networks.
This chapter amalgamates essential knowledge and findings of all previous chapters with an aim to
grant BIM adoption a new rationale; mitigating risks of corruption. The first part begins with synthesizing
key findings of the research to add to the conceptual and normative understanding of corruption in the
Ethiopian construction sector. It is also supposed to provide a unified model that can, beyond merging
findings, be referred for the purpose of forwarding BIM-based prescriptions. The second part of the chapter
places an emphasis on propositions which discuss and encapsulate potentials and promises of BIM for the
very purpose of managing risks of corruption.
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9.1 Theoretical Synthesis: Synopsizing Corruption Elements as a Conceptual Tool
As a phenomenon of endless complexity (Farrales, 2005; Andvig, et al., 2000), the difficulty of
comprehending corruption starts whenever one tries to formulate a conceptual model which synthesizes all
scattered awareness on the situation. Evidently, simplified and aggregating concepts, after breaking
(separating) and analyzing a phenomenon, help to better understand such complex and multifaceted
situations (Gethmann, et al., 2015; Karagözoğlu, 2017; Dawson, 2015; Paterson, 2012). Except
rationalization, the other three elements of corruption (Motivation, Capability and opportunity), as
important components of corrupt system have been analyzed and discussed. The study of rationalization
was excluded strategically as it is purely a personality threat and would stretch the research beyond its
scope. Therefore, it is the aim of this section to compile and formulate a conceptual model before
proceeding to propositions. Otherwise, corruption as a practice which dwells in a complex system, dispersed
knowledge fail to provide us the big picture. Therefore, according to Morris, (2013), we need to find a way
of understanding our model of the domain and how we could conceptualize” it or contrarily analysis results
of dissected elements would be less informative. As a matter of fact, ‘the awareness that important aspects
of a system get lost when subdividing it and considering only its components.’ (Maurer, 2017: 46).

9.1.1: Actors’ Capability and Motivation for Corruption
So far, risks of corruption have been evaluated across projects’ value chains. The finding has
acquainted us with activities and decision points in construction project that are highly vulnerable to
corruption and whose impact would relatively be very severe. The risk assessment was based on the heat/
risk map conducted by experts and the VCA by professionals. Evidently, it helped to prioritize risks. Its
shortcoming, however, is the exclusion of actors in the overall risk evaluation and discussion. Any attempt
of strategic risk response excepting stakeholders’ role and network wouldn’t be ineffective. Warburton
(2013: 235) is right to point out that ‘The challenge for anti-corruption agencies is to attempt to formulate
a model of bureaucracy and policy formulation that can integrate the reality of personalized relations and
social networks […]’. On this ground, this section of the chapter starts by gazing at risks of corruption from
the dimension of the corruption triangle/ diamond as discussed in chapter 2. This synthesis includes
capabilities and motivations of actors for corruption across the three management positions: Top, middle
and operation level. The approach presents updated understandings of corruption risks in such a manner
that a conceptual model is mined for upcoming strategic BIM propositions.
If one divides a capability-motivation function in to four compartments, as shown on Figure 38
(page 218), each quadrant displays a different degree of risk severity. An Actor situated in any of these
quadrants would convey varying impacts on projects due to corruption. Actors in the 1 st quadrant
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theoretically have relatively less motivation and capability to act corruptly and, consequently, the risk
response could relatively be inert or internal monitoring could be adequate. The 2 nd quadrant is home for
those actors possessing the capability but less motivation for corruption. Risk intervention shouldn’t totally
depend on their motivation and be inert. Therefore, at least a passive strategy is required to manage possible
corruption risks distantly. Unlike actors in the first two quadrants, those in the 3 rd and 4th quadrant have
higher motivation for corruption. However, actors in the 3rd quadrant wouldn’t have the capability like the
ones in the 4th quadrant. To this end, they call for active and critical risk management strategies respectively
where close and intensive monitoring methods are deployed. Where both elements of corruption overlap,
apparently, the risks of corruption would highly be elevated (Wolfe, & Hermanson, 2004; Padgett, 2015).
As discussed in the previous chapter, top management personnel do not only have the highest
capability to act corruptly but also the motivation for it (E_01, E_08) as they are having plenty of options
to exercise corruption (E_03). Even if there is the notion that ‘nothing can be done without the knowledge
of the consultant’ among very few experts (E_02), others contend that their involvement is decreasing and
their decisive power is being taken by clients (E_01, E_08, E_13) and contractors (E_15, E_19). Trends
have also shown that top and middle management people representing the client have become instigators
of corruption. This is an expected phenomenon when either the rule of law or the practice doesn’t guarantee
accountability. As Warburton (2013: 230) contends, ‘if a government actor has high motivational forces
and low inhibitory forces then they will probably be the instigator’. Moreover, these actors entertain their
influence to manipulate ‘the external politics [of projects], over which neither the sponsor nor the project
manager may have much, if any, control.’ (Lester, 2014: 16).
Down to their hierarchy of managerial positions motivation decreases (E_01). However, despite
the decrease in the capability of middle management personnel with regard to possessing decisive power,
their corrupt network grants them relatively much higher capability for corruption than people at operation
level. In Figure 38 all actors are placed hypothetically in the capability-motivation function putting their
network results previously analyzed in to consideration, yet giving more value to the power they possess.
The figure depicts that these actors could form areas of aggregations inside three of the quadrants.
Unfortunately, findings of this research indicate that the Ethiopian construction sector doesn’t embrace
stakeholders who possess the capability but don’t have the motivation to act corruptly (E_01; E_04; E_19).
In rare cases where such participants exist, as Expert 15 contends, they would be expelled from projects by
way of various means. Apparently, it is legitimate when Jain, (2001: 90) contend that ‘as the number of
corrupt officials increases, marginal benefits for honest officials decrease’ and their survival would be at
stake (E_18).
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Figure 38: Stakeholders' Capability and Motivation for Corruption

The same color and text code as in the previous chapter is used for actors (stakeholders)

9.1.2 Appending Opportunities for Corruption
Not only capability and motivation, as normative corrupt behavior, but also opportunities, the
second leg of the corruption triangle, should be synthesized to comprehensively understand state of
corruption affairs in any organization as well as a sector (Padgett, 2015). The previous hypothetical
capability-motivation figure fails to incorporate what creates basic opportunity for stakeholders aggregated
at different location in the function and why the Ethiopian construction sector became a suitable victim.
Certainly, as discussed in chapter 6, not all actors entertain the same species of opportunity to commit
corruption. Given the fact that the construction industry involves wide range of stakeholders in a fragmented
system of management, opportunities for corruption are numerous. Moreover, opportunities are of two
kinds: opportunity to steal and conceal. The opportunity for actors to act corruptly is effectively created
when they are entrusted with access to assets and information that allow them both to commit corruption
and conceal what they have done (Padgett, 2015; Lawler, 2012). Driven by this rationale, Figure 39 extends
the synthesis appending opportunities for corruption actors situated in different quadrants are pleased to
utilize. The width of the arrow signifies magnitude of corruption risks as one goes from first to fourth
quadrant.
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Those actors in the fourth quadrant bring the highest impact on projects due to corruption as they
are predominant participants at the predesign (planning) phases of construction projects, deciding on their
fate from inception to procurement. In corroboration with this finding, multiple researches and reports have
depicted that corruption committed by senior and middle management cause the greatest financial and
collateral damages (Bussmann, 2007; Padgett, 2015; Giles, 2012). Moreover, the risk severity rating
depicted that the financial cost of corruption only at predesign phase of projects could consume as much as
17 % of project budget. Corrupters at this stage make major deals grabbing the headlines in most news and
seen as causing the greatest social and economic harm. They are also well correlated by experts with
violating procedures and contracts as they possess the authority to do so (E_02; E_10; E_15; E_17).
ACFE’s report in 2012 confirms this strong correlation between corrupters’ level of authority and
the losses resulting from corruption. According to the report, owners/ executives caused losses
approximately three times higher than managers, and managers in turn caused losses approximately three
times higher than employees165. Padgett (2015: 114) forwards a logical reason for this: “higher levels of
authority generally mean a perpetrator has greater access to an organization’s assets and is better positioned
to override [anticorruption] controls”. Because of this, scholars emphasize highly on the need for prevention
and deterrence strategies at this level of management (Lawler, 2012).
While these actors entertain their power as an opportunity to steal, violating procedures designed
to fight corruption, the lack of audits and accountability has granted them additional opportunity to conceal
their deeds (E_05; E_07; E_10). Such absence of accountability and check and balance systems made the
anticorruption effort worthless while corrupt officials enjoy the no-possibility of being caught (E_02; E_13;
E_17). Experts highly perceive this to be the result of the political situation. Where ever there is lack of
political accountability officials tend to benefit themselves by any means, which otherwise wouldn’t be the
case (E_03; E_13; E_17). This is evident because, as Rose-Ackerman (1996) explained, when the likelihood
of detection and punishment is high, corruption may not be worthwhile and the rationalization will depend
in part on relative tolerance for risk. Moreover, Klitgaard’s (1988) most famous corruption formula 166
(Corruption = Monopoly + Discretion – Accountability), vividly shows the inverse relationship between
corruption and accountability. Assuring political integrity, which is beyond the scope of this research, is
one dimension in the fight against corruption. Even developed countries are challenged by this as ‘codes of
conduct within political parties or elected assemblies at central or local level are often missing or lack
teeth.’(Padgett, 2015: 33). Certainly, developing countries, where the rule of law is not well established,
165
166

https://www.acfe.com/uploadedfiles/acfe_website/content/rttn/2012-report-to-nations.pdf accesses on 05.05.2017
The formula originally appeared in Klitgaard's 1988 book ‘Controlling Corruption’ which later the World Bank
and the IMF modified it in the mid-1990s adding elements of integrity and transparency (Abjorensen, 2014). The
formula read as: Corruption = (Monopoly + Discretion) – (Accountability+ Integrity + Transparency)
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suffer more from this lack of accountability (Dumas et al., 2010) and thereby, ‘perceived risk and
consequences of sanction are generally higher than in jurisdictions’ (Warburton, 2013: 230).
Actors in the third quadrant primarily have strong ties (corrupt relationships) harnessed as an
opportunity for corruption. Apparently corrupt transactions are impossible without some sort of channel of
communication. Often, recruited by brokers, these actors build the foundation for conspiracies or collusive
practices in the Ethiopian construction industry (E_03; E_05; E_14). Arguably, this is because brokers may
not have to fear sanctions for publicly advertising corrupt services and they can easily bring the service to
a larger audience (Lambsdorff, 2000; Rose-Ackerman, 1999). Once such corrupt network of actors is
established, then the use of power is expanded until built trust sustains (Warburton, 2013) and payoffs to
each party are worthy (Katz et al., 2004). These actors maintain and protect themselves through ‘powers’
founded on a great degree of trust between parties and leverage both corrupters who exercise at grand and
petty levels. Even if, actors in public offices move to another office or position, these channel of corrupt
transactions remain open. (Warburton, 2013; Blind, 2014) In this regard, experts are right to condemn
government’s political strategy of shuffling unethical officials and officers as a means of ‘punishment’ to
cease corrupt practices.
Yet, there are possibilities of unique circumstances to collusive practices other than strong networks
and probably there are two explanations for this. First, as Rose-Ackerman, (1999) pointed, corruption might
not always bring people together in the first place but takes place as already existing relationships
deteriorate into illegal relationships. This is because, “as new opportunities for corruption arise, it is
preferable to deal with old partners”, in which case corruption becomes a “by-product of already existing
legal relationship” (Lambsdorff, 2000: 231). Second explanation can be fetched from the theory of weak
ties 167 . Although conspiracies require cooperation among several actors in a network, weak ties may
sometimes grant corrupter a greater opportunity as they bring simple but crucial information from the
external environment in to a team (Katz et al., 2004). Indeed, based on such arguments and in contrary to
the findings of this research, scholars like Brass et al. (1998: 27), note that ‘collusions are more likely to
occur in sparsely connected, weak-tie networks’.
The first quadrant mainly holds actors at operation level who entertain intentional human error to
act corruptly. Naturally, there is enough potential for errors throughout inception to implementation phases
of construction projects (Schleifer et al., 2014), exacerbated by the increasing complexity of the industry
167

After Granovetter’s article ‘the strength of weak ties’ in 1973 and which he revisited after ten year (Granovetter,
1983), a weak tie theory was developed. It is about the spread of information through social networks. After
categorizing strength of interpersonal ties as strong and weak, as discussed in the previous chapter, he strongly
argues that weak ties provide the bridge over which significant information cross the boundaries of social groups.
From this argument on, other scholars also started to gaze at the potential of weak ties.
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(Maurer, 2017; Akintoye et al., 2012) and its labor-intensiveness (Dallas, 2006; Zou & Sunindijo, 2015).
In a country like Ethiopia, which has been so slow in adopting technologies and standardizations to avoid
subjective interpretations, people will always find a way and continue to utilize errors for corrupt
transactions (E_06; E_ 09; E_15). Even in case of automated systems, the construction industry still relays
on people (E_15). In support of Expert 15 argument, Zou & Sunindijo (2015: 6), scholars on safety
management, argue that ‘no matter how automated a [construction] process or complex a management
system is, people cannot be separated from the process or the system. People still control and sometimes
must intervene when unplanned events occur.’ They also conclude that 50 -90% of all accidents are caused
by human error.
If there is the need for improvement in this regard, in the context of corruption, it can only be
achieved through an attention to human intentional error mechanisms. Perhaps, a very common, costly
‘error’ made by these actors at operation level is in the preparation and application of project estimations.
They are the cause to nearly all loopholes in the construction phase utilized by corrupters. Thus, prevailing
risks of corruption in the awarding of projects, quality assurance, escalation and additional work orders are
all constant reminders of the high cost of such errors due to estimations. As discussed in chapter 6 and 7,
Experts had encountered and shared multiple cases ranging from intentional underestimation to
overestimation for the very purpose of benefiting oneself (E_01; E_03; E_08; E_10; E_18). In some
instances, operators might have been given order from project managers to manipulate project estimations.
However the case might be, these corrupters entertained intentional errors laminated by one’s ‘right’ to
make ‘error’ in their defense as perceived opportunity for corruption.
Although undesirable, errors are inevitable aspects of construction projects (Zou, & Sunindijo,
2015). To this end, all procedures of estimation include contingencies to be considerate of some margin of
errors (Morris, 2013; Cretu et al., 2011; Dallas, 2006). However, when errors are done intentionally, they
cannot be contained within contingencies and hence disrupt the whole project budget resulting in quality
compromises. Genuine causes to such errors are not going to be understood or uncovered readily as project
participants are the very central cause to the problem. Although perceived as low ranking in terms of
managerial positions, these actors are given the mandate to control over financial and technical aspects of
projects, so long as no one is watching over their daily estimation routine. Consequently, the lack of
detecting, tracking and controlling mechanisms for ‘errors’ granted them extra opportunity to conceal
corrupt exercises (E_03; E_05; E_06; E_09; E_15).
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Figure 39: Synthesized Opportunities for Corruption: A Substantive Theory

Relationships between stakeholders and opportunities for corruption
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9.2 Prescriptions: Utilizing and Leveraging BIM for Risk Mitigation
‘’When construction projects are an important part of your [economy], it is essential to ensure that your
policies and procedures are continually updated […] to have controls in place to prevent and detect
[corruption], waste and abuse’’
(Wells & Hymes, 2012: 375)
Contextual review and finding chapters of the research have depicted that the Ethiopian construction
industry forms a back-bone of the country’s economy, yet facing detrimental challenges due to the ever
increasing abuse of public power and ‘legitimization’ of corrupt transactions. This section of the chapter
discusses key BIM potentials and promises, as new rationale for its adoption, which could enable the
industry to mitigate the risks. The propositions are based on two important concepts of corruption
prevention: automated project auditing and the emphasis on information central to BIM. In both cases, the
collective effort is to minimize risks ‘eliminating’ gaps (loopholes) stakeholders exploited as an opportunity
for corruption.
Evidently, it is not possible to erase all loopholes. As Padgett (2015: 93) asserts, ‘there are an
infinite number of opportunities or gaps in controls and processes as there are an infinite number of ways
to circumvent these controls.’ Moreover, as Expert 06 and 14 contend based on their experience, whatever
kind of seemingly robust system is implemented, actors will always manage to create opportunities. This is
presumably why plugging all the gaps is virtually impossible and not all prescriptions offer ultimate solution
on the fight to corruption (Pierce, 2016; Lawler, 2012).
Nevertheless, BIM propositions are forwarded and discussed with the focus on minimizing only
critical opportunities this research found in the construction sector. Hence, note should be taken that these
propositions are by no means attempts to give a final answer to rainbow of questions on corruption and
strategies to fully stop it: as it is often said ‘technology is not a cure but a strong medicine’ (GECS, 2014:
39). Yet, ultimately, the focus on BIM should be ‘not on technology per se, but rather on what it enables’
(Thomsen et al., 2009: 62). First and foremost, BIM is an evolving technology (Ub, 2014; Eastman et al.,
2011; Sacks et al., 2018) and there are so many unseen benefits both in terms of mitigating corruption risks
and increasing productivity in the AEC industry worldwide. While going over the latent benefits of BIM,
it is expected that readers will realize its potential role in corruption risk management. The next concept
and proposition sections of the chapter will elaborate this anticipation.
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9.2.1 Concept 1: Automating Project Audits: Active and Passive BIM
Dealing with motivation is nearly as hard as dealing with rationalization as they are purely
personality traits (Padgett, 2015). In fact, capability also has personality traits. But it has semi-personal
elements like power and network which gives corrupters the ability to be the right person to pull public
funds off (Wolfe & Hermanson, 2004). Power and networks might not be always traits for corruption in all
situations. However, in the Ethiopian context, where there is lack of political, financial and technical project
auditing (E_01; E_03; E_05; E_07; E_15), in addition to the ever-increasing level of motivation for
corruption among stakeholders, it is very likely that such actors utilize these traits for personal benefits
(Rose-Ackerman, 1996; Padgett, 2015; Lawler, 2012).
Can anyone or a system take off actors’ power? Yes! Nevertheless, in such an approach, the cost
of anti-corruption could be equal or even greater than the cost of corruption itself. Any strategy to mitigate
risks of corruption should find a balance between a ‘no-system’ leading to corruption and crippling anticorruption system compromising productivity (Abjorensen, 2014; Lawler, 2012). Apparently, striping off
power from officials or any personnel doesn’t guarantee the prevention of corruption. As Byars, (2009:6)
noted in her article, “Some of the most powerless individuals in the world, those without any financial,
intellectual, or social power, often find themselves driven to the corrupt act of stealing”. For this reason,
she strongly argues that part of opportunity which must be controlled is the advantage corrupter find to
conceal their sins.
Thus, a strategic approach to indirectly control corrupters’ power if their capabilities and
opportunities present significant risk factors is to respond with strong “controls or enhanced auditing.”
(Wolfe & Hermanson, 2004: 45; Padgett, 2015; Dye, 2007). As shown in Figure 40, the collective effort of
project auditing theoretically bends the capability- motivation curve downwards reducing actors’ capability
for corruption. Indeed, this doesn’t lessen actors’ motivation for corruption directly. Treating personality
features technically, and hence bending the curve towards left wouldn’t be an easy task to achieve. Be that
as it may, it is attainable through auditing indirectly. Jain’s (2001: 80-81) argument could explain how
auditing deters motivation: “the probability of being detected […] is obviously, closely related to the values
and structures of [a] society.” This is because corrupters have to think twice if the benefit from unethical
practice is worth the inconvenience before engaging themselves in such acts (Warburton, 2013; RoseAckerman, 1996; Blind, 2014).
Apart from this, how can any system of project auditing be trusted while people remain to have the
motivation for and be the center of every corrupt transaction? Evidently, corrupters are people who abused
entrusted power (Padgett, 2015). A shift in power won’t guarantee anti-corruption (Blind, 2014). As for
Expert 18, the real source of corruption is being human kind and any sort of internal and external control
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can readily be breached by humans (Padgett, 2015: 39). Dealy & Thomas (2007: 5) also maintain that ‘it is
because of human nature that we have such a thing as accountability’. Therefore, a sensible resolution to
this behavioral challenge brought by humans is to automate project auditing snatching it off from people
and letting computers take up the assignment.
The inherent dimensional and other technological capabilities of BIM, which will be discussed
later, can be utilized readily. The automating authority of these tools can mitigate risks of corruption due
to both intentional and unintentional errors proactively, deployed as an internal project audit. This is
because, in the opinion of Padgett (2015: 39), opportunity for such actors usually ‘occurs due to a
breakdown in internal control processes.’ However, the more one wishes to deal with people at relatively
higher managerial/ technical positions the more the need arises for external auditing as they possess the
power to maneuver project data. Effective anti-corruption strategies should consider both detection and
prevention. Even though detection is not always a proactive method, the journey is worth taking as a passive
strategy in those areas where prevention is not easily applicable (Dawson, 2015; Giles, 2012). To this end,
while current BIM can be utilized to prevent those actors in the first and partly third quadrant, it should be
leveraged to detect red flags or possible corrupt practices exercised by those in the fourth quadrant. In this
case BIM acts as a proper tracking tool.

Figure 40: Strategic Proposition
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Information created; communicated and archived at all phases of engineering projects can
potentially be put to use to automate auditing passively to build a foundation for and strengthen
accountability and integrity standards in the sector. Although a submissive looking strategy, it will act as a
strong ‘inhibitory force’ especially for actors in public offices (Warburton, 2013). Furthermore, it
intensifies information disclosure systems which will ensure proactive risk management (Padgett, 2015:
35; Blind, 2014). In spite of everything, as discussed earlier, actors’ motivation for corruption is directly
related with perceived opportunity to conceal their acts. Therefore, passively automated project data assures
accountability conceivably. It is judicious at this point to recall that one of the repeated challenges OFAG
and The Federal Court encountered in most cases was to acquire (quality) data on projects. This is owing
to the fact that corrupters had stretching hands to manipulate project information whenever needed.

9.2.2 Concept 2: Monitoring Project Information; Detaching ‘I’ and ‘M’ as a Means
to Segregating Duties
“[Corruption] schemes can occur when a [corrupter] thinks that no one is paying attention to the
details.”
(Wells, & Hymes, 2012: 120)
Once again, in a country like Ethiopia where inconsistency and subjectivity of market is highly
exhibited in the construction sector (E_01; E_03; E_04; E_05; E_06), the supervision on the quality of
information created, before the dissemination and archiving of project model is paramount. What
differentiates BIM from standard 2D or even 3D vector graphics is the “I” with in it (Eastman et al., 2011;
Sacks et al., 2018; Kensek & Noble, 2014). This is the reason why scholars like Eynon (2016: 9), explain
the acronym BIM in varying ways, whirling around the information aspect, as: “Better (Building)
Information Management; […] Building Information Movement”. Nonetheless, as much as BIM can
effectively store and manage information about individual components, and assemblies (Kumar, 2015;
Weygant, 2011), it could also be susceptible for misinforming project participants and auditors if the
accuracy from the onset is compromised (Barnes & Davies, 2014; Eynon, 2016; Thomsen, et al., 2009).
Consequently, this could pave another road for collusive practice calling for a transcendent framework and
procedure on how, who and where to create project information and model.
To this end, separating the modeling (M) and information (I) aspects of BIM would be a prudent
strategy, even if that wasn’t the very essence of its technological development168. First and for most, model

168

Evidently, BIM is about the emphasis on the information with in a model and the freedom to work on parameterized
modeling landscape. As Sacks et al., (2018: 285), explain “[…] the persuasive power of a building model for a
potential client is not limited to its ability to provide a 3D or photorealistic image of a proposed building design. Its
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creators (for instance consultants or architects) and reviewers (like clients and contractors) should not be
given the freedom and legitimacy to create and embed crucial parameters (data sets) like costs inside BIM
tools or components. Otherwise, any result of the automation (be it cost or schedule auditing) would be
flawed as long as participants have the tendency to collude. To this end, there should be other public
institution to worry about these parameters. Like shown in Figure 41, these public institutions would have
the right and knowledge on how to nationally create consistent and standardized parameters. This in turn
will grant them the legitimacy to automate project audits and store information. For instance, the creation
of building element information could be administered by the Ministry of Construction (MoC) 169, while
OFAG will have all the means and technology to review or automate project audits from the creation to
assembly of project model components and implementation. The automating process of project audits might
require all sorts of efforts ranging from fully automated trivial procedure to heavy-duty computational
algorithms.
Finally all project information could possibly be archived inside a national BIM hub, for instance
at Information Network Security Agency (INSA)170, ready to be referred for information upgrading and as
a database devoid of the autonomy for further manipulations. INSA is proposed as home for archiving
because such project information needs to be protected from all misfortunes of the forthcoming cyber world.
Because BIM works best on the online database, unfortunately, the technology can again be exploited by
corrupt people with malicious intent. According to Sacks, et al., (2018: 360), this potentially exposes three
vulnerabilities: cyber-attacks on BIM models during design and construction; unauthorized access to
building models which are confidential; cyber-attacks on a building during the operation phase through
BIM-supported building automation systems and facility maintenance systems. This may require new forms
of legal arrangements and ‘a metamorphosis of traditional roles and responsibilities’ of public institutions
(Race, 2016: 112). Accordingly, documents outlining concerns and various procedures should be
incorporated in a country’s BIM guides and/ or specific project’s BIM Execution Plan.

power lies in its ability to adapt and change designs parametrically and better exploit the embedded engineering
knowledge, allowing for more rapid design development for satisfying clients’ needs to the greatest extent
possible”, When the industry couldn’t provide every model component in a design and as architects wish to
experiment with new materials, forms and spaces, nearly all BIM platforms grant designers the full authority to
create and manipulate building component parameters readily (Ub, 2014; Barnes & Davies, 2014). In countries
which pioneered the technology, there is the expectation that information within all manufacturer- specific
components will be correct (Weygant, 2011). Nonetheless, this might not be always true in case of the Ethiopian
construction industry. Manufacturers have been repeatedly accused of committing collusive practices using every
loophole they found in the system and corrupt networks.
169
This means MOC becomes the MEA for all public construction projects.
170
INSA is a governmental institution established with a mission to “build a capability that enables safeguard the
country’s information and information infrastructure”. http://www.insa.gov.et/ accessed on 10.02.2019
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In addition to mitigating risks of corruption, this framework will ensure enhanced quality of
modeling and uniform level of detailing across the country. Moreover, such project information repository
can serve as a database for public construction projects. Aforementioned concept of monitoring project
information from the outset, detaching the two intents of BIM, complies with the customary yet strategic
prevention of corruption by way of segregating duties. Dawson, (2015) is right to strongly commend that
segregation of duties should be ensured in risky areas of organizations depending on the complexity of
operations. Otherwise, if individuals who create project data, model and review are the same, the BIM
technology, in effect, will create excess opportunity to practice and conceal corruption. It will pave another
form of breeding ground for collusive practice in the sector. As Padgett, (2015: 92) also maintains, ‘The
opportunity for employees to commit [corruption] is effectively created when they are entrusted with access
to assets and information that allows them to both commit […] and conceal what they have done’.
Accordingly, especially in this era of automation where employees have become responsible for a
wide range of procedural functions, Padgett firmly contends that access should be limited only to those
systems, processes and information that are truly necessary for an employee to complete his or her duties.
Hence, segregating BIM element creators or authors (MEA), modelers, reviewers and auditors, to the extent
of assigning them to different institutionalized public bodies171 arrests the prevailing and possible upcoming
threats of collusive practices. Such and similar issues of information creation and communication
procedures can potentially be addressed by institutions or BIM community with the Information Delivery
Manual (IDM) 172 . In result, the utilization of BIM as a central repository for building projects will
revolutionize the information management for public management throughout their life cycle (Grilo &
Jardim-Goncalves, 2010). Moreover, the understandability of project information by non-engineering
professionals is also enhanced effectively, through the process of integrating BIM with other IT systems in
centralized information governance (Thomsen et al., 2009). This in turn brings the culture of accountability
and lessens the potential of corrupters in concealing their corrupt deeds if not their stealing. In short, the
essence of the framework can be summarized as follows:


Segregate project data (IFC component) creators, modelers and reviewers



Insure automated internal auditing whenever projects go through specific stakeholder with
specified authority to change project information and recorded time stamps.

171
172



Automate external auditing (passive BIM) to evaluate projects and build accountability



Use integrated BIM models as a national database for future reference.

The framework starts the process of information creation at MOC and ESA ending the archiving at INSA.
The IDM specifies the delivery of project data for specific business process. In other words, it defines what
information to exchange through BIM (Underwood, J., & Isikdag, U., 2010)
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Figure 41: Proposed BIM-based Project Information Monitoring Framework
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9.2.3 Proposition1: Active BIM; Automating Internal Audits to Arrest ‘Errors’
The first proposition draws attention to BIM’s present and generic potentials, discussed partly in
chapter 3, for the very reason of mitigating the risks of intentional errors exercised mainly by actors in the
first quadrant (Figure 38, page 218 and Figure 39, page 222). Not all intentional errors are perceivable and
serious. Hence, this proposition concentrates on anticipations that BIM can alleviate the risks associated
with those deliberate errors which are critical and highly recognized in the Ethiopian construction sector.
As part of this understanding, note should be made of the fact that BIM is just a technological solution
being proposed to sophisticated socio-political problems. As Deutsch (2011) perceives it as societal benefits
of BIM and Barnes & Davies, (2014: 56) also maintain, ‘BIM will not create, correct nor prevent errors.
However, BIM will help find and more fully expose errors earlier in the construction process, particularly
when the project team members work responsibly together’.

9.2.3.1 Utilizing Dimensional Capabilities:
Visualization, Systems Coordination and Clash Detection (3D)
Visualization is perhaps the most familiar aspect of BIM. As part of the VDC movement, even the
‘Hollywood BIM’ presentations and visualizations portray buildings for project participants to have a fully
virtual and immersive experience (Kumar 2015; Kensek, 2014). For this reason, some contractors and
scholars use the phrase “build it twice- that is, build the project virtually and then go and physically build
it” (Eynon, 2016: 12). On large projects, owners even go to the extent of requesting physical mock-up
models and walkthroughs so that they can visualize, better understand and make decisions about the
aesthetics and the functionality of parts of projects (Eastman et al., 2011; Ub, 2014). BIM models are
utilized to enable such mock-ups to be made and tested at a fraction of the cost of physical construction
(Barnes & Davies, 2014: 26). Evidently, these costs are much less than the cost of corruption due to change
orders when consultants and contractors exploit non-technical or technically unfit professionals
representing the client. Presumably, such experiences also lessen clients’ excuse related with incapacity in
visualizing projects early at design phases which often leads to change and additional work orders in the
construction phase. Otherwise, when delay is caused, later due in giving decisions the overall construction
process will be vulnerable to corruption as contractors seek to get solution through bribing or get extorted
because of it. Hence, as more often as clients will start to have a timely and informed decision about
projects, misleading and manipulating role of contractors to entertain change and additional work orders
will, in a way, be minimized.
The superimposition of different disciplines for coordination and clash detection is also another
aspect of BIM which Sacks et al. (2018: 243) calls it the ‘low-hanging fruit’ among its benefits. It provides
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stakeholders the ability to effectively and efficiently detect and avoid errors (Barnes, P., & Davies, 2014;
Eastman et al., 2011). This is the stage where corrupters get the opportunity to manipulate the design
through intentional errors. As Deutsch (2011: 34) explains ‘most firms recognize that the greatest
opportunity for making errors and omissions is in document coordination. Changes made in one part of the
documents are sometimes overlooked or not addressed in others, resulting in an overreliance on general
notes and requiring the contractor when contradictory information is found in the documents […]. Due to
BIM’s bidirectional associativity design professionals can automatically (as opposed to manually)
coordinate and update elevations, sections, plans, and schedules’, across different disciplines (Ub, 2014;
Kumar, 2015; Eynon, 2016). When BIM increases the predictability of the construction process ahead and
continued uninterrupted through the process of system integration and clash detection (Sacks et al., 2018),
its vulnerability to corruption will potentially be reduced.
Construction Planning and Scheduling (4D):
4D BIM assign time attributes to parts of the models so that the visualization of planned
construction process is possible to all project stakeholders (Eastman, et al., 2011; Kensek, 2014; GolparvarFard et al., 2009). With the help of 4D automation and simulation “project managers can compare different
schedules easily, and they can quickly identify whether the project is on track or behind schedule (Sacks,
et al., 2018: 243). Additionally, it helps to make accurate and timely decisions on project schedule and
resource mobilizations even at moments where projects face repeated design changes. By watching the
schedule visualization, project members will be able to make sound decisions based on multiple sources of
accurate real- time information. Within the BIM model, a chart can be used to show the critical path and
visually show the dependency of some sequences on others. As the design is changed, advanced BIM
models will be able automatically to identify those changes that will affect the critical path, and indicate
what their corresponding impact will be on the overall delivery of the project (Barnes & Davies, 2014: 27).
Therefore, such automation procedures could mitigate subjective or personal decisions made on
projects by corrupters to favor or disfavor specific contractors, in addition to detecting intentional errors
with regard to unrealistic construction planning. Moreover, potentially, 4D can reduce the vulnerability of
the industry to false progress reports as it can be leveraged to visualize current site progresses 173(Eynon,
2016; Ub, 2014; Kopsida et al., 2015). On ground of this, the national construction database can automate
and provide institutions (for example to tender evaluators) factual capacity of contractors and reports
173

However information registration process has been performed (Manually, semi-automated or fully automated), asbuilt information are compared with the as-planned information in order to assess the current status of the
progress.4D BIM models are used to superimpose the two information and “decide if the progress is behind, ahead
or on schedule and take potential corrective actions” (Kopsida et al., 2015: 425)
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accurately, instead of relying on bidders unauthentic letters to proof their project progress and performance.
Generally speaking, synchronous design and construction planning increases the predictability of
construction processes minimizing unforeseen circumstances (Cretu et al., 2011; Del Pico, 2013; Morris,
2013 ; Cretu et al., 2011) which corrupt project participants would be delighted to use as an opportunity for
extortion or bribing.
Quantity take off, Cost Estimation and Simulation (5D):
As discussed in chapter 3, at any stage of project designs, BIM has the capability to extract
accurately bill of quantities (Ub, 2014; Eastman et al., 2011), as long as cost information is added as a
property of an object in the model (Kensek, 2014). Corresponding potentials of BIM convey numerous
advantages to the fight against corruption. First of all, traditionally, when estimates are created early in
design before team develops a fully detailed model, estimators primarily use square meters or unit cost
methods which will bring a huge gap between project estimates and actual costs. Unfortunately, clients use
these estimates to baseline their project cost and perform financial forecasting to fulfill their or some other
corrupt participants’ wish.
Contrarily, when consultants have to use (automate) estimations using BIM, even in the early stage
of concept development, it shows clients more accurately what’s possible within their established budget
(Sacks et al., 2018: 147). In addition, in an effort to control project costs at implementation phases, auditors
can track variances between budget and actual costs readily. What they are expected to do is just ‘import
actual costs in to [BIM] model and then visually see where there are significant variances between cost and
budget’ (Ibid: 270-271). Accordingly, with informed real time decision on project finances (Eastman et al.,
2011; Barnes & Davies, 2014), there can be no justification for stakeholders to not estimate accurately and
adhere to budgets as opposed to entertaining ‘boundless’ project cost overruns.
As noted by ECPMI (2018) on the consultancy completion report regarding BIM piloting on the
16 storey housing building project, over and under estimations of quantities were critically identifies
problems, in addition to missed items. 10 work items were found to be over quantified whilst 28 items have
been under quantified and 11were missing. In accordance with this detailed report, majority of these items
had more than 50 percent deviations whereas some items varied hundreds and even thousands percent 174.
Secondly, both as a logical consequence to this and an outcome of BIM cost automations,
contingencies for bidding ‘errors’ are minimized. As Sacks et al. (2018: 256-257) explicate, ‘A detailed
building model is a risk-mitigation tool for estimators that can significantly reduce bid costs, because it
174

For instance, extra socket outlets had been 794.2 % over quantified and internal plastering coats underwent -6026.5
percent under quantification (ECPMI, 2018).
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reduces the uncertainty associated with material quantities’ (P. 256-257). Moreover, using plug-ins or
additional software packages, it is possible to run simulations of bidders’ proposal to scrutinize the
soundness of their financial offers regarding front or back-loading and other conspiracies. Comparative
analysis and model simulation of bidders’ financial proposals can detect reasonable as well as extreme
mathematical doubts. This, in a way, avoids evaluators’ rationales to check only total offers (figures)
disregarding unbalanced proposals to intentionally favor specific bidders.
As-built and Asset Information Management (AIM) (6D):
Loaded with O+M information, BIM models are usually updated to as-built at construction
completion. As AIM model, they are often used by clients’ FM team to manage assets (Eastman et al.,
2011; Kumar, 2015; Montaser, 2013). It is apparent that leveraging BIM for FM requires moving to specific
tools or third-party BIM add-on tools (Sacks, et al., 2018). In the current practice, traditionally, consultants
and contractors don’t submit as-built designs to clients. If they do, the reliability of the data is under
question. In fact, this is not typical of the Ethiopian construction sector as facility managers in other
countries face similar challenges too: “[Facility managers] will not be able to rely on the ‘as-constructed’
data handed over as it is not warranted by the client. This means that the FM suppliers will want to resurvey
the building and adjust their price based on the new data […]” (Fontana, 2016: 102).
The lack as well as inaccuracy of as-built drawings in public projects brings intricate challenges to
the process of project audits when required. The other unfortunate but a common case in Ethiopia is the
override and changing of product specifications to replace building parts with less expensive and inferior
quality materials (E_03; E_04; E_05; E_16). Supervision procedures set to alleviate these risks are not
effective for the very fact that experts assigned to do so (both from clients and consultants side) usually
tend to collude with contractors for personal benefits. This puts the overall process of commissioning and
the turnover of data, at the end of construction projects, under big question mark. Iacovidou et al., (2018:
222) are right to contend that ‘a prerequisite when dealing with construction components management is to
understand how their characteristics and functionality are transformed at each step of their lifecycle.’
Provided that consistency of data can be maintained across material manufacturers, suppliers and
public projects, the potential of BIM can be harnessed to transform this process, mitigating risks of
corruption excessively exercised by means of degrading quality of construction materials. This is because,
the use of barcode readers and scanners [with the help of 6D BIM] enables quick access to relevant
information on particular items of plant or equipment installed in construction projects (Eynon, 2016). In a
more intelligent system, a small chip can be embedded in objects which can be read by Radio Frequency
Identity (RFID) tag readers and can be used by the database to identify the object and call up any related
information (Ibid:13-14). Indeed, the use of BIM to support such functionalities is in its early days and the
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tools have only recently become available to support this area (Braun et al., 2015; Kopsida et al., 2015; Lin
et al., 2017; Sacks et al., 2018). But, as manufacturers will begin to produce libraries of their product
information, designers will find it easier to incorporate in their model and clients will be encouraged to
utilize it to verify authenticity of building elements (installations) easily. Type and content of information
to expect from AIM models can be [re]defined by clients as desired over time through Employers or Asset
Information Requirements (EIR or AIR) set from the very beginning founded on developing mistrusts
between stakeholders in the sector.

9.2.3.2 Automating Design Approvals: LoD and Code Verification
One of the critical loopholes corrupt actors received is the lack of design submittals protocol (E_03;
E_05; E_06). The absence of consistent and efficient design completeness checking mechanisms apart from
‘errors’ or clashes, has provided them extra opportunity to manipulate designs and estimations through
incomplete designs. Clients and authorities endorse incomplete (poor quality) designs to convey undue
benefits to consultants who often win design services with very low financial offers. Consequently, later,
at construction phase of projects, most changes and additional work orders are brought by exploitive
stakeholders excused by this neglected artifice. Subject and erratic means of verifying design qualities and
submittals has made the entire design production process remarkably vulnerable to corruption.
Certainly, the adoption of BIM protocols and standards, will grant the sector the aptitude to reduce
risks related to this gap. For instance, as discussed in chapter 3, with LoD requirements, design teams are
expected to work on and submit designs to model element detail levels predetermined on a five-level
progressive scale. This pressures designers to generate accurate and integrated 2D documentations as well
(Kumar, 2015; Eastman et al., 2011). More importantly, with such requirements, their achievements with
regard to the maturity of the design (model) can be evaluated objectively. Through relatively advanced BIM
technologies, design approvals can even be performed automatically (Nawari, 2018).
This was one of the anticipations of BIM development by scholars like Porwal et al. (2013) and
Deutsch (2011) few years back: “ […] By 2020 BIM will most likely have reached all the way into the
building codes structure and the permits process. ‘Send me the model’, may well be the immediate response
to a permit request. More likely than not, the permit office now has an analyzer that will quickly (in a matter
of seconds) verify that your model is to code, and you may receive your permit in days, rather than weeks,
after submittal.” (p. 211). Soon after, automated validations and compliances with building and safety
regulations were enabled through BIM using rule-based algorithms to check models (Eynon, 2016; Dimyadi
et al., 2016; Olsson et al., 2018). Inevitable, Coercive power of approvers will be lowered as design permit
processes will be fully automated. This in turn would decrease secret arrangements between stakeholders
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to get incomplete (substandard) designs approved, and the long existing mistrust towards traditional
authorities.

9.2.3.3 Automating Progress Monitoring and Performance Control
Every sector and organization wishes to be in control of their projects (PMI, 2017; Kerzner, 2017;
Weygant, 2011). However, the ‘nature of that control is not the same throughout the project’ and type of
projects (Morris, 2013: 123). In spite of everything, the controlling of construction projects depend
principally on collected actual onsite data of the day to day operations (Montaser, 2013). The focus of this
proposition is on the need to automate progress monitoring and control over construction projects due to
the fact that this has become one of the critical project management areas where corrupt professionals and
organizations tend to act immorally as discussed in previous chapters. This immorality has challenged
nearly all public construction projects with changes and quality compromises.
Some changes are induced while others are caused by intentional errors for corrupt transactions to
occur at implementation phases. In the event errors are fairly avoided, corrupters provoke design changes
to maximize personal benefits from the process (E_04; E_05). As a result of this, the sector calls for
dependable, real-time and automated information regarding the performance of projects in addition to
advanced data capturing devices and quality control procedures to minimize or if possible, arrest risks. As
the sector shifts more towards automated comparison of actual states with planned states from traditional
(manual) progress assessment methods early detection of deviations become possible (Braun et al., 2015).
With the advent and development of the BIM technology, the automation of progress monitoring
and performance control became in the best interest of construction management and computational
modeling researchers, since more than a decade (Golparvar-Fard et al., 2009; Shahi, 2012; Kopsida et al,
2015; Costin et al, 2015; Montaser, 2013; Braun et al 2015). The general idea behind all researches and
technological developments is the automation and visualization of actual status of buildings under
construction accurately.
The utilization of smart technologies is also under development or extensively being researched for
the very purpose of project performance control from tracking of materials and workers (Costin et al., 2015;
Sattineni, n.d.; Shahi, 2012) to the enabling of construction components reuse (Iacovidou et al., 2018).
Recently, these sophisticated tracking and monitoring technologies have moved from research to practice
with significant success (Sacks, et al., 2018). And empirical studies have also shown that real-time data
capturing and processing tools are already improving certain key aspects of the delivery of construction
projects (Alizadehsalehi & Yitmen, 2018). Some of the commonly known and applied technological
avenues for implementing automated monitoring and control with the support of BIM models are RFID,
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Laser scanning and photogrammetry (Kensek, 2014; Braun et al., 2015; Kopsida et al., 2015; Lin et al.,
2017; Sacks, et al., 2018).
RFID:
Besides providing lifecycle information about components of a building structure and their
performance, as explained in section 9.2.3.1, the integration of RFID technology and BIM is being deployed
to track and inspect objects or building components in a more systematic and automatic manner to monitor
progresses in construction projects (Costin et al., 2015; Sacks, et al., 2018, Sattineni, n.d.). What the
technology requires apart from available commercial BIM-based inspection software is only the installation
and maintenance of RFID tags (Kopsida et al., 2015; Lin et al., 2017). By all accounts, the automatic
monitoring and quality control of material or components’ production, storage and installation on
construction sites would curtail risks of abuse related to theft and swapping of construction materials
exercised by corrupt stakeholders.
Laser Scanning:
Laser scanning is one of actual site condition surveying methods that report data directly to a BIM
tool by generating point clouds that maintain coordinates of points on surface of building parts (Braun et
al., 2015; Montaser, 2013). It is being used to support erection of building components; for instance, ‘that
concrete pours are situated in exactly the correct location or that columns are properly located’ in addition
to capturing accurate as-built details (Sacks et al., 2018: 268). This line of research and practice to fully
automate quality assurance or verification, even though expensive and sophisticated technology (Kopsida
et al., 2015), effectively snatches personal judgments of site supervisors that actors relay on for corrupt
transactions to occur.
Photogrammetry:
Photogrammetry is the utilization of photography in surveying and mapping of measurements. The
technology identifies multiple images and videos (even those created by mobile phones) and uses them to
‘compute the pose and position of the camera for each image, and thus the position of the reference points
in 3D space’ (Sacks et al., 2018: 269; Kopsida et al., 2015). In the same manner of laser scanning, dense
point cloud data are produced but relatively inexpensively and in an easy fashion to use. Such creation and
retrieval of information on construction progress and as-built scene using photos and BIM models offer a
useful means to halt prevalent collusive practices between contractors’ site engineers, supervisors and
quantity surveyors. These actors are highly condemned by experts for entertaining fake reports and
measurements especially in area of building structures that can be concealed easily like substructures or
earth moving operations and concrete works. However, the ability of photogrammetry to take photos of
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actual site conditions and associate them with building objects in BIM model presumably deter corrupters,
as information can be extracted at any time whenever [automated] auditing of projects is desired (Braun et
al., 2015).

9.2.4 Proposition 2: Breaking Actors’ Network and Trust Capitalizing Technological
Processes
“Corruption favors those with no scruples and those with connections over those that are the most
efficient.” (Rose-Ackerman, S., 1996: xx)
Certainly, construction projects are type of works that can’t be performed without the involvement
of humans (Zou, & Sunindijo, 2015). As in any other sector, complex social and business networks of
humans are a constant companion to corruption and bribery in the AEC industry (Pryke, 2012). Once these
networks are established between corrupt actors, they expand and invade the whole transactional landscape
in the sectors (Warburton, 2013). This disadvantages and frustrates most efficient stakeholders elevating
inefficiencies, monopoly benefits and regulatory laxness (Rose-Ackerman, 1996).

Breaking these

sophisticated networks might look like dealing with a deadlock. However it can be approached
systematically by controlling unfair but competitive advantages corrupters obtained to build such ties: i.e.
personal interactions and connections. This is because corrupt networks are formed through
communications and dealing among stakeholders from the very beginning.
Information and communication technology (ICT) values have full potential to transform personal
interaction to a level where fairness is highly promoted (Barman, 2013). The major difficulty AEC
companies have been facing with ICT was the lack of interoperability of tools to manage and progress
businesses in this direction (Grilo & Jardim-Goncalves, 2010; Ciribini et al., 2015; He et al., 2018).
Nevertheless, the interoperability and synchronous aspect of BIM technology with ICT paved a smooth
way towards electronic Project Management Information System (PMIS) (Kensek, K., 2014; Bolpagni,
2013; Ub, 2014; Thomsen et al., 2009). This offers greater anticipation to handle personal networks and
communications. By virtue of this fact, the following ICT supported BIM-based processes, communication
and documentation techniques are proposed to cut discretional authority of officials and officers, especially
those in the third quadrant (Figure 38).

9.2.4.1 e-Procurement; Breaking Actors’ Network
The development of internet technology is believed to change commerce application across
industries. Although sluggishly, both developing and developed countries are adopting and financing
electronic Procurement (e-Procurement) platforms to improve the management of public works. (Afolabi
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et al., 2019; Ibem, & Laryea, 2015; Ciribini et al., 2015). In these countries, following the change in
procurement platforms, construction stakeholders possess the adequate ICT investment presently. Since its
development, BIM has conditioned the traditional management of this platform and advanced studies on
the values, integration and application of BIM and e-Procurement are (being) carried out for nearly a decade
(Hashim et al., 2013; Rawlinson, 2015; Kensek, 2014). Several evaluations of the benefits of e-Procurement
in the construction industry show its innovativeness towards reducing varied challenges (Costa & Grilo,
2015; He et al., 2018). Nevertheless, this subsection aims at demonstrating its potential in mitigating
corruption risks.
As discussed in previous chapters, experts opined that professionals at procurement departments of
Ethiopian public offices have less integrity than design departments (E_06; E_15). The finding sections
also exposed that these people potentially possess strong networks to conspire and negotiate with
stakeholders on all possibilities of commissioning public construction projects corruptly. Unfortunately,
traditional procurement platforms don’t look sufficient to halt the risk. Political leaders also seem to have
neither the capability nor the will to do so. This might be due to the nature of construction commercial
processes. As Pierce (2013: 158) explains, there are two common challenges in construction procurement.
First is the inherently cumbersome process which ‘involves a considerable amount of detailed record
keeping and paperwork’, consequentially an ample opportunity for error and oversight. Second, the less
attention paid by professionals to off-site planning which in turn grants non-engineering personnel extra
opportunity for corrupt exercises.
Looking at BIM as an integrated product model and utilizing e-Procurement to manage bids, offer
multiple advantages to the fight against favoritism and collusive practices. First and for most, electronic
platforms can manage risks related to flawed communication networks by availing common stages where
bidders get equal, automatic and timely access to requests, answers for information and addenda (Mead &
Gruneberg, 2013, He et al., 2018; Hashim & Hidayah, 2013). On the contrary ‘clarification of submitted
bids can be misused to manipulate the contract award and implementation of corrupt agreements’ (Beck,
2012:81). It also paves the way for monitoring the procurement process distantly by agencies like PPA and
better means of handling complaints. In a way, through BIM-based procurement processes public
institutions can convey un-fragmented, accurate and large volume of information removing ‘a degree of
uncertainty from the bidding process, reducing the potential for [risks] and conflicts concerning scope and
quantity of work’(Sacks, R. et al, 2018: 279).
Additionally, the application of BIM in the development of e-Commerce in the construction
industry basically includes product databases and price databases (He et al., 2018). When bidders get the
chance to trace automatically [deliberate] errors (Barnes, P., & Davies, 2014; Eastman et al., 2011; Ub,
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2014) and complexities of the building that is being bid (Kensek, 2014) with the help of product databases,
evaluators can utilize price databases to analyze offers to avoid intentional arithmetic errors corrupt officers
entertain at bid opening and effectively appraise proposals. As Padgett (2015:28) noted, the most common
types of corruption are acts of bribery and kickbacks, quite often caused by conflicts of interest involving
the parties to the corrupt activities. Certainly, ‘one of the best ways to detect a potential kickback scheme
is through data analyses’ and technology is known to hunt down irregularities in pricing or quantities
(Coenen, 2009:155). In a more advanced and integrated business process to break actors’ network, eTendering platforms can be extended to e-Awarding, e-Ordering and e-Payment services to exclude their
‘personal’ involvement (Grilo & Jardim-Goncalves, 2010). Apart from this, by the time product
manufacturers provide genuinely models of their products on internet servers and because BIM objects
define what needs to be purchased, ‘it is possible to locate products and make purchases directly using the
BIM tool’ (Sacks et al., 2018: 271)
More importantly, in cases of design competitions BIM models can avoid biased or subjective
evaluations to favor specific consultants and contractors.

According to Beck (2012:75) ‘a quality

competition established during the dialogue phase [of public procurement] encumbers the formation of
cartels’. Thereby, he recommends making decisions on the basis of a detailed evaluation matrix that requires
the implementation of information management system, in order to make the process of decision-making
accountable and prevent corruption. In a more technical aspect of BIM, empirical studies have shown that
the technology can effectively and objectively check clients’ evaluation criteria and requirements
(Bolpagni, 2013; Ciribini et al., 2015). This is due to the fact that clients are able to automatically analyze
proposals using commercially available model checking tools, for instance software like Solibri Model
Checker (SMC).
Some of the common operations performed in a BIM tender include checking: Quality of model,
Anonymity of files, Properties of elements, Space requirements, and Cost calculation. Applying some
appropriate rulesets to SMC, clients even can check the quality of spaces and verify that they comply with
requirements. SMC also offer clients the opportunity to tailor built-in rules changing parameters to achieve
own conditions175. Even if, such BIM tools are not meant to replace design juries and tender evaluators, it
is apparent that they promote transparency and impartiality in the overall construction projects’
procurement process. Otherwise, truth of the matter, as literature warns, is that ‘where competitive bidding
processes are opaque, staff may be influenced by factors not related to the bidding document, including
instances of corruption’ (Steets, 2010: 152).

175

https://solution.solibri.com/help/smc/9.7/en/html_about_solibri_model_checker.htm accessed on 07.02. 2019
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9.2.4.2 e-Communication and the ‘Big-Room’: Breaking Actors’ Trust
As much as too little technical and commercial trust between parties in highly fragmented industry
doesn’t sustain a healthy business (Dallas, 2006; Kelly et al., 2004; Mosey, 2009), too big social trust
elevates collusive practice in public procurement processes (Pedneault, 2009; Lambsdorff, 2000). The first
conveys confrontational relationship while the second bestows corrupt actors strong ‘relationships which
can informally help circumvent the formal system’ to benefit oneself (Blind, 2011:12). This is owing to the
fact that ‘corrupt transactions are arranged [in an easy manner] between partners who have already built a
relationship of trust in the past’ which gives them confidence and smaller perceived risk of failure of corrupt
arrangements (Beck, 2012:47; Warburton, 2013).
Along with the promotion of e-Procurement comes electronic Communication (e-Communication)
and electronic Documentation (e-Documentation) of projects’ information. The degree of technological
sophistication may vary from simple basic information exchange using e-mails or Web pages to intense
market-place transaction or use of complex collaborative tools (Grilo & Jardim-Goncalves, 2010). The
adoption of communication and documentation e-platforms, if not entirely, curtails personal interactions
which often lead to intimate or private relationships between participants. Besides, as the traceability of
communications and project information exchange expands the concealing power of corrupt actors that is
dependent on built trust diminishes as ‘discretion is very important in establishing and maintaining [such]
trust’ (Pryke, 2012: 223).
The abuse of classified information can also be mitigated through authorization controls as ‘the
misuse of confidential information presents a very high risk in competitive [procurement] procedure’ (Beck,
2012: 77). Authorization control takes off autonomous and self-regulating power of corrupt actors. Most
crucial, once information are to be communicated and bids and designs are to be evaluated through
anonymous web-based platforms, trust between colluding participants is highly likely to be lower on
account of the lack of confidence. Thus, overarching potential of e-platforms conceivably disbands
prevalent strong social and corrupt networks between stakeholders. For instance, Getu (2014) from AAU
demonstrated the application of simple and user friendly web-based communication in various stages of
construction for Ethiopian Federal Road Projects in his post graduate study. The objective of his study was
to assist evidenced real time communication, information storage, retrieval, manipulation and transmission
among project participants parallel to the paper based project communication scheme.
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At implementation phase of projects, apart from e-communication and e-documentation platforms,
the ‘Big-Room’176 concept can be capitalized to mitigate risks of collusive practices. Even if it is mostly
perceived to require IPD’s form of agreement, it is known to ‘harnesses the philosophy and culture [of IPD]
without the contract’177. The intent of Big-Room is to accommodate all participants of building projects
(for example architects, engineers, contractors, subcontractors and manufacturers) while BIM models are
displayed and progresses are discussed. The idea is to bringing major players in direct contact to solve
problems that otherwise wouldn’t be possible with traditional communication methods (Kensek, 2014). All
interactions between stakeholders take place in the common space avoiding side communications. Such
rooms can be seen as spaces where technical and economic trusts are elevated (Dallas, 2006; Thomsen et
al., 2009) while collusive and individual relations diminish. This is because non-integrated project
information encourages informal or personal communication between stakeholders.

9.2.5 Proposition 3: Passive BIM; Automating External Audits to Build a Culture of
Accountability
Accountability as a prominent political buzzword to prevent basic forms of abuse of public power
has expanded in the context of democracy in the public sector worldwide (Blind, 2014). The government
of Ethiopia has tried to adopt basic institutional structures as other democratic countries, even though
experts are highly skeptical of its effectiveness and the democracy per se (E_02; E_15; E_17). According
to Steets (2010: 2), any range of accountability mechanisms ‘either allow for direct citizen control or work
through a system of check and balances’. If these two mechanisms are not in place, accountability
procedures are at stake. With the absence of disclosure, no citizen can oversee on projects’ performance
and appropriateness of financial expenditures. Furthermore, any system of check and balance depends
highly on the quality of information to be scrutinized.
Otherwise, compliances with established rule of law or legislations and procedures would be
manipulated by corrupt public officials and private stakeholders. Consequently, legal and financial
accountability remain un-checked. Thus, when the creation, dissemination and archiving of project
information are under the constant influence of both public and private stakeholders, automation of reliable
data is of paramount importance to ensure accountability. As discussed in section 9.1.2, it would be sensible

Aptly named, the ‘Big-Room’ is the colloquial term for a project’s co-location space. In co-location large
conference spaces at construction site nearly all stakeholders work together in a ‘Big-Room’ to address clashes and
see how parts are shaping up (Thomsen et al., 2009; Sacks et al., 2018; Kensek, 2014).
177
https://www.bdcnetwork.com/big-room-concept-using-building-team-collocation-ensure-project-success accessed
on 22.02.019
176
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to refer that corruption committed by senior and middle management cause the greatest financial and
collateral damage to any sector.
It is apparent that the earlier the risk is identified the more chance there is to mitigate it (Dallas,
2006: 178) because the longer corruption risk goes undetected the higher the cost becomes (Dawson, 2015).
Monitoring officials’ power without compromising efficiency would have been an ideal way to do this
because ‘discretionary power of higher officials primarily determines the corruption exercised by [them]’
(Jain, 2001: 77). However, when effective mechanisms of supervision and control to support anticorruption
are completely lacking in the sector, post or passive controls also convey a systematic way to insure
accountability (Dye, 2007; Wolfe & Hermanson, 2004; Coenen, 2009). While we cannot prevent corruption
altogether by way of this mechanism, its effect can certainly be reduced because the opportunity corrupter
require is not only to steal but also conceal their deed (Dawson, 2015; Padgett, 2015).
At the end of every public construction project an independent review on the proper management
of public accounts can take place. Integrating BIM tools and ICT in to standard public audit procedures the
effectiveness of these controls (final audits) can be enhanced by disclosing it to the public in a timely and
more accurate manner. This can easily be achieved by automating and systematically reporting results of
data gathered and analyzed by any or all BIM potentials explained in section 9.2.3 and 9.2.4. As it is often
said ‘sunlight is the best disinfectant’. Evidently, such procedures for the public disclosure of basic
information can help safeguard against a variety of crimes on public projects (Padgett, 2015). For this to
succeed a data processing and rule based system (DPRBS)178 can be employed (see Figure 41). This has
something to do with the fact that building a culture of accountability requires the measuring and reviewing
of results after setting clear and measurable goals/ expectations179. Goals to be measured and reported
quantitatively can be defined nationally for example using parameters like project cost overruns, time
overruns, and material and workmanship accuracy etc.
In addition to bringing a system of check and balance to the AEC industry, this would allow the
public to monitor major decisions made by officials on construction projects. Even more detailed
information would provide the public the chance to ‘analyze trends in spending and look for explanations’
DPRBS is a useful way of manipulating knowledge and interpreting information utilizing computers. Due to BIMbased design tools, Rule-based systems are gaining increased interest in the AEC industry (Hjelseth, 2015). With
the help of rule-based algorisms, the process of automating and disclosing external audits can readily be devised.
Currently, the conceptual and technological development in the utilization of rule-based BIM model checking
systems is being researched extensively to accommodate various aspects of project management. The wide
application of rule-based BIM system extends from safety and site planning (Zhang et al., 2011; Schwabe et al.,
2017) to the automation of compliance of performance and specification of building construction elements
(Dimyadi et al., 2016; Mekawy et al., 2018).
179
https://www.entrepreneur.com/article/298342 accessed on 16.12.2018
178
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(Coenen, 2009: 155). More and accurate information means transparency that gives rise to accountability
and democratization (CoST, 2012). The interlinkage is explained by Blind (2014: 99) flawlessly: “[…] with
increased flow of relevant information, and enhanced regulatory transparency, the ensuing accountability
relations can lead to democratization by empowering citizens and the civil society to ask relevant questions
at opportune moments, thereby allowing them to control the governing entities regularly, through free and
fair elections”.

9.2.6 Proposition 4: Activating Passive BIM in Reliance on Promises of IPD
By what other strategies can we respond to risks of corruption other than mitigation? And what
possibilities should the Ethiopian construction industry be imparted to activate the passive BIM proposition
so as to respond proactively to risks of grand corruption? Corruption as a project risk is neither avoidable
nor transferable. Project risks could never fully be eliminated despite best efforts (Del Pico, 2013), let alone
corruption risks which are so complex to comprehend. Any attempt to transfer the risk of corruption from
one stakeholder to the other or from public to private organizations would create an endless loop where the
public would be affected the same extent sooner or later. As Dallas (2006: 328) noted the notion of
transferring a risk to another party in a project as elimination is a common misconception, for the very fact
that ‘the contractor or other parties to whom the risk is transferred, must still manage the risk.’ Because of
this, the ideal risk management approach would be to minimize its impact through mitigation strategies.
Nonetheless, while some risks can be mitigated, few typologies can also be shared among stakeholders
when it is not possible to completely avoid corruption in the process specially when these parties are the
primary instigators.
One of the prominent advantages brought about by BIM is IPD (AIA, 2012; Kent & Becerik-gerber,
2010; Thomsen et al., 2009). It is mainly considered as not fitting in to the current popular project delivery
system (DBB) other than IPD (Lu et al., 2015). Accordingly, Holzer (2011) expresses their association as
twin sisters and one of the deadly sins in the implementation of BIM is the ‘IPD excuse’. This is because
‘IPD allows us to tap into the potential BIM has to offer based on collaboration principles that foster
teamwork rather than litigation’ (Holzer, 2011:472) breaking the traditional project hierarchy which is
‘fairly rigid’ (Thomsen et al., 2009:10). This section of the proposition gives emphasis on some of the
principles and practices of IPD which presumably promise to mitigate and ‘share’ prevailing risks of
corruption in the AEC industry through the activation of passive auditing.

Negotiated Price over Competitive Bid: The one thing all IPD projects have in common,
organizationally from the outset, is that CMs and contractors are involved from the early stage of the design.
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They are selected on the basis of qualifications rather than price 180 (Thomsen et al., 2009; Porwal &
Hewage, 2013). One of the failed promises of competitive low bidding, at least in the Ethiopian context,
was to bless public projects with least prices which rather promoted unethical practices. ICPs of
construction projects were altered to huge extent partly due to this motivation. Qualification based
selections shall avoid lowball bidding where contractors win public projects by submitting proposals below
actual costs depending on change orders and claims to avoid lose or guarantee profit through corrupt
transactions. It is apparent that GMP reduces the likelihood of cost overrun.

Integrating Team; Early Involvement of project participants: One way of achieving the
alignment of project team with client’s goal in IPD is through early involvement of participants (Ilozor &
Kelly, 2012; AIA, 2012). It benefits projects by allowing team to design what will be built instead of
designing for premeditated interest increasing accuracy in estimating. This aspect of IPD mitigates risks
related to additional and change work orders in addition to improving the overall administration of
construction projects. Because of this there will be very low aspiration by contractors for additional benefits
later from the implementation phase. Moreover, such early formal integration of team minimizes key
project players’ chance of continuing to relate to each other in traditional and personal manner (Thomsen
et al., 2009: 13). The involvement and communications between participants throughout project phases as
well as the culture of trust in IPD might also reduce clients’ motivation for extortion. This is because, as
Expert 15 explains they are propelled to coerce consultants and contractors when they don’t possess extra
control over forthcoming phases of projects.
However this doesn’t mean IPD will shield the industry fully from collusive practices. As much as
project team and its member is the center piece of IPD (Ilozor & Kelly, 2012), they used to be and will
continue to be the center piece of corruption. It would only be possible to entertain partnering and
collaborative benefits of IPD only with a change in culture and mindset (Thomsen et al., 2009). Hence there
could be shortcomings. In the event when project participants emphasize on personal benefits, as in the
current state of affairs, this might even pave the road for conspiracies between corrupt actors.

Integrating the Process of Planning, Design and Implementation: One of the fundamental
principles of IPD is the reliance on effective knowledge integration and communication. In effect, early
determination of project costs or access to price and other crucial project information is possible (Autodesk,
2008; AIA, 2012; Sacks et al., 2018). The potential of BIM to prevent rework and engage project team in

180

In fact, prior to the full BIM partnering sessions, partnering contractors are selected through competitive bids from
a pool of prequalified contractors and GMP for construction is established at the selection (Appendix A). Then
contractors shall commit to hire a qualified BIM design firm for the whole construction period. The contract price
is fully enforceable with no opportunity for future adjustment in price or schedule (Porwal & Hewage, 2013: 209)
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real time estimation and scheduling can further be leveraged and put in contract terms through Target Value
Design (TVD). TVD181 refers to the application of target costing in the delivery of projects or ‘Rather that
estimate based on a detailed design, design based on a detailed estimate’ (Thomsen et al 2009:
21).According to the findings of this research, one of the primary excuse corrupters found in the Ethiopian
construction sector for recurrent cost and time overruns is the lack of planning or its incompleteness and
disintegration with design and implementation phases. Building construction projects are rushed without
having proper planning (pre-design) studies. This led to multitudinous changes granting corrupt
stakeholders enormous opportunities.
The report by CoST (2016) corresponds with this finding. The study evaluated completeness of
project studies considering solely the availability of feasibility and Environmental Impact Assessment
(EIA) studies. The result revealed that only 10 percent of building sector projects conducted feasibility and
EIA studies. Contrary to this, nearly all water and road subsector projects are implemented having
conducted feasibility and environmental studies (Figure 42). The integration benefits of IPD and the
predesign estimation principle in TVD strategies potentially mitigates those corruption risks related to
contractors’ speculation on changes and subsequently project cost overruns.

Water Sub Sector

100%

Road Sub Sector

97%

Building Sub Sector

10%

3%

Total projects with
Feasibility & EIA
Studies

90%

Figure 42: Completeness of project studies in terms of project identification studies

Source: CoST (2016)

The Risk Management and Reward System: Pain-sharing as apportioning strategy to
risks of corruption: In IPD, core groups or stakeholders basically sign an agreement on how to share risks
and benefits after reaching in to consensus promoting collaborative project culture and collective ownership
of mistakes. Contrary to this, traditional delivery methods are condemned for shifting risks to specific

181

Since its introduction in 2002, TVD has become a common and accepted collaborative strategy for designing based
on articulated project values specially in U.S. Case studies have reported that TVD projects are good at maintaining
a predictable project cost and controlling cost overruns completed at 15% to 20% below market price without
compromising schedule or quality (Do et al., 2014).
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stakeholder or party ‘least able to manage or control it’ (Thomsen et al., 2009:12). Indeed, establishing the
risk reward structure is considered as the most challenging aspect of IPD for project participants (AIA,
2012). However once it’s reached to an agreement, this feature of IPD conveys direct and indirect practical
advantages to the fight against corruption.
The indirect benefit is the absence of contingency for adversarial administration for contractors
(miss-management). As Expert 15 explained, the cost of corruption would have been lowered if contractors
don’t mismanage projects as they would otherwise opt for compensation of their losses through corruption.
The direct benefit is the sharing of the possible cost of corruption itself. This is owing to the fact that parties
share risks of cost overruns and related risks as they share benefits of cost savings through IPD
compensation models. Such pain sharing strategies presumably force stakeholders to align their interest
towards projects’ efficiency than personal benefits.
In general terms, through its ability to promise maximum efficiency, IPD would potentially
minimize loopholes corrupters entertain in the construction industry thereby easing the heightened need for
passive auditing. In an event when corruption is an avoidable due to individual and practical challenges,
the collaborative and risk sharing contractual principles of IPD must allow stakeholders to share risks due
to corruption. In effect, this would at least protect the public fund from being the only or major victim of
unethical practices.

9.3 Chapter Summary and Conclusions
This penultimate chapter provided a broader theoretical interpretation of empirical findings triangulated
from all of the data analyzed in previous chapters. These emerging substantive theories, regarding the
relationship between the elements of corruption (with special emphasis on opportunity) and stakeholders,
laid a conceptual ground to prescribe BIM-based solutions. The intent of the prescription was to mitigate
rather than to fully manage the risks of corruption. Evidently, any sort of technological reform would only
bring means of solutions than ultimate answer to all socioeconomic challenges. Social problems are and
will remain more intricate than solutions technologies can offer. Similarly, as Barnes & Davies (2014: 79)
argue ‘BIM will not be a cure for all evils’ brought about by humans’ intention and actions. Having this in
mind, the chapter has forwarded arrays of propositions in reliance on potential and promises of BIM
technology.
The first part of the chapter amalgamated key empirical findings. With the acquaintance of previous
findings and the help of a capability-motivation function, actors were placed in different quadrants to
comprehend risks and opportunities systematically. Top management people, who are the primary cause of
grand corruption, hold the fourth and critical quadrant to utilize their overriding power as an opportunity to
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embezzle public funds through construction projects. Absence of audits and accountability provided them
advantages to conceal their acts. Those actors mainly in the third quadrant use their strong socioeconomic
network and built trust to commit corruption and conceal it. The majority of operation level people,
theoretically having low capability and relatively less motivation resided in the first quadrant. These actors
make intentional errors to withdraw personal benefits from projects, whilst the absence of tracking
mechanisms in the sector granted them the opportunity to conceal the evil practice.
The second part has turned the gaze to BIM propositions basing its foundation on constructed
theory regarding opportunities for corruption in the Ethiopian AEC industry. Before forwarding
propositions, the chapter suggested the realization of two concepts on the application of the technology: the
automation of project audits and monitoring of project information. The first concept emphasized on the
need to replace humans by computers or machines in the process of project auditing due to inefficiencies
and the ever-increasing motivation for corruption and collusive practices. The second concept discussed on
developed project information monitoring framework. It highlighted possible means of detaching building
element creators, modelers, implementers and auditors while working on BIM models to segregate duties
strategically for the very reason of mitigating risks of corruption.
Then after, the chapter offered four tactical BIM-based propositions. The first proposition focused
on present applications of BIM to arrest ‘errors’ while the second proposition anticipated on breaking actors
network and trust for corruption through technological processes supported by BIM. The other two
propositions looked at BIM as an evolving technology and revealed ways on how to harness its latent anticorruption behavior by way of passive auditing and the promises of IPD. Generally, BIM as the process of
generating, storing, managing and exchanging project information transparently, the prevailing power to
manipulate information for personal gain could be taken by automatically authorizing processes
(computers). Thus, BIM can be sharpened as sword with two side blades working both on the prevention
and detection of corruption, specially taking down one edge of the corruption triangle (element):
opportunity. However, it is apparent that this requires endless assessments of vulnerabilities and the
understanding of prevalent corruption schemes, in addition to leveraging continuously BIM technological
processes.
The subsequent and final chapter imparts sets of extensive conclusion. Apart from research
limitations, the contribution of the research to the field of studies and the pessimism on BIM technology as
well as ideas for future research are discussed.
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Chapter 10: CONCLUSIONS
This final chapter is a last endeavor to connect the dots in an attempt to lead the reader to a deeper
understanding of the study. The first part highlights the state of and factors for corruption in the Ethiopian
AEC industry and the challenges as well as prospects of BIM adoption for the very reason of mitigating
corresponding risks, while summarizing relevant findings and learned lessons. Subsequent parts provide
suggestions and discuss how the aims and objectives of the research have been achieved, in addition to
considering limitations of the study. Moreover, significance of the study to the body of knowledge is
discussed and suggestions are also provided as important directions of future work.

10.1 Summary of Key Findings, Conclusions and Lessons Learned
This section of the chapter aspires to acquaint the reader with significant implications of the study. Instead
of forwarding a mere summary of what has already been discussed, it tries to synthesize findings and the
lessons so as to propel to a new view of the subject.

10.1.1 The State of Corruption [Risks] in the AEC Industry
It is apparent that Ethiopia cannot be entirely immune, at this point in time, to corruption; the
phenomenon as old as human history. It is being collectively perceived that one could not get services from
public institutions without paying bribes to persons in charge. The same would also be true with the
construction sector. But the understanding of its state enlightened us with possible nature and forms that
has been changing or emerging the past few decades, apart from having clearer picture about consequences
through risk analysis. With an attempt to diagnose and examine corruption in the country’s AEC industry,
finding chapters of the study have granted key findings on the state of corruption specific to public
construction projects.
The findings of the study indicated, by all measures of vulnerability assessments, that the sector is
being challenged enormously by wide ranges of corruption forms and schemes at all levels of management
and project phases. Despite all attempts by the government to prevent and put curative measures by ways
of legislations and procedures, ethical problems are unfortunately prevailing, since corrupters have no
problem of violating them. Hence, all parameters of vulnerability to corruption; unfairness, immorality,
opacity, procedural and contractual violations, are witnessed to persist in the Ethiopian AEC industry
through this research. As a consequence, even if it is difficult in some cases to distinguish one typology
from the other, both petty as well as grand corruptions are spreading, bribery being the most prevalent
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direction of influence than extortion. This is due to the increasing degradation of moral ethics among the
engineering society and public servants along with the growing desire to benefit oneself. These incidences
of corruption have costed the country in general and the construction industry specifically in various ways.
First and for most, the results of the study revealed that, from the outset, there is a huge possibility
that construction projects are incepted and planned by officials to accomplish their own private interest,
using all schemes of corruption. To facilitate and then conceal corrupt transactions, they tend to promote
foreign companies (contractors) contrary to the marginal preference put in the procurement directive and
the need to building the capacity of local companies. This would grant them the opportunity to launder the
money easily. It is apparent that those officials perform this undermining the socio-economic situation of
the country, in the events when projects go through political decisions. Due to these flawed inceptions and
implementation attempts, construction projects have started to lack the bigger picture as well as their
settings in the country’s economy, even if the sector is drowning substantial amount of the country’s annual
budget.
Moreover, the country has to endure the agony from paying back the entire loan brought about by
these ‘non-feasible’ construction projects. The costs of such political corruption did not halt there but
became the primary cause to grand and petty corruptions in subsequent phases of construction projects,
degrading ethical integrity of professionals. Following officials defective decisions on projects, public
officers and professionals have started to rationalize any sort of corrupt scheme they may exercise to secure
what they often dare to call ‘their share’. The relatively huge costs of political corruption have let them to
ignore or justify their sinful actions. Thus, contrary to results of multiple national corruption perception
surveys between 2001 and 2014, the study revealed the fact that the sector encounters severely grand
corruption. Due to above-mentioned side effects, along with other factors, the corruption at planning phases
has been fetched readily to flood onto design, procurement and implementation phases.
With the motivation both to conceal their deeds and maximize the gains from corrupt transactions,
unethical officials like to interfere in most of the project phases starting from consultants’ selection. Either
they directly award design projects to favored consultants, violating the procurement procedure, or exercise
favoritism through various schemes in the process of shortlisting. This in turn influences the overall
performance of projects, as this is the stage where the TOR for corruption is set once again to benefit oneself
from succeeding phases. All these conceived unethical exercises didn’t only make the planning (pre-design)
phases of construction projects vulnerable to corruption but also a phase that conveyed the most detrimental
actions. The study has witnessed that; in some instances, the aggregated economic cost of corruption, in the
predesign phase, could go as high as 20 percent of the project cost.
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Then after, the extended corruption in the design phase dwells primarily in the course of preparing
project estimations. Manipulation of estimations, as a classical form, has become the hot bed for corruption
in the Ethiopian construction sector. While few are results of unintended acts and consequences of genuine
errors due to incompetence, majority of estimation ‘mistakes’ are highly recognized as intentional blunders
to lay the groundwork for corrupt transactions customarily. As a result, the production of fake estimations;
under or over quantification and inflating unit prices, apart from manipulating specifications, has become
the culture of practice in nearly all public construction projects. Major consequences to these estimation
conspiracies are erroneous and deceiving construction tender documents, variations and additional work
orders, through which majority of the stakeholders are delighted to maximize the extraction of public funds
corruptly. Hence, the economic costs following the aforesaid schemes through estimation manipulations
and their possible consequences are no less than the economic risks of corruption entrained in the planning
phases of projects.
Tendering and implementation phases of construction projects are also not exempted from being
victims of unethical practices, if they are not the most notified appearances of corruption. Conspiracies are
crafted and ingrained within tender documents, from the outset, to influence project awards predominantly
by all means of fake estimations. Evaluation criteria are also tailor made to favor specific contractors while
some are even given the privilege to prepare the tender document. Since few years, it has become habitual
among contractors to hire brokers or lobbyists to sniff around public offices and officials to secure projects
corruptly and strengthen their social bonds. All the efforts they put in to such practice have paid them off
through established socio-economic networks. These networks, leveraged by brokers’ strong ties with
officials and officers, granted contractors’ middle and top management the ultimate power to become
significant players among all stakeholders for instigating and benefiting from corrupt transactions.
Once projects are awarded (corruptly or actually), long list of project participants tend to collude
or extort one another employing their social networks, in nearly all of the implementation stages to
maximize individual benefits. Additional work orders and quality controls (material as well as
workmanship) are the most perceived stages or decision points utilized for varying forms and schemes of
corruption. The study has also depicted that unless contractors and supplies are beheld and stopped by
ethical supervisors, majority of them don’t consider compromising quality as an immoral and illegal act.
All variations, additional work orders and quality compromises are readily and corruptly facilitated through
erroneous estimations stakeholders entertain. Intentionally omitted items or works introduce variations and
additional works, whilst deliberate and lose specifications expose implementation phases to quality
compromise and contract violations. The economic risks of variations and addition works can be understood
through cost and time overruns which occasionally went as high as 300 percent of ICPs and initial project
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schedules. Evidently, aggregated costs of quality compromises were staggering, that extended to the loss
of human lives on some building structures.
Generally speaking, all instances of unethical practices in the entire project phases, which have
manifested in varieties of forms such as aggravated breach of procedures and contracts, creating fake
documents, collusion and extortion, have eroded the public trust on the Ethiopian construction sector.

10.1.2 Contributing Factors
Aside from nature of construction works, both at sectoral and project levels (E.g. structural
organization of institutions, the large sum of money, labor intensiveness, complexity and site specificity),
varying factors have contributed to the ever increasing unethical practice in the AEC industry. Apparently,
it is not easy to throw definitive causes but only factors that contributed to its complex existence and
prevalence in the sector. These factors can be aggregated in to two: 1. socio-economic and political factors;
2. technical and institutional factors.

Socio-economic and political factors: Society lays the basis for nearly all actions individuals
make and vice versa. When a society starts to collectively legitimize corrupt transactions, tolerances
become automatically high and it would even sometimes be disputing to label such actions as evil or
inappropriate. The analysis of qualitative data revealed that the socio-cultural landscape has contributed to
the growing legitimization of corruption in the construction industry, where by stakeholders started to
develop an attitude and culture which recognize it as a ‘necessary evil’. This might be an expected situation
when a society collectively perceives such cultural influences. A research conducted by Mekonnen (2014)
on ‘thumbs up or down to corruption’ in Addis Ababa showed that the majority of inhabitants endorse that
the Ethiopian culture promotes corruption through encouraging proverbs and stories besides appreciative
words. Gradually, this has degraded the practice of valuing integrity among professionals in the
construction sector all over the nation. Being religious doesn’t also seem to help the society in condemning
corruption, as one would assume. In fact, different researchers including Shadabi (2013) have attested that
religion as a cultural influence has no significant effect on corruption, though some scholars strongly
believe that culture collectively plays a crucial role as cause to corruption (Lambsdorf, 2006; RoseAckerman, 2006).
Moreover, the same manner as corruption undermines good governance and engenders political
instability; the political system on the reverse side has also become another factor for the growing unethical
practice. As long as strong culture of democracy is lacking in the country added with poor operational
capacity, governmental institutions are highly perceived as being for sale to the highest bidder; not open to
all by right. This in turn provided stakeholders a rationale to be the center of decayed system as a means to
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‘survival’, eroding their moral standard. It is understandable why nearly all literature relate corruption
negatively to democratization. The less public power is legitimate the less a system is transparent. Hence,
corrupt actors have all the opportunity both to steal and conceal.

Technical and Institutional Factors: Technically, the fragmented project delivery system and
the false promise of competitive low bidding, in the procurement system can be put as primary factors. The
wrong assumption that designs would be completed before bidding as well as implementation, in DBB
delivery system, created a significant loophole for corrupters through changes and additional work orders.
With the lack of references and procedures to coordinate project information, changes are inherently
unavoidable in all engineering projects; let alone in a fragmented situation like in cases of the Ethiopian
public projects. Arguably, when changes are evident, one cannot rely on the promise of competitive law
bidding, as corrupt contractors do anything in their power to maximize benefits from change and additional
work orders against underlying motives of DBB to ensure low prices. More often, this is easily achieved
by contractors by ways of unrealistic or ALTs, making the design and bidding process highly prone to
intentional errors. Following this loophole and the growing wicked mindset about competitive low bidding,
few consultants have started giving design and supervision services ‘for free’ to compensate themselves
later through corruption.
In addition to these drivers, both public bodies and construction projects are not receiving timely
audits. Thus, absence of checks and balances have smoothened further the system for corrupt stakeholders.
Governmental institutions like FEACC, PPA and OFAG that are expected to check the appropriateness and
correctness of applied procedures are not proactive. This is also exacerbated by incompetence and the lack
of national database on projects that invited the increasing fraudulent practice and misrepresentation of
facts in the sector. All these factors have led institutions to abuse of public fund through construction
projects they legitimately and autonomously manage. Public offices like municipalities and construction
bureaus that are mandated to monitor the proper designing and implementation of private and public
buildings are also not immune from abovementioned as well as further constraints. These institutions are
packed with unethical and incapable professionals who care no more than what they individually benefit,
in the process of design and quality assurance, be it through bribery or extortion.
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10.1.3 The Optimism and Pessimism about BIM
‘When we confuse hopes and facts, we slide into pseudoscience and superstition’
(C. Sagan, 1997: 35)
One of the vital questions the study allowed to answer, besides others listed in chapter 1, is the need
and potentials of technological reforms like BIM adoption in the Ethiopian AEC industry to mitigate risks
of corruption. The optimism on BIM technology laid primarily on its potential to break at least one edge of
the corruption triangle: opportunity. One of the early and prominent theories applied to this study was the
corruption triangle (diamond) which is proven to be a very useful opinion both in describing elements of
corruption as well as forwarding strategic solutions. BIM as technological and strategic tool for Anticorruption could only be utilized to reduce opportunities (loopholes) corrupters often entertain, as
motivation and rationalization are more of personal than systemic traits.
With this regard, the research anticipated and defended that BIM adoption possibly mitigates risks
inherently articulated by corrupter by ways of intentional errors or manipulations of project estimations.
Evidently, this is the prevailing practice utilized as an opportunity for corruption in the sector that BIM can
automatically and readily supervise. It would be easy for anyone to advocate one breed of solution gazing
at specific capacities; as discussed extensively in the previous chapter, in an attempt to prescribe BIM for
wide forms of unethical practices. But the real wisdom rests not only on understanding potentials but also
comprehending imminent challenges and limitations (Sagan, 1997).

10.1.3.1 Challenges and Skepticisms
Few of the critical challenges that led experts as well as the researcher to skepticism about BIM
and/or IPD adoption for the very reason of mitigating corruption risks are the following.
1.

The Need and Difficulty for Cultural and political Changes: “Culture, trust, transparency

and so forth are not things that can just be turned on as though by a tap'' (Morris, 2013: 180-181). Culture
is the collective programming of the mind’ that shapes the level of integrity in any society (Padgett, 2015:
34). Underlying and successful implementation of BIM and IPD require change in culture and attitude or
mindsets among project participants, apart from political commitment (Deutsch, 2011; Thomsen et al.,
2009; Ilozor & Kelly, 2012; AIA, 2012). Their adoption is known to fail without system, workflows and
personal/ behavioral dynamics as a prerequisite. As Deutsch (2015: 33) stated, ‘it is not only about the
technology and tools: people make [the] difference’. According to Holzer (2011: 466), the first and one of
the seven deadly sins in implementing BIM is ‘techno-centricity’, where adopters predominantly focus on
software instead of the change in design and collaboration culture, within and among stakeholders. This is
what exactly ECPMI has been doing the last few years as a primary step in the process of BIM adoption in
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the country. Added with such incompetence of the institution and the growing motivation for corruption
among stakeholders and officials, it is unfortunate that aspired cultural and mindset changes won’t come so
smoothly. Apparently, changes may not appeal to every corrupter. As Downes (2009) explains it plainly in
his theoretical model the law of disruption, technological changes is much easier to achieve than social and
political changes. Thus, achieving real cultural change would take more time than we anticipate.
2.

Technological and Strategic Limitations of BIM: It is evident that corruption risks are

interlinked and hence, drawing definitive lines could nearly be impossible. Flawed project inceptions can
lead to direct project design awards (thus, unfairness) to conceal own deeds. Likewise, intentional
estimation blunders, apparently, pave the way for favoritism while tendering; and for quality compromises,
fake payments, variations and additional work orders at implementation phases. However, analysis of
EMVs and other qualitative data revealed that the magnitude of corruption, in the planning and
implementation phases of projects, is much higher than the costs in design and tendering phases. This might
allow us to model risks conjecturally along with varying phases of projects as shown in Figure 43.
Despite this fact, as to current BIM application, the potentials decline both in the directions of predesign (planning) and construction phases. However ambitious and promising it looks, the majority of
present BIM applications are used during the building design and pre-construction phases. This is owing to
the fact that the underlying motives behind BIM creation and technological developments emphasize the
coordination and automation of design outputs. Nonetheless, BIM is a technology under development.
Remarkable progresses (both theoretical and practical) have been witnessed in its application as project
management tool in the construction phase the last few years. Anticipatedly, the same will be true anytime
soon for its enhanced utilization in pre-design phases. Until then, these areas remain to convey technological
gaps or gray areas, at least with regard to its potential to mitigate risks related to corruption.

Figure 43: Technological
Limitations: Risk vs. Potential
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3.

Humans’ Inherent Behavior: Every Anti-Corruption Strategy Incubates another Form

of Corruption: “...However hard we try to eliminate opportunities for corruption, as long as motivations
and rationalizations endure, people are creative enough to generate new forms of opportunities. It doesn't
matter how mechanical we make our system or procedures of control” (E_06; 1:54). Expert’s skepticism
on anti-corruption strategies to remove loopholes is intelligible, since corrupt actors will always tend to
hold on to their greedy and unethical behavior. In consonance with Sagan (1997:21), ‘It would be
fascinating and ideal if we can make all people moral at once’, unfortunately that is not feasible. Whatever
breed of solution we forward, corrupters’ resilience is phenomenal: ‘Actors willing to use corruption to
achieve their goals are also willing to use more subtle techniques to achieve their ends.’ (Warburton, 2013:
234)
Once, Bussmann (2007: 10), in the 4th biennial Global Economic Crime Survey report, hopelessly
stated that ‘it is simply impossible to eliminate [corruption] completely: it is like fighting the mythical
Hydra182, cutting off one form of [corruption] merely allows another to grow’. As promising as automation
looks to reduce opportunities for corruption, there is nearly nothing it can do with strengthening ethical
fitness of professionals and the society at large. While there are extensive researches on the productivity of
BIM and IPD ‘the sociological effects of BIM technology on the industry have not been explored
extensively’ (Ilozor & Kelly, 2012: 28). For this reason, Experts are right to strongly contend that the effort
to prevent corruption must go beyond technological reforms (E_02; E_03; E_10).
4.

Legal and Contractual Barriers:

Even if we presume that project participants would

behave ethically and change in mindsets would be achieved soon in the Ethiopian AEC industry, how does
the contractual system allow stakeholders to make multiple companies work like one while not even having
clear frameworks for DB? Apparently, current organizational practices and structures are constituted around
the typical phased construction delivery method. What happens in case of dispute and litigation? Does the
Ethiopian Law accommodate legal contexts to entertain such cases? This calls for further research.
Nonetheless, it is apparent that enhanced applications of BIM to leverage all promises of IPD require the
alignment of stakeholders’ interest by removing entire legal barriers to collaboration (Thomsen et al., 2009;
AIA, 2012). This challenge of applying IPD with in legal frameworks remains a constraint not only for
Ethiopian construction industry but also for those who pioneered the technology and the delivery system
(Sebastian, 2011). As Becerik-gerber & Kent (2009:2) noted, ‘While new contracts supporting IPD exist in
those countries, they have not been tested over time, and are not fully proven or even understood’.

182

The story of Hydra originates from Greek mythology, which grew two new heads every time one was cut off.
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10.2 Research Limitations
Several limitations can be attributed to this research that one way or another has directly or indirectly
influenced the subsequent findings. The first limitation to the study has to do with the geographical and
data sampling restraints. Relatively, a very small number of engineering professionals in Ethiopia
participated both in the on-line survey and semi-structured in-depth interview. Added with the fact that the
majority were from Addis Ababa, the sample of professionals, especially in case of the quantitatively
analyzed survey, was therefore small and interpretations could be drawn from narrowly focused
perspectives. Hence, the generalization of the results across the large population cannot be readily justified.
With only 154 participants from a total of more than 20,000 engineering professionals spread all over the
country, the results cannot be well argued statistically. Additionally, the study was also limited by the
dominance of one construction sub-sector (the building sub-sector) and a principal procurement method
and project delivery system; competitive tender and DBB delivery system respectively. Thus, the little
experience of professionals and experts about other procurement methods and delivery systems may limit
the findings of the research in other procurement and project delivery contexts.
Perhaps the greatest limitation to this research has to do with the nature of the subject; that
corruption is ethically a very sensitive issue. As much as it was difficult to access certain respondents for
them to participate in the study, the sensitive aspect of the subject could also lead some respondents to
provide deceitful responses which might have affected results and findings. This could also potentially
influence the empirical constellation of complex corruption networks directly, due to the obvious reason
that the generation of quantitative data was highly dependent on those formed substantive theories. It should
also be taken in to account that those findings and substantive theories were constructed using data from
specific time period partly neglecting ongoing institutional, structural and political reforms. Thus,
repeatability of findings could be at stake.
On top of everything else, limitations to the research are also posed by previous academic and
professional experiences of the researcher. One of the basic approaches to knowledge is what is often called
a-priori knowledge from oneself. Regardless of all the efforts put to limit any bias, the researcher’s practical
experience in the Ethiopian AEC industry might have played a part in the process of analysis and data
interpretation. Being a member of the society in question pre-informs the researcher that conveys benefits
and constraints in the accounts of the topic. Apparently, as Jonker & Pennink (2010: 27) warn, ‘each
researcher has knowledge (no matter how implicitly) about how reality is to be perceived in advance
[…]this knowledge also contains a number of criteria of what is ‘good’ and what is not.’ Moreover,
restricted previous academic experience of the researcher on qualitative researches, specifically on
Grounded Theory, may have contributed some degree of limitations to the research.
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10.3 Significance of the Study
Despite these limitations highlighted in the preceding discourse, the study has varying importance within
practical and academic perspectives, added to its significance for the researcher; fulfilling the requirements
for doctoral degree. These major contributions to the body of knowledge can be aggregated in to three. First
and foremost, the research fills the knowledge gap on current status and costs of corruption in the Ethiopian
building construction sector, giving an insight to policy makers and the society at large with regard to
mitigating consequent risks. Therefore the study can be seen as an instrument to better inform and draw
attention of both the government and stakeholders. Presumably, this will make the sector more efficient and
effective, as the fight against corruption will be given due attention deploying the right type of technological
resource: BIM.
Secondly, the study pioneered the researching and advocating of potentials of BIM to mitigate risks
of corruption in the construction industry, giving it a new rationale for its adoption. Although it was
conducted with the focus on the Ethiopian context, there is a huge possibility of its transferability and
expandability both in its theoretical and practical aspects. Hence, the study can be viewed as a spring board
for further studies to researchers in academic discourses and ongoing BIM-based technological
developments.
Finally, its methodological contribution to the body of knowledge is notable. Applied vulnerability
assessment methods and the systematic triangulation of both quantitative and qualitative data to understand
state and risks of corruption, in addition to formulating theoretical models can easily be extended to other
contexts and sectors. Thus, the study has shown the benefits of mixed-method approaches while conducting
interdisciplinary researches having complex and sensitive subjects like this.

10.4 Implications for Future Research
Expandability is an important aspect of higher academic works like PhD dissertation. The several
geographical and contextual research limitations previously highlighted have the potential to lay the
foundation for further studies. The research was conducted considering only the Ethiopian public building
construction sectoral context and generalization of results may only be to this sub-sector in Ethiopia. There
is need, therefore, to replicate the study in other countries and sectors to establish universal findings and
aid generalization. Hence, one of the constraining factors of the research findings can be broadened to other
geographical and sectoral contexts. In a way, constructed hypothetical and substantive theories may be
tested in diverse potential and relevant procurement and project delivery contexts, as this study was bound
to particular aspects of the construction industry.
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More importantly, there are still some fuzzy areas which require further investigation and research
on how to connect the dots with regard to giving answer to the limitation of BIM in mitigating risks of
corruption. It is apparent that driven by its increasing uptake in the AEC industry, BIM development is
making strong progress. Nonetheless, developers are not looking at the technology from the perspectives
of responding to corruption strategically. The new rationale granted to its adoption by this research,
especially for developing countries, presented significant concepts and impediments in its uptake.
Consequently, this new understanding of the BIM technology as well as processes has the potential to
provoke the development of new dimensional capability on which direction technological and research
developments will be enhanced.
In addition to dealing with technological and strategic limitations of BIM, the study calls for other
researches that focus on addressing legal and contractual barriers. Such researches could go beyond
understanding BIM policy challenges and adopt road map in conjunction with the findings of this study
taking concepts further to the practical realm as explained in chapter 5. The sociological effects or cultural
implications of BIM on the industry, if adopted as a strategic solution to corruption as prescribed in this
study, also attracts an interesting area of research both for its academic discourses and practical applications.
Another topic that can be appended to further research areas is the variation in the comprehension of the
costs of corruption in the construction industry. This, indeed, suggests that it is a matter that deserves an
in-depth examination. This is because a relatively accurate quantification of corruption risks at different
phases of projects would provide a powerful incentive to the fight against corruption by drawing attentions
of politicians and policy makers.
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“Not only is it simply impossible to know everything about everything, we can’t even be sure we
know what we know. What we know escapes our full understanding, yet it is at the same time an
unlimited source”
(Jonker & Pennink, 2010: 61)
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1.

Assigned Nodes and Power

2.

Edges and Corresponding Weights

3.

Calculated Graph Metrix for SNA
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APPENDIX A: Delivery Methods
Delivery System

Organizational
Structure,
relationships
and typical
point of
engagement
*Continuous lines
show contractual
links while broken
lines represent
possible functional
links among
stakeholders

Design-Bid-Build
(DBB)

Design Build
(DB)

Client

Client

General Contractor

Client

Arch/Eng.

Constr.
Manager

Arch/Eng.

CM/Con
tractor

Design
Consultant

Arch/Eng.
General Contractor

Integrated Project Delivery
(IPD)

Client

Arch/Eng.
Design
Consultant

Construction Management
at Risk (CM@ Risk)

Key-Contractors
Sub-Contractors
Sub-Contractors

Sub-Contractors

Key Features/
characteristics

A clear separation between design
and construction. Sequential nature.
*Benefits in cost and quality but at
the expense of time

Contractor takes sole responsibility
for both the design and construction.
*Benefits in cost and time but at the
expense of quality

Client selects CM prior to design
being completed or possibly started
*Benefits in time and quality but at
the expense of cost

Multiparty agreement between
stakeholders to integrate design,
fabrication and construction
*Virtually bringing all benefits

Procurement

Qualified Low bid, Two stage ,
Negotiated, Alternative bid,

Best Value Selection and
Performance Specifications

Single or two stage bidding

qualifications-based selection

Contract Forms

Fixed price, Unit price,

Lump sum, GMP or Target Cost

GMP contract

cost-plus-incentive-based contract

Time

Time consuming as design must be
complete before tendering. But
quicker negotiation

Faster method because design and
construction proceed in parallel

Early start on site is possible before
works package tenders. Design and
construction Parallel

Reaching in to an agreement on the
criteria and final IPD contract could
take huge amount of time
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Cost

Price and time certainty before
building. Risk of claim due to
delayed design and changes.

Virtually guaranteed price and
completion date

Client’s commitment to build on the
basis of target cost.

Three compensation schemes for
parties: cost reimbursement,
incentive and reward.

Quality

Contractor is responsible.
Client’s standard should be explicit
via completed documents

Client can’t control detail design,
contractor’s performance and
selection of specialist subcontractors.

Clients control over design standards
and contractors selection but site
quality by construction manager

Quality is achieved through
enhanced coordination and
collaboration among the team

Complexity

Suitable for medium technology and
complexity. Familiar to many clients.

High technology and complexity that
require sophisticated management

Appropriate for all levels of
complexity

Competition

High competitive tenders.
Easy to evaluate

Appropriate for standard technology
and low complexity. Simple
buildings.
Proposals are difficult to evaluate for
clients. Subcontractors’ competition
has no direct benefit for the client

Limited competition
Competition can be retained for
works contractors

First competitive bid then
qualification based than price.
Hence, negotiated price.

Flexibility

Medium flexibility.
Client controls design but variations
are possible at a price.

Low flexibility.
After signing contract, variation will
mean heavy cost penalty

High flexibility: Client can modify
design during construction without
compromising cost control.

High flexibility within the ranges of
risk sharing and tolerances after
parties reach into consensus.

Risk

Equally apportioned risk between the
client and the contractor

Contractor bears almost all the risk

Client bears most of the risk

Usually parties share the risks

Responsibility

Clear cut division between design
and construction.

Team responsibility but success
depends on the manager’s skill.

Parties often share responsibility

Size of projects

More appropriate for small to
medium projects

Single point responsibility.
Confusion when requirements are
detailed.
Possible to apply to projects of
varying sizes

Preferably for large and complex
projects

Possible to apply to projects of
varying sizes.

General Advantages



client has greater flexibility and
control over specification
 ‘fast track’ delivery
 Single responsibility
 Supply chain interaction
 Cost uncertainty and client’s risk
 Pressured time scale
 Coordination
 Less opportunity for design
development
CM as an agent
AMM: Alternative method of
Management





Disadvantages/
Limitations

Variants






o

Specification is under the full
control of the client
Higher level of design
No legal barriers in procurement
and licensing
Longer procurement time
Contractual conflict (low tender)
Split responsibility
‘Blame culture’ can develop
Cost control
Two stage/ Negotiated/
Continuity/Serial/ Cost
reimbursable contracts









o

o

Quicker tender period
Speed of delivery
Single responsibility
Developer’s early involvement
at design stage
Variation can be costly
Limited specification and in the
hands of the contractor
Interpretation of specification
Design quality can suffer
Pure/ integrated/ fragmented DB
Package deals/Turnkey/Develop
and construct
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Client gets all the advantages of
DB and CM@risk
Interests of team aligned with
project goals

Negotiation is time taking
The industry is unfamiliar,
hence unpredictability
 Objective selection of the team
is very difficult
IPD with PM/CM
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APPENDIX B: Mapping Corruption Forms and Schemes in Construction
WHAT are the RISKS?

HOW?

Stages and Activities
(Areas of
Vulnerability)

Parameters of
Vulnerability

Forms and
Schemes of
Corruption

Hypothetical and Real (Circumstantial) Cases from Literature and
Key Informant

Major
Participants

 no competition or sole provider (consultant)
 Procedures favoring one or groups of consultants
 Favoring those who give donation to political parties or ethnic
groups
 very narrow drafting of the contract or bid specifications to
exclude other bidders
 Appointing consultant while having in-house expertise
 Not fixing maximum prices allowing consultants to collude
 Undefined rate for repetitive works to favor consultant
 Intentional splitting and merging of works to favor consultants
 leaking of information to a preferential bidder
 No proper publicity and open competition
 Adequate time for publicity not given
 Limited bidders invited on grounds of ‘emergency’
 Direct invitation to favored consultants
 Appointment from old panel
 Invitation made based on completion/performance of work in
other projects
 Collusion to allocate contracts
 No proper publicity and open competition
 Direct invitation to favored consultants
 Providing false certificates and testimonials
 Ambiguous/stringent prequalifying criteria
 Confidential information of bidding is disclosed to a specific
bidder
 Providing false certificates and testimonials
 Adequate time is not given for the disadvantaged ones
 Allow favored consultants to submit after the deadline
 Opening tenders in the absence of tenderers

Politicians
(Higher officials
)
Technical team
Client
Consultants
Brokers

CONSULTANT SELECTION

WHERE?

183

Bid
Document
Preparation





Unfairness
Immorality
Opacity

• Favoritism
(Conflicts of
interest, Bid
rigging)
• Bribery
 Clientelism
‘Donation’
to political
parties

Invitation




Unfairness
Opacity

• Favoritism
• Bribery
(Kickbacks)
• forgery

Shortlisting





Opacity
Unfairness
P.V.





Immorality
Unfairness
P.V.

• Favoritism
(Conflicts of
interest, Bid
rigging)
• Bribery
(Kickbacks)
• Favoritism
• Bribery
 Resume
fraud

Bid Opening

183

P.V. = Procedural Violation; C.V.= Contractual Violation
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Higher officials
Technical team
(Procurement
officers)
Client
Consultants
Brokers
Technical team
(Procurement
officers)
Client
Consultants
Brokers
Technical team
Client
Consultants

REFERENCES
(Sources)
(Lawler, 2012: 23 &108)
(Loughman & Sibery, 2012:315)
(Larmour & Wolanin, 2013:
123-124)
(Wells, 2014: 30)
(Olken & Pande, 2012: 7)
(Andvig et.al., 2000: 15)
(Rose-Ackerman, 1996: 36)
(Sohail & Cavill, 2006)

(Wells, 2014: 29-30)
(Sohail & Cavill, 2006)

(Coenen, 2009: 155)
(Lawler, 2012: 23)
(Sohail & Cavill, 2006)
(Biegelman, M. T., & Bartow, J.
T., 2012, p. 300)
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Evaluation






Immorality
Unfairness
Opacity
P.V.

• Favoritism
• Bribery
(Kickbacks +
Extortion)
Resume fraud

Award and
Contract




Unfairness
P.V.

• Favoritism
• Bribery
(Kickbacks +
Extortion)

Deadlines




Immorality
P.V.

• Favoritism
• Bribery

Drawings








Immorality
P.V.
C.V.
Unfairness
P.V.
C.V.

• Favoritism
• Bribery





Immorality
P.V.
C.V.

• Favoritism
• Bribery





Immorality
P.V.
C.V.

• Favoritism
• Bribery

Design
Changes

DESIGN

Design
acceptance
Estimation
And
Specification

• Favoritism
• Bribery





































Providing false certificates and testimonials
Criteria are set to benefit favored bidders
Criteria are left subjective intentionally
Evaluation not done as per the criteria notified
Evaluation lacks transparency
Bribery to obtain contracts
Delay with the intent of getting bribed
The conditions and specifications are relaxed in favor of the
consultant
Contain conflicting, vague and ambiguous provisions
Negotiations are not transparent
Stipulation of unrealistic period
Frequent granting of extension of time
Allow (not taking action) for schedule violations
Obtaining planning permission by authorities
Intentional/unintentional discoordination among disciplines which
create loophole for changes that will benefit corruptors
No (delayed) administrative approval
Intentional change to favor consultant (either to simplify work or
to benefit from additional payment)
No administrative approval
Negotiations to benefit consultant(s)
Criteria are left subjective intentionally
No check on consultants work process
inadequate submittals violating the contract
No action for part performance
Changes are not monitored and verified
Intentional/ unintentional errors to help bribers
Inaccurate estimate missing work items (which might benefit the
contractor)
High (inflated) estimate of costs to provide a cushion for later
diversion of funds
Lack of details and reference to drawings for quantities resulting
in arbitrary adoption of quantities
‘Rate only’ Items in the bill of quantities
Disclosing it to favored bidders
Specifications are left undetailed allowing contractors to change
Unnecessary (wrong) quantity to divert spending latter
promoting a particular brand of product
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Technical team
Client
Consultants
Brokers
Technical team
Consultant
Brokers

(Coenen, 2009: 155-156)
(Biegelman & Bartow, 2012:
300)
(Lawler, 2012: 23 &108)
(Larmour & Wolanin,2013: 120)
(Wells, 2014: 24-27)
(Coenen, 2009: 155-156)
(Sohail & Cavill, 2006)

Technical team
Client
Consultant
Technical team
Client
Consultant
Technical team
Client
Consultant
Brokers
Technical team
Client
Consultant

(Loughman & Sibery,2012: 313)

Client
Technical team
Consultant(s)
Brokers
(intermediaries)
‘representing’
contractors

(Larmour & Wolanin, 2013:
120)
(Pierce, 2016: 131-132)
(Wells, 2014: 24-27)
(Olken, & Pande, 2012: 8)
(Greiman, 2013:372)

(Loughman & Sibery, 2012:
314)
(Sohail & Cavill, 2006)

(Sohail & Cavill, 2006)
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Final
payment

Tender
Document
Preparation

Immorality
P.V.
 C.V.





Unfairness

 Opacity

• Bribery

&Extortion
Facilitation
payments

• Favoritism
(Conflicts of
interest, Bid
rigging)
• Bribery
 Clientelism
‘Donation’ to
political parties

 Materials are specified without prior knowledge of its availability
which paves the way to change
 Entrusting consultants estimations
 Lack of [wide] private market for specified materials and
techniques and there is no universally-known pre-existing price.
 Delay with the intent of getting bribed
 Payment for service not rendered

















Invitation



Unfairness

 Opacity

• Favoritism
• Bribery
(Kickbacks)
• forgery







Sole provider (contractor) or no competition
Procedures favoring one or groups of contractors
Design not finished
leaking of information to a preferential bidder
Favoring those who give donation to political parties or ethnic
groups
very narrow drafting of the contract or bid specifications to
exclude other bidders
secret promises by officials that they will approve later lucrative
amendments to the contract so the contractor can bid low enough
to win
Unclear preferences and incomplete designs leaving room for
changes which can be manipulated
Secret promises by officials to favor (a) contractor(s)
secret promises that some of the line items subject to the bid are
not required, meaning that the preferred bidder can low-ball these
items
Lack of checking detail estimates resulting in inflation of cost and
providing contractors extra work
Ambiguity in the nomenclature of the items in the estimate
resulting in dispute and higher rates
Not fixing maximum prices allowing consultants to collude
Undefined rate for repetitive works to favor consultant
Intentional splitting and merging of works to favor contractors and
suppliers
No proper publicity and open competition
Adequate time for publicity not given
Direct invitation to favored contractors
Limited bidders invited on grounds of ‘emergency’
Appointment from old panel
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Client
Technical team
Consultant(s)

(Coenen, 2009: 157)
(Lawler, 2012: 24 & 191)
(Rose-Ackerman, 1996)
(Sohail & Cavill, 2006)

Politicians
(Higher officials
)
Technical team
Client
Consultant
Contractor(s)
Brokers

(Lawler, 2012: 23 &108)
(Wells & Hymes, 2012: 45-51)
(Wells & Hymes, 2012:149-157)
(Loughman & Sibery, 2012: 180
& 315)
(Larmour & Wolanin, 2013:
123-124)
(Ganahl, 2013: 150)
(Wells, 2014: 24-31)
(European Commission, 2007:
27).
(Olken & Pande, 2012: 7)
(Andvig et.al., 2000: 15,123
&127)
(Sohail & Cavill, 2006)
(Rose-Ackerman, 1996: 36)

Higher officials
Technical team
(Procurement
officers)
Client

(Wells, 2014: 29-30)
(WB, 2009: 78)
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TENDERING and CONSTRUCTION

Shortlisting



Opacity

 Unfairness

• Favoritism
(Conflicts of
interest, Bid
rigging)
• Bribery
(Kickbacks)
• Favoritism
• Bribery
 Resume
fraud

Bid Opening

 Immorality

Evaluation

Immorality
Unfairness
Opacity
 P.V.





Extortion
Conflict of
interest
Bribery

Unfairness




Extortion
Collusion



Conflict of
interest

Award and
Contract







 P.V.

 Invitation before designs and estimations are finished
 Invitation made based of the rough and inflated cost estimate
favoring few and allowing higher rates
 Collusion to allocate contracts
 Invitation made based on completion/performance of work in
other projects
 Inviting bidders before securing and making ready of the site
resulting in huge price escalation due to delay
 No proper publicity and open competition
 Direct invitation to favored consultants
 Providing false certificates and testimonials
 Ambiguous/stringent prequalifying criteria
 Confidential information of bidding is disclosed to a specific
bidder
 Tender Sale and opening registers not maintained
 Providing false certificates and testimonials
 Adequate time is not given for the disadvantaged ones
 Allow favored consultants to submit after the deadline
 Tenders issued to ineligible applicants
 Opening tenders in the absence of tenderers
 Providing false certificates and testimonials (document forgery)
 Misrepresenting the contractor’s or staff qualifications and
experience.
 Evaluation is not transparent
 Conflict of interest
 Bribery to obtain contracts
 Contractor may offer bids at such low values that they cannot
actually provide quality goods or complete the services required.

 Collusion
 Intentional delay with the intent of getting bribed
 The conditions and specifications are relaxed in favor of the
consultant
 Contain conflicting, vague and ambiguous provisions
 Negotiations are not transparent
 ‘Rate only’ Items in the contract
 Stipulation of unrealistic period
 Bribing officials to secure contract
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Contractor(s)
Brokers

Technical team
(Procurement
officers)
Client
Contractor(s)
Brokers
Technical team
Client
Consultants
Contractors

(Coenen, 2009:155)
(Rose-Ackerman, 1996: 35)

Technical team
Client
Consultant(s)
Contractor(s)
Brokers

(Coenen, 2009: 155)
(Lawler, 2012: 23 &108)
(Wells & Hymes, 2012: 45-51 &
169-176)
(Larmour & Wolanin, 2013:120)
(Dawson, 2015: 61-62)
(Padgett, 2015: 80-81)
(Wells, 2014: 24-27)
(Wilhite et.al., 2016: 7)
(WB, 2009: 142)
(Greiman, 2013: 372)
(Rose-Ackerman, 1996: 35)
(Coenen, 2009: 155)
(Lawler, 2012: 21 & 108)
(Wells & Hymes, 2012:149-157)
(Loughman & Sibery, 2012:
232,269 & 314)

Technical team
Client
Consultant(s)
Contractor(s)
Brokers

(Sohail & Cavill, 2006)

(Padgett, 2015: 80-81)
(Wells, 2014: 27)
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Quality
control

Immorality
P.V.
 C.V.

Site record

Immorality
Favoritism
P.V.
 C.V.

Construction
materials






Kickbacks



Conflict of
interest

 Recorded work is not executed





Immorality
Favoritism
Opacity
P.V.
 C.V.





 Wrong quantity recordings
 False site expenses










Payment
certificate

Immorality
Favoritism
P.V.
 C.V.




 Lack of contracts with sub-consultants
 Conflict of interest
 Inaccurate estimate by the contractor due to inaccuracy of the
estimate by the consultant
 Work is not executed
 Quality of workmanship and materials not monitored
 Site supervisor neglects duties for taking bribe or other (personal)
relations (conflict of interest)
 Wrong or no proper records to favor the briber
 Allowing substandard quality of work





‘Petty
theft’
‘Petty
bribery’
Bribery
Embezzlem
ent
Fraud
Favoritism
(Collusion
with
vendors)
Asset
misappropr
iation
Bribery
Contractor
Fraud
Deception

 False diary favoring contractors (for example at time delay and
claims)
 Ghost employees
 Quality of materials not monitored and verified
 Substitution of unqualified materials
 Replacing original materials
 Allowing cheap/substandard materials
 Poor management susceptible for theft
 Wrong or no proper records to favor the briber
 stipulating a particular brand of product
 Equipment and inventory thefts
 Inflated (overpriced) supply contracts
 delivering used equipment in place of new, or counterfeit instead
of genuine
 False purchase orders
 Colluding with suppliers/competitors
 Lack of (wide) private market for specified materials
 Unclear preferences
 False (duplicate) invoices
 Unnecessary (wrong) quantity to divert spending
 Work is not executed (false or late payment and other fees and
charges)
 Collude for early payment
 Wrong quantities and prices
 Delay with the intent of getting bribed
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Technical team
Client
Consultant(s)
Contractor(s)
Supervising Eng.

Technical team
Client
Consultant(s)
Contractor(s)
Supervising Eng.

(European Commission, 2007:
27)
(WB, 2009: 78)
(Rose-Ackerman,1996: 35)
(Coenen, 2009: 155)
(Dawson, 2015: 61-62)
(Padgett, 2015: 80-81, 155)
(Wells, 2014: 24)
(WB, 2009: 79)
(Rose-Ackerman, 1999: 32, 35)
(Olken & Pande, 2012: 17)
(Sohail & Cavill, 2006)
(Loughman & Sibery, 2012:
315)
(Wells, 2011: 39-42, 305-312)
(Giles, 2012: 207)
(Leung, 2012: 115-122)

Technical team
Client
Consultant(s)
Contractor(s)
Supervising Eng.
Brokers

(Ganahl, 2013: 73-74)
(Coenen, 2009: 129)
(Lawler, 2012: 22-23)
(Wells & Hymes, 2012: 107113, 115-122)
(Loughman & Sibery, 2012:
116-117)
(Larmour & Wolanin, 2013:
120, 123)
(Wells, J. T., 2011, P. 227-234,
& 271)
(Pierce, 2016: 131-132)
(Dawson, 2015: 97)
(Padgett, 2015: 155)

Technical team
Client
Consultant(s)
Contractor(s)
Supervising Eng.

(Lawler, 2012: 23-24, 191,268,
& 361)
(Loughman, & Sibery, 2012:
314)
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Project
schedule

P.V.

Facilitation
payments





Bribery
Fraud
Extortion




Favoritism
P.V.
 C.V.



Kickbacks

Favoritism
P.V.
 C.V.






Bribery
Fraud
Extortion

Variation,
Escalation
and claims





Immorality
Favoritism
P.V.
 C.V.




Deception
Favoritism

As-built

All




Deception
Favoritism

Handover

All






Deception
Favoritism
Fraud
Bribery

Design
changes
(Change
orders)
Additional
work



 C.V.




 Over payment due to ‘errors’ and irregularities in the estimate as
well as the payment
 Lack of details and reference to drawings for quantities resulting
in arbitrary adoption of quantities
 Extra charges are billed to projects to recover the cost of the
kickbacks
 Abuse of contingent amounts for cost over-runs or additional
items
 False (duplicate) invoices
 Inflated prices
 Allow schedule violations (Frequent granting of extension of time)
 False diary favoring contractors
 Wrong or no proper records to trace why project is delayed
 Bribe seekers delaying the project to threaten contractor as a way
of payoff
 Intentional change to favor contractor (either to simplify work or
to benefit from additional and new work items)
 Negotiations to benefit contractor

Brokers

(WB, 2009:79 & 305)
(Rose-Ackerman, 1996: 35& 39)
(Leung, 2012: 115-122)

Technical team
Client
Consultant(s)
Contractor(s)

(Rose-Ackerman, S., 1999, p.
43)

Client
Consultant(s)
Contractor(s)

(Wells & Hymes, 2012: 369376)
(Loughman & Sibery, 2012:
314)
(Lawler, 2012: 23)
(Loughman, & Sibery, 2012:
314)

 Misrepresenting the contractor’s or staff qualifications and
experience.
 Abuse of contingent amounts for cost over-runs or additional
items
 Negotiations to benefit contractor
 Collusion between contractor and supervising engineer to entertain
variations to maximize profit or cover money spent on bribes
 Intentional delay by officials (owner) to threaten contractors for it
 Escalation clause is not applied correctly
 False or fraudulent claims
 Not having As-built at all
 False model/sets of drawings
 Asset overstatement

Technical team
Client
Consultant(s)
Contractor(s)
Brokers
Client
Contractor
Subcontractors
Consultant
Supervising Eng.
Contractor
Consultant
Supervising Eng.

 Collusion between contractor and supervising engineer or
consultant to accept poor quality work below the specification

Client
Contractor
Subcontractors
Consultant
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(Wells, 2011: 36-42, 227-234,
271)
(Padgett, 2015: 155)

(Wells, 2014: 24)
(Greiman, 2013: 140, 141,372,
& 386)
(Rose-Ackerman,1999: 43)
(Coenen, 2009: 139)

(Wells, 2014: 24)
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APPENDIX C: Experts Interview Protocol
1.
2.
3.
4.

Information Sheet
Consent Form
Interview [Questions] Guide
Risk/ Heat Map
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Date 25 / 12/2017

1. Information Sheet
Dissertation title: Mitigating Risks of Corruption in Construction; A Theoretical Rationale for
BIM184Adoption in Ethiopia
Researcher: Asgedom Haile
Address & contact details: Tel: + 251930034779, Email:asgedom.haile@eiabc.edu.et , Post Address:
Asgedom Haile, AAU, EiABC, P.O. Box 518, Chair of Building Construction, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia
Supervisors: Prof. Dr.-Eng. Dirk Donath and Dr. Yoseph Biru
My name is Asgedom Haile and as part of the requirements for the doctoral degree at Bauhaus University
in Germany, I have to carry out this research.
With this information sheet, I kindly ask you to participate in a research study investigating areas of
vulnerability to and opportunities for corruption in the design and construction stages of public construction
projects in Ethiopia. Your participation is voluntary and you will be free to withdraw at any time and
without giving a reason. You have been approached because the study requires information from senior
experts like you from the industry. If you agree to participate, you will be asked to sign a consent form and
a 30-40-minute, face-to-face, tape-recorded interview with a risk map to complete in a location of your
choice between January 10th and February 10th 2018. I will provide all forms and materials needed for
completion of this study. You are also being asked for your permission to audiotape this interview in order
to accurately capture what is said, but if you wish not to be recorded, only notes will be taken. The records
will be translated and transcribed, but your name will not be included in both procedures.
About the research: The purpose of the study is to develop BIM-based conceptual frameworks in the public
building constructions of Ethiopia for the very reason of promoting transparency. In a fragmented industry
that has a strong culture of blame, tracing loopholes for corruption becomes more complex and ineffective,
because the traditional production of project documentation and communication are time consuming,
costly, and prone to human errors (intentional or unintentional). Hence, there is a need for specific studies
on BIM strategies that give answer to the existing corruption risks and presumably provoke policy makers
and technologists to gaze at the problem from different perspective.
To realize the objectives of the research, understanding the magnitude and types of corruption in each and
every stage of the design and construction phases is important. Corruption is not a directly visible
phenomenon, making it one of the most difficult fields in the study of social problems. This makes the
collection and analysis of data difficult following conventional methods for instance the quantitative
method. Hence, method like this, systematized experts interview, has been incorporated in the methodology
to answer some of the questions the research has raised.

184

BIM is an acronym for Building Information Modeling/ Management and it is an ‘object’ based digital
representation of physical and functional characteristics of a facility.
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Data handling and results: The information you provide is confidential185. The data collected for this study
will be stored securely and only I will have access to this data:
o Audio recordings will be destroyed and/or deleted once the research has been submitted for
publication and examined
o Hard copies of questionnaires will be kept in a locked cabinet.
o The files on the computer will be encrypted (that is no-one other than the researcher will be able to
access them) and the computer itself password protected.
o At the end of the study, hard copies of questionnaires will be kept securely in a locked cabinet for
ten years. At the end of this period, they will be destroyed.
o The typed version of your interview will be made anonymous by removing any identifying
information including your name. Anonymised direct quotations from your interview may be used
in the reports or publications from the study with your permission.
o All your personal data will be confidential and will be kept separately from your interview
responses.
The results will be summarized and reported in a dissertation and may be submitted for publication in an
academic or professional journal.
Risks and Benefits: I don’t envisage any negative consequences for you in taking part. It is possible that
talking about your perceptions and experience about the lack of transparency in this way may cause some
distress, owing to the sensitivity of the issue. There are also no direct benefits and compensations to
participants in this research. However, as a researcher and practitioner, I anticipate societal and economic
benefits from the results to the construction industry.
Concerns and Complaints: If you wish to make a complaint or raise concerns about any aspect of this
study and do not want to speak to the researcher, you can contact:



Dr. Fiseha Wegayehu, Phone: +251(0) 112767604, E-mail: fiseha.wegayehu@eiabc.edu.et
Postgraduate office EiABC, Addis Ababa University



Prof. Dr.-Eng. Sven Schneider, Phone: +49(0) 3643/584205, E-mail: sven.schneider@uni-weimar.de
Chair of Computer Science in Architecture (InfAR)/ Planning Systems, Faculty of Architecture and
Urbanism, Bauhaus University, Weimar, Germany

For more information, please contact me through the address mentioned above and if you agree to

take part in the study, please sign the consent form overleaf which you will get a copy.

I thank you for taking the time to read this information sheet.
Attachments:

1. Consent form; 2. Interview guide (guiding questions); 3. Risk/ Heat Map

185

If I intend to use direct quotes from you, then I can assure anonymity, but I am not keeping the data ‘confidential’
as only reporting of pooled data is truly ‘confidential’.
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Interview #_______________
Date_______/_____/_______

2. Consent Form
(Agreement to participate in a research)

Dissertation title: Mitigating Risks of Corruption in Construction; A Theoretical Rationale for BIM
Adoption in Ethiopia
Researcher: Asgedom Haile
Thank you for reading the information sheet about the interview. If you are happy to participate then please
sign the form below to confirm that you agree with the statements:










I confirm that I have read and understood the information sheet dated 25/12/2017 and have had the
opportunity to ask questions.
I understand that my participation is voluntary and that I am free to withdraw at any time without
giving any reason and without there being any negative consequences. In addition, should I not
wish to answer any particular question or questions, I am free to decline.
I understand that my responses will be kept strictly confidential. I understand that my name will
not be linked with the research materials, and will not be identified or identifiable in the report or
reports that result from the research.
I agree for this interview to be tape-recorded. I understand that the audio recording made of this
interview will be used only for analysis and that extracts from the interview, from which I would
not be personally identified, may be used in any conference presentation, report or journal article
developed as a result of the research. I understand that no other use will be made of the recording
without my written permission, and that no one outside the research team will be allowed access to
the original recording.
I agree that my anonymized data will be kept for future research purposes such as publications
related to this study after the completion of the study.
I understand that disguised extracts from my interview may be quoted anonymously in the thesis
and any subsequent publications if I give permission below: (Please tick one box :)
I agree to quotation/publication of extracts from my interview
I agree to quotation/publication of extracts from my interview
if
my name is not mentioned
I do not agree to quotation/publication of extracts from my interview

________________________
Name of participant

________________
Date

_________________________
Researcher

__________________
Date
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___________________
Signature
_________________
Signature

3. Interview [Questions] Guide
(Guiding questions for systematized semi-structured interview)
Dissertation title: Mitigating Risks of Corruption in Construction; A Theoretical Rationale for BIM
Adoption in Ethiopia
Researcher: Asgedom Haile
The following general and specific questions are meant to give you a guide to the interview which you are
supposed to give answers based on your perception and experience if you agree to participate:
Profile (Demographic) Questions


Educational background: what is the highest level of education you have received?

 Employment Background: who is your present or most recent employer and what is your position?
Vulnerability to Corruption


Which areas or stages and activities in the design and construction of public projects are highly
vulnerable to corruption?



Heat map/ Risk map: you will be asked to map the relative risks of highly vulnerable stages and
activities mentioned above based on your perception and experience. (For more understanding of
the map and scales please refer next page)



Which stakeholder/s and people in which position are the most active players?

Opportunities and capabilities to corruption exercises


What are the opportunities (loopholes) corrupters find in these highly vulnerable areas?



Among the three major stakeholders, who and people in which position do you think have the
highest motivation or interest to act corruptly?



People in which position have the capability both to steal and conceal?

Technology (Automation) as a means to mitigate corruption risks



Do you think existing strategies and systems employed, if they exist, are effective in combating
corruption? If yes, how? If no, Why?
Do you think technological reforms/ adoptions, for instance BIM, could mitigate corruption risks?
How?

If you have any question or need clarification regarding the questions, please contact me at:
Tel: + 251930034779, Email:asgedom.haile@eiabc.edu.et , Post address: Asgedom Haile, AAU, EiABC,
P.O. Box 518, Chair of Building Construction, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia
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4.

Risk/ Heat

Map

Rank

1

Meaning

Impact; Consequence
Financial
risks
(Project
cost)
None

Project associated

Human

Delay (Time
over run)
None

None

None

Less than
20%
20-40%

minor
moderate

Few
individuals
Many
individuals
Many
communities
National

Quality

2

Nil (No
impact)
Minor

3

Moderate

Less than
5%
5-10%

4

Major

10-20%

40-60%

major

5

Catastrophic

More than
20%

More than
55%

catastrop
hic

Table 1: Ranking
criteria for the
impact of the
practice

Table 2: Ranking criteria for the likelihood of the practice (likelihood of incidences from 10 practices/
projects)

Rank
1
2
3
4
5

Meaning; Likelihood of occurrence
Impossible
Rare
Unlikely
Likely
Highly Likely

Never happens
Has been known to occur rarely (1-2 times)
Uncommon, but does occur (3-4 times)
Commonly occurs (5-7 times)
Frequently occurs (8-10 times)
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APPENDIX D: Informants and Experts Interview Data Information
1. Informants’ Profile and Interview data Information
Informant

Interview/ Consultation

Organization

Position
Head, Design Department
Construction procurement and contract
department
Head of the Bureau
Performance Audit Expert
Information coordination and technical
support consultant
Director, Procurement and property
disposal complaints handling directorate
Director, Corruption cases directorate
Director

Name

Date

Language

1
2

Code/
Cited as
In_01
In_02

W/ro Hirut
Ato Mulugeta

25.04.2017
27.04.2017

Amharic
Amharic

AAHPO
AACB

3
4
5

In_03
In_04
In_05

Eng. Yonas Ayalew
Ato Paulos
Ato Wendyirad Seifu

15.06.2017
28.02.2018
20.03.2018

Amharic
Amharic
Amharic

AACB
OFAG
FEACC

6

In_06

Ato Negash Bonke

11.04.2018

Amharic

PPA

7
8

In_07
In_08

Ato Mezmur Yared
Ato Yohannes W/Gabriel

Amharic
Amharic

Federal Attorney General
Arbitration Institute

9

In_09

W/ro Werkaferahu

12.04.2018
13.04.2018
17.04.2018
28.06.2018

Amharic

OFAG

10
11
12

In_10
In_11
In_12

Ato Filipos Ayinalem
Ato Abebe Asamene
Ato Dereje Assefa

03.07.2018
03.07.2018
24.04. 2019

Amharic
Amharic
Amharic

13

In_13

Ato Fitsum Yonas

24.04. 2019

Amharic

14

In_14

Ato Asmerom Tadese

07.05.2019

Amharic

Consultant and Attorney at law
Consultant and Attorney at law
ZIAS Architecture +
Engineering
ZIAS Architecture +
Engineering
ECPMI

No.
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Director, Higher Education Institutions
Audit Directorate
Manager
Manager
General Manager
BIM Manager
Director

Remark
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2. Experts Experience and Interview data Information
Expert
Identification

Date

Interview
Length
187

Media of
Interview

No.

Code/
Cite

1
2
3
4

E_01
E_02
E_03
E_04

06.02.2018
16.02.2018
18.02.2018
20.02.2018

01:56
01:04
01:34
01:54

English
Amharic
Mixed
Amharic

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

E_05
E_06
E_07
E_08
E_08’
E_09
E_10
E_11
E_12
E_13
E_14
E_15
E_16
E_17
E_18

26.02.2018
03.03.2018
12.03.2018
13.03.2018

02:21
02:31
01:29
01:15

Amharic
Amharic
Amharic
Amharic

13.03.2018
14.03.2018
17.03.2018
30.03.2018
03.04.2018
18.04.2018
27.06.2018
02.07.2018
04.07.2018
14.07.2018

01:33
02:54
02:05
01:43
01:14
01:11
02:23
01:31
01:09
01:16

20

E_19

12.02.2018

01:22

(Hours)

Years of
Experience
188
(Year
range)
30-35
30-35
15-20
30-35

Expert’s Experience in the Ethiopian AEC Industry186
Organization
Current Position
Client Consultant
Contractor NGO Academic

X
X

X
X
X
X

Amharic
Mixed
Amharic
Amharic
Amharic
Amharic
Amharic
Amharic
Amharic
Mixed

15-20
20-25
25-30
30-35
15-20
45-50
30-35
30-35
40-45
25-30
30-35
20-25
35-40
25-30
25-30

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X
X

Amharic

30-35

X

X

X
X
X

X

X

X
X

X
X
X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

Manager
Manager
Manager
Manager and Ass.
Prof.
Manager
Manager
Manager
General Manager
Head office Manager
Manager
Quality Manager
Director
Manager
Manager
Manager
Manager
Manager
Manager
Manager and Ass.
Prof.
Head

Professional backgrounds and academic achievements of interviewees are intentionally excluded to keep their profile anonymous.
Total interview hour = 32:25
188
For similar reason as above, years of experience of interviewees is put in ranges. Experts’ average years of experience was 29.5 years
186

187
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Remark

Both experts agreed
to participate together
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APPENDIX E: Assigning Numeric and percentage Values to Heat Maps
1. Adoption of Numerical Values for Probability and Impact Matrices

Likelihood of Occurrence

0.9
0.7
0.5
0.3
0.1

0.05
0.04
0.03

0.02
0.01
0.05

Likelihood of Occurrence

16
14
10
6
3
1

16
14
10
6

3
1
1

Likelihood of Occurrence

1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2

0.1
0.08
0.06

0.04
0.02
0.1

0.09

0.18

0.36

0.72

0.07

0.14

0.28

0.56

0.05

0.1

0.20

0.40

0.03

0.06

0.12

0.24

0.02

0.03

0.04

0.08

0.10

0.20

0.40

0.80

176

960

8,800

16,000

154

840

7,700

14,000

110

600

5,500

10,000

66

660

3,300

6,000

33

180

1,650

3,000

1

60

550

1,000

11

60

550

1000

0.5

3.0

6.0

10

0.4

2.4

4.8

8.0

0.3

1.8

3.6

6.0

0.2

1.2

2.4

4.0

0.1

0.6

1.2

2.0

0.5

3.0

6.0

10

Relative Impact of Exposure
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Numerical Scales (values) for
Probability and Impact Matrix to
calculate Risk Scores
(a)
(b)
(c)

PMI, 2008
Institute of Civil
Engineers (Dallas,2006)
The Author
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Likelihood (Probability)

2. Assigned Percentage Values to Probability and Impact (cost, schedule)

1.0

90%
(0, 0%)

0.8

60%
(0, 0%)

0.6

35%
(0, 0%)

0.4

15%
(0, 0%)

0.2

0%
(0, 0%)

0.1

90%
(3.0,15%)

90%
(7.5,30%)

90%
(15,50%)

90%
(25,65%)

60%
(7.5,30%)

60%
(15,50%)

60%
(25,65%)

35%
(7.5,30%)

35%
(15,50%)

35%
(25,65%)

15%
(7.5,30%)

15%
(15,50%)

15%
(25,65%)

0%
(3.0,15%)

0%
(7.5,30%)

0%
(15,50%)

0%
(25,65%)

0.5

3.0

6.0

10

60%
(3.0,15%)
35%
(3.0,15%)
15%
(3.0,15%)

Relative Impact
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APPENDIX F: Extended Summary of Documents Analysis
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1. Arbitration Cases (AC)

Identification189

Contract
Type

Type of data and case
analyzed

Description of Facts and Issues190

Major
Source/s
of
Dispute

Parameters
of
Vulnerability
to
Corruption

Remark/Notes

Case
No

Sector

Fund

Procure
ment
Type

Contr
act
Type

Case
Status

Docum
ent

Time
decision
took

1

Educ.

Gov.

Works

Unit
price

Cold

Award

10
Months

Plaintiff: A contractor got an order from a university to
termination of contract in the middle (92% and 42%
done) while the contract was made with MoE and
without having a court order.
Respondent: The project was delayed and it’s breach of
the contract. The respondent also claimed that it has
been given the mandate to manage the contract.
-And the contractor was notified by a letter that the
university will supply construction materials.

Delay,
Cont.
terminati
on,
and
Payment

-Contractual
Violation

The condition of contract put 8 reasons
for termination of contract and one of
them is fundamental breach of contract.
Delay was mentioned as one of the
breaching acts. The consultant had the
mandate to decide if an act is breach of
contract or not.

Gov.

Works

Unit
price

Cold

Award

30
Months

Estimati
on
and
Payment

-Procedural
Violation
-Contractual
Violation

-Excavated rock quantity is 1027%
higher than what was estimated. The
contractor claimed around 650,000 birr
from this work item only and won.
-At the time of claim, the construction
was 96% done. Because of urgency the
contractor got notice of proceed.
-The claimant also got 700,000 birr as
compensation for violating and
terminating the contract as well as
removing the unprecedented ground
water.

Gov.

Works

Unit
price

Cold

Award

62
Months

Plaintiff: A contractor claimed for price adjustment in
the excavation work because there was unprecedented
excavation of huge hard basaltic rock. The BoQ didn’t
include this because it was not in the procurement soil
investigation report. The quantity for rock excavation
done was 1025 m3 while in the contract is 106 m3.
-Similarly the contractor claimed for additional payment
for unprecedented ground water removal which is not
mentioned on the soil test.
-Compensation for termination of contract
Respondent: The consultant, representing the client,
argued that the excavated rock was hard bedded rock not
basaltic rock. They needed time to check and decide if
they need to approve the price adjustment.
Plaintiff: Various change orders escalated the project
cost from 15.9M to 17.1M birr. In addition, claimed
3.9M birr for remaining payments, compensation for
late payments, and retention after provisional
acceptance was made.
Respondent: The University argued:
-There are construction defects

Change
orders,
Delay,
Quality
and
Payment

-Contractual
Violation

-Project or contract duration was 21
months.
-Change orders have been approved
both by the consultant and the client
-The claimant gets 2.5M birr but pays
the respondent 1.6M birr for liquidated
damage

(Defen
dant)

2

(Defen
dant)

3

Educ.
(Defen
dant)

189
190

Due to the strict anonymity of parties the Arbitration institute requested, identification of cases is limited to revealing of the fund type and public sector involved.
Decisions of the cases are not analysed as they are beyond the scope of this study, some are active cases and not to the interest of the researcher.
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-The change orders where not approved by the client
-Counter claimed for liquidated damage of 1.5M birr
4

-

Gov.

Works

Unit
price

Cold

Award

11
Months

Gov.

Works

Unit
price

Cold

Award

8
Months

Gov.

Works

Unit
price

Cold

Award

8.5
Months

(Defen
dant)
5

(Plaint
iff)

6

Munic
ipality
(Defen
dant)

Plaintiff: Compensation for delayed payments and
retention.
Respondent: -Exaggerated delay
-Kept the retention as a compensation for liquidated
damage
Three Respondents: A contractor and two banks
Claim: contract has been terminated due to delay. Hence
request to acquire the loaned and advance money to the
contractor in addition to performance and advance
payment bonds given by the banks.
Response: -Delay was due to non-readiness of the site,
payment delays and design incompleteness
Plaintiff: A contractor’s claim revolves around two
issues: time extension (549 days) and payment related
issues. Time extension due to variation and change
orders, design delay, payment delay….etc.
Respondent: -The consultant didn’t approve the time
extension

-Contractual
Violation

Delay,
and
Payment

-Contractual
Violation

Delay,
and
Payment

-Procedural
Violation
-Contractual
Violation

-Final design was given to the
contractor after 1 year but the
consultant approved only 180 days for
extension.
-There was no schedule attached with
the agreement which made it difficult
for the judges to decide on time the
contractor would require to finish it.

Delay,
and
Payment

-Contractual
Violation

-The jury accepted the contractor’s
claim for the variation order in spite of
the client’s argument not to consider
minutes as part of the contract
agreement.
-The argument by the respondent about
liquidated damage was dropped for the
fact that there was no schedule attached
in the agreement.

-Contractual
Violation

*Respondents were three public offices,
of which, two of them are from the
Education sector
*Poor Planning: The public body lost
more than 3.5M birr due to this

-Contractual
Violation
-Immorality

*The client also points its finger on the
consultant saying didn’t consider all

-The requested extension time was permitted
7

(Defen
dant)

Gov.

Works

Unit
price

Cold

Award

4
Months

8

(Defen
dant)

Gov.

Works

Unit
price

Active

Notice
of
Arb.

-

9

(Defen
dant)

Gov.

Works

Unit
price

Active

Notice
of
Arb.

-

Claim: remaining payment close to 1.5M birr in a
construction project for a university.
The contract was terminated by the client because
another public body claimed that the site is dedicated for
green areas.

10

(Plaint
iff)

Gov.

Works

Unit
price

Active

Notice
of
Arb.

-

Claim: A public body claimed that a contractor and a
consultant are responsible for the damage caused in the
construction of a structure and claimed 186M birr

This case came to the Arbitration Institute as per the
order given by seber semi chilot.
Plaintiff: A contractor claimed a payment for a variation
order of 3M birr which was approved on a minute by the
representatives of the client and contractor. Also argued
the fairness of termination of contract
Respondent: The client argued the minute is not part of
the contract and contract was terminated because of
delay. Hence requested for liquidated damage.
Claim: A contractor argued there was delay in
provisional acceptance and payments, continuous
design and quantity changes
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-The contract period was 1.5 months
but the construction took 17 months.
-Claimant got 1.6M birr for delayed
payments and retention but had to pay
2.5M birr for liquidated damage
The contractor had to pay 20% of
remaining works (1.5M birr) as a
punishment according to the agreement

Delay,
and
Payment

Delay,
Variation
and
Payment
Payment

Quality
and
Payment

Appendices
compensation providing evidences of laboratory and
experts’ report.
Respondent: Who is also a counter claimant argued that
the consultant should be responsible for designing such
inappropriate and wrong structure. Hence, it is the
consultant who didn’t do its job with due diligence.
11

(Defen
dant)

Gov.

Works

Unit
price

Active

Notice
of
Arb.

-

12

(Defen
dant)
Munic
ipality
(Defen
dant)
Educ.
(Defen
dant)
Educ.
(Defen
dant)

Gov.

Works

Unit
price

Active

-

Gov.

Works

Unit
price

Active

Notice
of
Arb.
Notice
of
Arb.

Gov.

Works

Unit
price

Active

Gov.

Works

Unit
price

Active

13

14
15

-

Notice
of
Arb.
Notice
of
Arb.

-

-

16

Educ.
(Defen
dant)

Gov.

Works

Unit
price

Active

Notice
of
Arb.

17

(Defen
dant)

Gov.

Works

Unit
price

Active

Notice
of
Arb.

-

Claim: A contractor claimed that site acceptance and
final designs were given after 3 months in addition to
late material supply, advance payment and assignment
of supervisors by the client.
Plaintiff: who is also the contractor, requested for an
arbitral award of 150M birr for late payments, retention
and compensation
Claim: A material supplier requested the jury to award
delayed payment or 1.5M birr
Respondent: The defendant argued it retained the money
for liquidated damage the supplier brought.
Plaintiff: A contractor claimed 5M birr for delayed
payments and questioned the fairness of termination of
contract by the client.
Plaintiff: A contractor claimed 4M birr for the approval
of additional works done to correct defects. The
contractor argued that because of poor design, a
cantilever and parapet of a building collapsed. To
correct this, reconstruction was done using aluminum
after order was given by the consultant.
Claim: A contractor claimed 13M birr for delayed
payments and questioned the fairness of termination of
contract.
Claim: delayed payments for works done according to
the contract and additional works. In addition the release
of retention and escalation claim
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Delay,
and
Payment

-Contractual
Violation

Payment

-Contractual
Violation

Delay,
and
Payment

-Contractual
Violation

Delay,
and
Payment
Payment

-Contractual
Violation

Delay,
and
Payment

-Contractual
Violation

Payment

-Contractual
Violation

design standards and codes and have
inferior quality control
*According to the findings of a study
group by the client, failure was due to
poor quality of material and
workmanship. Laboratory tests confirm
that it was not done According to the
specification.
The contractor claimed 5.8M birr for
delayed payments and compensations
*Both the plaintiff and defendant are
public bodies
-The project cost is around 1B birr

*Quality: Design + Supervision

Contract has been violated because
payments were not made after
provisional acceptance
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2. [Construction related] Corruption Court Cases (CCC)
Type of data and
case analyzed

Identification
Case
No

1

Code
Ident.
No.

Plaintiff
or
Accuser

No. of
Defend
ants

Date
(Decision
given or
charged)

Case
Status

Document

106033

FEACC
AGO

5

03.2013

Cold

Decision
and Order

Project
phase

Prevailing
Parameters of
Vulnerability
to Corruption

-Construction of office and residential buildings for
branch Commercial Bank of Ethiopia
- A contract agreement which favors the contractor
through undefined work items, variation and
additional work orders.
- Approving payment for improperly and not done
works
-1.8 M birr was the cost of corruption out of the
4.4 M birr payment to the ‘contractor’
-Change in construction materials’ type, quality
and specification
- The retention is less than quarter of the cost of
defects

Impleme
ntation

-Immorality
-Procedural
Violation
-Contractual
Violation

Summary of Facts and Issues191

Types and
schemes of
corruption
or unethical
practice

Collusive
practice
Corrupt
practice

2

129117

FEACC
AGO

9

10.2014

Cold

Decision
and Order

-Exaggerated estimation of buildings and properties
at the process of compensating evicted houses for
road construction.
- False list of victims

Impleme
ntation

-Immorality
-Procedural
Violation

Collusive
practice

3

149849

FEACC
AGO

3

02.2016

Cold

Decision
and Order

Programs consultant, accountant and director of
finance and procurement directorate from Ministry
of health colluded. They extracted more than 2.2M
birr through NGO which doesn’t even exist legally
and a project which is not planned and procured.

Planning

-Immorality
-Procedural
Violation

Collusive
practice

-Invitation and awarding of contractors outside a
given list violating the procedure set by the then
Minister of Works and Urban Development
- Direct order from the project manager with an
excuse of urgency (time constraint)
-The ‘Contractors’ had a false certificate

Procure
ment

-Immorality
-Procedural
Violation
-Contractual
Violation

Bribery
Extortion

4

136268

191

FEACC
AGO

4

11.2016

Cold

Decision
and Order

and
procure
ment

and
Impleme
ntation

Fraudulent
Practice

Collusive
practice

Decisions and reasons of the cases are not analysed as they are beyond the scope of this study and not to the interest of the researcher.
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Remark

Defendants were from
engineering
department of Commercial Bank of
Ethiopia (head to supervisors)
-Skimping quality (defects), excess
measurement in ‘takeoff sheets’, work
and quantity not done and overlapping
payments
-Some items in the contract are almost
double than real quantity and payments
were made accordingly
-Defense arguments were unavailability
of materials on the market, incomplete
specification and design changes
Defendants were from
engineering
department of a town municipality and
The Road Authority
Fake project (not explained in
document), fake agreement
memorandum of understanding,
identity of personnel and NGO
created by the corruptors.

the
and
fake
was

Defendants were manager, deputy
manager, and Construction contract
management head of Tendaho Housing
Development Project Office in Sugar
Corporation and woreda personnel. The

Appendices
Forgery

-Five illegal ‘Contractors’ made an informal
agreement with the 4th defendant (broker) to pay
50,000 birr as a commission for each blocks of
building awarded to them and this commission fee
was added on the project cost.
- Extorting additionally for advance payments and
every payment approval
- Contract was canceled verbally in the middle of
the construction because some didn’t fully pay the
commission. The fake certificate of compliance
prepared by the ‘broker’ was now used against the
contractors. Contractors even don’t know who
prepared it!
- Projects were given to other contractors who were
assumed to perform well.
5

119485

FEACC
AGO

1

11.2016

Cold

Decision
and Order

6

171775

FEACC
AGO

1

12.2016

Cold

Decision
and Order

7

158312

FEACC
AGO

8

05.2017

Cold

Decision
and Order

8

157611

FEACC
AGO

2

10.2017

Cold

Decision
and Order

-The defendant conspired with a chief manager of
an Indian company called Angelique International
Limited to help him win floated international bid.
-The defendant was favoring, communicating
(giving him information) and consulting through
calling and emails only to this company while he is
supposed to communicate all participants at the
same time.
-Defendant was caught re-handed while receiving
100,000 birr from a contractor for approving final
payment certificate
- The defendant asked for 200,000 birr
-Forgery of various documents including bid
security or bank guarantees (C.P.O.s), vehicles and
machinery ownership certificates (Libras) and
vehicle plates
-Fake construction licenses, fake tax reports and
financial audits.
The project office of AAHDO floated bids for
UPVC sanitary materials and signed a 78M birr
agreement at different times (12 contracts) with a
supplier which is the second defendant.
-According to the charges, The supplied materials
were PP regardless of the specification. The
supplier was accused of printing a sticker of UPVC
and put the mark on all sanitary materials.
-The department of material supply ignored this act
after even getting complaints and invited the
supplier for many material procurement bids.
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Procure
ment

-Procedural
Violation

Favoritism

Impleme
ntation

-Immorality

Extortion

-Immorality

Forgery

-Immorality
-Contractual
Violation

Collusive
practice

Procure
ment and
Impleme
ntation

Favoritism
Forgery

project manager and the broker found
guilty
-The
fourth
defendant
(wereda
personnel)
prepared
the
fake
construction license and certificate of
compliances.
-He was looking for 10 contractors who
can commission him 50,000 birr in the
beginning for each project. He turned
unprofessional
people
(cafeteria
workers…) to becoming contractors
- Only phase two of the housing
construction project required more than
200 companies
-Defendant was procurement personnel
in Rural Electrification Fund Biro.
- The favored international company was
also winner of previous project
-Defendant found guilty

Defendant was an engineer working for
Repi Soap and Detergent S. Co.

-The first defendant is deputy manager of
material supply and management of
Addis Ababa Housing Development
Project Office and second defendant is a
supplier.
- The sample material was UPVC,
different than what was supplied
-By that time UPVCs were not produced
in country. Hence, all bidders except this
supplier won the bids with least offer.
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9

10

192107

-

FEACC
AGO

FEACC
AGO

17

13

02.2017

-

Active

Active

Charge

Charge

-The counter argument by the deputy manager was
that consultants were supposed to check and
approve the quality of the materials.
- The producer didn’t get certificate of compliance
because ESA didn’t have this material in its
mandatory list.
*First Charge
- Bulldozer and excavator were one of the criteria
for contractors’ selection and were put as
specification in the contract.
- The contractors did the site clearing grubbing with
smaller machine (loader) violating the contract and
because of this quality of work has been
compromised. Work was not done.
-Defendants colluded to approve payment for
30.6Hec while ‘work done’ was 21.3Hec adding
more than 850 thousand birr to the payment.

-Due to lack of laboratory equipment and
personnel, it was not possible to
proof/disproof the quality of materials
scientifically
Procure
ment
and
Impleme
ntation

*Second Charge
-Approval of additional payment (3.3M birr) for
paving cobble stones not done at all. 7,500m2 was
added to the payment.
- Compromising quality and size of stones and
concrete violating the specification.

Impleme
ntation

*Third Charge
- The procurement department may have conspired
and colluded with a contractor to help him win a
fence work of 34.5M birr worth.
- Although the total financial offer was 28M birr,
the procurement committee added 3.57M on the
contract calling it ‘arithmetic error’ violating
procedures on the proclamation.
- There was no error notification at the time of bid
opening
*Fourth Charge
- Three of the defendants were charged with
forgery. They prepared fake certificates of
experiences to win the positions.

Procure
ment

*First Charge
- Seven of the middle and top management people
in AAHDPO colluded and conspired with a
contractor and commissioned him a 33M birr
project of soil removal, cart away, selected fill and
compaction works directly without a bid violating
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Defendants were General and deputy
Managers of Gulele Botanical Garden,
head and officers of the procurement
department, project Engineers, architect
and contractors.

-Immorality
-Contractual
Violation
-Opacity

-Immorality
-Contractual
Violation

-Collusive
practice
-Corrupt
practice and
-Fraudulent
practice
-Favoritism,
Bribery and
Forgery

-Immorality
-Procedural
Violation
-Unfairness
-Opacity

Impleme
ntation

-Immorality

Procure
ment

-Procedural
Violation
-Unfairness

Gulele Botanical Garden (GBG)
procured a construction work which
includes site clearing and grubbing of 32
hectare of land using bulldozer and
excavator. In addition, the paving of
cobble stones and curve stones for an
area more than 60,000 m2.
-Some sub-base concrete areas were
done without reinforcement
-Only change in price of two items
brought 3.57 M birr difference.
Violation of Proclamation No. 17/2009
Art. 22a which states that errors which
could affect the outcome of the bid can
be one of the reasons for rejection of bid
or proposal
The professionals working in Forman
position, who initially approve quality
and quantity of works done, had fake
experience

-Collusive
practice
-Corrupt
practice

-Defendants position range from manger
and heads of department to finance
officers and junior accountant in the
AAHDPO and owner of Yemane
Girmay General Contractor and
Construction equipment rental.

Appendices
the procurement procedure. Least bidders’ proposal
was rejected.
*Second Charge
- The same people were charged for violating
procedures and let the same company win the
procurement of loader rental by only comparing it
with another company.

11

12

-

-

FEACC
AGO

FEACC
AGO

9

9

-

11.2017

Active

Active

Charge

Charge

-Favoritism
and
Bribery

*Third and Fourth Charge
- People in the finance department were paying the
contractor additional money without deducting
proper taxes and referring to previous payments.

Impleme
ntation

-Procedural
Violation

*Fifth Charge
Management People gave permission to a
contractor to get 30% as initial/ advance payment
for 68M birr project violating the legislation. And
even approved the contractor’s request for
additional 14M birr. The contractor paid back after
four years. The bank interest would have been more
than 4.4M birr.

Impleme
ntation

-Procedural
Violation
-Unfairness
-Immorality

*Sixth and Seventh Charge
-Consultant’s site engineer approved 5.1M birr
payment for site work while the work done was
3.1M birr worth.
-The consultant changed material of a roof and
approved the payment without changing the unit
price or considering the price change.
-Top management people in Ethiopian Sugar
Corporation conspired and colluded with illegal
brokers and the Chinese JJIEC company. They
signed MoU before even opening technical and
financial proposals of other Chinese companies
-The two brokers each signed illegal agreement
with the chines company to get 2.75% of
commission from the loan money (10B birr). Their
job was to lobby top management people in the
Sugar Corporation, Metal and Engineering
Corporation (METEC) and MoFEC.
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-Collusive
practice
-Corrupt
practice

-Favoritism
and
Bribery

Planning
Procure
ment
and
Impleme
ntation

-Immorality
-Unfairness
-Procedural
Violation

-Collusive
practice
-Corrupt
practice

-Favoritism
and
Bribery

- Cost of corruption in case of the first
charge would be around 12M birr in total
when compared with the least bidders
(more than 35%)
-The contractor had to pay back 1.26M
birr after 2.5 years without interest for
the excess payment he received due to
‘error in calculation’ according to the
second charge.

Middle and top management people
from Ethiopian Shipping and Logistics
Service Enterprise, a consultant and
consultant’s site engineer
The financial cost of corruption in the
sixth charge, from a specific work, goes
to almost as high as 40%.
Change in the roof material from
sandwich panel to single EGA sheet with
insulation had more than 300,000 birr
difference.

-The commission fee had to be added to
the project cost.
-A 12B birr project (Omo Kuraz no. 5)
was procured directly
- The lobbyist got 36M birr from the first
payment made to JJIEC
- The loaning bank (ICBC) is a
commercial bank which is not good.
-The contractor was arguing to reduce
the commission fee because they had to
pay (give) a lot to minister officials in
MoFEC.
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3. Procurement Complaint Cases (PCC)
Complaints

Identification192
Secto
r

Locati
on

Procu.
Type

Fun
d

1

Educ
.

-

Consu
ltancy

Gov

2

Educ
.
Educ
.

Addis
Ababa
-

Works

Gov

Works

Gov
.

4

Educ
.

-

Works

Gov

5

-

-

Consu
ltancy

Gov

6

Educ
.

-

Works

Gov

7

-

-

Consu
ltancy

Gov

8

Educ
.

-

Works

Gov

Case
No

3

192

Summary of Complaints and Issues
-Bid floating period (Complexity)
-Professional certification
-Subjectivity of evaluation criteria
-Conflicting articles (content)
-Conditions of contract missing
-Rejection of bid doc because of missing doc.
-Fairness of decision
-Cancelation of bid after opening and announcement of
the winners without clear and known reasons
- The public body argued that the procurement was
canceled because the tender document didn’t get approval
from procurement committee from the beginning.
-Participant asked the public body to go through the
evaluation again questioning the fairness and morality of
evaluators
-Qualification (Evaluation result less than 70%)
Fairness of technical evaluation procedure
- subjectivity of methodology evaluation
- sub evaluation criterion not mentioned in the bid
documents
-Evaluation of ‘specific experience of the consultant’ and
‘experience and qualification of key professionals’
Technical evaluation: rejection due to non-renewed
(invalid) business license and professional practice
certificate
Arithmetic errors in the financial proposal:
-The public body should have communicated
-The public body shouldn’t have announced the winner
of the bid
-Qualification and evaluation criteria favors specific
bidders and foreign contractors (Specific experience and
turnover of tenderers)

Violated
legislation
or ITBs
Art. 16.9.2,
Art. 37
Art. 16.3
ITB
4.5((ii)
Art. 30

-Art. 37(i)
Art.16(19)(
2)(1) of the
Directive
-ITB
section 2
Art. 21.1(i)
&(ii)

-Ar. 5.1

Prevailing
Parameters of
Vulnerability to
Corruption
-Proce. Violation
-Unfairness

-Proce. Violation
-Unfairness
-Proce. Violation
-Unfairness
-Opacity

Date

Decision

(Decisio
n Given)

Accepted

19.03.
2009

Accepted
Accepted

20.06.
2009
28.10.
2009

Remark
Subjectivity of criteria and missing of special
and general conditions of contract

-The consultant did the evaluation but
committee didn’t approve
- The participants argue that this was
intentionally done to refer their quotation.

-Unfairness
-Immorality

Denied

28.10.
2009

Subjectivity of evaluation criteria and the
difficulty to proof unfairness

-Proce. Violation
-Unfairness
-Opacity

Accepted

19.10.
2009

-Subjectivity of criteria
-Lack of breakdowns or sub criteria
-Evaluation with new criteria (not in the bid
document)

Denied

08.07.
2009

Misinterpretation and misunderstanding of
legislations for deadline for license renewals

Denied

23.04.
2010

Denied because the public body didn’t sign
the contract but announced the winner

Accepted

19.11.
2009

-Intentional aggregation of projects to favor
specific or foreign contractors

-Unfairness
-Favoritism
-Proce. Violation

While some information are missing in the decision documents the researcher had access to, some information are intentional omitted to protect anonymity of the
stakeholders. For instance if the public body is from the educational sector located outside Addis Ababa, the city name is intentionally omitted for the same reason.
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9

Educ
.

-

Consu
ltancy

Gov
.

-Opening of Financial document before announcing
technical evaluation results and entertaining complaints
-Fairness of evaluation for ‘qualification and experience
of professionals’
-The winner used a different format for financial
proposal and submitted an offer for design review instead
of design
-Experience and qualification criteria
Years and work experience criterion mentioned in the
tender document is in contrary to the legislation
-Disqualification of a tenderer with qualification criteria
(GC/BC 1) which is not put in the tender document
- The public body argued that they have put this on the
invitation to bid.
Joint venture procedure
-A participant was disqualified for entering into a joint
venture with other firm without obtaining approval of the
public body
-The participant also suspected collusion as the procedure
allowed joint venture among shortlisted firms without
obtaining approval
-Violation of evaluation procedure: Evaluating only
financial proposal after bidders submitted both technical
and financial proposals
-Notifying results only to the ‘winner’

10

Educ
.

-

Works

Gov

11

Educ
.

-

Works

Gov

12

-

-

Consu
ltancy

Gov

13

Educ
.

-

Consu
ltancy

Gov

14

-

-

Works

Gov
.

Complain on evaluation procedures for:
-specific work methodology
-Evaluation of plant/equipment

15

Educ
.

-

Works

Gov

16

Educ
.

-

Works

Gov

-The contract was awarded to another contractor after the
complainer was given a letter which announces the
company as a winner and asked to sign the contract.
-The public body argued there was arithmetic error in the
financial proposal of the other ‘winner’. The participant
suspects the evaluators helped the ‘winner’
Disqualification of a bidder
-Evaluation with new evaluation criteria not stated in the
bid document (Demanding auditor’s renewed license)
- Evaluating equipment/machinery in a subjective
manner

Annex
6.3.g of
2015
45.2.d of
the
Directive

-Proce. Violation

Denied

06.04.
2009

The board denied the complaint giving
warning to the public body and asking to
check the compliance of the financial
proposal from the winner
-The excuse of the public body was urgency
of the project

Annex 6.3
of 2015

-Proce. Violation

Accepted

23.04.
2010

16.19.2.1
of the
Directive

-Proce. Violation
-Unfairness

Accepted

08.07.
2009

The public body didn’t sent any letter to
counter argue
- Aggregation of projects
“The invitation to bid is not part of the bid
document” ITB sec.1, 7.5

Denied

18.11.
2008

Although the complaint has some logical
issues, the board denied the complaint
because it didn’t follow the complaint
procedures.

Accepted

30.08.
2009

Evaluators of the bid couldn’t give answer to
the complaint of the participant= Opacity

Denied

20.11.
2009

-Subjectivity of evaluation

Denied

20.11.
2009

- The difficulty to proof collusion
-Warning was given to the public body

Accepted

28.10.
2009

The public body put this in the bid doc. “The
bidder should demonstrate that the equipment
is in good condition…..” but didn’t say what
to provide to proof this

16.24.1
16.18.3 and
16.19.2.1
of the
Directive

16.19.2.1
of the
Directive
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-Proce. Violation
-Unfairness
-Opacity

-Proce. Violation
-Unfairness

Appendices
17

Educ
.

-

Consu
ltancy

Gov

Disqualification of a bidder after opening both technical
and financial proposals and knowing the complainer is
the least bidder
Reason for disqualification was the bidder forgot to
submit ‘bid submission form’ which is not stated as a
criteria for disqualification
Disqualification of a bidder because failed to submit
proof of employment for professionals

16.19.2.1
of the
Directive

18

-

-

Gov

19

Educ
.

Consu
ltancy
Works

Gov

A least bidder contractor was disqualified because
original and copy of the financial proposal were in the
same envelop

Works

Gov

-

Works

Gov

Educ
.

-

Works

Gov

23

Educ
.

-

Consu
ltancy

Gov

24

-

-

Consu
ltancy

Gov

-Disqualification of a tenderer with qualification criteria
(GC/BC 3 or above) which is not put in the tender
document
- The public body argued that they have put this on the
invitation to bid.
- A bidder was told that his company lost in the bid before
announcing the evaluation results of the technical
proposal because the offer was not the least
-And no answer was given for the complaint
-A least bidder was disqualified because it didn’t submit
copy of the financial proposal
-After 10 days and this company’s complain, the later
‘winner’ was announced to be the least bidder as there
was arithmetic error and forgot to read the rebate given
by the ‘winner’ when reading the proposal. But the
complainer argues there was no rebate submitted at time
of proposal submission.
-Disqualification of a participant because it didn’t submit
the license of the external auditor and proof of
employment for proposed professionals which is not
mentioned in the ITB
-The other reason for disqualification is the bidder didn’t
exactly use the forms provided even though its proposal
has all the required information
-The evaluation of the design lacks transparency
-A least bidder was rejected because there seems to be a
missing activity in the financial proposal although
mentioned in the tech. proposal
- Result of the bid was announced by the Director of the
Agency instead of the procurement department which
makes the procedure of compliant nontransparent

Art. 43.4
16.19.2.1 &
16.3.2 of
Directive
16.19.2.1
of the
Directive

20

Educ
.

-

21

Educ
.

22

45.1.C and
16.19.2.1
of the
Directive
Art. 43.4 &
ITB 23.1

Art. 6.18
ITB39.4
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-Proce. Violation
-Unfairness

Accepted

-

Disqualifying a bidder by simple reasons
which don’t benefit the procurement.

Denied

10.04.
2010
-

‘Must meet requirements’

-Proce. Violation
-Unfairness

Accepted

-Proce. Violation
-Unfairness

Accepted

08.07.
2010

-Proce. Violation
-Unfairness
-Immorality

Accepted

22.01.
2010

-Proce. Violation
-Unfairness
-Immorality

Accepted

19.06.
2009

-Proce. Violation
-Unfairness
-Immorality

Accepted

-Proce. Violation
-Unfairness

Accepted

-Incomplete tender document
-Disqualifying a bidder by simple reasons
which don’t benefit the procurement.
Article 43.4 of the proclamation
-Evaluation with new criteria (not in the bid
document)
“The invitation to bid is not part of the bid
document” ITB sec.1, 7.5

-“….In the event of any discrepancy between
the original and the copies, the original shall
prevail.’’ ITB 23.1
-There was a 9.5M ETB difference between
the least bidder and the ‘winner’

-Points for design proposal evaluation was
changed from 40% to 25% after submission
-The ‘winner’s’ firm is only 2 months old as
CAT 2. And submitted only 150M birr project
as an experience while the requirement was
500M birr project

30.08.
2009

“Activities and items described in the
technical proposal but not priced, shall be
assumed to be included in the prices of other
activities …..’’ ITB39.4
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25

Educ
.

-

Works

Gov

26

Educ
.

-

Works

Gov

27

-

-

Consu
ltancy

Gov

28

Educ
.

-

Works

Gov

29

Educ
.

-

Works

Gov

30

Educ
.

-

Works

Gov

31

Educ
.

-

Works

Gov

-Qualification and evaluation criteria favors specific
bidders and foreign contractors (Specific experience and
turnover of tenderers)
-Specific experience of research center construction
-Annual turnover above 2 billion birr
-Ownership of all equipment and machineries
-Qualification and evaluation criteria favors specific
bidders (Specific experience and turnover of tenderers)

Annex6.3.g
,
Art. 5.a,
and Annex
6.7
of 2015

-Proce. Violation
-Unfairness

The firm questioned the evaluation criteria, procedure
and fairness of the evaluation process as some of the
proposed professional disqualified for various reasons
-Two months delay by the consultant to announce the
winner.
-Arithmetic error was the reason given.
- The consultant gave notice only to the ‘winner’ and the
‘winner’ signed a contract with the public body
-A least bidder was disqualified because it didn’t submit
‘bid submission sheet’ with the financial proposal which
was not required in the tender document
-A candidate was disqualified because his specific
experience was not a public project which unfortunately
was put in the evaluation criteria. But it didn’t complain
on time.
-‘’A candidate shall have to submit the complaint within
five working days from the date he knew or should have
known the circumstances giving rise to the complaint.’’
Art. 74.2
The complainer, a winning candidate of the bid, was told
that the bid has been canceled after opening and
evaluation. The reasons given were:
- People who did the engineering estimate were part of
the opening and evaluation process by mistake
-Wanted to re-advertise the bid to attract more
participants
-The public body didn’t give answer to the complainer
A potential winner was disadvantaged by a wrong and
unethical procedure, the board called it pure favoritism
-Re-qualifying a candidate after disqualification and
giving him full chance of ‘winning’ the bid
- The ‘winner’ submitted different offers in its bid
submission sheet (7.5M birr) and breakdowns (4.7M
birr) and ‘won’ the bid with 6.0M birr after ‘arithmetic
corrections’ have been made by the evaluators.

Art. 43.4,
16.19.2.1
of the Dir.
16.24.1 and
16.19.2.1
of the
Directive

-Proce. Violation

Accepted

19.10.
2010

“The bidder has successful participated as
prime local contractor, management
contractor…..in at least one research complex
…. with a value of at least ETB 3.6
billion….’’

Denied

11.08.
2010

Accepted

19.03.
2009

Although the board found the complaint
legitimate, it’s denied because the company
didn’t submit all documents
The jury decided the evaluation to be done
again considering various points suggested

Accepted

23.09.
2009

-‘’Public Bodies shall announce the result of
a bid evaluation to all bidders alike at the
same time….’’ Art. 16.24.1 of the
procurement directive, 2010
-The consultant doesn’t have the mandate to
announce the results but the public body.

-Unfairness

Denied

23.09.
2009

The jury noted that the criteria favor some
contractors lacking fairness but had to reject
the complaint because it came late
‘’Complaint may not be lodged….. on the
evaluation criteria set forth in the bidding
document beforehand.’’ Art. 44.b of the
directive

16.18.1,
16.19.2.9,
16.19.3
And 45.1
of the
Directive

-Proce. Violation
-Unfairness

Accepted

19.03.
2009

The public body could legitimize cancelation
of a bid referring some of the articles in the
proclamation and directive which gives it
power to do so.

Art. 43.3
Art. 43.2
Art. 46.1

-Proce. Violation
-Unfairness
-Favoritism

Accepted

30.01.
2009

“Alternative proposals to the requirements of
the bidding documents will not be permitted
” Part I section II of ITB 17.1
Art. 43.2 gives the public body the mandate
to correct arithmetic errors but they should
notify the bidder.
‘’…..the public body shall correct arithmetic
errors that are discovered during the
examination of bids. The public body shall
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give prompt notice of any such correction to
the bidder that submitted the bid.’’

-The ‘winner’ submitted conditional bank letter while
the bid asked unconditional letter in its evaluation and
qualification criteria
- Notice of award was given only to the ‘winner’

4. Audit Reports (AR)
Case
No
1

Identification
Audited public
Year
195
(E.C.)194 body

Data193
PA RA SP

2002

X

Ministry of
Education,
Construction of 13
universities (2nd
Generation)

X

X

Summary of findings
Planning Stage:
No feasibility study: Reason time! there was no study made
prior to execution about material and labor supply,
accessibility, financial and time schedule….hence delay
and extra costs
No preparation and planning: The minister office didn’t plan
and communicate other office for delivery of infrastructure
like electricity and telecommunication and water services
Pre design and Design preparation stage:
Designs didn’t consider the program and geographical
context well, therefore subjected to changes even after
construction.
-Seven universities had costed them 5.3B birr to construct
temporary rest rooms which was not considered in the
design.
Construction stage: GTZ and MoE didn’t assign project
managers for every university as stated on the contract.
Reason was unable to find experienced professionals on
the market.
* procurements of materials were not according to
specification
-After four years the average progress of the construction
was 50%

Key issue/s
No Planning
Procurement
Design changes
Delay and costs
Finance
handling
Escalation

Parameters
of
Vulnerability
Procedural
Violation
Contractual
Violation

Notes and Remarks
-GTZ was selected as Project
management and implementation agent.
Working under it were 3 construction
managers, 13 design and supervision
consultants and 13 contractors.
-For this service GTZ agreed to receive
1.9 B birr and close to 60M euros.
-Fully funded by government
-The projects were planned to be
executed in four years.
-The ministry didn’t have a financial
database from which it controls
construction expenses in items and time
-One of the reasons given for delay in
addition to material supply was
contractors’ incapacity due to very low
profit margin.

PA= Performance audit, RA= Regularity audit and SP=Speech to Parliament
Ethiopian calendar is used as readers would also find it the same way in the website.
195
The names of the public bodies are put as they appear on the audit report covers. Though the researcher is aware of organizational and structural changes in public offices,
no effort is put to investigate the current names and fate of these offices.

193

194
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2

2002

MoFEC,
Government
Development
Projects

X

X

*Performance of Government Development Projects
-Categorization of projects (big, medium or small) is based only
on project cost instead of project behavior and complexity
-Project budgets were approved and executed without project
appraisal (all of the 18 samples projects didn’t have project
appraisal)
-Some projects were executed without having feasibility
studies and even few road projects without engineering design
-Delay and cost overrun
-Some projects were also being executed violating the manuals
prepared by the minister office.

Poor Planning
Design issues
Delay and costs

Procedural
Violation
Contractual
Violation

Procurement

*Some projects had more than 83% cost
overrun (390M-715M birr, 1.7B -3B
birr) before even they were finished
*Between 2007 and 2008, the average
number of programs and projects run by
this ministry were 569 with projects
costs 22B birr per year

3

2002

Ethiopian
Telecommunication
Corporation

X

Various district and zonal offices were being used by the client
before provisional acceptance
Poor materials and workmanship quality

Quality control
Provisional
acceptance

Procedural
Violation
Contractual
Violation

*This brought challenge for the auditing
body to evaluate if contractors have done
the projects according to contracts

4

2003

Ministry of Urban
Development and
Construction
(MoUDC),
Housing projects

X

-Projects lack feasibility studies and project appraisal
-In some cities housing projects were done without the
involvement of consultants by having direct contractual
agreements with contractors.
-Projects have been found which didn’t have site books
-Constructions were done without material (sample) testing

No planning

Procedural
Violation

*For sites which didn’t have site book,
there is no way that one can verify
change orders given by the consultant

Engineering departments of Gondar, Mikelle and Bahirdar
University altogether approved payments worth of 233M birr
violating directives and manuals.

Payment

Procedural
Violation

Procurement:
-Delay between bid opening and contract awarding.
-Three out of eight projects were directly awarded to a
contractor without any bid process.
Implementation:
-More than 300% time overrun
Reason:
-huge difference between BoQ and actual quantities
-material supply and contractors’ capacity
*discrepancy between BoQ and actual quantity was huge that
in one particular substructure construction alone additional 22.4
thousand kg of reinforcement steel was required.
*Therefore, repeated revision of estimations were made

Poor Planning

Procedural
Violation

-Jima university failed to collect liquidated damage and penalty
worth of 81M and 17.3M birr respectively from contractors for
not being able to deliver projects on time

Delay
(Liquidated
damage)

5

2003

Various

6

2004

MoUDC,
Construction of
Federal government
office buildings

7

2004

Various

X
X

X

X

X
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procurement

Delay
Estimation

Procedural
Violation
Contractual
Violation

*The audit included 8 projects from 5
different minister offices and all shared
the same problem of time and cost
overrun
*The procurement manual (Art. 16)
states that the maximum date for
announcement of winners and contract
signing after bid opening is 60 days.
However this project office took 9
months to do so. Reason was structural
reforms and site preparation (poor
planning).

Appendices
-A contractor at Semera university received 20M out of 28M
birr project and after more than 4 years of delay he disappeared
8

2004

Textile Industry
Development
Institute

9

2005

Ethiopian Airports
Corporation,
Constructions

10

2005

Minister of Health,
Construction of 500
Health centers

X

X

X

X

X

X

Procurement:
Fairness was questioned because the institute didn’t announce
to bidders at the same time to winners and ‘losers’
Implementation:
Failed to hire capable consultant who supervises the work
diligently and administer the contract.
Planning:
-The construction of airports in the country was done and
being done without having feasibility and other studies. The
authority said decisions come from the minister office (top
down)
Procurement:
-Least bid was stated as one of the factors for contractors’
incapacity or poor performance
Implementation:
- Quality of designs and works have been compromised
-Time overrun of 11 projects range between 15% and 334%
- The Cost overrun of 6 projects was more than 34.5 M birr
-For three projects there was no proper site documentation to
justify delay.
-Discrepancies between specifications and reality. Materials
were changed both in quality and quantity. Some work
items like partition walls where even missing. For instance
quantity and size of aluminum doors and windows were
less than what has been stated on the agreement. In addition
clear glasses were used while tinted glass was on the
agreement.
-Final acceptance of some projects were delayed for more
than a year
Reason: Poor design. No design review was done. Hence,
design revision and changes which lead to escalation!
Planning:
-No pre-feasibility and feasibility studies were done! And
because of this projects suffered in time, budget and quality.
-No environmental impact assessment and site selection
criteria
-No monitoring and evaluation criteria and guidelines were
set!
-Important stakeholders like MoUDC where not consulted
Procurement:

321

Payment

Unfairness
Procedural
Violation
Contractual
Violation

Provisional acceptance was made even
though the contractor delayed the work
for almost 200%

No planning

Immorality

Poor design

Procedural
Violation

*Because of the lack of planning, the
audit group couldn’t evaluate the success
and failure of the projects.
*Half of the airports didn’t have title
deeds and some even didn’t have a
master plan while construction was
going.
*The management approved for the
escalation up to 25% and beyond the
board
approved
violating
the
procurement procedures of the country.
*In some cases designs are changed after
the work is fully done.
*Some work items (like aluminum)
account 30% of the project cost.
*In Bole terminal project, the
management failed to process final
acceptance and after 10 years costed
them 1.9 M USD to change the roofing
after negotiating with the contractor.

procurement

Estimation
Quality

Contractual
Violation

Delay and cost
overrun
Escalation
Acceptance

No planning

Immorality

Procurement

Unfairness

Estimation
Quality

Procedural
Violation

Delay and cost
overrun

Contractual
Violation

*Project cost= 572M birr
*GTZ was the Project management and
implementation
agent
for
the
construction of 500 health center/posts
around the country and made contract of
616M birr for the service.
*GTZ did the selection of consultants,
contractors and payments approval
*Some centers were damaged by flood
due to improper site selection
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2005

Sugar Corporation,
Sugar Development
Projects

X

X

X

-More than half project sites were given to contractors by GTZ
directly without any bidding process.
-Even though the contract type was Lump sum, cost overrun
was unavoidable due to the absence of planning which would
have considered local material and human power supply.
Because of which escalation had to be considered which paved
the way for corruption and mismanagement. This type of
procurement contract was not included in the procurement
manual.
Implementation:
-No adaptation plan done while implementing typical plans
-Quality assessment and assurance procedure was not clear
that there were repeated dispute at time of acceptance. The
House of Peoples’ Representative had to step in to resolve this
specific issue. In 104 out of 475 health centers quality has been
compromised.
-No construction and material schedule.
-Insufficient professionals deployed. One site manager had to
supervise 18 project sites at different locations in the country
-Discrepancies between specifications, design and reality
-Final acceptance without contractors’ presence. The 2.5%
warranty was less than the cost of reconstruction or correction
Planning:
-No master plan and proper schedule was done.
Procurement:
-Projects were commissioned directly without any bid
process. The construction of 10 new factories was given to
MeTEK.
Implementation:
-Most projects were being done without having detailed
engineering design which led repeatedly to change orders.
Consequently, delay and escalation.
- Ten factory projects didn’t have supervising consultant when
they start. Reason: the contractors had site engineers! Some had
consultants after two years of construction period.
-Progress of projects was not evaluated empirically except
monthly discussions on physical and financial performance
without numerical data (reports).
-There were no project management manual and database
-Price escalations ranging from 16% to 120% were approved
violating procurement procedures. The procurement manual
allows escalations to be approved for projects which would take
more than 18 months. But the corporation approved for projects
which took only 6 months.
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*Some contractors left the sites
unfinished because of the unplanned
lump sum contracts.
*GTZ’s counter argument for the poor
performance was the lack of planning!
*In more than half of the project sites
(285) visible and big work volume items
were missing. This included but not
limited to rooms and even small
buildings like stores or fences.
*105M birr cost overrun
*Time overrun up to 365%

Escalation
Acceptance

No planning

Immorality

Procurement

Unfairness

Estimation
Delay and cost
overrun
Escalation

Opacity
Procedural
Violation
Contractual
Violation

*The corporation used 27B birr in three
years between 2003 and 2005 E.C.
which includes variety of engineering
projects like factories and irrigation
canals …
*Some projects didn’t have feasibility
study at all and in some project sites
feasibility study was being done while
the project is in progress. Reason, Time!
*The audit group found out that the
country didn’t have standard for
factories and the contractor was
influencing and changing the design.
**The procurement department was not
aware of the procurement process and
price escalations approvals. Decisions
were being given by top management.
*One of the escalations approved was
close to 1 B birr.
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13

14

15

2007

2008

2008

2008

196

Universities196

Ministry of
Education,
Construction of 11
New Universities
(3rd generation)

Ministry of
Construction,
Issuance of
construction
licenses

X

X

X

St. Peter Hospital

Source= Audit opinion for 2007

X

X

X

-Addis Ababa University (AAU) purchased construction
materials directly from a single supplier. In addition, The
fairness and transparency of procurement for construction
work has been questioned
- Bule hora university paid additional 4M birr for 7.8M birr
estimated project
- Welkite university did pay additional 4.5M birr
-Adigrat university paid 3.3M birr for variation order even
though only 1.1M has been approved
-Hawasa and Dila university paid 24.3M and 16.7M birr
respectively for variation and additional work orders without
having the consent or approval of the consultant. They paid
110M birr in total without the consultant’s approval.
-Arbaminch University approved payments for works not
done.
-Wachamo university directly gave to contractors 160M birr
project without any bid process. Rationale: good performance!
Planning:
-Master plan existed but not implemented accordingly.
-Didn’t include important stakeholders like regional/local
governments and service infrastructure providers like
electricity and water. Due to this, construction of all 11 sites
started not according to the plan.
Procurement:
-The standard design was given to a consultant directly by
negotiation and other consultants did the detailed design and
supervision which raised the cost for consultancy services.
Implementation:
-Uncoordinated design, incompleteness and changes
-There were discrepancies between standard and detailed
designs and contractors were choosing any method that was
easy and which maximizes their profitable.

Poor planning

Immorality

Estimation

Unfairness

-Uncoordinated, outdated and no systematized registration
system.
-No means of verifying authenticity of documents
(e.g. Manpower and ownership of Vehicles and machineries),
which led to forgery corruption and mismanagement

Poor
management

-The hospital paid 26.5M birr for change orders on two
interim payments without even having any contract violating
the procurement procedure
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procurement
Variation and
additional
works

Opacity
Procedural
Violation
Contractual
Violation

Poor planning

Unfairness

Estimation

Procedural
Violation

procurement
Coordination

Contractual
Violation

Delay

Coordination

Immorality
Unfairness

Procedural
Violation

*Five contractors submitted a bid for the
construction of Emergency building at
AAU. The technic committee said only
one contractor qualifies the evaluation.
Hence, asked PPA for permission to
proceed. Permission was given if and
only if the negotiation doesn’t result in
more than 10% of the engineering
estimate. But AAU entered in to an
agreement with the contractor without
negotiation and 30% more than the
estimate. 169M birr project became
220M birr.

The budget for two years was close to 4B
birr.
Poor planning: Fee for standard design
was estimated to be 9M birr but later the
contract fee was 12.5M birr. Fee for
adaptation and supervision was also
28.6M but contractually it became
117.7M birr having 311% cost overrun.
Delay was mainly due to lack of
coordination, service infrastructures and
design related issues.
Designs of the different disciplines were
uncoordinated.

Till 2008 E.C. 5,321 contractors out of
11,912 didn’t renew their licenses and
the minister office didn’t and had no
means
of
communicating
this
information to other public offices.
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17

18

19

20

2008

2008

2008

2008

2009

Commercial Bank
of Ethiopia,
Construction of
Renaissance
building

Sugar Corporation,
Methehara,
Tendaho and Wonji
Expansion projects
Universities

X

X

X

X

X

Yayu Fertilizer
Complex
Construction

Addis Ababa
University

X

-Poor planning
-Change orders: Program, functional and height changes. The
original plan of the building at the time of bidding was G+7.
However, after commissioning of the project to the contractor
the height was changed to G+12 and other functional
requirements had also been changed.

Poor planning

-Contractors didn’t submit as-built drawings to verify changes

Deliverables

Estimation
procurement

Poor planning

-Poor planning and Changes
-Poor project schedule and cost follow-up
-Paying beyond what has already been done (performed)
-Delay: The project was planned to take 2.5 years. However
after 5 years the progress was 42%
-3.4B birr additional cost due to change orders

Poor planning

Payments
Delay
Variation and
additional
works

Changes and
Delay
Payments

Ministry of
Agriculture and
Natural Resources

X

-Very poor finance (accounting) system. In various colleges,
there was more than 6M birr unreturned advance payments
paid for contractors.
-Approval of time extension and escalation without
consultant’s consent.

324

Contractual
Violation
Procedural
Violation
Contractual
Violation

Procedural
Violation
Contractual
Violation
Immorality

procurement

Unfairness

Payments

2009

Procedural
Violation

Poor planning

Changes and
Delay

21

Contractual
Violation

Delay

-Nine universities in total paid 108M birr which need further
balancing due to advance payments and contractors quitting.
-Five universities’ payment which was in total 37.9M birr
violates the procedure in the manual one way or another.
-Three universities approved payments of 71.9M worth
without consultants’ approval.
-Four universities made 82M birr payment in total for
variations and additional works.

X

Procedural
Violation

Additional
work
Delay
Payments

Procedural
Violation
Contractual
Violation
Procedural
Violation
Contractual
Violation

Due to tremendous additional and
variation orders, the project cost was
raised from 100.7M birr to 178.5M birr
having 77% cost overrun. This was done
violating the Bank’s procurement
manual which states total costs due to
change orders shouldn’t exceed 30% of
the project cost.

*Some universities approved payments
through their respective construction
project
offices
without
project
consultants’ consent. This was found to
be a violation to the clear procedure laid.
*Most projects were delayed. Time
overrun up to 250%
Project cost= 11B birr
*Contractor already received 5.65B birr
(60%) while the work progress was 42%
**The cost of delay was huge. The
interest of the loan till the fourth year of
the project was close to 2B birr.
*Construction of an emergency building
at Black Lion Hospital, whose project
cost was 255.M birr, was given to a
contractor directly (Wusin chereta)
because of ‘time constraint’. The
contract was for one year. But, already
after 150% time overrun the project
status was 45%.

*In one project, which had 300% time
overrun, the contractor disappeared.
*Finance people don’t seem to
understand how the advance payment
deduction works in construction.
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2009

St. Paul Hospital,
Millennium
Medical College

X

23

2009

St. Paul Hospital,
Millennium
Medical College

X

25

2009

Other Universities

X

X

In a renovation construction work of a building, the client
gave additional work orders which excessively violated the
procurement procedure. The additional work had been close to
300% of the original contract.

Payments and
Additional
work orders

-In the 2nd generation university construction, universities paid
more than 72M birr as an advance payment before site
acceptance and contractors didn’t even start before a year
-Mikelle University paid a contractor 2.3M birr for change
and additional orders which didn’t follow the procedure.
-Delay and additional work orders which violated the
procedure.
-Substandard design and construction. Some buildings even
couldn’t serve their function soon after provisional
acceptance.

Poor planning

Immorality

procurement

Unfairness

325

Procedural
Violation

*The cost of the renovation escalated
from 1.9M to 5.9M ETB.

Contractual
Violation

Changes and
Delay
Payments
Additional
work

Procedural
Violation
Contractual
Violation

*The audit group questioned the fairness
and procedure of time extensions
approved for contractors and even giving
them
additional
works
using
‘performance’ as a rationale.
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APPENDIX G: Disclosure
Analysis of Disclosure of Projects and Contract Information (Source: Extracted from PPA http://www.ppa.gov.et/index.php on 25/07/2018)
No

Identification

Contracts

Completion

Secto
r

Locatio
n

Purpose

Scop
e

Fund

Cont.
Type

Procu
.
Type

Proc.
Mode

Statu
s

No. of
Firms
Tend.

Cont.
Price
(Mil.)

Cont.
Start

Cont.
End

1

Educ.

Govern
ment

G+5

Gover
nment

Unit
price

Works

ICB

2

4

1,495

05/2015

06/2017

2

Educ.

2

7

1.79

08/2016

ICB

2

6

554.8

Educ.

Works

NCB

2

9

5

Educ.

Works

NCB

2

6

Edu

Cafeter
ia

MOFE
D

Unit
price

Consu
ltancy

NCB

7

Edu

Cafeter
ia

1
block

MOFE
D

Unit
price

Works

8

Edu.

Haram
aya
Uni.
Haram
aya
Uni.
Jijiga
Univ.

4,722
m2
2
block
s
1
block

Unit
price
Unit
price
Unit
price
Unit
price

Consu
ltancy
Works

4

Gover
nment
Gover
nment
Gover
nment
Gover
nment

NCB

Educ.

Govern
ment
Govern
ment
Class
room
Dormit
ories

-

3

W.
Guji
zone
Adigrat
Univ.
Adigrat
Univ.
Woldia
Uni.
Woliso

2
block
s

Gover
nment

Lamp
sum

9

Edu.

Jijiga
Univ.

2
block
s

Gover
nment

Unit
price

10

Edu.

Haram
aya
Uni.

Office
+
Reside
n.
Office
+
Reside
n.
Garage

2
block
s

MOFE
D

Unit
price

Consu
lt
Desig
n
Consu
lt
Super
v.
Consu
ltancy

-

Remark

Cont.
Duratio
n
(Days)

Exte
nsio
n
Info

Co
mp
Co
st

Com
p
Time

Rea
sons

Refe
renc
e

-

-

-

-

08/2019

1095

-

-

-

-

-

03/2017

03/2019

730

-

-

-

-

-

148.6

06/2015

01/2018

971

-

-

-

-

-

11

66.05

07/2015

12/2016

500

**

-

-

-

-

Shortage of Materials,
manpower, Machinery.

2

18

1.2

05/2017

11/2018

536

-

-

-

-

-

Contract admin. and
Supervision.

NCB

2

7

27.9

06/2015

08/2016

418

-

-

-

-

-

Construction of same project

NCB

2

7

0.15

01/2014

02/2014

30

-

-

-

-

-

G+3 & G+4
Design

NCB

2

7

2,25

10/2014

11/2015

395

-

-

-

-

-

Cont. admin. And Supervision

NCB

2

6

1,45

07/2016

01/2018

541

-

-

-

-

-

Design, Contract admin. and
Supervision.

326

755

-

Design, Tend. doc., Contract
admin. and Supervision.
Construction of same project
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Edu.

Haram
aya
Uni.
Mekele
Uni.

Garage

12

Edu.

13

Edu.

ASTU

14

Edu.

ASTU

15

Edu.

Axum
Uni.

16

Edu.

17

Edu.

18

Edu.

19

Edu.

Arsi
Uni.
Adigrat
Uni.
Adigrat
Uni.
Arsi
Uni.

Cafete.
&
Resid.
Launge
&
Gara.
Dorm.
& class
R.
Various

20

Edu.

Axum
Uni.

21

Edu.

Adama
STU

22

Edu.

Adama
STU

Office
Buildin
g

Hospita
l
Hospita
l
Clinic
&
Cantee
n
Multip
urpose
H.
Multip
urpose
H.
Multip
urpose
H.

2
block
s
G+4

MOFE
D

Unit
price

Works

ICB

2

5

94.1

03/2015

09/2016

534

-

-

-

-

-

Construction

Gover
nment

Unit
price

Works

ICB

2

9

260

12/2014

09/2017

987

**

-

-

-

-

-

Gover
nment

Unit
price

Works

NCB

2

18

42.1

11/2016

05/2017

184

-

-

-

-

-

Delayed payment, late site
handover, design change, New
work order due to omission of
items.
Price change= 55M.
No information of identity
(TIN) of contr. To proof if the
winner was the same or not.

-

Gover
nment

Unit
price

Works

NCB

2

14

38.1

05/2016

11/2016

180

-

-

-

-

-

2*
G+4

Gover
nment

Unit
price

Works

NCB

2

3

54.8

10/2013

12/2014

448

-

-

-

-

-

G+1G+4
-

Gover
nment
Gover
nment
Gover
nment
Gover
nment

Unit
price
Unit
price
Unit
price
Unit
price

Works

NCB

2

6

881.8

04/2016

03/2018

700

-

-

-

-

-

Consu
ltancy
Works

NCB

2

0

1.5

10/2016

01/2018

461

-

-

-

-

-

NCB

2

3

30

06/2016

06/2017

365

-

-

-

-

-

Works

NCB

2

6

360.9

04/2016

03/2018

700

-

-

-

-

-

-

Gover
nment

Unit
price

Works

NCB

2

4

247.1

01/2014

07/2015

548

-

-

-

-

-

G+3

Gover
nment

Lamp
sum

NCB

2

3

0.39

06/2012

10/2012

120

-

-

-

-

-

Design

G+3

Gover
nment

Unit
price

Consu
lt
Desig
n
Consu
lt
Super
v.

NCB

2

4

2.29

12/2013

03/2017

1220

* *

-

-

-

-Same consultant for
supervision and cont.
administration
-variation works and design
change

G+2
&
G+4

327

Design review, Contract
admin., and Supervision.
Construction of same project
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Edu.

Adama
STU

Multip
urpose
H.
Office

G+3

Gover
nment

Unit
price

Works

ICB

2

5

133.2

01/2014

06/2017

24

Other

Addis
Ababa

25

Edu.

Debre
B.
Univ.

26

Edu.

27

Edu.

Debre
B.
Univ.
Adama
STU

28

Edu.

29

Edu.

30

Edu.

2B+
G+12

Gover
nment

Unit
price

Works

NCB

2

0

-

-

-

Gradua
t
Buildin
g
Admin.
Office

B+G
+6

Gover
nment

Unit
price

Works

NCB

2

11

115.8

04/2016

2*
B+3

Gover
nment

Unit
price

Works

NCB

2

7

31.1

Researc
h park

-

Gover
nment

Lamp
sum

NCB

2

3

Adama
STU

Researc
h park

-

Gover
nment

Unit
price

NCB

2

Adama
STU
Ambo
Univ.

-

Gover
nment
Gover
nment

Unit
price
Unit
price

NCB

Works

G+2

Gover
nment

Unit
price

Ambo
Univ.

Researc
h park
Reside
ntial
bldg
Student
Cantee
n
Staff
Resid.

Consu
lt
Desig
n
Consu
lt
Super
v.
Works

31

Edu.

Jima
Univ.

32

Edu.

-

Gover
nment

33

Edu.

Woldia
Univ.

Staff
Office

2*
G+4

Gover
nment

G+4

* *

-

-

* 18
* 2

11/20
16

12/2017

608

- -

-

-

-

07/2016

11/2017

486

-

-

-

-

-Engineering cost estimation
40M.
-Extension due to weather

0.28

09/2012

04/2013

216

- -

-

-

-

Design

3

0.70

08/2014

08/2015

365

- -

-

-

-

Same consultant for
supervision and cont.
administration

2

4

444.4

08/2014

09/2016

767

- -

-

-

-

Construction

NCB

2

4

-

12/2014

05/2017

878

-

-

-

-

Extended due to right of
problem

Works

NCB

2

4

138.3

07/2014

08/2015

400

Lamp
sum

Consu
ltancy

NCB

2

1

-

02/2015

12/2018

1384

-

-

-

-

Unit
price

Works

NCB

2

9

27.6

06/2015

08/2016

452

- -

-

-

-

*Supervision and cont. admin.
service
*Only 1 firm participated on
the tendering process

328

1250

-

-

Extension due to design change
and issuance of variation works
Extension due to additional
work and design change such
as material change additional
floor etc.
Engineering cost estimation
160M.
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APPENDIX H: Who is Who and Corresponding Codes in SNA
[Management]
Position

The 3Cs : Contractually closely related parties
Clients (Procuring Consultants
Contractors
institutions)
197

NonTechnical

Top
Management

Technical

-Department
Heads
Department Heads
-Project Engineer
-Project Manager
Site and office
personnel

Office

Department Heads

Department Heads
-Project Architect/
Project Engineer
Site and office
personnel

-Estimators
-Design Checkers
-Payment approver

-Designers
-Estimators

Construction
management

-Author controllers
-Site engineers
-Quantity surveyors

-Author controllers
-Resident engineer
-Quantity Surveyor

Site engineer/s
Quantity surveyor
Site Forman
Craft people
Laborers

NonTechnical

Technical

Owner/
Manager

-Department Heads
-Project
Heads/Managers
-Cashiers
-Purchaser

Technical

People at
Operation level

Owner/
Manager198

Site

NonTechnical

Middle
Management

-Ministers
-Institution
Presidents/ Directors
-Policy Advisors
-Tech. Advisors
-Department Heads
Committee/Council
members

Stakeholders

Contractually Related to the 3Cs
SubFunders
Material
&
contractor/s
Equipment
Suppliers

Contractually farthest
Authorities
Lobbyists
and Brokers

Owner/s
Manager

Top
management

Owner/s
Manager

Ministers
Mayors
And office heads

Department
Heads
-Project
Manager

-Department
Heads

-Department
Heads
-Distribution
heads

-Licensing
-Design
and
change Approvers
-Lease
and
Contracts

-Site
engineer/s
-Quantity
surveyor

Project
supervisors

-Out lets
-Sells person

-Design checkers
-Supervisors

199

The 3Cs are clients, consultants and contractors who are known to have the strongest contractual relationship among all involved parties
In most cases, owners of consulting firms and construction companies take managing positions.
199
In case of government funded projects the stakeholder refers to MoFEC and regional finance bureaus while in loan based and internationally funded projects it
refers to International Banks and Funding Organizations.

197

198

329

Lobby
groups

Brokers

Facilitators

Appendices

Assigned Codes
[Management]
Positions

The 3Cs: Contractually Closely related parties
Clients
(Public Consultants
Contractors
Body)

Middle
Management

Technical
NonTechnical

7, CNST-T

13, CONT-T

2, CLT-M-NT

8, CNST-M-NT

14, CONT-M-NT

Technical

3, CLT-M-T

9, CNST-M-T

15, CONT-M-T

NonTechnical

4, CLT-0-NT

10, CNST-0-NT

16, CONT-0-NT

5, CLT-0-TO

11, CNST-0-TO

17, CONT-0-TO

6, CLT-0-TS

12, CNST-0-TS

18, CONT-0-TS

Technical

People
at
Operation level

0, CLT-T-NT

Office

NonTechnical

Site

Top
Management

1, CLT-T-T

330

Stakeholders

Contractually Related to the 3Cs
SubFunders
Material &
contractor/s
Equipment
Suppliers

Contractually Farthest
Municipal/Loc Lobbyists
al Authorities
and
Brokers

19, SCONT-T

22, FUN-T

25, SUP-T

28, AUT-T

31, LBY

20, SCONT-M

23, FUN-M

26, SUP-M

29, AUT-M

32, BRK

21, SCONT-O

24, FUN-O

27, SUP-O

30, AUT-O

33, FCT
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APPENDIX I: SNA Data Generation and Calculated Graph Metrix
1. Assigned Nodes and Power
ID

Label

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

CLT-T-NT
CLT-T-T
CLT-M-NT
CLT-M-T
CLT-0-NT
CLT-0-TO
CLT-0-TS
CNST-T
CNST-M-NT
CNST-M-T
CNST-0-NT
CNST-0-TO
CNST-0-TS
CONT-T
CONT-M-NT
CONT-M-T
CONT-0-NT
CONT-0-TO
CONT-0-TS
SCONT-T
SCONT-M
SCONT-O
FUN-T
FUN-M
FUN-O
SUP-T
SUP-M
SUP-O
AUT-T
AUT-M
AUT-O
LBY
BRK
FCT

Category
Position

Stakeholder

Top Management (Non-Technical)
Top Management (Technical)
Middle Management ( Non-Technical)
Middle Management (Technical)
Operation level (Non-Technical)
Operation level (Technical, Office)
Operation level (Technical, Site)
Top Management
Middle Management ( Non-Technical)
Middle Management (Technical)
Operation level (Non-Technical)
Operation level (Technical, Office)
Operation level (Technical, Site)
Top Management
Middle Management ( Non-Technical)
Middle Management (Technical)
Operation level (Non-Technical)
Operation level (Technical, Office)
Operation level (Technical, Site)
Top Management
Middle Management
Operation level
Top Management
Middle Management
Operation level
Top Management
Middle Management
Operation level
Top Management
Middle Management
Operation level
Lobbyists
Brokers
Facilitators

Client (Public body)
Client (Public body)
Client (Public body)
Client (Public body)
Client (Public body)
Client (Public body)
Client (Public body)
Consultant
Consultant
Consultant
Consultant
Consultant
Consultant
Contractor
Contractor
Contractor
Contractor
Contractor
Contractor
Sub-contractor
Sub-contractor
Sub-contractor
Funders
Funders
Funders
Suppliers
Suppliers
Suppliers
Authorities
Authorities
Authorities
Lobbyists & Brokers
Lobbyists & Brokers
Lobbyists & Brokers

331

Power
(Decision
/influential)
10
8
6
6
2
3
5
7
5
5
1
4
4
8
6
6
2
4
3
6
4
2
8
6
4
6
4
2
5
4
4
8
6
4
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58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119

2. Edges and Corresponding Weights
ID
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57

Source

Target

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

1
2
3
7
13
22
25
28
31
2
3
7
13
22
25
28
31
3
4
5
6
7
13
19
25
32
8
9
14
15
20
23
26
29
32
11
12
17
18
4
5
6
7
13
19
25
32
8
9
14
15
20
23
26
29
32
11

Type
Undirected
Directed
Directed
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Directed
Directed
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Directed
Directed
Directed
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Directed
Directed
Directed
Directed
Directed
Directed
Directed
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Directed

Weight
7
4
4
6
8
8
8
6
9
5
6
6
7
8
8
5
8
6
1
2
1
6
7
2
7
7
3
1
5
2
1
2
4
4
6
2
2
2
2
6
6
6
5
7
7
6
5
5
8
1
8
6
4
4
6
4
2
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3
3
3
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
8

12
17
18
5
6
8
9
14
15
26
32
6
8
9
11
12
14
15
17
18
20
21
24
26
27
30
32
33
8
9
11
12
14
15
17
18
20
21
24
26
27
30
32
33
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
19
22
23
25
26
28
29
31
32
9

Directed
Directed
Directed
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Directed
Directed
Directed
Directed
Directed
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Directed
Directed
Directed
Directed
Directed
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected

2
2
2
4
4
2
2
2
2
4
4
6
2
4
2
2
2
4
2
2
1
1
2
4
2
2
2
4
2
4
2
2
2
4
2
2
1
1
2
4
2
2
2
4
5
5
2
2
2
8
5
5
2
4
2
7
5
5
5
6
6
6
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120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181

8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
10
10
10
10
10
10
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
12
12
12
12
12
12
12

10
13
14
15
19
22
23
25
26
29
30
32
33
10
11
12
13
14
15
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
11
12
16
21
27
33
12
15
17
18
20
21
23
24
26
27
29
30
32
33
14
15
16
17
18
20
21

Directed
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Directed
Directed
Directed
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected

3
4
4
2
2
2
4
4
6
2
2
4
4
2
6
6
4
4
4
4
2
4
4
2
2
4
7
5
3
2
7
5
2
4
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
6
6
6
4
2
2
4
2
4
1
2
2
2
2
2
6
1
3
6
4
4

182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232
233
234
235
236
237
238
239
240
241
242
243
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12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
16
16
16
16
17

23
24
26
27
29
30
32
33
14
15
17
18
19
20
22
23
25
26
28
29
31
32
33
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
28
29
30
31
32
33
16
17
18
19
20
21
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
32
33
17
18
27
33
18

Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Directed
Directed
Directed
Directed
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Directed
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Directed
Directed
Directed
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected

2
2
6
4
2
4
2
2
8
7
4
2
6
4
9
6
8
6
8
5
6
8
2
6
4
2
1
6
4
2
2
6
4
6
4
2
4
2
2
6
4
2
6
6
6
4
2
4
2
6
4
1
2
6
4
6
4
2
2
1
1
6
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244
245
246
247
248
249
250
251
252
253
254
255
256
257
258
259
260
261
262
263
264
265
266
267
268
269
270
271
272
273
274
275
276
277
278
279
280
281
282
283
284
285
286
287
288
289
290
291
292
293
294
295
296
297
298
299
300
301
302
303
304
305

17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
17
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
21
21
21
21
21
22
22
22
22
22
22
22
23
23
23
23
23
23

20
21
23
24
25
26
27
29
30
32
33
19
20
21
24
25
26
27
29
30
33
20
21
22
23
25
26
27
29
30
31
32
33
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
29
30
32
33
24
27
30
32
33
23
24
25
28
31
32
33
24
25
26
27
29
31

Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Directed
Directed
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Directed
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Directed
Directed
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Directed
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected

306
307
308
309
310
311
312
313
314
315
316
317
318
319
320
321
322
323
324
325
326
327
328
329
330
331
332
333
334
335
336
337
338

4
4
4
4
2
4
2
2
6
1
4
1
4
6
2
1
4
6
1
4
2
6
4
4
2
6
4
2
4
2
4
4
2
5
1
4
4
4
6
2
2
1
2
1
2
4
2
1
4
5
2
4
4
10
6
1
5
2
4
1
2
2

334

23
23
24
24
24
24
24
24
25
25
25
25
25
25
26
26
26
26
26
27
27
27
28
28
28
28
29
29
29
30
30
31
31

32
33
26
27
29
30
32
31
26
27
28
29
31
32
27
29
30
32
33
30
32
33
29
30
31
32
30
32
33
32
33
32
33

Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Directed
Directed
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Directed
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Directed
Directed
Undirected
Undirected
Directed
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected
Undirected

6
4
3
1
4
2
2
1
6
2
4
4
6
6
5
4
1
5
2
2
2
4
6
4
6
2
4
6
2
4
4
7
4
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3. Calculated Graph Metrix for SNA

Id

Label

stakeholder

Page
ranks

clustering

triangles

Closeness
centrality

Harmonic
Closeness centrality

Betweeness
centrality

Eigen
centrality

Degree

Weighted
Degree

0

CLT-T-NT

Client

0.02

0.83

30

0.56

0.63

0.57

0.26

9

60

1

CLT-T-T

Client

0.02

0.83

30

0.56

0.63

0.57

0.26

9

60

2

CLT-M-NT

Client

0.03

0.70

178

0.77

0.85

12.62

0.82

23

84

3

CLT-M-T

Client

0.03

0.70

178

0.77

0.85

12.62

0.82

23

118

4

CLT-0-NT

Client

0.02

1.00

45

0.59

0.65

0.00

0.40

10

31

5

CLT-0-TO

Client

0.03

0.82

155

0.72

0.80

3.14

0.75

20

56

6

CLT-0-TS

Client

0.03

0.82

155

0.72

0.80

3.14

0.75

20

55

7

CNST-T

Consultant

0.03

0.67

140

0.73

0.82

12.65

0.70

21

99

8

CNST-M-NT

Consultant

0.03

0.71

134

0.72

0.80

6.86

0.72

20

68

9

CNST-M-T

Consultant

0.04

0.65

264

0.89

0.94

17.56

1.00

29

115

10

CNST-0-NT

Consultant

0.02

0.67

24

0.58

0.64

1.61

0.30

9

15

11

CNST-0-TO

Consultant

0.03

0.77

162

0.73

0.82

4.85

0.77

21

63

12

CNST-0-TS

Consultant

0.03

0.74

187

0.77

0.85

7.76

0.83

23

74

13

CONT-T

Contractor

0.03

0.71

165

0.75

0.83

8.99

0.76

22

134

14

CONT-M-NT

Contractor

0.04

0.65

244

0.87

0.92

17.79

0.96

28

102

15

CONT-M-T

Contractor

0.04

0.68

257

0.87

0.92

14.59

0.98

28

121

16

CONT-0-NT

Contractor

0.01

0.82

23

0.55

0.61

0.60

0.29

8

14

17

CONT-0-TO

Contractor

0.03

0.77

195

0.77

0.85

6.05

0.85

23

78

18

CONT-0-TS

Contractor

0.03

0.76

175

0.75

0.83

5.85

0.81

22

68

19

SCONT-T

Sub-contractor

0.03

0.75

157

0.73

0.82

4.91

0.77

21

80

20

SCONT-M

Sub-contractor

0.03

0.78

214

0.79

0.86

5.18

0.89

24

77

21

SCONT-O

Sub-contractor

0.03

0.83

113

0.65

0.75

2.42

0.63

17

47

22

FUN-T

Funders

0.03

0.68

82

0.66

0.74

5.81

0.52

16

72

23

FUN-M

Funders

0.03

0.76

176

0.75

0.83

4.68

0.81

22

79
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24

FUN-O

Funders

0.03

0.75

115

0.69

0.77

4.11

0.66

18

46

25

SUP-T

Suppliers

0.03

0.70

161

0.75

0.83

10.89

0.76

22

114

26

SUP-M

Suppliers

0.04

0.76

228

0.80

0.88

6.09

0.92

25

108

27

SUP-O

Suppliers

0.03

0.74

140

0.72

0.80

5.90

0.71

20

48

28

AUT-T

Authorities

0.02

0.73

57

0.62

0.70

4.53

0.43

13

56

29

AUT-M

Authorities

0.03

0.78

180

0.75

0.83

4.24

0.83

22

84

30

AUT-O

Authorities

0.03

0.79

151

0.72

0.80

3.77

0.75

20

59

31

LBY

0.02

0.70

64

0.63

0.71

4.41

0.45

14

73

32

BRK

0.04

0.67

235

0.85

0.91

12.77

0.94

27

122

33

FCT

Lobbyists &
Brokers
Lobbyists &
Brokers
Lobbyists &
Brokers

0.03

0.66

166

0.77

0.85

11.51

0.80

23

64
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